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Foreword
Ambassador Lakhdar Brahimi

Diplomacy has been practised differently in different places and at differ-
ent times in history. It generally involves the ability to define one’s own
objectives and at the same time to be fully aware of the views, interests,
circumstances and objectives of the other side. The negotiations in which
the diplomat engages will have a better chance of success if his or her
approach is informed by at least a degree of empathy, understanding
and, significantly, knowledge of the overall situation.
Negotiation, it must be said, is not limited to the world of diplomacy or

international politics. Negotiation is something one does on a daily basis,
be it with one’s children, with one’s spouse or with the plumber waiting
to be paid after a house call.
Perhaps like Monsieur Jourdain in Molière’s play Le Bourgeois Gentil-

homme, who discovers one day that he has been speaking in prose all his
life without even being aware of it, we too are all negotiators in our daily
lives as well as our professional ones without being entirely aware of it.
Thus, quite obviously, not thinking of ourselves as negotiators does not
mean that we are not negotiating every day.
It seems clear that the pursuit of humanitarian diplomacy, sometimes

overlooked when political events are studied, needs to be examined
further. Certainly, we need to study more closely the role played by hu-
manitarian workers when they are negotiating access and related human-
itarian issues with combatants and other actors in war zones. There is
some truth in the assertion that negotiations in pursuit of humanitarian
goals must necessarily differ to some extent from purely political deals
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that are the product of a traditional negotiation process. Humanitarian
principles, again, must necessarily set the agenda for the negotiations
conducted by humanitarian actors. Thus, it is important that those work-
ing in the international field recognize and give some space to their hu-
manitarian colleagues.

At the same time, it is also clear that the relationship between the
humanitarian and the political-military actors, and their roles, is a two-
way street. Just as important as humanitarian principles and the respect
thereof are the goals pursued by political and military actors. It is inevi-
table that the space operated in by humanitarian actors and political
ones, although separate, will overlap in some areas. What is needed
when that inevitable overlap takes place is mutual respect and deeper
understanding of each other’s motives and goals. Working for durable
peace and negotiating humanitarian access are equally honourable goals;
they also complement each other.

At the end of the day, the ultimate goal is the betterment of the people
that we in the international community have set out to help. Mutual re-
spect between and among various international actors is key, but even
more fundamental is the long-term sustainable return to peace and pros-
perity of conflict-ridden zones. In pursuance of this goal, the short-term
(often humanitarian) and the long-term (usually political) goals must be
harmonized to positive effect.

Although much of this may be fairly obvious, the daily issues we face
in trying to manage these processes in the effort to help people on the
ground are much less so. The conflicts and areas covered in this volume
are tremendously complex; the studies are wide-ranging and thorough. In
the case study on Afghanistan, for example, we are reminded that obtain-
ing humanitarian access not only meant dealing with the Taliban regime;
it also meant the employment of a cohesive and coordinated strategy be-
tween UN and non-UN humanitarian actors. Such a strategy was reached
not immediately but only after some time and experience gained in the
country. As the author notes, even such a course of action had its limita-
tions, chief among these being the attitude of the regime, which was af-
fected by its own isolation and world view, including in the later phase
after 11 September 2001.

Another notable case is Iraq, perhaps even more pronounced in the
complexities and moral dilemmas thrown up in the wake of the US-led
invasion and occupation of the country. The Iraq study raises the very
serious question of how humanitarian actors can avoid sacrificing human-
itarian principles and norms at the altar of ‘‘operationality’’. Gaining
access to areas where there may be real need and, at the same time,
being perceived as collaborating with those who have entered the country
illegally throw such issues into sharp relief. Predictably, and somewhat
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inevitably, there are no real answers here, and one suspects that non-
governmental organizations and others, including humanitarian actors of
the United Nations system, may have to (or will, in any case) accommo-
date to the existing reality as they stumble along. This is even more tell-
ing in environments where the main donor(s) and the transgressor(s) of
international law are sometimes one and the same party.
The case of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA)

is substantially different. UNRWA is one of the longest-standing and the
largest of the humanitarian agencies of the United Nations, and it re-
mains to date the main provider of services in the areas of health, educa-
tion and relief for needy refugees in the Occupied Palestinian Territories.
(The role of the governments of Lebanon, Jordan and Syria are more sig-
nificant as service providers vis-à-vis their respective populations of Pal-
estinian refugees.) As such, UNRWA has some of the closest ties to the
people it is mandated to support and assist. This perception also means
that it is often accused, especially of late, of providing cover to those
engaging in violence, which in turn clearly affects its ability to be a hu-
manitarian advocate with the occupying authorities. The author of the
UNRWA case study brings out here the resultant tension between assist-
ing and advocating for a people who have been refugees for over five
decades and trying to ensure full humanitarian access to them courtesy
of the occupiers.
None of the other cases studied in this book is any easier. Each comes

with its own particular, problematic permutations. I thus commend the
individual authors for being brave enough to undertake this valuable
and useful study. The fact that most of them are also humanitarian prac-
titioners adds a sense of realism and immediacy to their analysis. I also
congratulate co-editors Larry Minear and Hazel Smith for the lessons,
conclusions and recommendations they draw from the work of their co-
authors. The resulting volume will feed and enrich the debate on these
important issues in the coming years.
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Introduction

Larry Minear and Hazel Smith

This volume offers a series of intimate glimpses into the day-to-day com-
plexities of mounting and maintaining humanitarian activities in some of
the world’s most conflicted, intractable and remote settings. Readers will
visit 14 different theatres in Asia, Africa, the Middle East and Latin
America during the Cold War and the post–Cold War periods. The activ-
ities reviewed include not only the provision of emergency succour but
also the protection of basic human rights.

As an aid to understanding the challenges faced and the experiences
recounted, this volume offers the concept of humanitarian diplomacy.
This we understand to encompass the activities carried out by humanitar-
ian organizations to obtain the space from political and military author-
ities within which to function with integrity. These activities comprise
such efforts as arranging for the presence of international humanitarian
organizations and personnel in a given country, negotiating access to ci-
vilian populations in need of assistance and protection, monitoring assis-
tance programmes, promoting respect for international law and norms,
supporting indigenous individuals and institutions, and engaging in advo-
cacy at a variety of levels in support of humanitarian objectives. Human-
itarian diplomacy involves activities carried out by humanitarian institu-
tions and personnel, as distinct from diplomacy exercised by traditional
diplomats, even in support of humanitarian activities.

Having introduced the concept of humanitarian diplomacy, we must
quickly qualify it. As pointed out by Ambassador Lakhdar Brahimi in
his Foreword, most humanitarian practitioners do not think of them-
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selves as diplomats. Diplomacy is a specialized function carried out by a
special category of personnel. The duties and obligations of official diplo-
mats and the conduct of their functions are clearly framed by interna-
tional law and custom. Behind the discomfort of humanitarian officials
with the diplomacy label is the fact that diplomacy involves regular inter-
actions with host political officials, be they state or non-state actors.
Whereas the portfolio of diplomats is eminently political, humanitarian
agencies seek to establish and maintain their non-political bona fides.
The experiences recounted in this volume display humanitarian

agencies at work in highly political and politicized settings. From the
rich data and analyses provided, readers will themselves be able to reach
a judgement about the extent to which the term ‘‘humanitarian diplo-
macy’’ is appropriate to describe the activities conducted. The first chap-
ter of the book therefore provides an analysis of the craft of humanitar-
ian diplomacy, building on recurring themes from the following 14 case
studies. The second chapter compares and contrasts humanitarian and
traditional diplomacy.
In addition to breaking new intellectual ground in introducing and test-

ing the concept of humanitarian diplomacy, this volume is innovative in
its use of practitioners as both the subjects and the objects of the research
process. We have quite intentionally asked humanitarian officials them-
selves to function as policy analysts, reflecting on activities for which
they themselves had major operational responsibility. We did this in part
because scholars have not had the sustained access to some of the geo-
graphical areas in times of conflict or, for that matter, to the internal doc-
umentation that chronicles agency experience. We also chose this course
of action because practitioners, as major actors in these settings, have an
important perspective to contribute. The reflection process in which they
are engaged may also play a useful role in the lesson-learning efforts of
their organizations and the humanitarian sector as a whole.
Enlisting practitioners into policy analysis, however, edges some of

them onto unfamiliar ground. Even senior officials, accustomed to write
reports that are primarily descriptive, are less familiar with the task of ex-
amining policy options, assessing the impacts of strategies adopted or re-
jected, or moving from the very specific circumstances encountered and
decisions taken to identify lessons of wider import. To guide the reflec-
tion process as well as to ensure a certain comparability among case
studies, the editors and contributors agreed a template for the prepara-
tion of their chapters. Each chapter accordingly has five sections: context,
operational issues, obstacles and opportunities, negotiations, and wider
implications.
Some of the authors chafed more than others under these strictures,

and there remains a certain unevenness from one chapter to the next.
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We hope, however, that the results of the template structure will assist
readers in making sense of the experiences shared. Some will want to
read the volume from the top, following the presentation of the case
studies continent by continent. Others will gravitate to a chapter of spe-
cial geographical appeal. Readers with specific policy interests – for ex-
ample, in identifying the problems encountered by humanitarian organi-
zations or in assessing what may have been sacrificed, if anything, in the
pursuit of humanitarian access – may wish to read a given section of each
chapter back-to-back.

This volume is the product of a strenuous research process that began
in 2002 when the design of the undertaking was agreed and funding was
provided by the United Nations World Food Programme (WFP), the
United States Institute of Peace and the United Nations University
(UNU). Discussions of the entire group of authors in Bangkok in March
2004 helped establish the analytical framework and sort out certain meth-
odological issues. Discussions among a smaller group of authors in Rome
on the occasion of a lessons-identified workshop hosted by the WFP in
November 2004 helped refine the approach further and identify cross-
cutting issues and tentative conclusions.

In the intervening period, during which our manuscript has been re-
viewed and critiqued by the United Nations University Press, the situa-
tions described in a number of the case studies have changed, whether
for the better or the worse. Since each of the chapters represents a ‘‘snap-
shot in time’’ of a particular humanitarian initiative, we have not asked
the authors to update their analysis to accommodate late-breaking devel-
opments. For the most part, recent events do not change the analysis al-
ready offered, although they may highlight the importance of some of the
options earlier embraced or discarded.

We see this volume as a contribution to a growing literature on the
exercise of humanitarian action. It seeks to inform practitioners in their
exercise of the craft of humanitarian diplomacy. It will also interest dip-
lomats, many of whom have no working understanding of humanitarian
principles or of the need for protecting the independence of humanitar-
ian action. In addition, it should provide information for the concerned
international public, on whose informed support sustained and effective
humanitarian action depends.
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Craft and concept





1

The craft of humanitarian
diplomacy

Larry Minear

In this volume, humanitarian practitioners treat readers to a rich set of
experiences. The 14 crises reviewed span a quarter-century, from the
Vietnamese occupation of Cambodia in the late 1970s and the civil war
in Lebanon in the 1980s to the current crises in Colombia, Afghanistan
and Iraq. The chapters provide vignettes of humanitarian officials carry-
ing out a variety of diplomatic functions in support of their programmes.
Those functions include negotiation of humanitarian access to vulnerable
populations, promoting respect for international law and norms, combat-
ing a culture in which violations occur with impunity, supporting indige-
nous counterpart individuals and institutions, and engaging in advocacy
with political authorities at the local, national and international levels.

The experiences demonstrate a full range of successes and failures –
from the opening up of Cambodia during its occupation by the Viet-
namese and the mounting of programmes under the reclusive authorities
in North Korea, on the positive side, to frustration by the terms of en-
gagement in Somalia and the blockage of access to civilians in the
Maoist-dominated regions of Nepal. In some instances, successes were a
function of shrewd decision-making and well-managed programmes; in
others, of serendipity. In some cases, failures were a function of factors
over which humanitarian actors had little or no control; in other in-
stances, the humanitarian apparatus itself was poorly managed and failed
to capitalize on opportunities as they arose.

Gaining immediacy from their presentation by practitioners themselves,
the experiences offer, for all of their diversity, a set of variations on sev-
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eral recurring themes. This chapter explores some of those themes, both
in their own terms and in their wider implications. As analysts of activ-
ities in which they themselves played lead roles, the authors of individual
chapters have provided a fascinating behind-the-scenes perspective on
events. At the same time, their experiences need to be subjected to more
thorough-going scrutiny and placed in a broader context.
The themes examined include the appropriateness of the term ‘‘hu-

manitarian diplomacy’’ for the activities described, the nature of the in-
terlocutors with whom humanitarian diplomats deal, the issue portfolio
that humanitarian diplomacy addresses, the tensions between and among
humanitarian principles and the pressure for making trade-offs, the com-
parative advantages of various agencies and actors for different tasks, the
levels at which such diplomacy functions, and the ingredients of success
and failure. This chapter concludes with some thoughts about the future
evolution of humanitarian diplomacy.

The concept

Perhaps the most pervasive theme in the 14 case studies concerns the
nature of humanitarian diplomacy, its relation to diplomacy of a more
traditional sort and its links to the operational activities of humanitarian
organizations and the wider issues of peace and war.

The concept

The concept of humanitarian diplomacy itself is a bit awkward. Asked
whether they see themselves as diplomats, most card-carrying humanitar-
ian officials would reply in the negative. In the words of a handbook pre-
pared by the Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue, ‘‘[m]ost humanitarian
workers negotiate in some way every day but few have thought to recog-
nize this core activity as a conscious skill and so seek to refine and de-
velop it across their organization’’.1 For many aid workers with front-
line or headquarters responsibilities, diplomacy is viewed as something
well beyond – and quite separate from – what they do. It is a more spe-
cialized activity, dealing with the broad issues of war and peace. It is a
function of states carried out by trained professionals, not the preoccupa-
tion of aid agencies and their personnel.
To be sure, commonalities exist between the negotiations and other

diplomatic functions carried out by humanitarian personnel, on the one
hand, and the practice of diplomacy of a traditional sort, on the other.
As discussed in Chapter 2, core diplomatic activities such as communica-
tion, information-gathering and negotiations are hallmarks of humanitar-
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ian diplomacy and of traditional diplomacy as well. Both crafts are highly
consensual in nature and approach; both are central to the well-being of
at-risk populations. Like their colleagues with political portfolios, UN hu-
manitarian officials carry laissez passers, symbolizing their diplomatic en-
titlements and immunity (representatives of non-governmental organiza-
tions travel on normal passports). Beyond these commonalities, however,
lie significant differences. Indeed, as the authors of these case studies
agreed in discussions in Bangkok and Rome, the differences in the func-
tioning of diplomats and humanitarian personnel were more numerous
and more illuminating than the similarities.

Diplomats function within a ‘‘regime’’, understood as a set of ‘‘social
institutions composed of agreed-upon principles, norms, rules, and
decision-making procedures that govern interaction of actors in specific
issue areas’’.2 Having had their postings vetted with the authorities in ad-
vance, they present their credentials on arrival and act on instructions
from their capitals, conveyed with specific rules of engagement and time
frames and overlaid with expectations of regular and detailed reporting.
Diplomats in a given country-in-crisis represent something of a ‘‘commu-
nity’’. They undertake joint initiatives on issues – formerly political and
military matters but now increasingly economic and sometimes even
humanitarian – of interest to their respective governments.

Traditional diplomacy is conducted within a framework of sovereign
states, with the Vienna Conventions of 1949 providing the canons of ac-
ceptable and unacceptable professional behaviour. Cautious by nature,
diplomats who overstep the normal bounds may find themselves declared
persona non grata (or ‘‘PNGed’’). The contents of diplomacy as well as
its form are the affairs of states. Diplomatic démarches, as well as day-
to-day diplomatic interactions, reflect national interest and realpolitik.
Diplomats have multiple issues within their portfolios, only some of
which are humanitarian in nature; humanitarians, by contrast, have a
more focused agenda in which humanitarian interests are generally first
and foremost.

Diplomacy carried out by humanitarian interests, by contrast, is not
framed by as well established a regime. To be sure, international human-
itarian, human rights and refugee law provides a rubric of obligations to
which governments have agreed. There has been significant progress in
recent years in making such obligations clearer and more compelling,
particularly in the areas of human rights and of internally displaced per-
sons. Most governments have signed a series of conventions and other
agreements promoted by UN and regional governmental organizations
(e.g. the European Union). Nevertheless, the existing frameworks in the
humanitarian domain by and large still lack the enforcement provisions
of other international regimes such as intellectual property or trade. Gov-
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ernments experiencing major political or humanitarian crises have devel-
oped a litany of rationalizations for their frequent failures to implement
agreed obligations in the humanitarian domain. In point of fact, the scoff-
laws of international humanitarian norms face few penalties.
In addition to functioning in a still evolving landscape without clear

ground rules and sanctions, humanitarian diplomacy is marked by an ur-
gency that does not regard sovereignty with the deference of traditional
diplomats. In the canon of most diplomatic corps and most foreign ser-
vice handbooks, the treatment of a nation’s civilians has traditionally
been the sole discretion of the relevant state authorities. Only recently
has the failure to exercise the positive obligations of sovereignty come
to be viewed as a matter with implications for international peace and se-
curity, thereby opening up to international review and redress such prac-
tices as the massive violation of human rights and the widespread denial
of access to people in grave need.3
In contrast to its better-established counterpart, humanitarian diplo-

macy is more improvisational and ad hoc, more opportunistic and ad
hominem. The vaunted humanitarian imperative does not open all doors.
When push comes to shove, humanitarian institutions have limited muscle.
They lack the authority and the capacity to impose economic or military
sanctions, although they on occasion recommend their imposition.
How many legions has the pope or, in this instance, the International

Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)? It is not that humanitarian inter-
ests are without high cards to play, although they may lack recognized
trumps. It is rather that reliance on moral suasion puts a premium on
compelling presentations of the humanitarian case, unreinforced by clear
penalties, or threats, for non-compliance. Nor do aid agencies make or
enforce the rules of the game. The suspension of the airlift in Sudan,
and its explanation to the authorities as driven by a concern for staff
safety rather than as punishment for Khartoum’s policies, illustrates the
extreme delicacy with which aid agencies approach muscle-flexing. The
vulnerability of the international effort in Bosnia to abuse by all parties
placed aid organizations in a weak position to insist on humanitarian
principles.
In implementing what they understand to be the humanitarian impera-

tive, humanitarian officials are more prepared than are their counterparts
in the diplomatic corps to take risks and to acknowledge the reality of
failure, given the obstacles they confront. Aid officials often find them-
selves caught in a vicious cycle of persuading the political authorities to
take responsibility for the suffering in which their governments’ policies
are implicated. Since humanitarians control few of the elements that cre-
ate suffering, they see their frequent failure to ease the pain as ‘‘going
with the territory’’ within which they function. Where traditional diplo-
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mats generally operate in the shadows and place discretion high in the
panoply of their professional skills, humanitarians are more prepared to
‘‘go public’’ when necessary in the interest of humanitarian goals, reach-
ing out to the media to mobilize the force of public opinion against recal-
citrant authorities. Examples abound in the coming chapters.

That is not to say that humanitarian officials, in their effort to carve out
space for their agency’s activities, may not on occasion be PNGed. Witness
the expulsion of several agencies from Sudan in the dark days of 1988,
when the authorities were unwilling to allow access for aid programmes
or to tolerate the resulting criticism of, and pressure on them for, their fail-
ure to do so. More recently, in November 2004, the Khartoum authorities
gave Oxfam-UK and Save the Children-UK their walking papers in re-
sponse to their public criticism of Sudanese government actions in Darfur.4
One agency seeking visas for its personnel there attributed delays to the
authorities’ disgruntlement at the publication of a critical opinion piece by
an expatriate staff person who had just returned home.

The humanitarian playing field is seldom level. The political authorities
have an arsenal of weapons for expressing their displeasure with insistent
humanitarianism: the denial of visas or delays in the clearance of relief
shipments through customs are but two potent examples. Even at their
most persuasive, aid officials proffering mercy are ultimately at the mercy
of governments. Usually, however, the dynamics of the interaction are
such that what humanitarians do – or seek to do – rarely elicits formal
diplomatic censure. Against the backdrop of more cautious traditional di-
plomacy, the activities of humanitarian personnel in the diplomatic sphere
are especially noteworthy.

The parameters

From discussions among the authors of the chapters in this volume has
arisen a useful distinction between ‘‘capital D’’ Diplomacy and ‘‘small
D’’ diplomacy. The former involves what professional diplomats do: ne-
gotiate agreements to avoid, reduce or bring an end to conflict; mobilize
international pressure in support of the rule of law; and lubricate the ma-
chinery of the relationships among states. Working within the humanitar-
ian sphere, professional diplomats may also create new agencies and in-
stitutional frameworks. The formation of the United Nations Relief and
Works Agency (UNRWA) and the creation of an international peace-
building rubric for Somalia are described in this volume. Also in the
area of Diplomacy, a study by the United Nations Institute for Training
and Research (UNITAR) examines the experience of Special Represen-
tatives of the UN Secretary-General (SRSGs) in greater detail, in the hu-
manitarian as well as the political and peacekeeping spheres.5
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Whereas ‘‘capital D’’ Diplomacy tends to be high-level and formal,
‘‘small D’’ diplomacy is more terrestrial – even pedestrian. It covers a
host of humanitarian functions of a more day-to-day sort. It functions in
the middle range of activities between, on the one hand, arranging for the
safe passage of humanitarian materiel and personnel past a given road-
block and, on the other, locating and contracting for aid agency office
and warehouse space or setting up bank accounts to allow for agency
transactions. These workaday functions, however essential to the success
of humanitarian programmes, are not ‘‘diplomatic’’ as such, although
they involve negotiations between international personnel and local au-
thorities. In the broad middle range are activities such as the negotiation
by the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) of agreements with
the multiple factions in Lebanon so that vaccinations of children could
take place across the country, and the efforts of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to create a path for its con-
voys through the 90 checkpoints between Zagreb in Croatia and Sarajevo
in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Small D diplomacy may overlap with Diplomacy. That happens when,

for example, humanitarian practitioners themselves play a role in negoti-
ating terms of engagement in hot-war or post-conflict situations, or, con-
versely, when diplomats are enlisted in the process of expediting the
granting of aid worker visas. The case studies on Cambodia (Chapter 6)
and the former Yugoslavia (Chapter 16) illustrate those processes in
action.
Few of the reviews in this volume, however, involve capital D diplo-

macy, such as in the setting up of the basic terms of engagement between
international humanitarian actors and the often multiple sets of author-
ities in countries in crisis. The review of UNRWA in Chapter 3, for ex-
ample, takes as its point of departure the existence of the Relief Works
Agency, itself the result of an exercise in Diplomacy that the chapter
notes only in passing. It then examines the agency’s stewardship, through
a half-century of adversity, of its mandate for Palestinians, a period
during which the negotiated arrangements were tested, adapted and
strengthened. The Iraq case study (Chapter 5) describes efforts by hu-
manitarian organizations not to broker a peace agreement between the
Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) and the insurgents in Falluja and
Najaf but simply to arrange access for the essentials of survival of the em-
battled civilian population during military action by the CPA.
Most of the chapters describe the cultivation of relationships that goes

on as part of the process of nurturing basic agreements already reached
by virtue of Diplomacy. In North Korea (Chapter 9), the nurturing pro-
cess occasioned daily headaches for programme managers. Official dis-
pleasure was conveyed by simply severing all communications with a
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given international agency for a time. In the case of Nepal (Chapter 10),
aid agencies confronted a special challenge. On the scene by virtue of de-
velopment mandates, they were called upon on a daily basis to find ways
to deal with an unravelling political crisis, a volatile situation with major
implications for the capacities of the Nepalese people to meet their daily
needs. Access to people in need throughout the country was a precondi-
tion for programmes of emergency succour, which for the time being had
to take precedence over longer-term development work.

Humanitarian organizations have widely differing attitudes toward
their own missions and obligations as related to Diplomacy and to diplo-
macy. Some take pains to stick to their humanitarian knitting, exercising
(but also minimizing) the small D interactions with host authorities in
which they are daily engaged. They downplay the political dimensions of
their activities in an effort to protect the perception of their neutrality.
Perceptions of partiality or partisanship can place humanitarian actors
and those they seek to assist in danger, as experience in Afghanistan
(Chapter 7) and East Timor (Chapter 8) demonstrates. Perceptions of fa-
vouritism may also wreak havoc in relations with host authorities, in the
attitudes of local populations, in dealings with governments and constitu-
encies on the resource-providing end, and in the respect commanded by
humanitarian emblems in highly politicized settings. The Iraq chapter
provides a close-up description of the ongoing difficulties of protecting
the integrity of humanitarian activities from association with the highly
unpopular occupation. Those efforts were largely unsuccessful.

A second set of agencies embraces the challenges of small D diplomacy
as a necessary ingredient in support of effective activities of protection
and assistance. Some do so in one-to-one dealings with the authorities
whereas others seek a certain protective cover through support of hu-
manitarian sector-wide representations to the authorities. The experience
of aid agencies in North Korea offers a case in point. With each depar-
ture of an aid group from the scene (sometimes voluntary, other times
less so), the remaining agencies regrouped and reaffirmed the appropri-
ateness of their chosen approach to managing their interactions with the
authorities. Or again, the broad set of interlocutors with which Peace
Brigades International was in daily touch underscored the agency’s view
that nurturing access to card-carrying diplomatic actors in Colombia and
in capitals around the world is a key to the success of its humanitarian
mission.

A third set of aid groups is more forthright in supporting Diplomacy.
These agencies reason that the humanitarian enterprise must not just be
about the relief of suffering and the protection of civilian populations
against abuse. It is also obliged to address, and/or support efforts to
address, the root causes that make for deprivation and abuse. An illumi-
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nating example is provided by the experience in the former Yugoslavia
(Chapter 16), where the UNHCR, in the person of its very visible High
Commissioner, Sadako Ogata, became closely involved in international
efforts by the United States, the European Community and the United
Nations to find a negotiated solution to the breakup of the former Yugo-
slavia. Yet the range of criticisms levelled at the refugee agency – from
failing to help people exercise their right to seek asylum to supporting
ethnic cleansing – suggests the perils of association with diplomatic
undertakings. Embracing Diplomacy, while eminently logical from a con-
ceptual point of view, is accompanied by clear risks to the integrity of
agency activities.

The process and the players

The actual process of humanitarian diplomacy is quite different from tra-
ditional Diplomacy, both in its day-to-day activities and in the nature of
those who participate. The role of principles merits review, as does the
nature of the interlocutors with whom humanitarian officials by necessity
interact.

Principles and trade-offs

One of the reasons the concept of humanitarian diplomacy is an uneasy
fit in describing what humanitarian personnel do is that Diplomacy in-
volves a process of trade-offs, of tough bargaining between adversarial
interests in the search for common ground. Humanitarian action, by con-
trast, would seem to be informed by humanitarian law, norms and prin-
ciples, with ostensibly little or nothing to trade. In negotiating space for
assistance and protection activities, should a humanitarian official be pre-
pared to make compromises? If so, of what sort and to what extent?
What common ground exists between the imperatives of succour and

the practices of rights-abusing governments or insurgencies? What are
the carrots and sticks of humanitarian diplomacy? What are the pros
and cons of ‘‘blaming and shaming’’ and the effective alternatives to go-
ing that route? ‘‘In humanitarian situations’’, observes the handbook on
negotiations mentioned earlier, ‘‘there are often real obstacles to obtain-
ing principled agreements because the values and interests they [that is,
humanitarians] defend . . . are often profoundly incompatible with those
of their military and political counterparts.’’6
The relatively low ranking of humanitarian priorities, especially when

high-level issues of national security and state survival are at stake,
places humanitarian interests at a decided disadvantage. Speaking at an
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off-the-record session in late 2004, one senior UN official posted to an
African country in crisis reached for a card-playing analogy to describe
his plight. He had been, he said, dealt a weak hand from a stacked deck.
When sitting down at the negotiating table with his opposite number,
what, after all, can an aid official expect to extract, and at what price?
Compromises are the essence of negotiation. The fear of the negotiator
– diplomat, labour relations lawyer and aid agency executive alike – is
that, in the give-and-take process, compromise will turn out to be a
matter of ‘‘I give and you take’’. What do the experiences chronicled in
this volume suggest about humanitarian principles and the extent to
which they are negotiable?

Many humanitarian organizations view principles as their North Star.
The ICRC has its seven. Numerous agencies subscribe to a Code of Con-
duct that articulates key principles.7 In some specific emergencies –
Sierra Leone, the Sudan and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
are examples – aid agencies hammered out statements of the principles
that they sought to affirm in their activities. Some humanitarian agencies,
even those that are signatories of the various codes, are essentially prag-
matic, treating principles as ‘‘for reference only’’. Still others, although
they would not describe themselves as ‘‘unprincipled’’, certainly make no
pretensions to ‘‘stand on principle’’ in selecting their crises for involve-
ment or in charting their in-country courses of action. ‘‘Opportunistic’’
or ‘‘entrepreneurial’’ might serve as non-pejorative labels.

Humanitarian principles include such fundamentals as impartiality (as-
sistance according to the severity of need), neutrality (activities without
political or other extraneous agendas) and independence (the obligation
to resist interference with key principles). Each principle is to one degree
or another under stress when humanitarian organizations seek to carry
out their mandates in settings of armed conflict.
� Impartiality is tested by situations such as the former Yugoslavia, when
UNHCR, in exchange for access to Muslim areas, was under continuing
pressure to distribute relief supplies from the Sarajevo airlift to Serbian
populations in amounts exceeding their proportionate need.8

� Neutrality comes under pressure when assistance is viewed as taking
sides in a conflict, either by aid agencies, which are perceived as sup-
porting one protagonist, or by recipient authorities, which seek to par-
lay assistance into international endorsement of their cause. Again, the
Iraq experience is a case in point.

� Independence is jeopardized when agencies are denied the necessary
freedom to conduct operations and monitor distribution. The con-
straints faced by the World Food Programme (WFP) and associated
agencies in North Korea constituted a threat to independent humani-
tarian action.
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There are, in the nature of things, fewer tensions in so-called natural dis-
asters.
Faced with the tensions between cardinal precepts and operational

constraints, different agencies attach different meaning and value to fidel-
ity to principles. The Afghanistan experience, Chapter 7 points out, indi-
cates three approaches to dealing with the Taliban: principled, accommo-
dationist and ‘‘duck and weave’’. The first, exemplified by UNICEF,
advocated a forthright change in policies clearly at variance with the UN
Charter. The second, with the World Health Organization and the United
Nations Office for Project Services as cases in point, was committed to
engaging with the authorities on technical issues with an eye to achieving
an easing of restrictions over time. The third, the preferred strategy of
many non-governmental organizations (NGOs), sought to finesse such
matters by working directly with affected communities. UNHCR and the
WFP tended to alternate between the first two positions, depending on
the issue and circumstance. To one extent or another, these approaches
recur in situation after situation, with the spectrum of agencies arrayed
accordingly.
Reflecting upon experiences such as those presented in this volume,

humanitarian organizations have revisited the content and importance of
principles. Some have concluded that once sacred tenets such as neutral-
ity pose an unnecessary impediment to the conduct of humanitarian ac-
tivities and to the diplomacy necessary to support them. Some have
come to view what were once called principles as the means to an end,
the end being the establishment of trust and the winning of consent of
at-risk populations. In this interpretation, the validity of principles is
tested by their fruits. Rather than using principles as a benchmark for
weighing the conditions imposed by belligerents – and, for that matter,
by donors – some agencies have shifted the burden of proof to those
who would withhold engagement or reject the resources available. Others
retain principles as setting a benchmark and they select whatever option
comes closest. The case studies provide new data to enrich this debate
about the relevance of principles, among both practitioners and outside
analysts.
A further complication in an analysis of the role of principle in human-

itarian diplomacy is that the institutional politics of the humanitarian en-
terprise affect the views and approaches of the organizations involved.
Agencies that take too principled a stand, whether in Afghanistan or
elsewhere, may find that they have dealt themselves out of the action.
Not only have they then failed in their humanitarian mission; their own
insistence has led them to opt out of the fray. What price fidelity to prin-
ciple, the pragmatists ask, given the risks of self-marginalization and con-
stituency backlash? Principles, the argument goes, should be devices for
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energizing activities of assistance and protection, not for frustrating
them.9

But pragmatism has its own set of problems. Pragmatists risk being
forced to make ever greater concessions to the authorities. The comment
of a UN official on his dealings with the Yugoslav authorities in the early
1990s illustrates this conundrum. The opening hole is small when the
screwdriver is inserted, he noted of the initial concessions made. After a
few turns of the screwdriver, however, the screw begins to bite and the
damage is more obvious.10 As humanitarian action has moved into areas
of greater physical insecurity, agencies have been confronted with the
need to ‘‘review the bidding’’; that is, to clarify the circumstances in
which they will be prepared to suspend or terminate activities. As sug-
gested by the discussions of North Korea, Sudan and Iraq, a shifting
admixture of considerations, including staff and beneficiary safety and
the need for institutional profile, comes into play.

So dangerous is the potential erosion of humanitarian principle and so
misleading the concept of bargaining for access that some agencies avoid
the term ‘‘negotiations’’ altogether. Peace Brigades International (PBI)
informs its interlocutors in Colombia of its presence rather than negotiat-
ing access for its staff. Although UNICEF did ‘‘negotiate’’ in its initiative
to secure the release of child soldiers in Sierra Leone, the official involved
described what he ‘‘gave away’’ as involving nothing at the level of prin-
ciple, only a bit of favourable publicity to the government authorities that
cooperated. PBI, by contrast, was uneasy with the idea that the Colom-
bian authorities would receive any kudos at all for meeting their ac-
knowledged obligations.

However defined, fidelity to principles is hardly a panacea. That is il-
lustrated by a 1993 exchange between an ICRC delegate and the Serb
authorities over access to minority Muslim populations. She pleaded
her case on behalf of international humanitarian law and the principles
of the Red Cross movement. ‘‘We know your principles, and we will
make you change them,’’ she was told. She responded, ‘‘We believe in
our principles. They have been good for 125 years.’’11 Taking a similar
approach, UNICEF in Lebanon operated on the basis of expecting the
factions to meet their humanitarian obligations. More often than not,
Chapter 4 confirms, the agency was rewarded for its faith that those
groups would choose to be associated with the provision of services for
children.

In some settings, principles or the interpretation of principles clash. In
Cambodia, the NGO Consortium was acting upon clear humanitarian
principles in mounting relief efforts within the country. In deference to
those same principles, UNICEF and the ICRC postponed action, seeking
what they considered minimum commitments from the authorities to their
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access and freedom of movement to monitor distribution of supplies.
NGOs operational within the country were critical of those agencies run-
ning programmes in refugee camps along the border under the oversight
of the Khmer Rouge. Conversely, NGOs working in the camps were crit-
ical of agencies operational in Cambodia for their lack of independence
and their perceived ‘‘operational links to partisan actors’’.
Invocation of hard-and-fast principles can be the enemy of action.

Instead of debating principles with the Taliban and embarrassing them
for not caring about ‘‘our’’ principles, Chapter 7 on Afghanistan recalls,
some agencies sought practical ways to get girls into schools. Instead of
insisting that the authorities free all child soldiers, Chapter 13 on Sierra
Leone notes, UNICEF concentrated on the younger ones, including their
need for rehabilitation. This sort of ‘‘humanitarian pragmatism’’ can be
based on principle without being immobilized by it. Not to take such an
approach, say its proponents, is to make the perfect the enemy of the
good, an unthinkable irony in a world in which the good needs all the
help it can get. In other words, from the standpoint of an individual who
stands to receive emergency aid, a humanitarian bird in the hand may be
worth a flock in the bush.
At the end of the day, the ultimate card in the high-stakes negotiation

game involves suspending or withdrawing operations. But here, too, com-
plications abound. The withdrawal of humanitarian operations can repre-
sent a victory for principle or a defeat for the agencies and their needy
clientele, as in ‘‘Let them eat principles’’. Conversely, accepting as a
price for sustaining aid activities the constraints on humanitarian space
that the authorities impose can have short-term benefits but be a recipe
for future failure. Offering ‘‘incentives’’ to the belligerents in exchange
for access may represent a slippery slope and can compromise the integ-
rity of a humanitarian initiative.
Events in Bosnia suggest that the pivotal decision by humanitarian

agencies – and their point of maximum leverage with the authorities –
was whether or not to engage in the first place. Once that decision is
made, the weight of on-the-ground presence of personnel and materiel
greatly narrows the options available to practitioners. At that point,
the idea of suspending or terminating operations may become ‘‘self-
indulgent’’, with the needs of beneficiaries jockeying for position with
the scruples of the agencies. Yet the progression seems a recurring one:
that, in the face of efforts by local authorities to divert or control, human-
itarian activities may over time lose their focus and impact. Indeed, the
authorities may with time become more adept at manipulating humani-
tarian access for their own purposes.12 The chapters in this volume dem-
onstrate the need for agencies to be clearer in their thinking about prin-
ciples and the trade-offs associated with them.
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Interlocutors

The experience of practitioners also underscores distinctions between
traditional and humanitarian diplomacy with regard to those with whom
such officials normally engage. Whereas diplomats typically deal with
states, humanitarians must find ways of engaging non-state actors such
as the insurgents in Colombia or the myriad factions in Lebanon. In a
colloquy at the Council on Foreign Relations in New York several years
ago, the late Sergio Vieira de Mello, as Under-Secretary-General for Hu-
manitarian Affairs the ranking UN aid official, commented on his unenvi-
able task as the point person for negotiating international access to civil-
ians living within the jurisdiction of the limb-amputating Revolutionary
United Front in Sierra Leone. Who are these shadowy people with
whom I am forced to negotiate for access to the nation’s civilians?, he
asked with evident frustration. How do I know whom to deal with and
how can I hold them accountable for what they promise me?

Reprobate or otherwise, the people with whom humanitarian officials
negotiate – be they insurgents or sitting political authorities, upstarts or
internationally recognized actors – are frequently not the real power
brokers. ‘‘It was never clear’’, recalls the writer of Chapter 9 on North
Korea, who the ‘‘higher authorities’’ were to whom the interlocutors
with humanitarian organizations deferred, ‘‘or whether it was an excuse
to refuse difficult or unwanted requests . . . Neither the humanitarian
community nor the diplomatic corps were ever able to access these
‘higher’ officials.’’ The Sudan experience was much the same (Chapter
11): ‘‘Behind the hard men negotiating with the United Nations are
harder men pulling the strings.’’ Similarly, the writer of Chapter 7 on Af-
ghanistan recounts a double frustration: first, that it was often difficult to
find the appropriate Taliban official with whom to negotiate; and, second,
that the agreement then negotiated failed to command respect through-
out Taliban-controlled territory.

In some settings depicted in this volume, the interlocutors of interna-
tional organizations have precious little humanitarian literacy regarding
international institutions, obligations and procedures. Yet quite the op-
posite is also the case – counterparts intimately familiar with the nuances
of international law and their obligations. Chapter 3 confirms the high
level of professionalism in the Israeli foreign ministry among officials to
whom UNRWA aid staff related. Although Israeli government policy dis-
puted the applicability to Israel (as the occupying power) of the fourth
Geneva Convention on the protection of civilians, diplomats in the min-
istry quietly acknowledged their government’s obligations. Similarly, in
the early 1990s, Iraqi foreign ministry officials, many of them educated
in prestigious law schools abroad, made a compelling case against the in-
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ternational sanctions imposed on Baghdad through detailed references to
international humanitarian law.
The growing importance during the post–Cold War era of belligerent

‘‘non-state actors’’ as erstwhile partners in humanitarian dialogue has led
policy makers and practitioners alike to monitor their functioning and,
where possible, to acquaint them with their obligations. One such occa-
sion was a conference held in Geneva in late 2004 under the auspices of
a consortium, Geneva Call. Viewing the topic of ‘‘An Inclusive Approach
to Armed Non-State Actors and International Humanitarian Norms’’ as
an opportunity to advance its own mission as stewards and disseminators
of international humanitarian law, the ICRC participated in the meeting
and gave a keynote speech.13 With the active support of aid groups, other
conferences have brought the protagonists in particular crises together in
efforts to negotiate an end to various conflicts.
The task of humanitarian diplomacy is complicated by the reality that

what the agencies have on offer by way of relief assistance and protection
to civilian populations is not always considered a desideratum by their
negotiating counterparts. ‘‘Given a choice between humanitarian aid
and progress towards ending aggression’’, observes the author of Chapter
16 on the former Yugoslavia, the Bosnian government ‘‘would choose the
latter, even at the price of more suffering in the short term’’. Similarly,
many Kosovo Albanians supported NATO bombing even at the expense
of the disruption of urgent aid activities.
In each instance, the humanitarian calculus of the belligerents was

weighted differently from what the agencies would have preferred. The
lack of priority accorded by such actors to their own populations places
international humanitarian organizations in the awkward and perhaps ul-
timately untenable position of ostensibly caring more for such persons
than do the authorities themselves.

Institutional dimensions

The conduct of humanitarian diplomacy as depicted in the country case
studies that make up this volume raises a series of institutional issues for
humanitarian organizations themselves. They include the issues portfolio
selected, the levels at which activities are carried out, the comparative
advantages of certain kinds of agencies, and the skills needed among
practitioners.

Portfolios

The specific issues around which humanitarian diplomacy is exercised
include the tasks of assessing the needs of civilians in distress and of
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monitoring their changing situation over time; ensuring protection of the
human rights of a vulnerable population; arranging entry to the country
and the countryside for programme staff and headquarters colleagues; fa-
cilitating reasonably unobstructed communication with indigenous coun-
terparts; promoting greater observance of international humanitarian
law; reining-in abuses directed with impunity against civilian populations
and aid workers; and laying the groundwork for ongoing activities. Just
as humanitarian diplomacy involves far more than negotiations, so nego-
tiations involve a wider array of objectives than simply ensuring access.

A good example of humanitarian diplomacy’s expanding and changing
issues portfolio is provided by UNRWA, as chronicled in Chapter 3. His-
torically, negotiating and maintaining access for the distribution of ‘‘re-
lief’’ to Palestinians have been at the centre of the agency’s title and ac-
tivities. Nowadays, however, its brief also includes responding to the
demolition of homes and economic assets such as olive groves, challeng-
ing the meting out of collective punishment, and keeping Palestinian
needs to the front and centre on the international screen. One creative
device to implement this portfolio during the first intifada was the cre-
ation of the position of Refugee Affairs Officer (RAO). The position
was initially opposed by the government of Israel but has eventually be-
come an accepted and essential monitoring and protection device. The
RAO portfolio in turn involves humanitarian diplomacy in its multiple
aspects.

A recurrent challenge involves the protection of the integrity of hu-
manitarian activities from abuse. During the second intifada, UNRWA
was forced to step up efforts to counteract the campaign waged against
its work. In doing so, however, it built on measures instituted much earl-
ier. The allegations levelled against UNRWA – that its camps were used
as staging areas for attacks against Israelis and Israel, that its ambulances
were being used to transport weapons, and so on – have been made
against other humanitarian programmes, including those in Iraq. In the
service of successful programmes in highly politicized settings, therefore,
one of the tasks of humanitarian diplomacy involves acting to pre-empt
charges of partiality and working to increase knowledge among benefi-
ciaries and others of the nature and purpose of the assistance provided.

Another recurring issue faced by humanitarian organizations in such
settings is the fragility of the security situation. In some cases, insecurity
is used by the belligerents as a rationalization for denying access to
humanitarian personnel and operations. That was the case in Sudan,
Nepal and Iraq (during the time of the Coalition Provisional Authority).
In other cases, concern for the safety of humanitarian personnel leads to
measures by the agencies themselves to restrict their presence and oper-
ations. Self-imposed restrictions are described in the chapters on Afghan-
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istan (Chapter 7), Iraq (Chapter 5) and, as regards UNICEF and the
ICRC, Cambodia (Chapter 6).
The case studies provide evidence of a variety of responses to security

constraints. Some organizations turned to international military and
peacekeeping personnel to ensure the safety of aid personnel. Examples
are provided from East Timor (Chapter 8), Lebanon (Chapter 4) and,
during one particular period, Liberia (Chapter 12). Other agencies pre-
ferred to keep their distance from the military, at most encouraging mili-
tary personnel to provide security for at-risk populations rather than for
humanitarian personnel themselves. At various times in recent history,
Liberia and Afghanistan offer cases in point. Perhaps the most distinctive
approach is that of Peace Brigades International, which, rather than la-
menting insecurity as a reason for restricting its own access, views insecu-
rity as the very reason for deploying its staff in Colombia (Chapter 15).
For most agencies, however, the provision of security is both a major mo-
tivation for their engagement and a constraint upon it.

Levels of activity

The case studies provide illustrations of humanitarian diplomacy being
carried out at a variety of levels. These range from the local (negotiating
convoy passage past a particular checkpoint) to the global (e.g. encourag-
ing the Security Council to address issues at the country or generic level).
Whereas the concept of ‘‘capital D’’ diplomacy applies to the arena of
interstate relations, the case studies have by design concentrated more
heavily on operational challenges. What does the experience reviewed
suggest about the relative importance of an operational focus? Given the
globalization of issues and relationships, to what extent does a country
strategy need to be set within a global framework?
Much of the experience chronicled in this volume confirms the value of

negotiating at the most local level possible. This strategy benefits from
the immediacy of urgent concerns and from the first-hand knowledge of
the actors, avoiding the delays that often accompany efforts to engage
higher-level authorities. The Lebanon experience suggests that the ab-
sence of high-level outside political involvement over a period of two
and a half years contributed to the successful mounting of UNICEF’s im-
munization initiative. In the instance of North Korea, US tendencies to
micro-manage the food aid programme in the service of political objec-
tives themselves created problems. The mixed benefits of high-level in-
volvement in operational matters are confirmed by a senior official of
the US Agency for International Development with responsibilities for
Afghanistan in the post-9/11 period. ‘‘The good news is that a lot of
high-level U.S. policy makers are interested in Afghanistan,’’ he said.
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‘‘The bad news is that a lot of high-level U.S. policy makers are inter-
ested in Afghanistan . . . If Afghanistan were Liberia, we’d have a lot eas-
ier time managing the crisis.’’14

Some obstacles encountered locally, however, cannot be resolved with-
out going up the line. It would also be unfair to conclude that high-level
humanitarian diplomacy is necessary and valuable only for high-profile
crises. The necessity of such diplomacy not only in Bosnia, Afghanistan
and Iraq but also in Liberia, Somalia and Nepal is confirmed by the case
studies. Of course, the results can be either positive or negative in any
given setting. The experience of Liberia illustrates the difficulties experi-
enced by humanitarian organizations as a result of the off-again, on-again
interests of major powers. The Yugoslav review underscores the need for
political action to address the causes of the conflict, noting at the same
time that politicians used humanitarian activities as a cover for political
inaction.

Among humanitarian actors, the ICRC has made perhaps the most
thorough-going institutional commitment to humanitarian diplomacy.
The thrust of its work is at the field level, where ICRC delegates have
considerable autonomy in managing negotiations with belligerents and
in making determinations regarding the continuation or withdrawal of
programmes and personnel under threat. ICRC headquarters resources
are at the disposal of field staff, including those in its Humanitarian Di-
plomacy (formerly International Organizations) division. The ICRC uses
‘‘humanitarian diplomacy to make states aware of problems and issues of
humanitarian concern, and shares these concerns with the international
community’’.15 Its broader representations, however, support and reflect
its operational presence and speak to the specifically humanitarian di-
mension of the given problem. Chapter 8 on East Timor, written by an
ICRC official, in describing earlier activities takes pains not to create
problems for its continuing endeavours.

Perhaps the most dramatic example of multi-level activities and the
need for synchronicity among them is provided by Peace Brigades Inter-
national in Colombia. In the interests of providing protection to com-
munities and individuals exposed to political violence, PBI uses a spec-
trum of ‘‘objectives, expectations, types of relationships, and forms of
interaction’’ with different actors that form ‘‘an interlocking web of pre-
ventative political pressure’’. Thus the disappearance of a leader in a re-
mote area of Colombia – at what some agencies call the ‘‘deep field
level’’ – is immediately flagged by the PBI network as an item of concern
for regional and national civil and military authorities in Colombia, for
donors in their respective capitals, for UN agencies, and for other hu-
manitarian and solidarity groups. In some instances this strategy has
gained the release of the disappeared; in others, it has not.
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Serious structural problems sometimes impede the information-sharing
and other support functions necessary to maintain safety and promote
continued access. As one moves from the headquarters level to national
capitals, regional sub-offices and ultimately individual communities, the
knowledgeability of staff in many agencies regarding international hu-
manitarian law tends to lessen even as staff familiarity with the local
context increases. Systematizing and nurturing institution-wide memory
regarding agency experience in the various aspects of humanitarian dip-
lomacy present a major challenge. Indeed, as noted below, approaching
humanitarian diplomacy as a multi-layered activity has major implica-
tions for the resource commitments of the agencies and for the skill sets
of staffs.
In tackling its work in Afghanistan, the NGO Care had more than 20

staff persons engaged at least part time in advocacy or, broadly speaking,
humanitarian diplomacy functions. These included the executive director,
who on occasion contacted the US Secretary of State; Care personnel
within Afghanistan, who kept the lines of communication open to the
Afghan authorities and with other governments and humanitarian actors
in Kabul; officials in Care headquarters in Atlanta and also in Washington
and Kabul with responsibility for liaison with the media and govern-
ments; and Care staff in New York, who liaised with the UN Security
Council and UN member states.
One of the values of humanitarian diplomacy that extends beyond the

operational scene is its implicit acknowledgement that the context for hu-
manitarian work is far wider than the specific ‘‘humanitarian’’ niche and
the tasks within it. This wider contextualization is illustrated with partic-
ular clarity in the study on Liberia (Chapter 12), where the absence of
humanitarian sensitivities in the Cease-fire Monitoring Group of the Eco-
nomic Community of West African States (ECOMOG) directly compli-
cated the work of aid agencies. Keeping a wider framework in mind
is important in tamping down grandiose expectations for humanitarian
action, whether by political actors or by humanitarian organizations
themselves. As detailed in Chapter 5, members of the NGO Coordina-
tion Committee in Iraq paired (a) a focused effort at negotiating human-
itarian access with the Coalition and Iraqi authorities with (b) broader
efforts to protect humanitarian space. The former were more successful
than the latter.
In a number of the country studies, organizations expected that suc-

cessful diplomacy would bring an end to a given conflict and would set
up durable structures to nurture peace and reconciliation. Anticipating
that their own work would be of short duration as part of an effort to
buy time for political solutions, they often focused advocacy efforts in
support of global-level diplomacy by other actors. That was the expecta-
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tion in Bosnia, where the UN High Commissioner for Refugees initially
believed that the need to help in Srebrenica and other ‘‘safe areas’’
would last for only a few weeks. This was also the case with UNRWA,
where a short-term crisis became a chronic emergency and where the
‘‘works’’ aspect of the agency – the resettlement of Palestinians in neigh-
bouring countries – became impossible, requiring improvisation instead.
Humanitarian groups face a recurring problem of becoming bogged
down in chronic emergencies, extended in time by virtue of the failure
of traditional diplomacy to address underlying problems. And, as noted
earlier, humanitarian options have a way of narrowing as emergencies
become more protracted.

Comparative advantages

The case studies offer glimpses of a full range of institutions engaged in
humanitarian diplomacy. These include first and foremost members of
the UN system: UNICEF in Lebanon and Sierra Leone, UNHCR in
the Balkans, UNRWA in the Occupied Territories, and WFP in Sudan,
North Korea and Nepal. But international NGOs are also deeply en-
gaged: witness the NGO consortia in Cambodia and Iraq and also Peace
Brigades International in Colombia. The Red Cross movement too is a
major actor, as the ICRC’s role in East Timor demonstrates. In fact, as
the crisis worsened throughout 1999, the ICRC was the only outside
actor present on the ground. An array of case studies wider still would
doubtless add to the mix other genres of humanitarian institutions such
as bilateral aid agencies and indigenous NGOs.

What are the comparative advantages of these various types of agency
in humanitarian diplomacy? Is former WFP Executive Director James
Ingram accurate in his rather unorthodox view, reflecting his own role
in negotiating access to Ethiopia, Tigray and Eritrea in 1990 and to Su-
dan in 1991, that the United Nations’ humanitarian agencies should not
necessarily be the preferred instrument for humanitarian diplomacy?
‘‘The head of a major NGO trusted by the parties and known to be
apolitical’’, observed Ingram, ‘‘may have done as well [as did WFP], pro-
viding the political circumstances are right.’’16 He urges that other actors
be suited up to fill the void created by a UN aid apparatus that is often
hamstrung by member states and their political agendas. At the same
time, he prefers humanitarian agencies to concentrate on operational ac-
tivities, leaving to the political side of the United Nations ‘‘the prevention
and settlement of conflicts among states’’.17

The experience in Cambodia would seem to illustrate his point. The
NGO Consortium succeeded in arranging access at a time when the
ICRC and UNICEF had failed to do so. Were the political circumstances,
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in Ingram’s formulation, ‘‘right’’? Active opposition from the United
States and the United Kingdom was offset by strong support from states
including the Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands and several others
from the Continent and the Caribbean. NGOs were able to succeed at
‘‘capital D’’ diplomacy, opening Cambodia to humanitarian action that
UN agencies then joined. The catalytic role played by NGOs soon gave
way to a broader effort involving an array of agencies whose capacities,
in their totality, were more in keeping with the magnitude of the needs.
A more negative result obtained in Liberia, where for years assistance
and protection suffered as the United Nations’ humanitarian agencies re-
mained largely on the sidelines, the United Nations itself ceding the
ground to ECOMOG, which on occasion actually strafed international
aid operations. Chapter 12 accordingly urges earlier UN diplomatic in-
volvement and greater accountability for those regional actors pressed
into humanitarian service.
Individual sets of actors clearly have distinctive mandates and preferred

terrains, which may prove advantageous or disadvantageous as the case
may be. ‘‘The way an organization works’’, observed one of the authors
in the Rome discussion of humanitarian diplomacy, ‘‘is key to the story’’.
UN agencies are generally expected to be present in each and every com-
plex emergency, even though the United Nations’ outreach is often lim-
ited to areas controlled by representatives of UN-recognized member
states. The case studies of UN involvement in Lebanon, North Korea
and Sudan are good examples of responses to situations in which UN
organizations found ways of overcoming political constraints.
But UN agencies, despite membership in the United Nations system,

have different individual specificities. UNHCR, a treaty body authorized
by the Refugee Convention of 1951, has stipulated duties in the area of
human rights protection that are not subject to review by UNHCR’s Ex-
ecutive Committee. The WFP, by contrast, is subjected by its Executive
Board to country-by-country, project-by-project review, a process that
tends to diminish the humanitarian space it might otherwise enjoy in
politically charged settings. UNICEF, thanks to considerable resources
generated by its national citizens’ committees, has revenue sources that
represent something of a counterweight to the funding it receives from
governments.
The ICRC’s mandate and juridical status thrust it into situations of in-

ternal armed conflict, a role exercised over the years with impressive con-
sistency and success. It is demonstrably better suited to function in such
settings – the East Timor chapter suggests as much – than are the human-
itarian organizations of the UN system. In fact, Nepal provides an in-
stance in which UN field staff, in the absence of the necessary authoriza-
tion from headquarters, have been reluctant to deal directly with the
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Maoist insurgency, even in support of humanitarian access to the wide
areas the rebels control. Individual NGOs have more latitude than does
the ICRC in picking and choosing where they will become operational,
even though for their own institutional reasons they may seek to respond
to all of the major crises.

Given the variegated nature of the agencies and actors engaged, the
conduct of humanitarian diplomacy is at least as much a function of the
international players involved as it is of the particular emergency itself.
The task of protecting civilian populations, for example, is a generic chal-
lenge common to the 14 crises surveyed. The task is tackled quite differ-
ently, however, by virtue of the agency or mix of agencies involved in a
given crisis. In the Occupied Palestinian Territories, protection is the re-
sponsibility of UNRWA and its RAOs, in Bosnia of UNHCR and its pro-
tection officers, in Colombia of Peace Brigades International and other
humanitarian and solidarity groups, in East Timor of ICRC delegates,
and so on. Different agencies also have differing comparative advantages
according to the type of conflict involved. Moreover, agencies have a lot
to learn from each other, and policy makers, too, can be more guided by
considerations of comparative data than they have been to date.

In recent years, the international playbill has lengthened as newer ac-
tors have edged, or been thrust, onto the humanitarian stage. Prominent
among them, as revealed in the Iraq and Kosovo experiences, are for-
profit contractors and, in the civil-military arena, international and re-
gional military and peacekeeping forces. Chapter 12 highlights some of
the relationships at the interface between humanitarian agencies and
ECOMOG in Liberia, while Chapter 14 reviews the blurring of lines in
Somalia with humanitarian agencies associated with the presence of the
United Nations Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM) and Unified Task
Force Somalia (UNITAF). A minor theme in the case studies involves
the activism of private institutions and individuals – the Carter Center
and the Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue are examples – who are in-
creasingly actors on the world humanitarian stage in their own right.
Again, examination of a wider selection of country situations would give
more profile to private sector initiatives.

The skill set

What are the personnel and resource implications of taking on the chal-
lenges in the area of humanitarian diplomacy portrayed in these case
studies? What can be learned from experience to date?

Humanitarian diplomacy has been conducted by agencies and individ-
uals for years. An observation by a senior UN official of his agency’s
experience surely applies to most such organizations. ‘‘WFP has been
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successfully employing humanitarian diplomacy for decades’’, noted
Stanlake Samkange in opening a workshop to discuss the findings of the
present volume. ‘‘Yet we have yet to capture these skills and knowledge
and make them a core competency among all of our staff and partners.’’18
The aforementioned handbook on negotiation for humanitarian practi-
tioners has a similar starting point. Negotiation is ‘‘a critical transferable
skill in all humanitarian work,’’ notes Hugo Slim in his Preface, ‘‘but one
that was not well understood by humanitarian workers and, in general,
one that was very poorly resourced by the agencies that employ them’’.19
Indeed, the implications of tackling the challenges of humanitarian dip-

lomacy seriously and successfully involve building the occasional talents
of individual staffers into the core competencies of entire institutions.
One of the early devices employed by WFP in upgrading the skills of its
staff has been to seek to develop better historical memory regarding its
own experience in humanitarian diplomacy.20 WFP’s discussions at the
level of its board have been another element in its strategy. As a result,
member governments that are stakeholders in the agency’s work have
given their imprimatur to the exercise of humanitarian diplomacy in sup-
port of its operational programmes.21
In the final analysis, the skills needed for effective humanitarian diplo-

macy are as specific as they are extensive. Discussed in greater detail
below, they include an understanding of international humanitarian law,
a sense of the drivers and dynamics of a given conflict in its own cultural
setting; an ability to provide leadership across the diverse and often in-
choate humanitarian sector; a familiarity with past efforts, successful or
otherwise, to open up and maintain humanitarian space; a battery of
interpersonal qualities; and a keen sense of timing. In addition to culti-
vating these skills among staff, an agency may need to affirm a broader
institutional commitment to the other ingredients as well. This volume
depicts some of these skills being brought to bear on tough-nut situa-
tions, and also the risks of improvisation.
In addition to investing in the selection and cultivation of top-flight

professional staff, humanitarian agencies face other challenges that re-
quire commitments of an institutional sort. Those that stand out are the
Care commitment in Afghanistan to multi-level advocacy and the new
visibility accorded by the ICRC to its traditional humanitarian diplomacy
brief. Although the panoply of assets that Care deployed in support of its
Afghan programme could not be lavished on each and every crisis, the
investment was clearly called for in the particular circumstances. Given
the stakes involved in doing it right, doing humanitarian diplomacy on
the cheap is not the way forward.
The need for increased investments in training personnel was also

flagged in the Report of the UN Secretary-General’s High-level Panel
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on Threats, Challenges and Change. Reporting in late 2004, the group
made the following recommendation: ‘‘United Nations humanitarian
field staff, as well as United Nations political and peacekeeping represen-
tatives, should be well trained and well supported to negotiate access’’ to
civilians in armed conflict settings.22 This provision, which acknowledges
a role for negotiations on the humanitarian side of the house, was incor-
porated into a multifaceted 10-point programme of action proposed by
the panel.

Concluding reflections

It is tempting to view each country situation as one-of-a-kind, each out-
come the product of particularistic factors. However, the experiences
presented suggest a number of recurring elements that influence the out-
comes of humanitarian diplomacy, for better or worse. Success seems to
correlate positively with such factors as the cohesiveness of the humani-
tarian sector, the presence of seasoned and creative practitioners, the uti-
lization of institutional experience and memory, in-depth knowledge of
the political environment and cultural context, the creation of trust, the
careful demarcation of what is negotiable, and access to a durable reser-
voir of political and public support.

Success, it seems, is often a function of a cohesive humanitarian sector,
whereas failure frequently reflects a lack of coordination among the
agencies active in a given crisis. In Lebanon, UNICEF cultivated and en-
joyed the support of many agencies on the scene, and in Cambodia the
NGO Consortium was able to speak authoritatively for its 33 member
agencies in dealings with Hun Sen. Cohesiveness of the sector makes
nuanced strategies possible, as in the good cop/bad cop approach that
proved effective in Sierra Leone. Front-line staff in Freetown, with a
keen understanding of the problems on the ground, were able to orches-
trate the weighing in of ‘‘headquarters heavies’’ in ways that strength-
ened their own hand. In other instances – Sudan is a telling example –
divisiveness among humanitarian agencies undermined efforts to repre-
sent concerns to the authorities with a single voice. In Afghanistan,
high-flying personnel from headquarters with their own agendas com-
peted with and undercut the work in the field of staff personnel already
hard-pressed even before the imposition of a remote control overlay.

The presence of seasoned humanitarian practitioners also bears a pos-
itive correlation with success. Such persons are able to bring to the chal-
lenges their best professional judgement, combined with the experience
of their agency. They generally work to establish the widest possible net-
work of contacts and to adapt earlier experience to the latest challenges.
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The assignment of practitioners with previous front-line experience to
new crises was one of the lessons learned from the conflicts of the 1990s.
It represents a major but still uncompleted change from the previous pat-
tern of assigning junior officials to the most remote and exposed posi-
tions. In the Kosovo emergency and thereafter, humanitarian personnel
found themselves working with colleagues from earlier crises, facilitating
the development in-country of close working relationships among vet-
eran officials.23
The accounts of the authors of the case studies are by design coloured

by their personal involvement in the events they analyse. That is indeed
appropriate, for many successful humanitarian initiatives bear the marks
of the individual practitioners who conceived and implemented them. In
this context, the conclusion of a review of evaluations conducted in 2003
is noteworthy, if a bit surprising: peer influence is more closely linked
with operational success than are aid agency policies and procedures
themselves.24 However, insufficient evidence is presented in this volume
to substantiate the view of some that a lack of training in the essentials of
humanitarian negotiations is a major factor in the failure of such efforts.
Understanding the political and cultural environment is also of the es-

sence of successful humanitarian diplomacy. Although a bit impression-
istic, there is some evidence to suggest that knowledgeable humanitarian
officials with long-term service in given areas have a better sense of polit-
ical forces and dynamics than persons sent from the United Nations’
departments of political affairs and peacekeeping operations.25 The tack-
ling of issues when they are ‘‘ripe’’ for settlement – a key element in suc-
cessful diplomacy, both humanitarian and traditional – requires discern-
ing judgement on the part of field staff. The case studies may also be
read to suggest that, although there may be some no-win situations in
which it remains impossible to persuade the political authorities to do
the humane thing, even in the most dire surroundings the resourceful
practitioner may be able to open at least some humanitarian space.
Humanitarian undertakings, often necessitated by suffering caused by

political authorities, may well need political reinforcement in order to
succeed. Thus humanitarian organizations have an interest in early and
deep involvement by the political side of the UN house, as the Liberia
situation demonstrates, if only by default. Yet how such engagement can
take place without compromising the independence of humanitarian
action is something of a conundrum that is currently the subject of debate
among a wide array of officials, humanitarian and diplomatic/political
alike.26
The creation of trust with the belligerents emerges as a sine qua non of

successful initiatives. Success in freeing child soldiers in Sierra Leone re-
quired good working relationships with the country’s military forces as
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well as contacts with the president and first lady. Not only the UNICEF
representative but also his spouse played a role in establishing and capi-
talizing upon such trust. Years of routine visits by Peace Brigades Inter-
national helped establish its personnel as known entities and to build
relationships that proved useful in situations of duress. Being a known
quantity did not avoid serious threats against PBI and staff, however.

Trust is often a function of the transparency with which humanitarian
actors proceed. Although transparency is high in the humanitarian pan-
theon of values and many agencies practise full disclosure, there are
circumstances in which some agencies impose clear limits. The ICRC’s
refusal to supply information on abuses of international law to the Inter-
national Criminal Court and to other judicial bodies is an instance of the
maintenance of confidentiality being viewed as essential to continued
prison visits and other protection and assistance activities. The ICRC’s
decades of work in Indonesia positioned it well to set up shop in East
Timor, particularly at a time of high political tension, when other interna-
tional agencies lacked the necessary credibility with the authorities.

Framing an issue in human terms has also proved an important deci-
sion that has played a role in the success of humanitarian initiatives.
UNRWA’s network of clinics and schools positioned it well to monitor
the human toll taken by the intifadas and to publicize the suffering of or-
dinary civilians involved. The ICRC’s work with the victims of landmines
gave it unquestioned authority to testify before national policy makers
and parliaments on the need for an international convention to ban land-
mines. Advocacy groups by contrast did less well in mobilizing action
around international trade in small arms, an issue that, they realized in
retrospect, they had failed to frame in clearly human terms.27

Humanitarian diplomacy is most likely to succeed in situations in which
the trade-offs made are few. Eroding the core principle of impartiality
through distributing relief supplies disproportionately to some commu-
nities comes at a price. The conclusion of the case study on Yugoslavia,
where agencies strayed from a strict adherence to impartiality in the in-
terests of lubricating access to communities in desperate need, may well
be writ much larger: ‘‘Humanitarian negotiations have a greater chance
of success if it is clear to all parties that there are things that are not ne-
gotiable.’’

Finally, a reservoir of political and public support can be a key factor
in successful humanitarian diplomacy. Although the United Nations may
have an advantage in the extent to which it can mobilize broad donor
support for humanitarian initiatives, the impediments that it encounters
in engaging in high-profile, contested settings are also formidable, as its
initial sidelining in Cambodia demonstrated. UNICEF’s successful func-
tioning in highly politicized Lebanon, however, suggests that not all con-
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tested situations are unworkable for all UN organizations. For their part,
NGOs may be able to generate an even larger quotient of international
concern of a humanitarian character and translate this into political pres-
sure for access.
Humanitarian diplomacy is in a process of evolution. It is coming into

its own at a time in post–Cold War history when traditional diplomacy
is in eclipse and more muscular approaches to international problem-
solving are in fashion. It is a craft that is part and parcel of successful ef-
forts to assist and protect at-risk populations, therefore having a certain
‘‘flavour of the month’’ appeal in some quarters. Yet, as noted, it fits
somewhat uneasily with the self-understanding of practitioners and with
the traditional concept, now undergoing revision, that humanitarian
action and actors must studiously keep their distance from the political
arena.
The emerging craft of humanitarian diplomacy takes shape at a time of

tensions, both conceptual and operational, between matters political and
humanitarian. Within the United Nations, the debate about ‘‘integration’’
seeks to position humanitarian activities as one set among several (trade,
development, conflict resolution, democracy promotion and the like) that
contribute to international peace and security. Within the wider humani-
tarian family, however, views differ markedly regarding the dangers of
such instrumentalism and the need for preserving the independence of
humanitarian action. The case studies in this book suggest that the con-
duct of humanitarian diplomacy may represent an investment in effective
programmes rather than necessarily a politicization of them.
Some practitioners of humanitarian action and of traditional diplomacy

alike believe that ‘‘humanitarian diplomacy’’ is best left to card-carrying
diplomats. The record does not bear out their contention. Many profes-
sional diplomats are unfamiliar with humanitarian principles, organiza-
tions and culture. This is true of some who function as Special Represen-
tatives of the UN Secretary-General in specific conflicts or post-conflict
arenas. It is also true of some who serve as UN Resident Coordinators
charged with ensuring the coordination of all UN economic and humani-
tarian programmes within a given country. Many such persons exhibit a
tendency to instrumentalize assistance and protection activities, treating
them as arrows in a larger quiver that also includes economic sanctions
and military force.
It is a tantalizing hypothesis that successes such as those chronicled in

this volume will reawaken traditional diplomacy from its languor and
reinvigorate the status of consensual approaches to problem-solving.
However, testing the hypothesis is beyond the purview of this volume.
It is without doubt the view of the authors, however, that conflicts are
not inevitable and that a global humanitarian enterprise, reinforced by
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the presence of a significant humanitarian diplomacy component, will be
needed for the foreseeable future.

The experiences examined by the case studies, and the discussions held
along the way among the practitioner-authors, suggest that the generation
of support for humanitarian operations, and for trouble-shooting when
needed, is an element too important to be left to professional diplomats
or to others who often lack a basic understanding of the principles and
specificities of the humanitarian enterprise. The framework within which
formal diplomacy is conducted is focused on state actors and perceived
national interests. The humanitarian imperative has a different logic and
framework, dynamic and urgency.

Organizations committed to effective assistance and protection efforts
are thus well advised to recognize the value of a judicious exercise of hu-
manitarian diplomacy in support of their bread-and-butter activities. Of
course, they are not diplomats and should be wary of overreaching into
the realm of traditional diplomacy. Indeed, they are well advised to ac-
knowledge that engagement in areas and on matters beyond their compe-
tence and capacity may risk compromising their credibility as well as their
effectiveness. Yet they have an undisputed institutional interest in the
success of higher-level efforts of formal diplomacy that seek political sol-
utions to the underlying causes of human distress.

With regard to their own operations of humanitarian assistance and
protection, however, there can be no doubt. ‘‘Humanitarian actors are
not always the best diplomats,’’ concludes one of the authors, but ‘‘they
are the best on offer.’’ ‘‘Where agreement is possible,’’ adds another, ‘‘it
is more likely when negotiations are left to the humanitarians.’’
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Humanitarian diplomacy:
Theory and practice

Hazel Smith

The role of humanitarian actors is to save lives and ameliorate suffering.
Whether or to what extent humanitarian actors achieve these goals can
be due to a number of factors, from a topography that might make com-
munication and transport more or less easy, to the prevalence of corrup-
tion and insecurity in distribution chains, to the availability of funding,
the expertise of staff, etc. A significant factor in meeting humanitarian
objectives, however, is the capacity of humanitarian officials to negotiate
access to beneficiaries and to secure protection both for recipients of as-
sistance and for staff in the context of often very sensitive political and
sometimes military environments. These difficult security environments
are frequently complicated by and sometimes constituted by multiple
authority structures. Humanitarian actors working within the context of
fragmented authority structures composed of actors with contested polit-
ical legitimacy will often therefore have to come to agreements with a
diffuse set of sometimes unpredictable partners. These multiple interloc-
utors may be in conflict with each other and may not share common in-
terests or values with humanitarian actors.
Humanitarian officials are not alone in engaging in tough international

negotiations to achieve policy implementation. International business,
journalists and other groups also engage in serious policy dialogue in
times of conflict in difficult international environments. Hence it is not
just humanitarian officials but journalists, employees of commercial busi-
nesses and religious people who are sometimes dragged into interna-
tional conflict as unwitting ‘‘players’’. One grim result is that humanitar-
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ian officials and other non-combatants in some, though not all, theatres of
conflict are considered legitimate targets for murder and kidnapping by
perpetrators who portray these heinous acts as of a political nature di-
rectly designed to influence the course of the conflict. The spread of a
norm whereby humanitarian officials and others are seen as legitimate
targets creates a spiral of danger as criminals take advantage of new le-
gitimation that they use as a cover for kidnapping for ransom by claiming
‘‘political’’ objectives.

What perhaps makes humanitarian diplomacy singular is that, wittingly
or not, humanitarian agencies and the officials who represent them have
been increasingly caught up in the major international conflicts of the
post–World War II period as significant actors in their own right. As the
chapters in this book demonstrate in such varied settings as Cambodia,
Lebanon and Sierra Leone, humanitarian agencies have entered into ne-
gotiations with the most senior political officials, sometimes influencing
the course of conflict itself. The objectives of humanitarian diplomacy at
this level may very well collide with the interests not just of the host
country government but of major international actors. The high-level in-
terest by the United States and the United Kingdom in humanitarian ac-
tivities in Cambodia and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
(DPRK – more commonly known as North Korea) and their attempts to
influence these activities, as also demonstrated in this book, show how
humanitarian diplomacy can become an activity that is difficult to sepa-
rate entirely from the realm of high politics.

Humanitarian officials who strive to maintain the credibility and impar-
tiality of their agencies and their work also can engage in humanitarian
diplomacy in a very different sense – eschewing any linkage with high
politics but recognizing that the political environment can be managed
to facilitate the humanitarian enterprise. Chapter 4 on Lebanon and
others in this book also show that the humanitarian enterprise can be fa-
cilitated when humanitarian diplomacy demonstrates that the objectives
of humanitarians can coincide with the interests of major political actors.

Not all would agree about the core conceptualization of humanitarian
diplomacy – including those engaged in the practice. In this chapter,
therefore, I first introduce three different but not mutually exclusive con-
ceptualizations of humanitarian diplomacy. After considering conven-
tional understandings of diplomacy in terms of the actors involved, ob-
jectives, functions and methods, I assess in what ways humanitarian
diplomacy, in terms of the three conceptualizations outlined, can be con-
sidered as sharing any features with conventional diplomacy.

I conclude by arguing that humanitarian diplomacy is a distinctive, dis-
crete and limited enterprise. I also conclude, however, that the practice
of humanitarian diplomacy could benefit from systematized incorpora-
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tion of some of the analysis and techniques known to diplomacy in
general. Equally important, successful humanitarian diplomacy has some-
thing to teach contemporary diplomacy in its ability to negotiate compro-
mise, to use persuasion and to seek and obtain genuine non-zero sum
solutions in what are often seen by outsiders as intractable conflicts.

Humanitarian diplomacy – A contested concept

Humanitarian officials and the agencies they represent sometimes have
different ideas of what constitutes ‘‘humanitarian diplomacy’’. At least
three concepts can be discerned as analytical ‘‘ideal types’’. In practice,
of course, individual humanitarian officials may veer between all three
understandings of humanitarian diplomacy – using different understand-
ings at different times to help explain different circumstances. The three
ideal types here are used simply as an analytical device to indicate broad
clusters of differing models or concepts of what is understood as humani-
tarian diplomacy.
The first notion of humanitarian diplomacy is as an oxymoron – a con-

tradiction in terms. Humanitarians do humanitarian work and diplomats
do diplomacy and these are two separate and sometimes contradictory
activities. By contrast, the second notion of humanitarian diplomacy is
as a common-sense description of what humanitarian officials do in the
field on a day-to-day basis. Humanitarian officials negotiate to get the
job done and that is a fact of life. A third idea is of humanitarian diplo-
macy as a necessary evil. There is an acceptance that humanitarian activ-
ities sometimes risk over-politicization, along with a relatively phlegmatic
understanding about its inevitability. The argument is that diplomatic ne-
gotiations with third parties are sometimes necessary in order to achieve
humanitarian goals.

An oxymoron

Humanitarian actors carry out their responsibilities with particular regard
to international humanitarian law. Humanitarian agencies have limited
objectives. They cannot resolve conflict by themselves and their contribu-
tion is to provide assistance to those harmed by conflict such that very
basic rights – usually those to life, food, shelter and health – are threat-
ened. In contrast, states and state representatives (the diplomats) pursue
the multiple interests of states abroad. These may very well include ethi-
cally acceptable policies such as development cooperation but, because
the state’s interests are multifarious and in the first instance include secu-
rity, the state can also pursue ethically more objectionable policies. These
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might include discrimination against foreigners through tight immigration
policies, deregulation of business such as to permit less oversight over la-
bour practices abroad (for instance to ignore child labour), or a refusal to
intervene to prevent genocide abroad, as in Rwanda in the mid-1990s.

If an intrinsic part of humanitarian activity is considered as ‘‘diplo-
macy’’, then this might imply that humanitarian actors are suborning
their missions to broader political interests. States, on the other hand,
have competing interests and, should commitments under international
humanitarian law collide with, for instance, the necessity to maintain
strategic control of oil or energy supplies, then humanitarian law may be
the casualty. By definition, humanitarian agencies do not have these com-
peting interests to consider, and therefore cannot be seen as comparable
international actors to states. This is an important perspective, although a
counter-argument from democratic states might be that as rule-bound en-
tities, as a matter of constitution and practice, they abide by international
and domestic law, including fulfilling their obligations to individuals in
times of war and conflict.

The question for those troubled by the concept of humanitarian diplo-
macy, with its intimation perhaps of the politicization of humanitarian
activity, is how to maintain ‘‘humanitarian space’’ while at the same time
acknowledging that humanitarian agencies engage in politically sensitive
environments in which the stakes and the penalties for getting it wrong
are high. How can humanitarian actors achieve their objectives and at
the same time maintain their humanitarian integrity? Masood Hyder elo-
quently summarizes the essence of this approach to humanitarian diplo-
macy in Chapter 11 in this volume, which provides a case study of Oper-
ation Lifeline Sudan. He argues that ‘‘[n]urturing humanitarian space is
the essence of humanitarian diplomacy. Its objective is to save lives, to
alleviate suffering and to uphold humanitarian principles.’’

Common sense

Some humanitarian officials are less worried about the term humanitar-
ian diplomacy, arguing that humanitarian diplomacy in international con-
flict is simply a fact of life. This is because the enormous increase in
humanitarian activity in the post–Cold War period – including both mili-
tarized humanitarian intervention and the implementation of extensive
international operations to maintain basic supplies to civilian populations
– has taken place in zones of ‘‘natural disaster’’, most visibly in countries
and regions that require support as a consequence of the deleterious
consequences of political conflict. One consequence is that humanitarian
officials inevitably encounter political sensitivities in the implementation
of humanitarian operations – sensitivities that cannot be avoided if the
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operations are to be carried out successfully. Some of these sensitivities
may have been foreseen, but many of them may have been either unanti-
cipated or unexpected.
Humanitarian officials have had to work round these political sensitiv-

ities simply in order to secure the effective implementation of humanitar-
ian operations. They have therefore been forced into practising diplomacy
with host governments or powerful non-state or non-governmental actors
in order to achieve operational ends. Humanitarian officials thus engage
as a matter of course in the practice of diplomacy in a very old-fashioned
sense. They are official representatives involved in world politics who at-
tempt to achieve objectives through peaceful means – employing the arts
of persuasion, negotiation and compromise to attain those goals. The
question for the ‘‘common-sense’’ approach is not, therefore, whether or
not humanitarian agencies should engage in humanitarian diplomacy but
the more practical question of how to manage negotiations better. The
contribution by Omawale Omawale on his experiences negotiating the
demobilization and rehabilitation of child soldiers in Sierra Leone (Chap-
ter 13) strongly argues that both humanitarian actors and state diplomats
have something to learn from the successful practice of humanitarian
diplomacy as international negotiation. Omawale argues (page 299) that
humanitarian diplomacy should employ reliable and incontrovertible
information; be based on some established international convention to
which the negotiating parties subscribe, or on relevant national law; iden-
tify some key interest of the other negotiating party that can be satisfied
by the negotiation – a win–win proposition; identify a strategic ally either
as an entry point or as a supportive resource during negotiation; use a
lead negotiator who brings to the table some credit or credibility with
the other negotiating party; involve other like-minded entities or individ-
uals as parties to the negotiation wherever possible; propose solutions to
any problems the other negotiating party has to acknowledge; and en-
gage in a collaborative negotiation whenever possible.

A necessary evil

The last group of humanitarian actors shares the uneasiness of the first in
wishing to circumscribe and protect the humanitarian sphere. They also
consider that humanitarian negotiations inevitably take place in conflict
zones and that humanitarian officials need to be appropriately prepared
and trained so as to make technically better interventions in humanitar-
ian diplomacy. This group also views the intervention of humanitarian
actors in international conflict – as actors who will inevitably have either
a direct or an indirect role to play in political conflict – as inevitable
and, sometimes, morally defensible. Perhaps representative of the peace-
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maker approach is André Roberfroid, who argues in Chapter 4 on the
Lebanon that successful humanitarian diplomacy requires both impartial-
ity and credibility of the humanitarian actors and good diplomatic skills
for successful implementation. Yet he also notes that humanitarian diplo-
macy does not stand alone in its connection to the major political issues
of international diplomacy and conflict. Roberfroid argues, for instance,
that ‘‘[a]lthough UNICEF’s humanitarian projects had no formal rela-
tionship to the conclusion of the conflict, they did play a role in buying
time for the diplomats, preparing public opinion for peace and progres-
sively softening the positions of the warring parties’’ (page 106).

Conventional understandings of diplomacy

Hedley Bull, a major twentieth-century theorist of international relations,
provides a conventional idea of what constitutes the institution of diplo-
macy, with institution here understood as ‘‘a set of governing arrange-
ments’’. Bull argues that diplomacy is ‘‘the conduct of relations between
states and other entities with standing in world politics by official agents
and by peaceful means’’.1 Bull’s conceptualization of the institution of
diplomacy therefore encapsulates ideas about actors (who ‘‘does’’ diplo-
macy) and process (how and why it is done). The major actors are states
although, for Bull, ‘‘not only . . . states . . . other political entities with
standing in world politics [such as the] agents of the United Nations, of
other general international organisations may be said to engage in diplo-
macy’’.2 The key processes involve the use of ‘‘peaceful means’’, which
for Bull constitute the institution of diplomacy. Harold Nicolson, whose
text on diplomacy remains a standard for practitioners and theorists
alike, also reminds us that diplomacy is not about making policy but
about negotiating policy implementation.3 Conventional analysis does
not deny that diplomacy has always been a necessary instrument in prep-
arations for, the conduct of and the settlement of war, but makes the
point that diplomatic practices, by their nature, are peaceful. This is a dif-
ferent activity from coercive diplomacy, which specifically seeks to force
compliance rather than to persuade and to impose solutions rather than
to seek compromise.

Non-diplomacy – the case of coercive diplomacy

In the post–Cold War era, with the shift towards the use of military force
as a primary instrument of conflict resolution, it is not surprising that we
see a new research field of ‘‘coercive diplomacy’’.4 Diplomacy still takes
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place, it is argued, but a significant shift in practical usage is noticeable
from diplomacy as the classic instrument of achieving peace through ne-
gotiation in the direction of attempting to secure agreements through the
use of threats.5 The term ‘‘coercive diplomacy’’ refers to the fact that, for
some powerful states (for instance, Russia in Chechnya and the United
States in Iraq), the institution and practices of diplomacy are now most
significant as a subordinate instrument of war rather than as a primary in-
strument of peace.
The use of the qualifier ‘‘coercive’’ strips the concept of diplomacy of

its intrinsic utility, which is to explain how international political entities
achieve objectives through peaceful means. If force or the threat of force
is allowed as a fundamental means of persuasion in conflict, it becomes
unnecessary to use the concept of diplomacy as an analytical tool. It is
enough to argue that states merely negotiate as a complementary aspect
of war-making – sometimes with the effect of avoiding war and some-
times with the effect of making war-making more successful. ‘‘Diplomatic
negotiation’’ to support war-making is a contradiction in terms.
Allowing war-making or the threat of war to be legitimated by use of

the term ‘‘coercive diplomacy’’ is not just or only a question of semantics.
The legitimation of a new norm of coercive diplomacy contributes to
making the world more dangerous because it helps to legitimize force as
a primary instrument of dispute settlement. If the term can be captured
to include the use or the threat of force, diplomacy as a peaceful method
of dispute settlement risks being shunted off the political agenda. In prag-
matic terms, policies guided by coercive diplomacy may be less successful
in achieving the peaceful settlement of disputes than policies that make
concerted diplomatic efforts. This is because, if the international actor
making the threats is not to lose credibility, both with that specific adver-
sary and in the wider international system, it must make good on those
threats should talks with adversaries break down.

Diplomatic actors

The key diplomatic actors are representatives (official agents) of states
and of other international actors. They may have different objectives but
they are bound together by their common attribute of ‘‘representivity’’.

The variety of diplomatic actors

The scholarly and practical literature of diplomacy demonstrates a wide
variety of understanding about what or who constitutes the core actors
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in diplomatic practice. Some commentators are emphatic that it is only
states that count as engaging in diplomacy – implying that other interna-
tional actors may negotiate but they do not engage in professional diplo-
macy.6 Others are willing to include intergovernmental organizations
(IGOs) as diplomatic actors.7 Few conceive of non-governmental organi-
zations (NGOs) as diplomatic actors, although, almost paradoxically,
there is some openness to recognizing that individuals may contribute to
diplomatic efforts. Individuals may engage in private or ‘‘non-official’’
diplomacy or have an official role as a special envoy of public inter-
national organizations or governments.8

If states are conventionally understood as comprising the core actors in
diplomacy, not all states have been willing players in the global diplo-
matic system. For instance, the post-1917 Soviet Union initially rejected
any participation in the diplomatic system. It is fair to say, however, that
revolutionary states have rarely remained aloof for long from diplomatic
intercourse with other states. In the case of the Soviet Union, revolution-
ary diplomacy reverted to conventional diplomacy just one year after the
victory of the revolution when Georgy Chicherin, an old-fashioned Rus-
sian diplomat, took over from Leon Trotsky as the new revolutionary
government’s People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs.9

Conversely, some non-state actors have become fairly uncontrover-
sially accepted as important and conventional diplomatic actors – for in-
stance the United Nations. Other multilateral actors also regularly en-
gage in diplomacy – the European Union being one of the best known.
However, the United Nations remains perhaps a special case in its un-
equivocal commitment to diplomacy as both ends and means – the pri-
mary objective is to resolve conflict through the use of peaceful means.
Committed to peace through its history, legal framework and institu-
tional development, the United Nations is arguably a diplomatic institu-
tion par excellence.

Diplomats’ objectives

Diplomats negotiate to achieve agreements with partners that by defini-
tion do not have identical interests. This is true even when diplomats are
negotiating with friendly nations – for instance in the perennial agricul-
tural trade negotiations between the United States and the European
Union. The object of diplomacy is to find, within the overall matrix of dif-
fering interests, some common ground or at least some perceived com-
mon ground. The process entails compromise and trade-offs such that
both partners, even while not abandoning important negotiating objec-
tives, sacrifice some interests in order to produce agreements acceptable
to all participants.
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Diplomacy cannot take place when states and international actors have
values and interests so far apart that they prefer the use of military force
to achieve their objectives. Nevertheless, there are numerous historical
examples of states and international actors with strongly divergent values
that have reached agreements that to some extent have satisfied each
other’s interests. The Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) between
the United States and the former Soviet Union in the middle of the
Cold War provide one example of classic diplomacy functioning success-
fully in these circumstances.

The attribute of ‘‘representivity’’

Diplomacy is an activity that intrinsically connotes the representation of
major international bodies by individuals, irrespective of whether they
are directly or indirectly employed by those bodies. The role of the ac-
credited representative is central to diplomatic activity. In many cases
the lead diplomat is an ambassador, but other accredited officials (diplo-
mats) can include chargés d’affaires, military, economic and cultural at-
tachés, and other officials recognized by the host government as neces-
sary for the home government to carry out its diplomatic functions. For
diplomacy to be successful, the receiving state must be confident that the
individual diplomat is representative of the international actor with
which it is in dispute. It must also be convinced that the diplomat has
the ability to convey high-level messages to appropriate recipients and
possesses the capacity, directly or indirectly, to put into practice any
agreement entered into by both parties.
In international crises, individuals sometimes seek to play an ad hoc

role in political mediation simply by virtue of their presence on the
ground. With the cost of air tickets relatively low for Westerners deter-
mined to engage in what is sometimes called pejoratively ‘‘disaster tour-
ism’’ and where weak states may not have the capacity, experience or
knowledge to assess the representativeness of individual foreigners, these
individuals have sometimes attempted a mediatory role way beyond their
personal or professional capacities or competence.10 Lack of representiv-
ity can lead to unsuccessful mediatory outcomes even when the partici-
pants are distinguished figures, for instance when Edward Heath, the re-
spected former UK prime minister, visited Iraq in 1990 in an attempt to
avert the first Gulf war.11 Activities undertaken by well-meaning individ-
uals do not constitute diplomatic interventions in international crises if
their home governments do not support them. This may be because the
government does not want to be seen to be offering overtures to coun-
tries with which it has difficult relations or because the individual may
be cutting across strategic plans already in train.
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Diplomatic processes

The processes of reaching diplomatic agreements are various. We can
think of processes as consisting of procedures, standard functions and
methods.

Procedures

The procedures of diplomacy, or ‘‘how’’ diplomacy takes place, are either
bilateral or multilateral. Diplomatic procedures may also follow ‘‘old’’ or
‘‘new’’ diplomatic models. Bilateral diplomacy between just two negotiat-
ing partners, although providing a paradigmatic model of diplomatic in-
teraction, has never in practice been the only form of global diplomatic
interaction. This is because multilateral diplomacy – involving three or
more states or international actors – has continued to be for all practical
purposes a necessary and useful response to conflict.12 The sheer com-
plexity of international relations arising from the institutionalization of
the state as the most significant political actor in the international system
over the past five hundred or so years, the exponential increase in new
states from the twentieth century onwards and the rise in other significant
international actors (from global business to international terrorist
groups) has meant that multilateral diplomatic interaction has been as
much the norm as have bilateral relations.13

Multilateral diplomacy today is often institutionalized in international
organizations. This again is hardly new. The predecessor of contempo-
rary institutionalized multilateral diplomacy between groups of states
was ‘‘conference diplomacy’’. Conference diplomacy as a means of set-
tling disputes and creating post-war peace settlements in a multilateral
format both pre-dates and foreshadows the rise of permanent interna-
tional governmental organizations in the twentieth century. The most
notable example was the Concert system of nineteenth-century Europe,
which regularly carved up the world between the five great European
powers – Austria-Hungary, Great Britain, France, Prussia and Russia –
as a way of both avoiding war and settling conflict between these states.
The legacy of the Concert system is found in the twentieth-century global
institutions, the most important being the League of Nations and its suc-
cessor the United Nations, both of which were designed to institutional-
ize conference diplomacy in the service of conflict prevention and the
promotion of peace.

The diplomacy that takes place within international organizations has
sometimes been referred to as the ‘‘new’’ diplomacy, as opposed to the
‘‘old’’ diplomacy associated with pre-twentieth-century Europe.14 The
term ‘‘new’’ is usually meant to imply diplomacy conducted in an ‘‘open’’
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fashion – either in public or with its deliberations written into the public
record. In fact the distinction has been less than clear and therefore ana-
lytically not very useful from the outset. ‘‘Open’’ diplomacy has very
rarely been conducted without a first and parallel resort to some very
old-fashioned negotiations indeed in the form of confidential exchanges
seeking to achieve ‘‘sellable’’ trade-offs for home governments and domes-
tic constituencies. Perhaps what is more significant about the reference to
‘‘new’’ diplomacy is the implicit reminder about the importance of public
opinion as a factor that must be taken into account in the making of for-
eign policy and in the diplomacy of international actors in contemporary
international relations.15 The general public in both democratic and non-
democratic countries expect to have influence over foreign policy in a way
that was not normally the case before the early twentieth century.

Standard functions

According to Hedley Bull, the primary functions of representative diplo-
macy include the gathering of intelligence, communication and negotia-
tion.16 These are public duties, even if carried out in non-public settings
(for instance in the conveyance of confidential information to host gov-
ernments). They are never private functions in that, for the most part,
diplomatic engagement is on behalf of a public organization. The major
exception, but perhaps an exception that proves the rule, is when a pri-
vate person – perhaps an internationally respected business person or ex-
official – undertakes a diplomatic initiative as a private person. The aim
of such initiatives, however, is always to effect a reconciliation between
public international bodies, usually adversarial governments, and, for
these ‘‘independent’’ initiatives to be successful, they must have the con-
sent and acceptance of the parties in conflict, even if this is obtained after
the intervention has taken place.
Intelligence-gathering is not the same as espionage because diplomatic

intelligence may be gathered from open sources such as the media, host
government officials and local and resident international organizations
and individuals. In the broadest sense, all international organizations
engage in the gathering of intelligence as knowledge, simply in order to
be able to make informed judgements about the country in which they
will be operating or with which they will be negotiating. However,
intelligence-gathering is a controversial part of diplomatic activity. States
routinely cross the line between legitimate intelligence-gathering activ-
ities and what in any ordinary sense of the word can be understood as
spying. Officials of international organizations have also sometimes been
accused of working for intelligence agencies. What is perhaps more diffi-
cult for international organizations to prevent, however, is the knowledge
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they have collected for legitimate reasons being used by states to inform
intelligence estimates.

The function of communication is less controversial. The ancient prac-
tice of diplomatic immunity, which was codified in the 1961 Vienna Con-
vention on Diplomatic Relations, was first developed because direct and
representative communication between hostile parties could not take
place if the representative was routinely killed on entering enemy terri-
tory.17 A core function of a resident diplomat is the transmission of
confidential messages. This was particularly important until the mid-
nineteenth-century implementation of telegraphic communications, which
reduced message transmittal times from weeks to hours and represented
a technological development that was arguably much more significant
than the invention of email communication.18 There remains a debate
about whether the role of the resident diplomat is less significant in terms
of the communication function of diplomacy.19 What is clear, however, is
the value of a resident ambassador in times of crisis when telecommuni-
cations with capitals can be technically difficult or intermittent.

The negotiating function is, along with the communication function,
understood as providing the very core of the diplomatic institution. A
standard textbook states, for instance, that ‘‘negotiation is the most
important function of diplomacy’’.20 A large literature on the technical
process of negotiating as well as on the analysis of the experience of dip-
lomatic negotiators is available.21 For Bull, minimizing friction in inter-
national relations means that the use of diplomacy will help to reduce
conflict. The function of diplomacy as symbolizing the existence of the
society of states is for Bull a reminder that minimal norms of social in-
tercourse between states exist – even between states of very different
ideologies. For instance, Bull would not have been at all surprised
that representatives of even the most non-conventional governments,
such as the Taliban government of Afghanistan, found themselves using
the methods of diplomacy and to a certain extent being socialized by the
norms of the institution of diplomacy.22

Methods

The procedures of diplomacy are underpinned by established diplomatic
methods. Some of the most important are the operational professional-
ism of the diplomat; the employment of ostensibly opaque language; and
the use of confidentiality and publicity as appropriate and relevant.

Personal and professional conduct

Diplomatic conventions, although often apparently archaic and contrived
to non-diplomats, perform a signalling function that can convey impor-
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tant messages to other international actors. These messages may be given
and received through written means, for example letters, faxes and
emails. Successful diplomacy, however, often relies upon the ‘‘non-
verbal’’ communication that takes place through personal contact. The
nuanced messages that can be achieved through symbolic interaction are
particularly important in relationships between potentially or actually ad-
versarial negotiating partners where, Berridge argues, ‘‘it is so necessary
to relieve the inevitable tension of a diplomatic exchange by gracious so-
cial ritual and acts of hospitality’’.23 Diplomatic methods rely on what in
other circumstances would be considered social and personal activities,
which assume a political significance in terms of the communication and
negotiation functions of the diplomat. A refusal to acknowledge a col-
league in the diplomatic corps at a social function in a third country, for
instance, is likely to be interpreted not as an individual act but as a mes-
sage that one country does not recognize or have diplomatic relations
with the other country. Conversely, a semi-public social conversation, of
even a trivial nature, between diplomats representing international actors
in conflict with each other could indicate to observers that relations be-
tween the two were improving.
The scholarly literature discusses the personal attributes and de-

meanour of the diplomat insofar as these can contribute to the successful
practice of diplomacy. The individual’s trustworthiness and credibility are
considered important, not just for their intrinsic ethical value but because
of the political significance attached to the personal conduct and lan-
guage of diplomats as, in most instances, symbolizing and signalling the
attitude of the state or international actor by which the diplomat is ac-
credited. For Nicolson, the essential qualities of a successful diplomat
are truthfulness, precision, calm, good temper, patience, modesty and
loyalty.24
Nicolson also notes that the personal failings of a diplomat can contrib-

ute to the failure of the diplomatic mission. For Nicolson, the worst of
these is vanity.

The dangers of vanity . . . can scarcely be exaggerated. It tempts him to disregard
the advice or opinions of those who may have had longer experience of a country,
or of a problem, than he possesses himself. It renders him vulnerable to the flat-
tery or the attacks of those with whom he is negotiating. It encourages him to
take too personal a view of the nature and purposes of his functions and in ex-
treme cases to prefer a brilliant but undesirable triumph to some unostentatious
but more prudent compromise. It may prevent him, at some crucial moment, from
confessing to his government that his predictions or his information were incor-
rect. It prompts him to incur or to provoke unnecessary friction over matters
which are of purely social importance. It may cause him to offend by ostentation,
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snobbishness or ordinary vulgarity. It is at the root of all indiscretion and of most
tactlessness. . . . It may induce that terrible and frequent illusion . . . that his own
post is the centre of the diplomatic universe and that the Foreign Office is both
blind and obstinate in ignoring his advice.25

Language

Diplomatic methods include the deliberate use of language that appears
to outsiders to be bland and understated. Yet it is perfectly decipherable
to insiders as regards the message intended to be conveyed – by grada-
tions in emphasis ranging, for example, from ‘‘viewing with concern’’
(i.e. a declaration of war is not yet likely) to viewing an action as ‘‘an un-
friendly act’’ (i.e. a declaration of war is likely).26

Confidentiality

Early twentieth-century debate about diplomacy concentrated around
the slogan of ‘‘open covenants openly arrived at’’. Advocates of the prin-
ciple included United States President Woodrow Wilson and the Bolshe-
vik revolutionaries. These opposing states both argued that World War I,
internationally perceived as a pointless and avoidable conflict because of
its historically unprecedented loss of life in the cause of very few appar-
ent gains, was the result of a lack of public oversight of the activities of
remote and out-of-touch nineteenth-century statesmen. In practice, both
capitalists and communists soon found that the exigencies of negotiation
forced some modification to the principles of openness and accountability
underlying the ‘‘new’’ diplomacy.

Nicolson’s solution to the contradiction between the espousal of open-
ness in diplomacy and the perceived necessity for some privacy in the
process of reaching agreements was that foreign policy makers should al-
ways be accountable to their publics but that diplomats needed to engage
in ‘‘negotiation [that] must always be confidential’’.27 Such a separation
of open covenants accountable to general publics from the process
through which the covenants are arrived at is now commonplace. Few
today would disagree with Hedley Bull’s dictum that ‘‘negotiation is
greatly facilitated if it can be undertaken in private’’.28

Publicity

Although confidentiality may provide the underpinning for successful ne-
gotiations, publicity, its antonym, is sometimes useful in the service of
diplomacy. It can assist in communicating important messages. It can
also be used as an instrument of judicious pressure at different stages of
negotiations. One of the lasting legacies of the ‘‘new’’ post–World War I
diplomacy is the legitimization of the right of the public to be informed, if
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not always consulted, on foreign policy and diplomatic interventions. The
mechanics of information exchange are generally through media outlets.
In an age of globalized media access, including through the World

Wide Web, diplomats and the organizations they represent can efficiently
communicate with different interested sectors of international public
opinion both in democratic and in authoritarian countries.29 Press con-
ferences and television, radio and newspaper interviews can perform a
number of functions for diplomats. These include the simple transmission
of information, the setting out of broad strategies, and signalling changes
in diplomatic direction.

Humanitarian diplomacy

Humanitarian officials have functions in common with state diplomats in
that they must rely on negotiation, persuasion and dialogue to try to
reach agreements with those with whom they may not share values and
interests. Humanitarian officials are not, however, state diplomats. State
diplomats pursue a multifarious set of interests responding to a specific
national interest. International humanitarian officials pursue an interna-
tional interest in respect of a narrowly focused mission, which is to re-
spond to humanitarian need.

Humanitarianism and politics

To argue that humanitarian officials routinely and necessarily engage in
diplomacy is not to argue that humanitarian officials engage in ‘‘politics’’
or, more specifically, political advocacy. There is a very lively debate
within the humanitarian community between those whose fundamental
ethos includes a commitment to neutrality in conflict, and those who
consider it impossible to disassociate humanitarian intervention from po-
litical analysis and, sometimes, political intervention.30
The debate about whether or not humanitarians should be political ad-

vocates raises different issues from that of how humanitarian officials nec-
essarily engage in diplomacy as a direct consequence of operational re-
quirements. Humanitarians as diplomats are not political advocates but
political negotiators. In carrying out their negotiating role, humanitarian
actors, consciously or not, use the paraphernalia of diplomatic methods,
procedures and instruments. They seek to attain objectives that are
at once operational – implementing the specific objectives of their aid
programmes – and diplomatic, in that they must seek to reach agreement
with sometimes hostile international actors using only the instruments of
persuasion and non-military dissuasion.
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‘‘Humanitarian interventions’’

Humanitarians have not generally relied on the use of force to achieve
objectives. The instruments of coercion, whether military or economic,
are not normally available for humanitarian actors although, as ’Funmi
Olonisakin demonstrates in Chapter 12 in her analysis of the Liberian
conflict, military forces are sometimes drawn into the humanitarian role
of keeping populations alive. In the post–Cold War world, however, hu-
manitarians have found themselves in the uneasy position of working
closely with governments that have been prepared to use military force
in support of ostensibly humanitarian objectives.

Force has sometimes been used to punish regimes deemed guilty of hu-
man rights abuses when the application of political or economic sanctions
has failed to achieve the desired goals. These so-called militarized hu-
manitarian interventions have sometimes succeeded in bringing medium-
term political solutions to conflict but in the short term have been accom-
panied by further humanitarian crises that civilian humanitarian officials
have been left to resolve. The exodus of Kosovan refugees into Macedo-
nia in the war against Serbia in 1999 is a case in point. Military interven-
tions whose aims include the eventual eradication of regimes that abuse
human rights can be successful. The paradigmatic examples are the Tan-
zanian intervention in Uganda that removed the dictator Idi Amin from
office and the Vietnamese intervention in Cambodia that toppled the
Khmer Rouge.

The use or threat of the use of force – that is, coercive diplomacy – is
not either efficient or commonly accepted as desirable by many humani-
tarian actors as an instrument of humanitarians. It is inefficient because it
is too blunt an instrument to be used successfully as a way of achieving
humanitarian objectives. Humanitarian interventions represent failures
of humanitarian diplomacy: humanitarian objectives can hardly be said
to have been achieved if military force is used – by definition to kill,
maim and damage human lives. Another problem with equating humani-
tarian interventions with high-profile examples of militarized humanitar-
ian intervention is that it allows the more routine, less spectacular and
arguably underestimated activities and achievements of humanitarians
to be both ignored and unappreciated.

Humanitarians as diplomatic actors

Intergovernmental organizations, particularly the UN institutions and
agencies, have had few problems being understood as diplomatic actors.
Their senior personnel are in fact recognized under law by conventions
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that guarantee their rights as international diplomats with the same priv-
ileges and immunities as state diplomats. For instance, in Chapter 13 on
negotiating the demobilization and rehabilitation of child soldiers in
Sierra Leone, Omawale Omawale shows how his diplomatic status as
a UNICEF representative helped him enter into direct negotiations with
the chairman of the National Provisional Revolutionary Council. In
emergency or humanitarian work, because of the sheer scale and scope
of in-country operations, the major intergovernmental organizations are
also likely to become significant actors in the host country economy and
polity as well as the source of important linkages to external state and
non-state actors. Humanitarian officials working in a high-profile politi-
cal emergency invariably find it difficult to step aside from a diploma-
tic role they are forced to play by the exigencies of humanitarian work
itself.
Non-governmental organizations have a more problematic conceptual

status as humanitarian diplomatic actors. This is partly because the dis-
parity in their size, objectives, mandates, methods of operation and fund-
ing sources means that it is difficult to generalize about the activities of
NGOs. Oxfam’s negotiations in Cambodia (discussed by Brian Walker
in Chapter 6), in which NGO humanitarian diplomacy collided with the
interests of major states, are not necessarily representative of all NGO
experience. They do, however, indicate that Western states and Western
NGOs will not in every instance share priorities and objectives in human-
itarian crises. Walker also argues that the Cambodia case provides an ex-
ample of NGO humanitarian diplomacy proving effective at ensuring that
the needy were assisted when efforts from intergovernmental agencies
were less so.
Not all non-governmental organizations engaging in mediatory efforts

in international conflict, similar to the efforts of private individuals, can
be considered to be undertaking diplomatic interventions in the sense of
being representative of public constituencies or of governmental opinion.
This can be owing partly to size, partly to the lack of accountability
mechanisms and partly to the overt or covert politicization of activities.
Small non-governmental organizations with a presence in the field in
international conflict sometimes consider that they are privy to better-
quality information and perhaps have better analytical abilities than their
home governments and may therefore attempt to mediate between home
and host governments. NGOs may also exaggerate their representative
status or their influence in their home capitals to host governments or im-
portant political actors. If unsupported by home governments, NGOs
may find themselves in difficult relationships with host governments that
expected greater returns from the organizations. Some NGOs may also
exacerbate conflict when pursuing interventions in international conflict,
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for instance if they seek to pursue an ideological or political agenda to
overturn particular governments.31

Multilateral organizations

The conference system of Europe gave way to the League of Nations,
which in turn gave way to the United Nations. International governmen-
tal organizations are therefore intrinsically diplomatic actors, although
diplomatic actors of a special kind. The United Nations of today is the di-
rect inheritor of a tradition of diplomacy that is, at least in theory, multi-
lateral and publicly accountable. At the same time, the United Nations
possesses wide functional and global remits, including the provision of
humanitarian assistance. Where unresolved or intractable global conflict
intersects with large-scale humanitarian needs, UN agencies are usually
the only international actor, apart from the Red Cross movement, with
the capacity to respond on the scale necessary. It should be unsurprising
that UN agencies, including the humanitarian agencies, become, directly
or indirectly, pulled into diplomatic processes and interactions.

Humanitarian organizations as representative diplomatic actors

Intergovernmental organizations are composed of member states to
which governments send representatives. Intergovernmental organiza-
tions are therefore directly representative of governments and to a
greater or lesser degree responsive to member governmental pressure.
At one end of the scale the intergovernmental European Union, for in-
stance, possesses a relatively high degree of institutional autonomy be-
cause of the structural independence of the Commission. At the other
end of the scale, the United Nations agencies are directly accountable to
the constituent member states.

The major UN humanitarian agencies – the World Food Pro-
gramme (WFP), UNICEF and the UN High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) – which must rely on direct fundraising from member gov-
ernments to sustain their programmes, are directly accountable to mem-
ber states’ governments and must sustain strong links with the major in-
dustrial states in order to sustain funding and donations. For instance, the
food aid programme of the WFP, which is the largest source of grant-
based assistance for developing counties among all the agencies in the
UN system (as at 1991), is largely based around donations in kind
of grain surpluses from developed countries such as the United States.32

Non-governmental organizations have their own constituencies, and
this is most clear in faith-based organizations such as CARITAS (the hu-
manitarian arm of the Catholic Church), the Canadian Food Grains Bank
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(a conglomeration of humanitarian organizations connected to Protestant
churches) and the Quakers. Some humanitarian organizations have roots
in political parties or movements. Non-governmental organizations range
in their accountability from those that regularly provide detailed public
reporting on finance and operations to those whose funding and manage-
ment are more opaque. The diversity in non-governmental organizations
and their various different audiences and ‘‘weight’’ in their home states
and societies can be confusing for host country partners. Host countries
may, as a consequence, overestimate or underestimate the diplomatic in-
fluence of non-governmental organizations in home countries.

Objectives

States pursue the national interest. Humanitarian organizations by con-
trast pursue the universal interest of support for individual human beings
– the international interest. The objectives of diplomatic practice as a
means to achieve goals are, on the other hand, shared with humanitarian
diplomacy. To achieve results in sensitive political environments, often
defined by hot conflict, humanitarian officials engage in diplomatic nego-
tiations in the sense that they try to effect compromise with partners who
have very different values and interests. In other words, they practise
classic diplomacy because they engage in ‘‘a process in which divergent
values are combined into an agreed decision’’.33 They engage in policy
implementation, not policy-making.

The processes of humanitarian diplomacy

Similarly to state actors, intergovernmental organizations, non-govern-
mental organizations and bilateral humanitarian agencies operate bilater-
ally and multilaterally. As the chapters in this book indicate, however, it
is common for humanitarian agencies to engage in multilateral diplomacy
– that is, with one or more negotiating partners. Humanitarian actors
often work in states with fragmented authority structures, as demon-
strated in Chapter 14 by Karin von Hippel on Somalia and Chapter 4 by
André Roberfroid on UNICEF’s activities in the midst of the Lebanese
civil war.
Core standard functions of humanitarian organizations include the

gathering of information or, in diplomatic language, ‘‘intelligence’’, com-
munication and negotiation.
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The uncomfortable mandate – the intelligence function

The gathering of information is a problematic function for humanitarian
agencies. Information-gathering is akin to intelligence-gathering only in
that diplomatic intelligence-gathering is supposed to be only from open
sources. The gathering of information, however, can have uncomfortable
and sometimes dangerous connotations for humanitarian agencies. Inter-
national humanitarian agencies need to collect reliable information from
host countries for two purposes: first, in order to be able to implement
their programmes and activities efficiently; second, to be accountable to
donor countries on how they are spending the funds allocated to them
by the donor country taxpayers.

The risk for humanitarian agencies is that, by their nature, the major
donor nations are the richest and the most politically powerful states in
the global system. These states are protagonists in difficult and dangerous
global conflicts – for instance, the Afghanistan, Iraq and North Korea
crises – in which the major intergovernmental humanitarian organiza-
tions are also significant international actors, because of their global
mandates, experience and capacities and also because of the material as-
sistance provided and the scale of their activities relative to any other in-
ternational actor – with the singular exception of Red Cross and Red
Crescent operations. NGOs, too, provide information to donors, but be-
cause they are normally operating in discrete localities they do not have
the capacity to collect and systematize such comprehensive information
on host country societies as do intergovernmental organizations.

Through the routine processes of reporting information back to do-
nors, major international humanitarian organizations thereby supply in-
formation about the economy and the society of countries that are nor-
mally inaccessible to Western governments. Host countries are equally
aware that the international organization may be one of the only sources
of reliable information to the outside world, including their political ad-
versaries. The host governments of such states may view all such infor-
mation as highly sensitive because it allows enemies insights into their
vulnerabilities. The host government will be aware of the need for large-
scale humanitarian assistance, which can only come from the major inter-
national organizations, and yet will at the same time be aware of the in-
stitutional linkage to major donors, to which they are not likely to wish to
convey information about their economy and society.

International humanitarian agencies therefore have privileged access
to information simply by virtue of their presence in host countries. This
is one reason for sometimes uncomfortable and ambivalent relationships
between host countries and international humanitarian organizations. At
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worst, intergovernmental organizations and NGOs may be viewed with
intense suspicion – suspicion that at the extreme could have conse-
quences ranging from constraints placed on humanitarian access to ser-
ious threats to the security of staff. Chapter 9 by David Morton on WFP
operations in the DPRK illustrates the first scenario. Chapter 4 by
Roberfroid on Lebanon, in which he argues that risk is an intrinsic part
of the humanitarian enterprise, provides an example of the second.
Humanitarian officials have responded to these sensitivities in a variety

of ways. Some have chosen to ignore them as best they can – attempting
to concentrate on ‘‘technical’’ issues such as the logistics of food aid de-
liveries. Others, a minority, have sometimes enthusiastically accepted the
links and actively intervened in the intelligence-gathering processes.34
Others have been pragmatic about the necessary linkage between
information-gathering, operational efficacy and donor relations. These
officials try to draw a line between information-gathering that is neces-
sary for operational purposes and information-gathering that might be
tangential to the humanitarian effort.

Communication: Mixing politics with humanitarianism?

Similarly to diplomatic envoys, resident humanitarian officials perform
the function of communicating between host government and headquar-
ters. Senior UN officials possess legal diplomatic immunity, and NGO
humanitarian officials benefit from the generally accepted global norm –
adhered to often by the most non-conventional regimes, although cer-
tainly not all of them – that humanitarian officials, whatever the national-
ity on their passport or their legal rights, should be treated as hors de
combat. The convention of diplomatic immunity has not prevented all
killing of serving humanitarian officials or diplomatic envoys, in the same
way that it has not stopped all killing of state envoys. It remains, how-
ever, a significant norm underpinning the humanitarian regime, such
that humanitarian officials may often find themselves able to communi-
cate with belligerents in conflict when others cannot. Humanitarian offi-
cials, as distinct from business representatives or even religious leaders,
seem to be almost universally accorded, at least implicitly, the status that
was formerly reserved for accredited diplomatic envoys. Chapter 10 by
Erika Joergensen on the conflict in Nepal demonstrates that develop-
ment and humanitarian actors have in the main continued to be seen as
neutral. Lizzie Brock, in her analysis in Chapter 15 of the work of Peace
Brigades International in Colombia, also shows how a non-governmental
organization has managed to operate in a dangerous environment, partly
by virtue of the normative acceptability of its human rights mandate.
The function of communication between host government and inter-
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governmental organization headquarters can be as problematic for hu-
manitarian agencies as the function of information-gathering. Interna-
tional conflict is often marked by a lack of political or ambassadorial rep-
resentation between hostile states. Humanitarian officials, employed as
they are in the most physically and politically difficult and often danger-
ous zones of conflict, may then provide the only channel of communica-
tion between host governments and important political actors and the
outside world. Although most humanitarian organizations eschew any
directly political role in conflict, their very presence on the ground can
enable necessary political communications between hostile actors. How-
ever, when humanitarian and political mandates become blurred, as von
Hippel argues in Chapter 14 on UN involvement in Somalia, both hu-
manitarian and political objectives can be jeopardized.

Negotiation

Negotiation is the least problematic function for humanitarian diplomacy.
As all our case-study chapters indicate, humanitarian officials have en-
gaged in substantive diplomacy to achieve humanitarian objectives. Ex-
amples include the relatively successful negotiations on access to bene-
ficiaries in areas of political conflict with the Taliban government in
Afghanistan (Chapter 7) and with the government in the DPRK (Chap-
ter 9). Agreements were reached by using the classic diplomatic instru-
ments of persuasion, promises and threats. In the case of the DPRK, the
promise was of food aid and the implied threat was of aid withdrawal.
Little attention has been paid to the experiences of humanitarian nego-
tiators, even within internal reporting systems – something that this book
seeks to remedy.35

Humanitarians and the methods of diplomacy

Humanitarian officials use the conventional methods of diplomacy to a
greater or lesser extent. They send signals through their personal conduct
and the language they use. They practise the judicious use of confiden-
tiality and increasingly they use publicity, that is, the media, as an ally in
achieving objectives. Few humanitarian officials, however, are trained in
the personal aspects of the mechanisms of diplomacy. As a consequence,
some humanitarian officials feel uncomfortable with the idea that the suc-
cess of a mission may have as much to do with their personal behaviour
as with their technical and professional ability to deliver aid to needy
beneficiaries. Humanitarian officials can rarely avoid this part of the dip-
lomatic role, however, because host governments and partners in the host
diplomatic community ascribe this role to them. Host governments, in
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particular, view the personal conduct of officials as reflecting the attitude
of the humanitarian agency itself.
It is sometimes assumed that the officials of multilateral institutions, in-

cluding humanitarian institutions, and the officials of non-governmental
organizations are less likely than state actors to engage in private or con-
fidential negotiations with host governments. This assumption is made on
the basis that intergovernmental organizations are publicly accountable
institutions that regularly produce reports on every aspect of their
activities – much of which is conducted in public. Non-governmental or-
ganizations are also presumed to be accountable to their stakeholders,
which can include donors and board members. In practice, although both
intergovernmental organizations and non-governmental organizations
may be more accountable to the international general public than are
many states and governments, there remains a large area of discretion
open to humanitarian officials. This is particularly so for those working
in difficult field postings where political sensitivities abound and where
publicity may lead to increased danger to life and personal security for
thousands of already suffering people, not to mention the officials them-
selves. Confidential or private negotiations remain therefore as methods
used by humanitarian officials.
Humanitarian actors also use the instrument of publicity as part of the

armoury of diplomatic methods. For instance, they may use international
press conferences to warn of ‘‘donor fatigue’’. One objective may be to
raise awareness of a country’s needs among an international audience
and to appeal for funding. Another objective may be to signal to recipi-
ent governments that a lack of cooperation could result in a diminution
or cutting off of resources.

The importance of analysing diplomacy for humanitarian
actors

Without analysis of the core role of the humanitarian official as diplomat,
the humanitarian enterprise will be jeopardized. This is because humani-
tarians engage in diplomacy often without understanding that this is what
they are doing or, if understanding that they are engaged in something
more than technical operational implementation, enter into the diplomatic
role with reluctance – considering it to be ‘‘political’’ and outside their op-
erational remit. The diplomatic role is an ineluctable aspect of post–Cold
War humanitarian work. If humanitarians feel coerced into this role, either
because they are untrained in political negotiating or because they feel it
is not part of their role to engage in ‘‘political’’ negotiations, they will be
less than optimally effective in meeting humanitarian needs.
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At the other end of the spectrum, the humanitarian official who is with-
out guidance and training and yet who enters enthusiastically into the
role of humanitarian negotiator may equally jeopardize the success of hu-
manitarian operations. Insensitive interactions with host governments or
other in-country political actors, or the transmission of naive political
analysis to donors, may exacerbate conflict. Humanitarian officials igno-
rant of the possible diplomatic ramifications of their humanitarian role
may even be viewed as spies by the host government and, as happened
in a small number of instances in the DPRK to American NGO offi-
cials resident in the country, find themselves as persona non grata
(PNG) and ejected from the country. In the terminology of the NGO
and diplomatic community, they are ‘‘PNGed’’, usually by not having
visas renewed.

Oxymoron, common sense and a necessary evil

The three conceptions of humanitarian diplomacy – as oxymoron, com-
mon sense and a necessary evil – are not contradictory. Each contributes
to our understanding of the phenomenon. A standard understanding
of diplomacy is ‘‘the promotion of the national interest by peaceful
means’’.36 Humanitarian diplomacy could, by contrast, be understood as
‘‘the promotion of the international interest by peaceful means’’. Human-
itarian actors ‘‘do’’ diplomacy but they do it in a different way from state
actors. Nicholas Morris in Chapter 16 in this volume on UNHCR involve-
ment in the Balkan wars notes that ‘‘tactics and arguments may be situa-
tion specific, but the requirements and reactions of humanitarian negotia-
tors should be predictable. . . . Surprise and pragmatism are likely to be
counter-productive when seeking to ensure respect for humanitarian
principles and basic human rights. Humanitarian negotiations have a
greater chance of success if it is clear to all parties that there are things
that are not negotiable’’ (pages 360 and 369).

Humanitarian actors have limited objectives and specified aims. They
may engage in the processes of diplomacy but they must be very careful
to distinguish for instance between ‘‘information-gathering’’, which is a
legitimate tool of humanitarian diplomacy, and ‘‘intelligence-gathering’’,
which is not. They must also be careful not to allow their communication
role with host governments to slip over into a political communication
role between host governments and the national capitals of donors –
often those same states that are engaged in conflict with the host govern-
ments. On the other hand, humanitarian agencies can learn from the
practices of diplomacy in that they can improve the negotiating skills of
officials and organize training in when the private mode should be used
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in communication (confidentiality) and when it is appropriate to use the
media (publicity) in the service of humanitarian diplomacy.
This volume demonstrates that humanitarian negotiators have achieved

their objectives through peaceful means in the most intractable global
crises. Classic diplomatic practice, in terms of the practice of state diplo-
mats or ‘‘official’’ diplomats, may have much to learn from the exigencies
of humanitarian diplomacy as practised in the post–Cold War era. The
successes (and failures) of humanitarian diplomacy may also have much
to teach those who have rejected diplomacy as a significant instrument
of foreign policy in favour of the prior use of military force as the pre-
ferred way of achieving foreign policy objectives.
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3

Protecting Palestinian Refugees:
The UNRWA experience

D. Sena Wijewardane

The problem of the Palestine refugees was created by the displacement
of some 700,000 Palestinians from their homes during the hostilities in
Palestine in 1948 resulting from the creation of the state of Israel and
the flight of the refugees to neighbouring Arab countries, where the ma-
jority were accommodated in makeshift refugee camps. In response, the
United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the
Near East (UNRWA) was established to carry out direct relief and works
programmes in collaboration with ‘‘local governments’’ and to plan for
the future. This chapter reviews the pivotal role played by humanitarian
diplomacy in enabling UNRWA to carry out its mission in a highly politi-
cized environment.

Context

For 55 years, against the backdrop of the Arab–Israeli conflict, UNRWA
has been engaged in a unique and continuing exercise in humanitarian
diplomacy. UNRWA began its activities by focusing on refugee reinte-
gration, but had to develop into a multifaceted organization that pro-
vides essential quasi-governmental services such as education, health,
relief and social services, and micro-credit to a present-day population
of over 4 million Palestine refugees within its five areas of operations –
Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. During these
years, the Agency has cultivated and protected the humanitarian space
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within which it operates by resorting to various measures of humanitar-
ian diplomacy with the relevant governmental authorities, ranging from
ground-level operational negotiations to intervention at higher political
and policy levels, including through the Secretary-General of the United
Nations and the UN General Assembly. These measures have included
negotiation, moral persuasion, public discourse, and legal and broader
institutional responses from both inside and outside the UN system.
UNRWA’s status as a subsidiary organ of the UN General Assembly
has been a significant factor in these responses. An integral part of
UNRWA’s diplomatic role has been also to persuade its various stake-
holders that its actions are constitutionally well founded in pursuit of its
humanitarian mission.
The volatile and prolonged nature of the conflict has compelled

UNRWA to activate a diplomatic role in a variety of ‘‘conflict’’ situations,
including periods of war, of temporary and more prolonged occupation,
and of armed insurrection. Particularly in the Occupied Palestinian Terri-
tories (OPT) since 1967, UNRWA has faced numerous challenges to its
operations and humanitarian access, including challenges to its function-
ing in the midst of military operations often involving widespread
violence and civilian casualties; the urgent need for emergency medical,
food and relief supplies for large sectors of the population; threats to the
physical safety and security of its personnel; the detention without charge
or trial of its staff; curtailment of freedom of movement of staff, vehicles
and goods; the misuse, damage and demolition of its installations and
premises; and the targeted and, at times, large-scale damage and destruc-
tion of refugee shelters. These limitations have impinged on principles of
international law and multilateral and bilateral undertakings, including
the Charter of the United Nations, the 1946 Convention on the Privileges
and Immunities of the United Nations and the Geneva Convention Rela-
tive to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (the Fourth
Geneva Convention), which form the legal framework within which
UNRWA operates.
For several years after its creation the Agency focused its activities on

attempts to integrate the refugees into the areas to which they had been
displaced. This policy was found to be unrealistic, largely as a result of
political opposition from the host governments and indeed because of
the political aspirations of the refugees themselves, whose clear expecta-
tion was to be allowed to return to their homes. It led to a gradual shift in
UNRWA’s programmes from integration to relief and human develop-
ment activities. By the late 1950s UNRWA had established the blueprint
for its long-term operations and institutional services focusing on voca-
tional training, self-support, primary education, primary health care and
continued relief for needy refugees. These activities eventually developed
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into three major programmes of health, education and relief and social
services and helped to shape the attitude of the refugees to UNRWA’s
quasi-governmental role and the expectation on their part that they
would be supported and protected until such time as there is a compre-
hensive political settlement on the question of Palestine. UNRWA today
provides education, health, relief and social services to 4.2 million refu-
gees in the five fields already referred to through a network of 652
schools, 125 health centres and numerous other installations. To provide
these services UNRWA employs a staff of approximately 25,000, the vast
majority of whom are Palestine refugees themselves, making UNRWA
by far the largest organization in the UN system in terms of the number
of employees and the largest single employer in the region.

From among all the challenges across its 55-year history, this chapter
selects for analysis one from each of the two popular uprisings against
Israeli military rule in the OPT. During the first uprising – 1987 to 1993
– UNRWA created a programme to facilitate its role in protecting the
refugee community in an environment of military occupation. In the sec-
ond uprising, beginning in 2000, UNRWA undertook a series of mea-
sures to protect the integrity of its operations by ensuring humanitarian
access in the face of an increasingly systematic and draconian network
of military checkpoints and barriers to movement set up by the Israeli
military forces as well as to safeguard itself against allegations that its in-
stallations and operations were being abused by Palestinian political and
military factions.

Since the occupation of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip by the state
of Israel in June 1967, UNRWA has, with the consent of Israel, con-
tinued to provide its services to the refugees in these areas. UNRWA’s
swift and prescient action at this point laid the foundation stone for its
later efforts in humanitarian diplomacy. On 14 June 1967, in the immediate
aftermath of the war, the state of Israel and UNRWA entered into a
‘‘provisional’’ arrangement, known as the 1967 Comay–Michelmore
Agreement, which reiterated the continued commitment of the gov-
ernment of Israel fully to cooperate with and facilitate the task of
UNRWA.1 The Agreement also refers explicitly to the application of
the 1946 General Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations to UNRWA’s operations.

Operational issues

The first Palestinian uprising or intifada (to use the Arabic term by which
it has come to be universally known) is taken to have begun in the Gaza
Strip on 9 December 1987 and continued until the Oslo accords in 1993.
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During the whole of this period and especially at the beginning, the ques-
tion of the protection of the refugees came to command the attention of
the international community. After almost 40 years of responding to their
needs, UNRWA had by 1987 developed a special relationship with the
Palestinian refugees and was seen as the familiar symbol of the interna-
tional community’s commitment to the refugees pending a political settle-
ment in the area. It was a relatively intimate, open and trusting relation-
ship, which had emerged over the years, albeit one that had limitations.
UNRWA was not taken by surprise by the forceful expressions of frus-
tration created by 20 years of military occupation and of economic and
political stagnation. However, the main operational concern at the time
was the ‘‘means’’ of protecting the refugees when armed Israeli military
and unarmed Palestinian civilian elements faced each other in daily skir-
mishes. By contrast, with the outbreak of the second intifada in Septem-
ber 2000 following the collapse of the Israeli–Palestinian peace process,
although the safety and security of the refugees were an ever-present issue,
this intifada was marked by the use of lethal weaponry by both sides. In
particular, the Israeli armed forces’ resort to air-borne attacks and as-
saults with heavy armour made it practically impossible for UNRWA to
intercede – as it had done during the first intifada – between the opposing
parties, except to ensure access for humanitarian supplies and to insulate
its installations from the dangers of abuse from both sides to the conflict.
The first intifada was characterized by large-scale and widespread pub-

lic demonstrations by the Palestinian population and confrontations with
the Israeli army that elicited the use of force and the imposition of a va-
riety of control mechanisms, such as curfews, blockades and the closure
of schools and other Palestinian institutions. It was in the refugee camps,
which were the main focus of UNRWA’s activities and where the inhab-
itants were generally the poorest and the most politically motivated, that
the confrontations were fiercest. Particularly in the camps in the Gaza
Strip, with their massive populations (Jabalia camp currently has a pop-
ulation of 104,000, Rafah camp has 96,000 and Beach camp has 76,000),
casualties from army gunfire were shockingly high on a daily basis. The
appalling living conditions, coupled with legitimate political frustrations,
made Gaza an especially fertile field for extremist action. Many refugees
were themselves UNRWA employees and UNRWA was acutely sensi-
tive to the operational need to bring home to all its employees the imper-
ative that the provision of UN humanitarian assistance required a strin-
gent commitment to the principles of the United Nations even if the
mandate of the organization was focused on providing assistance to one
side only of the conflict.
The intifada affected UNRWA directly in two ways. The frequent

confrontations, curfews and strikes made the carrying out of normal
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UNRWA operations and the rendering of institutional services in the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip much more difficult. It was also soon evi-
dent to UNRWA, especially through its network of health clinics and
schools, that an appreciable and growing number of the refugees were
being subjected to indiscriminate and disproportionate violence in these
confrontations with the Israeli security forces. Frustration was com-
pounded by personal injuries and human suffering. By way of example,
during 1989 at least 300 Palestinian civilians were killed in the OPT,
the great majority by the use of live ammunition and plastic bullets.
The number of injuries was naturally much higher: during May 1989,
UNRWA recorded 2,473 cases of injury in the Gaza Strip alone.

Although the nature of this intifada was very much one of civil dis-
order, it was faced with a highly trained military force that was supposed
to control security and public order. The Israeli military was exception-
ally well equipped for its function as a military machine, but it was ill
equipped to deal with civil disorder and the emerging humanitarian
crisis. It had been trained to fight armies in battle, not children and tur-
bulent youth. Stones – and there were many – hurled at army vehicles
could be more than disconcerting to the occupants. They might even be
regarded as weapons, but deadly fire was not a suitable or proportionate
response. The alternative of water cannons and batons, familiar equip-
ment for crowd control in other regions of the world, was not evident
and indeed has never been used.

UNRWA had always been obliged to shift the focus of its relatively
scarce resources in order to meet the pressing needs of the refugees at
any particular time. In the context of the intifada it had no choice but
to respond in a focused manner to the humanitarian crisis that was rap-
idly unfolding: UNRWA clinics, for example, which had been more used
to providing antenatal health care, soon became emergency treatment
centres for immense numbers of gunshot injuries.

UNRWA had no executive authority in the Occupied Territories, even
if its operations had by now acquired a quasi-governmental character. It
was the occupying power that was responsible for ensuring a secure envi-
ronment to enable UNRWA to carry out its humanitarian assistance to
the refugees. The occupying forces were, however, heavily embroiled as
a party in the conflict. The total absence of any riot control mechanisms
and the non-observance of the Geneva Conventions left the question of
protection of the population wide open and led to a dramatic increase in
the number of casualties. It soon became clear to UNRWA that the first
imperative was to acquire accurate statistics about the injuries to vulner-
able categories of refugees. Only with such information could advocacy
and action be prioritized. UNRWA immediately established a casualty
database so that it could make well-informed decisions and its policies,
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advocacy and interventions on behalf of the refugees could be based on
concrete and demonstrable facts that the international community had
a right to know and that UNRWA envisaged it had a responsibility to
provide. UNRWA clinics were widespread throughout the OPT and the
Agency had well-established institutional links to all the major hospitals.
The casualty database, refined as time went on, served the aims of UN-
RWA’s humanitarian diplomacy well. It came to be seen by the Agency’s
major donors, by commentators and by other humanitarian and human
rights organizations as an authoritative source of information on the rap-
idly mounting casualties and as a firm basis for debate and diplomacy.
Five years previously, in the immediate aftermath of the 1982 invasion

of Lebanon, UNRWA had not been able to make a difference to the
tragedies that took place in the Beirut refugee camps of Sabra and
Shatila. By 1987, however, a very different situation presented itself in
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. This time the ‘‘very presence’’ of the
United Nations could make a difference to emerging humanitarian needs.
The events in the camps in Lebanon were still vivid in the minds of the
international community, and the clashes, this time between a relatively
defenceless civilian population and a heavily armed occupation force,
were being played out on television screens worldwide on a daily basis.
UNRWA made use of this opportunity in exercising its responsibility for
humanitarian diplomacy. Security Council Resolution 605 of 22 Decem-
ber 1987 requested the Secretary-General to assess the situation and to
make ‘‘recommendations on ways and means for ensuring the safety and
protection of the Palestinian civilians under Israeli occupation’’. The re-
sulting report – often referred to as the ‘‘Goulding Report’’ – was of sig-
nificance in the development of UNRWA’s protection programme in the
Occupied Territories.2
To a large extent this report reflected ongoing UNRWA operations

and the speedy responses it was making on the ground. It also served to
distinguish what was feasible in the circumstances from what was not.
The report clearly delineated four principal means by which the protec-
tion of the Palestinian people, including the refugees, could be secured,
although it pointed out that, ‘‘[i]n the long run, the only certain way of
ensuring the safety and protection of the Palestinian people in the occu-
pied territories . . . is the negotiation of a comprehensive, just and last-
ing settlement of the Arab–Israeli conflict acceptable to all concerned’’.
Pending such a political settlement, the most effective way of ensuring
the protection of the civilian population was for Israel to apply in full
measure the provisions of the 1949 Fourth Geneva Convention Relative
to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War.
Four different concepts of ‘‘protection’’ were distinguished in the re-

port, thereby lending much-needed clarity to operational issues:
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(a) protection can mean physical protection, in the sense of providing
armed forces to deter, and if necessary fight, any threats to the safety
of the protected persons;

(b) protection can mean legal protection, in the sense of intervention
with the security, judicial and political authorities of the occupying
power by an outside agency in order to ensure just treatment of an
individual or a group of individuals;

(c) protection can take a less well-defined form, called in the report
‘‘general assistance’’, in which an outside agency intervenes with the
authorities of the occupying power to help individuals or groups of
individuals to resist violation of their rights and to cope with the
day-to-day difficulties of life under occupation, such as security re-
strictions, curfews, harassment and bureaucratic difficulties;

(d) protection could also take the more intangible form of ‘‘protection
by publicity’’ afforded by outside agencies, including the interna-
tional media, whose mere presence and readiness to publish what
they observe may be beneficial for all concerned.

Of these four protection mechanisms, UNRWA was specifically requested
to enhance its ‘‘general assistance’’ capacity through the addition of ex-
tra international staff in the OPT to, inter alia, intervene with the occupy-
ing power in an effort to provide a modicum of ‘‘passive protection’’ to
the Palestinians. Thus, what UNRWA had already initiated with limited
resources, using available existing international staff from its headquar-
ters in Vienna and the Field Offices in West Bank and the Gaza Strip,
who were drawn away from their normal duties to perform these addi-
tional tasks, received a much-needed boost with the establishment of a
separately funded programme specifically dedicated to this activity. The
timing could not have been better. In a key passage in the report, the
Secretary-General stated: ‘‘I believe international staff can at present
play an especially valuable role. It is usually easier for them to gain ac-
cess to Israeli authorities in emergency situations; and their mere pres-
ence at points of confrontation has a significant impact on how the civil-
ian population (including UNRWA Palestinian staff) is treated by the
security forces and helps it psychologically by making it less exposed.’’3
Member states were urged to respond generously to funding appeals.
The Agency’s embryonic Refugee Affairs Officer (RAO) programme –
so called deliberately to present an innocuous title and a low profile –
had become an integral component of its ‘‘programme of general assis-
tance and protection’’.

The RAO programme began in January 1988. The goals were two-fold:
(1) to facilitate UNRWA operations in the difficult prevailing circum-
stances of the intifada; and (2) to provide a degree of passive protection
for the refugee population. The two goals are of course closely related,
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since UNRWA’s operations are of an essentially humanitarian nature.
For example, an RAO who assisted an UNRWA ambulance evacu-
ating wounded Palestinians for medical attention was both facilitating
UNRWA operations and providing protection. At any given period,
there were 21 RAO teams operating in the OPT. The formal duties of
the RAOs included the following:
� to circulate throughout the OPT on a frequent, though unannounced,
schedule for the purpose of observing and reporting to the respective
Field Office any unusual or abnormal circumstances;

� to visit Agency installations in the OPT and to report any disruptions in
Agency operations;

� to visit camps and other areas under curfew, and to report to the
respective Field Office on any problems affecting the welfare of the
population;

� to ascertain and report as accurately as possible the names, ages, refu-
gee status, circumstances and other appropriate information relating to
Palestinians killed or wounded as a result of hostilities in the OPT;

� to liaise with local military governors and civilian administrators of the
occupying power on matters affecting the Agency’s operations or the
welfare of the refugees; and

� to visit UNRWA staff members detained by the occupying power to
find out the grounds for their detention and the quality of treatment
accorded to them.

The prosaic language of a UN job description conceals the manner
in which the RAOs were expected to, and did, achieve their goals. In
principle, they provided protection by their presence as internationally
recruited UN officials who were expected to be independent and impar-
tial at scenes of tension and unrest. UNRWA had equipped them with
vehicles that were linked by radio 24 hours a day to the Field Offices in
Jerusalem and Gaza, thus enabling rapid communication and deployment
to trouble-spots. Accordingly, teams of RAOs were constantly touring
and operating in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. The relatively small
distances helped although, in the West Bank, the somewhat greater
distances than in the Gaza Strip created logistical difficulties in making
their presence felt as immediately as might have been desired. The pro-
gramme was effective also because of the extraordinary infrastructure
that UNRWA had built up over the years in terms of offices, vehicles
and supporting staff in a limited geographical area. As a result, for the
first time in UN history, the white Volkswagen estate flying the UN flag
and carrying the RAOs and their local assistants on their tours of the
troubled camps, villages and towns became a familiar image on television
screens and registered in the international consciousness. The RAOs’
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calming influence in negotiating the withdrawal of military forces or of an
over-enthusiastic or potentially riotous gathering was acknowledged.
RAOs were seen at UNRWA schools, especially at the beginning and
end of the school day when the large numbers of young people entering
and leaving schools represented a potentially explosive situation. There
was no doubt that the RAOs helped to prevent many violent incidents
taking place.

What an RAO could do when violence actually broke out depended on
the circumstances. The RAO would seek out the military commander on
the spot and try to negotiate a decrease in tension, for example by sug-
gesting that the military unit change its location or achieve its objective
in some less confrontational way. Leading figures among the protestors
and the population could also be approached because UNRWA was
well trusted. Often both sides were happy to see a third party intervene
in a situation that, without mediation, would inevitably result in injuries
and possibly deaths. Having, it was hoped, achieved some satisfactory
result, the RAO might immediately be called away to negotiate access
for an UNRWA ambulance carrying wounded persons that was being de-
tained at a military checkpoint or to a military camp to try to obtain the
release of children detained and taken there by the army. RAOs might
receive these requests and information through the UNRWA field net-
work, but often they came simply from local residents, worried parents
or even the army itself as they toured the area on a daily basis.

The RAOs were strictly prohibited from forceful physical intervention
in an incident of violence or abuse. It was not their function either to in-
terfere in the intifada or to stand in the way of the maintenance of legiti-
mate security and order. However, they had a humanitarian interest in
reducing violence and the indiscriminate and excessive use of force in a
highly charged environment. It was therefore sometimes possible imper-
ceptibly to cross the delicate dividing line in the sole interest of avert-
ing tragedy. In at least one instance an isolated soldier separated from
his colleagues was discreetly moved out of harm’s way by an RAO.
This very heavy onus on young representatives of the international com-
munity was what made the job exciting, demanding and exceptionally
responsible.

The general assistance and protection programme became a central
feature of UNRWA’s programmes in the OPT by the early 1990s. The
Agency’s legal officers in the OPT, who were an essential part of the ad-
ministrative support to the programme, were able to gain access to many
of the hundreds of local staff members held in prisons and detention
centres during this time, to check on their conditions and on the circum-
stances of their detention.
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By 1991, the programme had come to include a ‘‘legal aid scheme’’ run by the
Agency with the purpose of helping the ‘‘refugees deal with a range of problems
of life under occupation’’, including ‘‘sustained follow-up in cases of deaths, inju-
ries and harassment; bureaucratic difficulties in obtaining various permits; dis-
crimination in access to courts of law, welfare benefits, etc.; travel restrictions;
and, various forms of collective punishment’’.

The conclusion of the Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Government
Arrangements in 1993 and the establishment of the Palestinian Authority ushered
in a period during which it was thought the RAO programme would no longer be
required. Accordingly, the programme was officially suspended in the Gaza field
in May 1994 and in the West Bank field in April 1996.4

The RAO programme, established by UNRWA in January 1988, had
been the major response by the United Nations to the outbreak of the
intifada. Over the intervening years the programme had employed some
140 Refugee Affairs Officers. These in general comprised highly educated
and well-motivated young people of many nationalities. Many of them
went on to hold responsible jobs in the United Nations and with other in-
ternational organizations, where their experience as RAOs undoubtedly
contributed to the development of a variety of humanitarian strategies in
emergency situations both within and outside of the United Nations. The
programme was widely viewed as having successfully fulfilled the objec-
tives it had set itself.
When the second intifada broke out on 28 September 2000 the situa-

tion on the ground was very different and resembled less a situation of
public disorder and more an all-out war. There were many similarities
with the earlier intifada as well, and UNRWA had a wealth of experience
to build on. The need to observe and report impartially was again criti-
cally important, especially to obtain the necessary funding to ensure
continued humanitarian assistance to the refugee community. The Final
Communiqué of the Extraordinary Arab Summit of 21–22 October 2000
demanded that the United Nations ‘‘assume responsibility for providing
the necessary protection to the Palestinian people’’ through forming ‘‘a
force or an international presence for this purpose’’ and that the interna-
tional community should take responsibility for the Palestinian people
and territory ‘‘until such time as the Palestinian people secures the exer-
cise of its inalienable rights in Palestine in accordance with international
legitimacy’’.5
Because the peace process was frozen and the Palestinian Authority

increasingly resembled a legal fiction rather than an embryonic govern-
ment, it was a matter of priority to support and safeguard UNRWA’s
ability to access its beneficiaries and the rights of the refugees to receive
UNRWA services, which were being heavily impeded. UNRWA again
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needed to act with purposive speed and, within weeks of the commence-
ment of the intifada, it allocated its always scarce resources to the estab-
lishment of a new emergency programme, called the Operational Support
Officers (OSO) programme. This was designed primarily to facilitate the
delivery of humanitarian assistance, to secure the safe passage of Agency
staff through the military checkpoints and more generally to enhance the
proper implementation of Agency programmes in accordance with UN
norms. UNRWA was quick to understand the constraints on its Palesti-
nian staff – well motivated, loyal and experienced as they were – in inter-
ceding with the Israeli authorities and ensuring that Agency operations
suffered as little as possible. The debates on the mandate that had been
conducted with the Israeli ministry of foreign affairs (MFA) were now
a part of history, and little resistance was expected to the initiation of
such a programme. UNRWA could rely on the reputation that the RAO
programme had acquired for its strictly humanitarian role and objectiv-
ity of action. With these factors behind it, UNRWA proceeded with re-
markable speed (generally unusual in UN organizations) to establish a
new programme. Although the OSO programme was not mandated or
equipped to provide the Palestine refugees with ‘‘protection’’, to the ex-
tent that it has assisted in the delivery of essential humanitarian aid to the
refugees it contributed again, though in a relatively limited way, to pro-
viding the refugees with a form of ‘‘passive’’ protection.

The changed political realities on the ground after September 2000 af-
fected the abilities of OSOs to provide the same type of protection as had
their RAO predecessors. Israeli military operations in the Palestinian-
controlled areas took the form of strikes, either by heavily armoured
units or from the air. It was clearly much more difficult for OSOs to en-
gage in any form of meaningful negotiation with Israeli military forces.
The Palestinian police and security forces now had a considerable amount
of small arms at their disposal. Clashes now were between two military
forces, albeit vastly unequal ones, with little if any room for intervention
by civilian third parties.

A new feature was the increasing practice by the Israeli authorities of
blockading areas under the control of the Palestinian Authority, resulting
in ever greater difficulties of movement for residents of the OPT and for
UNRWA itself. To facilitate the freedom of movement of UN staff and
of emergency supplies, the OSOs interceded at the multitude of check-
points that had been set up. UNRWA took on a coordinating role, in re-
spect of access issues, for all the UN organizations working in the Occu-
pied Territories. Regular meetings were held to develop strategies and to
maintain pressure on the government of Israel to respect the privileges
and immunities of the United Nations. The problems of movement and
access have become substantially more difficult with the recent construc-
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tion by Israel of the apparently permanent ‘‘security fence’’ or wall
around the Palestinian-populated areas of the West Bank, the stated pur-
pose of which is to prevent terrorist attacks in Israel.
In a curious twist, the US government later undertook to fund and sup-

port the OSO programme, reflecting an appreciation in the international
community of the contribution that both the RAO and the OSO pro-
grammes had made to stability in the region by ensuring that UN privi-
leges and immunities were properly protected against abuse from all
sides to the conflict. By substantially ensuring that Palestinian factions
did not abuse UNRWA installations, UNRWA was also able to reduce
violations of its premises by Israeli military forces, which used security
as a justification for their incursions. This served as an inducement for
other factions to keep out. By seeking to avoid a double jeopardy, not
only were UNRWA’s humanitarian services to the Palestine population
better secured, but the prevention of abuse of UN facilities by all parties
meant that UN premises and property were properly identified and were
used solely for the purposes of UN activities and programmes. One of the
central duties of the RAOs and of the OSOs was regularly to visit UN
installations in refugee camps to prevent use of these installations in any
manner inconsistent with their status as UN premises and to report on
any interference. These regular inspections by officials dedicated to these
purposes served to lower the opportunity for violence. In the course of
2000, political interest groups criticized UNRWA’s close association
with the Palestinian community and mischievously alleged that UNRWA
had ‘‘collaborated with terrorism’’. These allegations were more easily
laid to rest through the initiatives that UNRWA had adopted through
these programmes and it received a measure of recognition and trust
from the major donor community for having made a contribution to the
limited stability in the area.

Obstacles and opportunities

UNRWA’s mandate involves a commitment to render assistance to one
side in a highly charged ongoing conflict. Israel is an occupying power,
perceived as such by the vast majority of the international community,
and has not accepted the de jure application of the Geneva Convention
to the OPT despite having expressed its willingness to abide by the spirit
of the Convention. There is an inbuilt resistance on the part of the state
of Israel to any generous approach to assistance for a community that is
deeply hostile to the occupation and to any liberal interpretation of the
various multilateral and bilateral legal texts that are applicable to rela-
tions between UNRWA and Israel. The close relationship between
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UNRWA and the Palestinian refugee community, although understand-
able and in fact useful to all interlocutors, has also proved to be an impedi-
ment in the discharge of UNRWA’s humanitarian mission. Israel fre-
quently makes efforts to portray UNRWA as a Palestinian organization
and to underplay the core characteristics of a UN operation. This makes
it all the more critical that UNRWA officials act with objectivity and im-
partiality when discharging this one-sided mandate.

The picture would be incomplete without reference to the continuous
working relationship that UNRWA officials at all levels have had with
the occupying power, which is probably unique in what has been essen-
tially an adversarial situation. UNRWA officials have on the whole suc-
ceeded in maintaining a working relationship with the Israeli military
authorities at various levels. But UNRWA’s formal point of contact with
the Israeli government has been for the most part the Israeli ministry of
foreign affairs. Over the years, professional relations have been estab-
lished with senior officials on the Israeli side and UNRWA’s work in the
Occupied Territory has generally received sympathy and understanding
from these officials. Indeed, the serious debate and dialogue that MFA
officials have conducted with UNRWA over a considerable period are
testimony to the high standards of professionalism and courtesy in a
very trying environment. As in normal diplomatic discourse, the fact
that UNRWA had the benefit of interacting with an established ministry
of foreign affairs has been to the advantage of UNRWA, in comparison
with the experience of UN officials in other parts of the world who in
times of conflict invariably have to deal with ad hoc militias and other
groups. To UNRWA, this meant that humanitarian diplomacy could be
conducted through the usual diplomatic channels and in a more regulated
manner.

The legal framework, to which reference has been made above, is cen-
tral to understanding UNRWA’s ability to function effectively in the
OPT. UNRWA’s status as a subsidiary organ of the UN General Assem-
bly has, it is believed, helped to maintain a relative degree of operational
autonomy and independence of action for the Agency. Treaties govern-
ing international bodies are generally drafted in specific language and
closely define their operative organs, powers and functions. Under the
pressure of political events of the day, the General Assembly resolution
establishing UNRWA in 1949 was sparing in the guidance it provided to
start an organization of such a size and, as it turned out, for a duration
not envisaged at the time. The original resolution had been hurriedly
cobbled together and thereafter a particular onus fell on those carrying
the responsibilities of running UNRWA to persuade their interlocutors
at any given time that its actions were justified. UNRWA staff are not
members of the UN Secretariat and, because UNRWA reports directly
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to the General Assembly, it found itself free from the political direction
and control of the UN in New York. This too gave it a considerable mea-
sure of flexibility and manoeuvrability of action. Unlike the Specialized
Agencies of the UN system, for example, and as a subsidiary organ of
the General Assembly, UNRWA does not have a controlling Executive
Board. This enhanced its relative independence and provided the space
for its own executive head to act quickly when the need arose. Successive
UNRWA Commissioners-General have wisely used this leverage, to-
gether with the Agency’s relatively non-specific mandate, in the interests
of the Palestine refugees.
The 1967 Comay–Michelmore Agreement between UNRWA and the

state of Israel includes a military security caveat, which states that ‘‘the
Israel Government will facilitate the task of UNRWA to the best of its
ability, subject only to regulations or arrangements which may be neces-
sitated by considerations of military security’’.6 Since 1967, interpretation
of this qualification has been a central issue in all discussions between the
Agency and the Israeli authorities aimed at facilitating the operations
of UNRWA relating to humanitarian access. Much time and effort have
been spent in debating these provisions without any real consensus. The
Israeli authorities have consistently argued that the obligations under-
taken by Israel toward the United Nations and other member states in
the UN Charter and the 1946 Convention were modified by the military
security caveat contained in the Comay–Michelmore Agreement. In nu-
merous negotiations, meetings and communications over the years, par-
ticularly during the second intifada, the Agency has taken the position
that such a caveat cannot have the effect of overriding the UN Charter
or the 1946 Convention. Furthermore, the Agency has in its negotiations
and discussions with the Israeli authorities argued that the caveat applied
only to the immediate aftermath of the 1967 war and that, therefore, the
caveat can no longer be relied upon to excuse or justify Israeli erosion of
UNRWA’s privileges and immunities essential to the performance of
its humanitarian mission by a blanket resort to considerations of military
security.

Negotiations

UNRWA was obliged to undertake serious negotiations with the Israeli
authorities at the time of establishment of the RAO programme. The
claim was made by the Israeli MFA that the programme was outside
UNRWA’s mandate. Nothing in UNRWA’s founding resolution, it was
claimed, had authorized such a ‘‘monitoring’’ activity – a characterization
of the programme that UNRWA strongly refuted. The concept of gen-
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eral assistance and protection came under challenge and UNRWA was
told that it should stick to the distribution of rations and other emergency
supplies. Protection for the refugees may originally have meant protec-
tion from the winter winds and from hunger. But UNRWA had come a
long way from tents and soup kitchens. Although protection from illiter-
acy and disease was still the major priority in the longer term, statistics
drawn from the database that UNRWA had established at the start of
the intifada amply demonstrated that the pressing need of the day was
to reduce the mounting deaths and injuries among especially vulnerable
refugee groups, namely the young, women and the elderly. Using con-
crete statistics and impartial eye-witness accounts, UNRWA was able to
demonstrate that weapons had been used indiscriminately and dispropor-
tionately. The negotiations were underscored by an emphasis on the in-
terest that the Israeli government itself had in the work of UNRWA and
the fact that UNRWA activities in the territory were dependent on the
consent of the government. It was, after all, the government’s prerogative
to withdraw that consent. Although the arguments were conducted mainly
by reference to the legal regime governing UNRWA’s relations with the
government of Israel, what won the day were not the legalities involved
but a recognition that the curtailment of military excesses was in the Israeli
government’s interests too and an acceptance of the integrity of the RAO
programme, which was anchored solely in humanitarian motives and total
objectivity – albeit in discharging a committed mandate. It came to be
tacitly accepted that UNRWA was performing an essential service in the
absence of which the situation in the area would deteriorate sharply.

The negotiations were, however, conducted within the legal framework
to which reference has already been made and included the obligations
arising from the relevant articles of the UN Charter, which form the pri-
mary ‘‘constitutional’’ basis of humanitarian space for the United Na-
tions, the 1946 Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United
Nations, and the primacy of the Fourth Geneva Convention Relative to
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War. The importance of the
Fourth Geneva Convention as a reference point for humanitarian dip-
lomacy in the Occupied Territory cannot be overemphasized. Ongoing
and highly professional negotiations were thus a prerequisite to sustain-
ing the humanitarian space implicit in the creation of UNRWA.

Wider implications

UNRWA’s core responsibilities have involved the provision of humani-
tarian assistance, which had to be discharged in the context of a major in-
ternational conflict and, since 1967, in the context of military occupation.
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The unusually prolonged nature of the occupation has led to a unique
and complex set of political issues that are not easily disentangled. Some
issues have a colonial flavour, others pertain to human rights, to self-
determination, and to the emergence and stalling of a national entity
based on an international peace process that is at times frozen. The situ-
ation is complicated by religious and ethnic tensions and, more recently,
by the ‘‘war against terrorism’’. The obligation and the capability to carry
out humanitarian responsibilities through this maze of issues called for
a sustained and diverse effort in ‘‘humanitarian diplomacy’’. However,
UNRWA’s responses to the special challenges of the two intifadas, which
have affected later initiatives both within the UN system and elsewhere,
constitute only one important aspect of such diplomacy.
In the Occupied Territory itself, the European Union’s initiative of es-

tablishing a multinational Temporary International Presence in Hebron
(TIPH) within the framework of the Oslo peace process drew immediate
inspiration and support from the RAO programme. However, the TIPH
was restricted in its mandate to ‘‘observing and reporting’’ on events in
Hebron and was powerless to intervene on humanitarian grounds to pre-
vent actual injury being inflicted on the population. This rendered this
new initiative relatively impotent.
The focus in this chapter on two initiatives that were commenced dur-

ing the intifadas should not leave the impression that there have not been
almost daily demands on ‘‘humanitarian diplomacy’’ in the course of
UNRWA’s routine work to keep its operations running. There was, for
example, a long period between 1967 and the Oslo peace process when
UNRWA was in effect the only legitimate authority in the territory ‘‘rep-
resenting’’, as it were, the interests of the Palestine refugees to the world
at large. The weight of this responsibility was felt both within the Agency
and outside it and, as earlier observed, UNRWA even came to be per-
ceived by some elements within the occupying power as a ‘‘Palestinian’’
rather than a UN body. This tension required very delicate and diplo-
matic handling. Such tensions are par for the course in the discharge of
responsibilities that are caught between seriously antagonistic compo-
nents and will always demand not only diplomatic discretion and deli-
cacy, but, more importantly, the highest standards of objectivity and
commitment to that ideal. UNRWA had always to keep in mind that its
primary obligation was to safeguard its role as the provider of humanitar-
ian assistance to the Palestine refugees. Nonetheless, it could not ignore
a variety of ways in which the occupation contravened the framework
of humanitarian law applicable in the territory. UNRWA therefore had
to develop innovative ways of discharging its responsibilities to protest
against and to flag up such contraventions without at the same time put-
ting in danger its core humanitarian functions. In the 1970s and 1980s, the
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treatment of the refugees in detention centres became highly controver-
sial. Whenever UNRWA staff, many of whom were themselves Palestine
refugees, were arrested without charge or trial and were ill treated in de-
tention, UNRWA always took the opportunity to insist that the Israeli
authorities uphold the requirements of the Geneva Convention that a
civilian population under occupation should be treated with dignity.

Again, UNRWA has regularly protested against the demolition of ref-
ugee shelters, both because this is a form of collective punishment and
because it imposes an unacceptable burden on UNRWA’s own limited
resources, given its obligation as a part of its assistance to the refugees
to find new accommodation for those who are rendered homeless as a
result. These protests have been all the stronger when sometimes even
UNRWA installations are damaged or destroyed, often on the ground
that they were being abused by Palestinian factions. Since the start of the
second intifada, the Israeli Defense Forces have bulldozed more than
1,400 refugee shelters in the Gaza Strip alone, which accommodated some
28,000 persons who have thereby been rendered homeless. Often these
demolitions have taken place at night, without any warning that would al-
low occupants at least to remove their personal belongings. The Israeli
authorities have justified these demolitions mainly on security grounds.
UNRWA has maintained that, although the Geneva Conventions, for
example, take full account of the imperative of military ‘‘necessity’’, the
facts have generally not justified such demolitions, which have in reality
been a form of collective punishment. When appropriate, UNRWA has
claimed compensation from the authorities and the Agency continues to
draw the attention of the General Assembly to these contraventions.

In UNRWA, the exercise of humanitarian diplomacy has not been
confined to ensuring the movement of emergency supplies when this is
impeded or to technically asserting the privileges and immunities of UN
staff, but has gone to the core of providing for the welfare of a population
that it has been mandated to serve. The UNRWA experience has shown
that, in certain circumstances, there is a need for a proactive and pro-
grammatic approach. The duty to notify interlocutors when they fail to
abide by expected standards and norms must be taken with the utmost
seriousness, because failure to do so would lead to a failure to provide
the necessary protection and assistance to beneficiaries of humanitarian
assistance. If the humanitarian mission is to be effectively discharged,
however, a balance has to be struck between, on the one hand, that duty
of notification and, on the other, both the responsibility and the need to
obtain maximum cooperation from the very interlocutor who is criticized.
The delicate balance required in tone and substance makes exacting de-
mands on humanitarian diplomacy. Quality of service and a total commit-
ment to demonstrable objectivity are essential to ensure credibility.
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In both intifadas, but particularly during the first, UNRWA’s achieve-
ments rested on aggressive but objective reporting of the facts and the
presence on the ground of high-quality non-partisan UN officials re-
cruited internationally. The whole world thus knew that the facts as
reported were based on first-hand observation by UN officials who were
committed solely to the ideals of the UN Charter and who had no parti-
san loyalty to either side. In the politically volatile atmosphere of conflict
heightened by phenomena such as were seen during the intifadas, the
need to monitor and appropriately control the political inclinations and
even agendas of UN staff coming from a wide variety of backgrounds
poses significant management challenges. The selection and training of
staff are critically important components. In addition, the specific pro-
grammes in both intifadas were tailored to ensuring, through regular but
unscheduled visits to UNRWA’s operational installations, that humani-
tarian assistance was safeguarded by fully maintaining the integrity of
the operation. This time-consuming and tedious process is an essential
investment for success. Moreover, it is not an easy task to persuade an
internal bureaucracy that the allocation of scarce budgetary resources
for these purposes is a priority.
If all goes well, the efforts of such programmes are hidden below the

surface and nothing is seen or heard of the protection and integrity they
have provided. But when a complaint is made, as in an incident in the
Gaza Strip pertaining to the alleged misuse of an ambulance, by which
the Israeli government sought to discredit UNRWA, the value of this in-
vestment becomes evident. The dividends can also be seen in UNRWA’s
success in deflecting criticism that it is an accessory to acts of terrorism.
These preventive measures have, it is believed, added to UNRWA’s
credibility and therefore its ability to be effective.
UNRWA’s experience, particularly in the OPT, has been marked by a

high level of diplomacy. Without this, its humanitarian operations would
not have been sustained for so long a period. This illustrates that human-
itarian actors can afford to shun the role of ‘‘humanitarian diplomat’’
only at an unacceptably high cost to vulnerable civilian populations. In
the spirit of shared experiences, I hope that other humanitarian actors
can learn from the lessons UNRWA has drawn over the years in this crit-
ical area and become better equipped to face future challenges.
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4

Negotiating for results in the
Lebanon

André Roberfroid

In Lebanon between 1987 and 1990, the United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF) remained the main UN agency with an implementation ca-
pacity and as such was confronted with the challenge of helping children
in an extraordinarily complex and dangerous situation. A civil war was
devastating the country, killing thousands of people and wounding many
more. Basic services such as health, education, water and electricity were
regularly disrupted and, at best, operated poorly. There was no govern-
ment to make agreements with, and no substantive UN support to elabo-
rate an international aid strategy; in short, there was no authority to deal
with and the myriad of actors on the ground were not just uncoordinated
but fighting each other. The challenge was to protect all children and
to give them some chance of healthy development. This was a daunting
task to be accomplished with very limited means – a team of less than
100 Lebanese personnel, headed by a single UNICEF international staff
member,1 and an annual budget that never exceeded US$4 million.
Clearly, success required many partners on the ground, including the
warring factions and many local non-governmental organizations
(NGOs). In practical terms, UNICEF had to convince all of them to con-
tribute people, money and, above all, goodwill to facilitate its actions.
Plans of action were designed on the basis of humanitarian needs and
standards, which was a job that UNICEF had the expertise and expe-
rience to do. Actual implementation required diplomatic skills that
UNICEF personnel had, for the most part, to acquire on the spot. In
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practice, this ‘‘humanitarian diplomacy’’ became the precondition for
successful negotiations for action.

This chapter demonstrates that the success of negotiations in a conflict
environment depends not only on ‘‘being neutral’’ but on convincing all
the warring factions that what you are trying to achieve is theirs more
than yours. In other words, the warlords must feel not that humanitarians
are asking them the favour of being allowed to do their job, but that hu-
manitarians are doing them the favour of helping them to achieve their
objectives.

During this period, UNICEF supported the immunization of over 75
per cent of Lebanese children, secured a regular supply of essential drugs
to 714 health units and implemented an Education for Peace programme
that gave more than 50,000 children an opportunity to relate to each
other in a peaceful and positive manner. Many partners had to be mobi-
lized and the numerous warring factions had to agree on a plan of action
and contribute people and resources. Negotiations were conducted,
almost on a daily basis, over access, control, travel, the distribution of
goods and the selection of beneficiaries. Many lessons were learned.
Above all, UNICEF learned that credibility is the main element in a suc-
cessful operation and that the operational objectives must be transparent.
UNICEF also learned that communication must be used as a professional
tool. And UNICEF learned that humanitarian diplomacy means acting in
a dangerous environment and therefore entails risk.

Context

Humanitarian operations are determined by the recent history of the
affected area. Their design and implementation are influenced by the
decision-making environment. In a war situation, they are constrained
by the intensity of the battles. They are conducted with other partners,
in this case the United Nations and NGOs. The size and nature of the
actions are based on an assessment of concrete needs, in this case an
evaluation of the impact of the situation on children. And, lastly, the hu-
manitarian operations must be consistent with the role of the implement-
ing agency, in this case with the role of UNICEF in Lebanon.

Recent history

The Lebanese civil war lasted for 15 years, from 1975 to 1990. It was an
extraordinarily complex conflict. It involved many actors, both internally
and externally, had a large number of causes and resisted any attempt to
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explain it in a simple manner.2 It can be summarized as having three
main episodes:
1. A Lebano-Palestinian episode from 1975 to 1977, during which a very

bloody and destructive conflict erupted between the Christian militias
(supported by Israel) and the Palestinian movement Fatah (supported
by a Lebanese progressivist or leftist alliance that was mainly Muslim).
Most of the destruction in central Beirut, its division into eastern
(Christian) and western (Muslim) areas and the displacement of sev-
eral hundred thousands of Lebanese occurred during this period.

2. A Lebano-Israeli episode from 1982 to 1984, during which the Israeli
army invaded more than half of the country, including Beirut. The
violence of the military campaign generated further destruction and
displacement; it also put an end to the Palestinian presence as a mili-
tary force and started the final collapse of the Lebanese government
as an independent actor.

3. A Lebano-Syrian phase from 1987 to 1990, which saw the progressive
control of the country by the Syrian army and the virtual elimination
of the Christian militias. At that time, General Aoun, leader of the
Christian enclave, proclaimed himself president of the republic and
declared all-out war on Syria. Intensive artillery shelling and tank
battles took place in Beirut from March to September 1989. Early in
1990, a fierce and bloody battle between rival Christian forces weak-
ened their fighting capacity and, eventually, secured the total victory
of the Syrian army by November 1990. Since then, Lebanon has lived
formally in peace.3 The events discussed in this chapter occurred dur-
ing this period.

The decision-making environment

For a humanitarian actor, one of the most difficult aspects of the situation
in Lebanon was the multiplicity of partners. There was an official, in-
ternationally recognized government with virtually no control over the
country and hardly any resources to operate a divided and mostly van-
ished administration. As a UN agency, UNICEF had to maintain a legal
relationship with the government recognized by the international com-
munity, which at that time was the cabinet headed by Prime Minister
Salim Hoss, supported and controlled by the Syrian army. However, a
rival government under self-proclaimed president Michel Aoun, which
had more effective control over the Christian enclave, was claiming legit-
imacy and considered any contact with the Hoss team to be illegal. To
make matters worse, a puppet authority, established and supported by
the Israeli Defense Forces, was claiming legitimate control over the ‘‘secu-
rity zone’’ along the Israeli border.4 In addition, two foreign armies were
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present and active in the country. Since 1976, Syria had maintained a
30,000-strong force which occupied all parts of Lebanon except the south-
ern zone along the Israeli border, which was occupied by the Israeli De-
fense Forces, and the areas north of Beirut, which were controlled by the
Christian militias.

The battles

The struggle between the two rival governments came to a head during
March to October 1989. The Beirut area was subject to random shelling
and the use of heavy artillery against the civilian population. During this
period, more than 1,500 people were killed, over 5,000 were wounded
and almost 2 million people were forced to live in permanent and unpre-
ventable danger. Public infrastructures as well as private properties, con-
servatively estimated at US$2 billion, were destroyed. In search of secu-
rity, 500,000 people fled the western and southern parts of Beirut to seek
refuge in south Lebanon, and another 100,000 moved from east Beirut to
the mountainous areas of north Lebanon.

In the mostly Shiite south Lebanon, two rival militias supposedly fight-
ing Israel, Hezbollah and Amal, were essentially killing each other, creat-
ing permanent insecurity among a population already affected by the
refugees escaping the battle of Beirut. This local war killed hundreds of
people, generated thousands of internally displaced refugees and largely
contributed to the growing sense of despair and hopelessness prevailing
in this part of Lebanon.

In 1990, following a shaky cease-fire, the situation improved in the
Syrian-controlled area, but extreme violence erupted within the Christian
area. During March and April 1990, elements of the Lebanese army un-
der General Aoun and the Lebanese Forces militia headed by Samir
Geagea were embroiled in a bloody, ferocious, destructive and incompre-
hensible urban war. Tank battles in city centres, mines in the streets, and
blanket and untargeted shelling killed and wounded a large but unknown
number of people. A greater number of public and private infrastructures
and houses were destroyed during that month in east Beirut than during
the first 13 years of the war.

The situation was further complicated by the 600,000 Palestinian refu-
gees settled in Lebanon, most of them since 1948. The majority lived in
camps established in Tripoli, Beirut, Sidon and Tyre. Although the pres-
ence of such a large number of refugees was not the only cause of the
civil war, it did significantly contribute to the beginning and the continu-
ation of the war. From June 1985 to March 1988, a major battle known as
‘‘the war of the camps’’ pitted the Syrian army, supported by the Amal
militia, against the Palestinian factions. The main camps in Beirut5 were
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subjected to continuous heavy shelling for 30 months. Although the situ-
ation had since improved, the camps remained a major source of instabil-
ity and sporadic violence. A very young population, with no prospects
for the future, subjected to intense political pressure and totally depen-
dent on aid agencies, is hardly a source of social integration and stability.
The extraordinarily complex political environment among the Palestinian
communities and the interference of almost every power in the world
(state or non-state) further exacerbated the volatility of this situation. At
times, up to 14 different factions were active, sometimes violently, among
the Palestinian groups in Lebanon.

The UN response

The humanitarian response of the United Nations was coordinated by the
United Nations Disaster Relief Organization (UNDRO), with a specific
responsibility for the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Pales-
tine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) in support of the Palestinian
refugees.6 De facto, UNICEF remained the only UN agency with a na-
tionwide operational capacity during this period.7 UNRWA’s operational
presence was limited to the Palestinian camps, and the role of the other
agencies was limited to an occasional non-operational presence and par-
ticipation in needs assessment missions. For security purposes, regular
contacts were maintained with the UN military, essentially the United
Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) and the United Nations
Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO).8
Bilateral agencies were absent, but embassies were present and politi-

cally active. World and regional powers were busy trying to interfere in
the Lebanese chess game. Some were seriously attempting to assist the
development of a peace process; others were essentially pursuing their
own objectives or protecting their own interests. The game was compli-
cated and largely unrelated to children’s concerns, but embassies often
had privileged access to local players. When UNICEF needed to negoti-
ate with these local forces, embassies became effective partners.

The NGO response

Non-governmental organizations constitute another group of traditional
allies and partners of UNICEF. The security situation had driven most
of the international NGOs out of Lebanon, with the notable exception of
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). National NGOs
were therefore UNICEF’s most important partners. Literally hundreds of
them existed in every corner of the country. The vacuum created by the
collapse of governmental social services had been filled by local organiza-
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tions of varying nature, capacity and motivation. Many were faith-based
charities, small in size and serving their immediate community. Some
were instruments of political parties or factions, assisting their affiliates
or utilized to recruit new supporters. A few were created and operated
by active militias offering social protection and services to their members.
A significant number were established by real criminals attempting to
cash in on the international assistance pouring into Lebanon because of
the high visibility of the conflict and its impact on world opinion. This
was clearly a minefield, but one that UNICEF had to cross in order to
reach the people it wanted to assist. In many parts of the country, NGOs
were the only organizations with implementation capacity and they had to
be considered as privileged partners. Their close links with the de facto
authorities on the ground also made them indispensable allies when
negotiating.

The impact on children

The extraordinary resilience of the Lebanese population was almost de-
stroyed by 12 years of civil war. The failure to appoint a unified govern-
ment and the permanent division of the country brought the population
to a state of despair. The Lebanese economy survived the first years of
the war, but by 1987 it was on the verge of collapse. The national cur-
rency was in free fall, generating a deep depression in a population most
of whose livelihoods came from trade.

The impact on children was truly dramatic. Access to food, health and
education became similar to that of a developing country. Public services
ceased to operate and private services were out of reach because of a
lack of resources. For the first time since the beginning of the war, chil-
dren were in immediate danger. Signs of malnutrition were visible in the
worst-affected areas. NGOs reported a significant increase in the fre-
quency and severity of childhood diseases. The worst and potentially
most damaging impact on children resulted from the extended closure of
schools. Educational facilities accommodating over 60 per cent of the
school population were closed from March to October 1989, and some
were closed during the first quarter of 1990. The school was the only
safe and reassuring environment in which children could rebuild their
confidence in the adult world. Locked in apartments or shelters away
from their friends, forbidden to play, the children’s perception of the
world was dominated by fear, stress and despair.

The absence of contacts with children of other communities and the ef-
fect of adult propaganda generated hate, intolerance and the belief that
violence is the natural and only way to resolve differences. With a large
number of school buildings damaged by shelling or lack of maintenance
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and with many teachers displaced or out of the country, an entire sector,
which in the past represented the best asset of Lebanon, was in jeopardy.
The future of the new generation was at stake.
The children of Lebanon were living in a world where violence was the

only solution to any difficulty and where the ‘‘other’’ was always an enemy.

The role of UNICEF

UNICEF had been active in Lebanon since 1953 and throughout the civil
war. All the warring factions and the public at large acknowledged that
UNICEF remained during the worst episodes of the war and continued
to help children everywhere regardless of the political confusion and the
lack of security. They also recognized that UNICEF’s assistance was dis-
tributed wherever possible in a way that was strictly based on accessibil-
ity and the demonstrated operational capacity of the partners. Reliability
and pragmatism were the two main factors of UNICEF’s reputation.
From 1980 to 1990, UNICEF became well known in Lebanon for its sup-
port to repair and rehabilitate the water supply network, particularly in
the areas affected by the conflict. Water reservoirs were rebuilt, pumps
and pipelines were repaired or replaced, wells were cleaned or dug, and,
where the networks could not be repaired, trucks distributed water. Dur-
ing active military hostilities, such a service was highly appreciated by the
people.
As a humanitarian actor, it was important for UNICEF to avoid in-

volvement with political intricacies. It was essential to remain not only
neutral but openly outside the game. In all public statements, it was
made clear that UNICEF had no opinion on the issues that had led to
the civil war. For the humanitarian actors there were no good guys or
bad guys. On the contrary, UNICEF’s public position was that all parties
and actors in this war were wrong for not being able to solve differences
in a peaceful manner. UNICEF publicly recognized that every human
being living in Lebanon had the right to feel unfairly treated in this envi-
ronment of violence. In other words, from the humanitarian and, particu-
larly, from the children’s point of view, the situation was unacceptable,
and nobody holding authority or power on the ground could claim to be
innocent.
UNICEF was speaking on behalf of the only truly innocent victims of

this disaster, the children of Lebanon. For all practical purposes, from the
children’s point of view, all parties and factions involved in the civil war
were guilty as charged. This was UNICEF’s position all along. UNICEF
never tried to gain anybody’s support, but rather challenged potential
partners to deserve its help and assistance. At times this was a tough atti-
tude to maintain, but it was essential to keep freedom of negotiation.
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Operational issues

The impact of the conflict on the children of Lebanon was truly devas-
tating. It dictated UNICEF’s tasks and challenges. Given the planning
difficulties and operational constraints, UNICEF set itself the following
objectives:
� to close the vaccination gap and restore a regular immunization service;
� to secure a regular supply of essential drugs in all parts of the country;
� to offer educational and recreational opportunities to all children re-
gardless of circumstances;

� to create encounters between children of various communities, allow-
ing them to get to know each other and to discover tolerance and
non-violence;

� to continue emergency repair and maintenance of water supply net-
works damaged by war activities.

The successful implementation of this agenda required securing the col-
laboration of a number of partners. This could be achieved only through
formal and informal agreements, which had to be negotiated. UNICEF’s
experience in Lebanon shows that the main issues requiring negotiation
and agreement with the warring parties fell into three categories: (i) the
safety of personnel and the protection of material assets, (ii) the logistics
for distribution and supervision, and (iii) the issue of objective and per-
ceived fairness in the selection of beneficiaries.

Safety and security

Operating in a context of war or civil disorder means accepting a certain
degree of risk, including to the life and integrity of humanitarian person-
nel. The only way to eliminate the risk completely would be to cancel op-
erations. It is always extremely difficult to decide between the need to
fulfil the mandate of the organization and the duty to protect its staff.

The challenge was to minimize the risk, while obtaining results that
could justify the risks taken. A number of active and passive measures
were taken to cope with the danger. They will be reviewed below. How-
ever, the most efficient ‘‘risk reduction’’ approach was the perceived im-
age of UNICEF and of its actions. It was essential that UNICEF’s activ-
ities appeared to all factions as ‘‘non-threatening’’. In other words, it had
to be clearly understood that harming UNICEF or its personnel would
bring no benefit to the perpetrators. On the contrary, the message con-
veyed to all partners made clear that the security of UNICEF’s staff was
not a subject for discussion and even less for negotiation. UNICEF was
not prepared to buy its safety, but it was offering assistance to whoever
agreed to respect the integrity of its personnel and assets.
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As mentioned earlier, a large number of sometimes uncontrolled mili-
tias were patrolling most parts of the country. All were affiliated to eth-
nic, religious or political groups. Each was claiming to be the legitimate
representative of its group. It was therefore extremely difficult for UNI-
CEF’s Lebanese staff to remain neutral while each of them was ethnically
or religiously identified. Many were subject to various pressures to sup-
port their group or threatened if they did not. They had to make clear
that they were negotiating and acting in the name of UNICEF and under
the strict control of the head of mission. On two occasions during the
period, two Palestinian staff members took the risk of getting personally
involved with some militias. Both were assassinated. This was a terrible
reminder that the danger was real. Working only for children and for all
children was not just UNICEF’s mandate but also the best protection for
its staff.
Equipment and supplies were another source of danger. In 1989, UNI-

CEF was operating over 60 cars; warehousing and distributing essential
drugs worth over US$2 million; procuring, storing and operating genera-
tors, spare parts and pipes for water supply networks worth more than
US$6 million; and importing and distributing school equipment and sup-
plies worth nearly US$1 million. These were scarce and valuable assets,
and very attractive in a lawless country. Again, the beneficiaries them-
selves provided the best protection. For example, UNICEF, at the time,
was the only regular supplier of essential drugs, and it was made clear
that any attempt to steal drugs would put an end to the programme and
deprive everybody in the future. The quality of the service rendered was,
in fact, the best possible protection for the staff as well as for the proper-
ties. The challenge in a conflict situation is to offer services that are so
valuable that their interruption would be unacceptable to all parties.

Logistics for distribution and supervision

Moving people and goods around the country was a permanent night-
mare. The Beirut international airport and seaport were closed to traffic.
Shipping supplies required the use of illegal seaports, one in the south
controlled by the Shiite Amal militia and one in the north operated by
the Christian Lebanese Forces militia. Most shipments contained valu-
able drugs, school supplies and technical equipment for water supplies.
Very tough negotiations were conducted to enable every shipment to
be delivered free of the so-called ‘‘tax’’ that went directly to the militias.
Transportation of goods from the ports to stores and to end-users re-
quired the crossing of numerous checkpoints, and every passage had to
be negotiated. Air shipments, particularly necessary for vaccines, were
received through the Damascus airport, generating nightmarish argu-
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ments with the Syrian customs bureaucracy. Storage space was often ob-
tained in religious buildings, churches or mosques. Experience proved
that the warring parties usually respected such facilities. However, nego-
tiations with the religious authorities were not always simple and often
required ‘‘give and take’’.

Total transparency was another prerequisite for effective delivery.
UNICEF always let everybody know where it was, where it was going,
with what and what for. The slightest suspicion that UNICEF could
have anything to hide would have destroyed the confidence that was its
best guarantee of safety.

Fairness and beneficiaries

In a volatile environment where factions are fighting for support, recog-
nition and territories, the worst scenario for a humanitarian agency is to
find itself entangled in endless discussions about the fairness of the distri-
bution of assistance. It is clearly impossible to find a formula that can be
accepted by all. Any attempt to balance assistance among the various
communities, religious groups or political factions will end with many ac-
cusations of favouritism.

In Lebanon, where the last demographic survey took place in 1947, it
was unreasonable to base any assistance on the estimated number of
people in need. It was also to be expected that the leaders of religious or
ethnic groups or political parties would grossly inflate the numbers. Simi-
larly, in the hope of receiving more funds from the various aid agencies,
NGOs would often claim that they were serving many more people than
they actually did. UNICEF participated in a number of needs assessment
missions with UN and bilateral agencies. The exercise was at best futile,
at worst misleading. UNICEF’s findings were mostly constructed from sub-
jective guesses based on inflated statements made by biased people.

Yet UNICEF’s mission remained to reach all children, all over the
country. For this it needed access across front-lines and borders, and it
needed the cooperation of all factions. The implementation of the vacci-
nation campaign showed UNICEF a way forward. All children needed
vaccines and everybody’s participation was required. No child needed
more vaccine than another. There was no benefit to a faction to re-
ceive more vaccine than was required for the number of children they
could actually vaccinate. However, the more they mobilized themselves
to make the campaign a success, the more their health facilities would
be supported. The more effective they were in delivering services to their
own people, the more they would be assisted. The issue of fairness was
no longer based on endless and futile discussions about the needs of
each group or faction but related to their willingness and capability to
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deliver services. The negotiation was not about what and how much they
would receive any more, but about what and how much they were pre-
pared to do with UNICEF’s support.

Obstacles and opportunities

The main obstacle was of a structural nature. Because of UNICEF’s very
limited capacity actually to deliver assistance, it had to rely on local part-
ners. UNICEF’s staff never exceeded 85 in total and its annual budget
culminated at less than US$4 million. Without the leverage of other part-
ners’ resources, the impact would have been limited to small numbers of
children, and the results at national level in terms of child health and edu-
cation would never have been achieved. The main challenge was there-
fore to find effective partners in the chaotic environment of a failed state.
Legally, the most important partner for UNICEF is the government. It

is with the government that UNICEF must establish the legal relation-
ship that is necessary to obtain formal approval from UNICEF’s Execu-
tive Board for fund-raising and programme expenditures. This relation-
ship remained largely virtual in Lebanon and was never operational.
The administrative infrastructure had practically collapsed and was no
longer a potentially effective partner.
The UN development and humanitarian agencies are the natural part-

ners for UNICEF. In retrospect, it can be said that, during the active
period of the Lebanese crisis, the UN system adopted a ‘‘wait and see’’
attitude until 1990. A small but well-informed presence allowed the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), in particular, to be ready to
assist the reconstruction phase immediately after the cease-fire.
As we have already seen, security was another major obstacle. The

risks were of various natures. Random shelling over urban areas was the
most frequent source of danger and the most unpredictable. Appropriate
shelters with basic living equipment, food and water were made avail-
able in office basements. Staff were assisted to equip their houses wher-
ever possible. Windows were protected with sandbags, and helmets and
bullet-proof jackets were distributed and used. This mostly passive pro-
tection was complemented by a more active approach based on careful
observation of the pattern of shelling and permanent monitoring of local
radio. Such information allowed the risks to be minimized when it was
necessary to go onto the streets. Nothing, however, could protect the staff
against a direct hit. The fact that, with the exception of one minor wound,
UNICEF suffered no casualties was more owing to luck than the result of
planned protective measures.
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Hostage-taking was another feature of the Beirut scene. This particular
risk mostly, although not exclusively, concerned expatriate personnel.
The fact that UNICEF’s head of mission was the only international staff
member reduced that danger. Passive protection required moving around
with a minimum of two cars, accompanied by bodyguards.

Most of the warehousing capacity of the administration was destroyed
by shelling or looted by militias. Safe storage space had to be secured
with ad hoc partners. Militias as well as the Syrian or Israeli armies would
have been happy to help, but did not offer the required neutrality. The
UN military was able to assist, but on a limited scale and only in the
southern area patrolled by UNIFIL. One answer to this problem was to
use a large number of small stores scattered throughout the regions, there-
fore avoiding the dangerous attraction created by large stocks of goods.

Transportation inside the country became a major challenge. Lebanon
is a small country with a good road network, but front-lines or internal
borders cut across many of them. Often what would have been a 50 km
trip became a 200 km journey taking 7 hours. The frequency and length
of staff movements were reduced by permanently locating a staff member
in each region and by operating a ‘‘private’’ radio communication net-
work. Every UNICEF car was equipped with a radio and every staff
member with a walkie-talkie. The head office in Beirut was in permanent
contact with its entire staff all over the country. This communication net-
work provided not only a higher level of security but also, more impor-
tantly, a permanent flow of information on the real situation on the
ground.

The difficulty of finding an acceptable formula in respect of a ‘‘fair’’
distribution of assistance remained a challenge. The problems of finding
objective ways to assess each partner’s capacity, to document actual de-
livery and to control the use of funds and equipment were daunting.
How could UNICEF collaborate and assist without this being perceived
as endorsement? How could UNICEF supply the Hezbollah with drugs
and medicines and not be seen by the Israeli-backed Christian militia
forces in south Lebanon as supporting their enemy? How could UNICEF
help the children in the Christian enclave to go to school and not be ac-
cused by the Syrian army of taking sides in the conflict?

UNICEF found that the capacity and credibility of the field staff to ver-
ify and assess the performance of health and social services was the key
to its effectiveness. The traditional needs assessment approach placed
the burden of the proof on the humanitarian agencies. UNICEF’s new
approach reversed the burden of proof. Because nobody could deny the
need to vaccinate children, UNICEF challenged its partners to do it, with
its support being subject to their proving their capacity to deliver.
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Negotiations

UNICEF’s observations of rapid deterioration in children’s living con-
ditions and lives meant that it could no longer just improve the life of
children by repairing a few pipes and pumps. UNICEF’s view was that
it should aim to make a lasting difference in terms of survival and
development.
UNICEF designed a three-phase strategy that entailed (i) immunizing

all children, (ii) revitalizing the health services, and (iii) offering educa-
tional opportunities in all circumstances. Each of these phases was tech-
nically feasible given appropriate training and the supply of necessary in-
puts. However, successful implementation required the participation of
all the available technical manpower in the country, the cooperation of
all de facto authorities and the collaboration of all NGOs in the field.
This became the object of the negotiation.
Conceptually, the negotiations followed three steps. First, UNICEF

had to establish publicly that it was nobody’s friend, but exclusively the
supporter of the children. Secondly, UNICEF had to demonstrate that it
understood the needs and problems of the children and had the expertise
and capacity to improve the situation. Thirdly, UNICEF had to offer all
partners with field capacity an opportunity to participate, provided they
accepted UNICEF’s conditions.
UNICEF found that there is no shortcut to gain people’s confidence

and that credibility can be gained only by practice and over time. UNI-
CEF progressively gained the confidence of the population through its
permanent and visible presence, throughout difficult years, in every part
of the country. UNICEF was thus also seen as a reliable partner for
the de facto authorities on the ground. In addition, the main sources of
funding (the US Agency for International Development and the Euro-
pean Community), which were desperately searching for implementation
capacity, supported UNICEF because it had demonstrated neutrality and
effectiveness over the years.
The immunization campaign that took place between September and

November 1987 was the first phase of the UNICEF agenda for children.
It involved large numbers of people out in the open, moving to and from
the vaccination stations. It required the repair and maintenance of a cold
chain covering the whole country, together with a reliable electricity sup-
ply. The event was reported as ‘‘three days of tranquillity’’ negotiated in
Lebanon under the auspices of UNICEF.9

‘‘The days of tranquillity’’

The first step was strictly an information phase. In April 1987, about six
months before the campaign, UNICEF contacted the official government
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authorities, the president, the prime minister and the minister of health
to inform them of UNICEF’s intentions. Although the authority of the
government officials was largely virtual, they did represent the legitimacy
of the state. They had no objection to the plan and were particularly
pleased to know that UNICEF would officially present the campaign as
being under their umbrella. Significantly, UNICEF did not ask anything
from them, nor did it even mention the words tranquillity, truce or cease-
fire.

The next step was to inform the de facto authorities and forces on the
ground. The difficulty was to find and meet them all – the militias, the po-
litical parties and the religious leaders. If any of them had been missed or
forgotten, this could have created a dangerous obstacle. As expected,
none expressed any objection. Again, these meetings were strictly for in-
formation: nothing was asked, nothing was negotiated, but the meetings
were all reported to the press and in various media. This public record
was to prove crucial in the last part of the negotiation. The two foreign
armies – Syrian and Israeli – that controlled some parts of Lebanon
were kept informed by UNICEF HQ through their nation’s UN mission
in New York. They were simply asked to avoid any major operation on
the planned dates. They agreed not to initiate action on these days, but
stated that they would remain free to react if attacked.

In the meantime, technical and logistic preparation carried on in the
field. A field officer was assigned in each of the 24 districts of the country,
with the task of assessing the capacity of the existing public and private
health infrastructures and carrying out a quick survey of the immuniza-
tion coverage. In doing so, the field officers established contact with the
various NGOs operating in each district. Crucial negotiations took place
to obtain the full collaboration and participation of the NGOs, in ex-
change for assistance to revitalize their health capacities. These discus-
sions were discreet and practical; they were not reported in the media
and were carried out very much on a ‘‘give and take’’ basis. The bottom
line was very simple: ‘‘We plan to carry out a vaccination campaign in
your area. We have assessed your organization as having the capacity to
participate. We are prepared to assist you to upgrade your structure if
you choose to participate. If you choose not to, fine and good, you stay
out.’’ There were no bargains and no arguments. Most NGOs, but not
all, decided to participate.

Agreements were signed by which the NGOs would receive cold chain
equipment, vaccines and drug supplies, and appropriate training. In ex-
change, they would contribute to the public information and mobilization
drive preceding the campaign, deliver the vaccination free of charge and
report the numbers to UNICEF. This ‘‘field side’’ of the negotiation re-
mained unseen from the media and the public, but was essential for the
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success of the operation. Most NGOs were attached to one faction or an-
other and became UNICEF’s best allies in convincing the warring groups
to remain quiet during the three-day period. Such an approach could be
called a ‘‘bottom-up negotiation’’ in which the discussion took place with
the people at the grassroots level, and they in turn convinced their re-
spective leaders to follow through.
It was vital to keep the pressure on the militia chiefs to avoid any risk

of a major clash during the operation. During the week before the three-
day campaign (early September 1987), UNICEF visited the leaders of
the main militias with the following message: ‘‘We confirm the operation
for next week. We expect your cooperation in refraining from violence
during these three days. The national and international media will be
informed of our plans and of the fact that you are aware of it and have
expressed your willingness to cooperate.’’
The key factor was that UNICEF did not ask for any formal commit-

ment, which would have been a costly bargain. In a way, UNICEF was
calling their bluff in challenging them. By not asking for any agreement,
UNICEF was making them face their responsibilities. Any violent inci-
dent that took place during these three days would be seen locally and
internationally as a deliberate attempt by militias in Lebanon to sabotage
an action that could only benefit children. It was reasonable to believe
that local leaders would see more advantage in refraining from active
violence than taking the risk of being accused of harming children. This
is a noticeable difference from a diplomatic negotiation. A humanitarian
action may achieve an anticipated result by acting directly on the ground
without the need to negotiate a formal agreement.
At the same time, UNICEF contacted local radio stations and news-

papers, as well as the BBC and Radio France International, to announce
the event. The BBC picked it up immediately and made it a breaking-
news event. A massive nationwide communication campaign literally
flooded the country with radio and TV ads and thousands of posters.
Most religious leaders agreed to contribute by calling on their followers
to vaccinate their children. The public ‘‘noise’’ added to the pressure on
the factions, making it almost impossible for them not to participate. And
it did work: the three ‘‘days of tranquillity’’ were actually respected (21–
23 September 1987). Between 75 and 80 per cent of the Lebanese chil-
dren were immunized against the main childhood diseases. Those work-
ing in and around the health services realized that positive action was
possible even in the misery of war. For the first time since the beginning
of the civil war, Lebanon was in the news positively.
The successful outcome resulted from a collective effort, in which it

was impossible to single out one faction more than another. For many,
particularly young people, involvement in the operation seemed to gen-
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erate a dramatic change of perspective. The worst was no longer the only
future for Lebanon and the best was no longer impossible. UNICEF had
demonstrated that a humanitarian agency could dare armed groups to
contribute to a common humanitarian goal. The negotiation that took
place did not involve trying to reach consensus among parties by bargain-
ing, but was a challenge to all to do the right thing. The success of this
campaign was a first illustration for UNICEF of the fact that involving
antagonistic parties in the pursuit of a superordinate goal (in this case a
humanitarian one) can unite them to the extent that they can stop fight-
ing, if only for a few days.

UNICEF’s view was that the visible momentum created by the immu-
nization campaign should be maintained. Health workers attached to
public and private sectors, to political parties or militias, or to NGOs
were upbeat and asking for more. The field officers in the districts were
telling UNICEF that the partners on the ground were ready to partici-
pate in new activities. In early 1988, UNICEF confronted its partners
with a new challenge: to revitalize the health services for the whole pop-
ulation by securing regular and free access to 44 essential drugs.

Bringing essential drugs to the population

Prior to the war, a district-based network of health clinics had served the
needs of the population, but many of these had fallen under the control
of the factions or had been destroyed. Capitalizing on the success of the
immunization campaign and its renewed ability to deliver countrywide
assistance, UNICEF was able to supply these essential drugs to 725 clin-
ics in every district of the country and control their usage. The number of
beneficiaries came close to 100,000 families, a significant number in a
country of fewer than 2 million people. The technicalities of this project
were somewhat complex and the World Health Organization supported
UNICEF in this endeavour.

In this project, UNICEF had to negotiate locally for safe storage and
transportation as well as controlled distribution. In Lebanon in 1989,
drugs were as rare as gold and therefore a very attractive commodity.
Safe storage was a serious matter. Protection by force would have been
costly and inefficient. Again, UNICEF opted for a participatory ap-
proach. It established a central store in the basement of a mosque in
West Beirut. Again, publicity was the only protection. All factions were
informed and knew that, if anything happened, the programme would im-
mediately stop and everybody would lose. Transportation to the districts
was organized in the same manner, with total transparency: everybody
was informed about when and where the trucks would pass. Throughout
the period until the end of the war no serious incident occurred. Some
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trucks were searched but not a single box of drugs disappeared. This does
not mean that the militias suddenly became concerned with humanitarian
issues. They needed the drugs for themselves and for the people under
their control, and there was no other way to secure a regular supply.
People knew that this service was available; therefore no one dared to
be accused of stopping it.10
As with the immunization campaign, the success of the drugs project

contributed to securing the perception of UNICEF as a reliable part-
ner.11 However, although the service to the population was effective and
appreciated, it did not profoundly change the situation or bring hope for
a better future. It did not contribute to a process that could lead to an
end to the hostilities. Two vital questions were permanently in the minds
of UNICEF personnel in Lebanon: what could be done to halt the com-
plete isolation in which children were forced to live; and what could be
done to help prevent children from repeating what their parents had
done, which had already resulted in 15 years of war.

Education for peace

Isolation in shelters, road blocks and checkpoints were the physical man-
ifestations of more profound barriers between people. Children’s percep-
tions of others were also limited by ignorance and biased by propaganda,
by fear and by their own parents’ paranoia. How could these barriers
be dismantled? Education was the obvious medium through which to
achieve a change of attitude, but schools were closed most of the time.
UNICEF’s view was that a new, creative educational opportunity was
necessary. UNICEF wanted to give children a chance to meet one an-
other, to learn together and to practise new attitudes and behaviours,
with the aim of convincing them that their apparent differences were not
a handicap but a privilege. That was the genesis of the Education for
Peace project. The goal was to mobilize the children and youth of Leba-
non as agents of change for building peace, while simultaneously giving
young people a chance to realize their potential. The idea that children
should meet with one another led to the idea of organizing summer
camps.
In February 1989, UNICEF contacted about 50 established NGOs –

most with a religious affiliation but pre-dating the war – with a proposal
to organize summer camps where children from different religions and
regions would mix. UNICEF would provide the funding, the logistics
and the training for camp leaders if the NGOs were willing to mobilize
participants. UNICEF would also guarantee the safe passage of children
across the checkpoints. A formal agreement was signed by which each
NGO accepted and committed itself to three objectives and criteria. The
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first was that the summer camps should bring together children and youth
from different regions, religions and social strata. The second was that
the camps would give youth and children a better opportunity to get to
know one another and their country. The third was that youth and chil-
dren would ‘‘live together’’ in the summer camps in a way that allowed
the sharing of human, social and relational values through creative and
recreational activities. From the outset, UNICEF was explicit about the
peacebuilding agenda. Whereas the immediate purpose of the scheme
was to give children an opportunity to learn and play together, away
from the shelling, the long-term goal was to change perceptions.

The NGO response was overwhelmingly positive, but the political fac-
tions in Lebanese society were less enthusiastic. The project was of less
immediate benefit for them and was a potential political risk. After all,
most factions were building popular support by exacerbating their differ-
ences, and this project was emphasizing the commonalities.

Moreover, the logistics and security concerns involved in getting chil-
dren together were formidable. UNICEF’s target group was primarily
the children living in the conflict areas, essentially Greater Beirut, south
Lebanon and the Palestinian camps. For obvious reasons, the summer
camps had to be organized in safe areas, away from random shelling and
military operations. The central part of the Bekaa valley was the best
choice at the time. It was occupied by the Syrian army and at the same
time under its protection. Transporting children from Christian east Bei-
rut to the Bekaa valley involved crossing several checkpoints in what
their parents considered ‘‘enemy territory’’. Bringing children from south
Lebanon would entail their leaving the Israeli security zone and then
returning; in other words, the tightest border in the region would have
to be crossed twice. UNICEF could not possibly ‘‘negotiate’’ safe pas-
sage, because there was simply nothing to bargain with.

As with the immunization campaign and the project to supply safe
drugs, UNICEF met with all the leaders ‘‘for information only’’. It did,
however, have a few trump cards. First, it had the support of 240 local
NGOs, most of them attached or linked to the factions in one way or
another. Second, it enjoyed extraordinary confidence among the parents,
who gave UNICEF their children because they were convinced that it
could get them through the front-lines safely. And third, as usual, it had
publicity. All the media, within Lebanon and outside, knew that, on a
given day, thousands of children would cross the country through front-
lines. They also knew that the militias had been informed. Who would
stop children from travelling safely to spend a safe time together away
from the combat zones? Who would challenge the UNICEF flag, whose
protection was trusted by so many parents? It was a dangerous under-
taking, and clearly a judgement call. However, UNICEF believed that
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no faction would dare to be the bad guy. It was certainly risky, but it
worked.
In 1989, as the war continued throughout most of the country, 29,000

Lebanese and Palestinian children attended 112 peace camps. In Septem-
ber, a day-long ‘‘Peace Festival’’ in the western Bekaa brought together
700 leaders and 9,000 children. In 1990, 40,000 children attended a total
of 215 camps. By September 1991, the programme had reached 100,000
children and had mobilized 240 NGOs representing the entire spectrum
of religious, ethnic and regional groups.12 For many children, this was
the first time they had ever met a Christian or a Muslim or a Druze. Sud-
denly, they were being brought together to live, work, play and eat side
by side. It usually took a few days for them to feel comfortable with ‘‘the
other’’, but then there was an extraordinary explosion of the will to live
together, as if the children had been thirsty for it.
To keep in touch with the children after the camps and to give them a

means to continue thinking and reflecting together, a children’s magazine
called SAWA, the Arabic word for ‘‘together’’, was published and dis-
tributed free – 70,000 copies every other month until the end of 1990.
The magazine became the main vehicle, in the wake of the camps and
while the schools were still closed, for promoting an explicit message of
peace. It included stories illustrating children’s rights, solidarity, unity
and non-violence. An average of 2,500 letters were received from chil-
dren after each issue of the magazine.13
It is impossible to demonstrate whether this exposure to communal life

had a lasting impact on the children and contributed to an effective peace
process. It certainly had a strong and lasting impact on the 5,000 young
men and women who served as camp leaders in 1989, 1990 and 1991.
Many had borne the brunt of the war, many had served as militiamen,
and some had been directly involved in bloody episodes. They had expe-
rienced the excitement as well as the depression created by violence.14
They were clearly enthusiastic and obviously happy to be involved in
such a positive activity. The rule seemed to be that the more extremist
they had been during the war, the more involved they became in the
programme.
The leaders proved to be the true backbone of the project and

UNICEF saw them as agents of change for peace. Through the training
programmes, they were provided with the tools and ideas needed for
positive interaction with the children. As the programme matured, the
scope of activities was broadened to help the leaders reach out into their
own communities. In UNICEF’s view, their efforts helped public opinion
throughout the country to accept the inevitable compromises that came
with the peace agreement reached at the end of 1990.
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Wider implications

The correlation between diplomatic negotiation and humanitarian action
is indirect, but it exists and it plays a role. Why is it that solutions pro-
posed by diplomats are rejected for years and then suddenly become pal-
atable? The UNICEF experience in Lebanon during the last few years of
the civil war indicates that conflict resolution depends on changing not
only the ‘‘balance of power’’ but also people’s support for and tolerance
of the war and violence. Diplomats are able to influence the balance of
power – that is their main negotiating goal. However, diplomats have
very little influence on public opinion. The leaders of factions tend to be-
lieve that the balance of power favours them as long as the people under
their control continue to think that fighting is the only way to protect
their vital interests.

Humanitarian actions demonstrate that there is another way. Practical
action, linked to people’s daily life, may demonstrate that the vital in-
terests of all the warring groups have a lot in common, and that acting
together can be more effective than fighting each other. The lessons
learned in Lebanon indicate that a successful humanitarian attempt to in-
fluence public opinion should meet several criteria.

Credibility

Legal and de facto authorities, and the people at large, must feel confi-
dent that the humanitarian agency has a sound understanding of intricate
local politics, societies and cultures. In a war, people are naturally suspi-
cious and wary of propaganda. Statements need to be supported by a rec-
ord of previous achievements. In other words, an agency that starts oper-
ating right at the beginning of a conflict will find it difficult to achieve
credibility. A previous and long-established presence in the country is
an essential factor. Specialized agencies that are experienced in emer-
gency situations can be effective in strictly relief activities. However,
they cannot act as agents of change with an impact on the causes of the
situation. Another element of an agency’s credibility is the employment
of local personnel. The public perceive local staff as understanding their
situation. They speak the language and live the problems within their
own families. At the same time, local personnel must have a good know-
ledge of the agency’s values, policies and practices.

In short, credibility requires a long-term presence in the country, pre-
ceding the crisis, a significant proportion of local staff, in positions of
responsibility, and a documented record of successful achievement. In
an analogous manner to a diplomat who is taken seriously as the repre-
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sentative of a powerful country that has the capacity to intervene, a hu-
manitarian negotiator is effective only as the representative of an orga-
nization that has already demonstrated that it can have a durable and
positive impact.

Setting objectives

For an agency to have an effective impact there must be some support for
the agency’s projects among the people and their leaders. At the mini-
mum, support means sharing the main objectives, which must in turn be
public, simple, realistic and technically feasible. Funding sources must
be transparent. If belligerent factions are to work towards a common ob-
jective, it is essential that the process of formulating this objective is
open and transparent. The possibility of a hidden agenda, however re-
mote, kills confidence. Unrealistic targets or wishful thinking also feed
suspicion.

Building alliances

The best allies are to be found on the ground. Local organizations that
deal with people’s daily lives are most likely to share humanitarian objec-
tives. They must be considered and treated not as ‘‘beneficiaries’’ but as
partners because, in the field, they are the primary actors. International
humanitarian agencies can contribute to the formulation of a common
objective and to the mobilization of financial and material resources, but
action remains the privilege of the local groups. Public credit for success
must also go to those who work for common goals. Results are achieved
by convincing people on the ground to share objectives, assisting them
with implementation and building the self-confidence that they them-
selves can achieve success in meeting objectives.

Communication

Exposing the parties to the conflict to the judgement of the public is the
best way to exert positive pressure. Conversely, the threat of exposure in
the national and international media can help to prevent potentially neg-
ative influences on meeting humanitarian objectives. Agencies need to
publicize what activities are planned, when, where and how. Because po-
litical parties are very sensitive about their image and reputation, media
attention can be used to reinforce the positive if warring parties are seen
to cooperate in humanitarian action. Conversely, a real threat is provided
by the potential of adverse publicity should factions obstruct or prevent
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such activities. Communication is the true negotiating instrument of hu-
manitarian agencies.

Daring

Risk is inherent in war and conflict. If security concerns outweigh the will
to intervene, the humanitarian actor will necessarily cease to be a partner
in conflict resolution. The only alternative left to the diplomats will be-
come military intervention.

Looking back at UNICEF’s experience in Lebanon, it appears that:
� UNICEF had the credibility of many years of activity and a large na-
tional personnel;

� simple and measurable objectives were publicly announced and appro-
priately funded;

� local grassroots organizations were mobilized around these objectives;
� national and international media were fully cooperative.
None of this would have been sufficient, however, if UNICEF had had to
wait for guaranteed security for its staff before initiating action. Humani-
tarian agents are peace builders, and by their nature operate in danger-
ous environments. Facing danger in order to build peace is not the sole
prerogative of the military.

Conclusion

Negotiations may mean something very different to the diplomat com-
pared with the humanitarian. The purpose of diplomatic negotiations is
to reach an agreement among parties who differ on a given issue. In the
context of active hostilities, the agreement might be a cease-fire, buying
time for more negotiation, or a settlement ending the conflict. Diplomacy
is about trying to change the positions of the parties in order to bring
them closer to each other. Negotiations are successful when each side is
convinced that it is giving up less than the other. The diplomatic negotia-
tor will guide each party to look at its future with due consideration to
the existing balance of power. Identity, power, force and wealth will be
elements of the negotiation.

Humanitarian negotiations, in contrast, are about the immediate sur-
vival and well-being of people. The purpose is not an agreement between
parties but an acceptance by all sides that humanitarian action may take
place in the areas or among the people under their control or jurisdiction.
Any agreement reached is not between the parties but between the
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humanitarian agency and each party. The arguments used in the nego-
tiations deal with human rights, humanitarian needs and the survival of
individuals. Diplomatic negotiations are often secret, whereas humanitar-
ian negotiations gain by being public. The public image and indeed the
reputation of each party is at stake and must be used by the humanitarian
agency to apply pressure when needed. Diplomats avoid the media and
journalists, whereas humanitarian negotiators make use of them.
Beyond the direct impact of assisting people in need, UNICEF in

Lebanon had an ambition to play a modest role in the process leading to
a resolution of the conflict. At the same time, it was confronted with the
recurrent and serious question: was it helping the belligerents to continue
the war by making the consequences tolerable to the population? In
other words, was UNICEF a partner in crime by alleviating the suffering
of the non-combatant population? Most humanitarian operations have
to confront this very difficult question, usually without a satisfactory an-
swer. Critics were sometimes harsh, claiming that, by assisting clinics and
schools run by Hezbollah or the Lebanese Forces, UNICEF was in fact
helping terrorists. UNICEF was also often criticized for giving more as-
sistance to NGOs than to government agencies, and therefore undermin-
ing the long-term recovery of the Lebanese administration. UNICEF was
accused of being too ready to accept the necessity of dealing with the
bad guys. In addition, maintaining a presence in every part of the coun-
try was a very costly undertaking. Many observers considered this cost
exorbitant.
Some of these criticisms were probably justified. However, it was

UNICEF’s judgement that achieving results required unconventional
ways and means. UNICEF was also painfully aware that its role, although
probably useful, was primarily palliative at a time when there was a cry-
ing need for ideas that could contribute to a longer-term solution.
The results were not insignificant and, I believe, were worth the risk

and the criticism. The immunization campaign proved to the public and
the leaders that positive action for the people was still possible, across
the lines and the parties. The essential drugs project proved that such
positive action was durable. The Education for Peace programme proved
that the hate, fear and intolerance generated by war and violence could
be overcome.
Intensive diplomatic negotiations led by Arab League representative

Lakhdar Brahimi eventually succeeded in bringing an end to the civil
war. Although UNICEF’s humanitarian projects had no formal relation-
ship to the conclusion of the conflict, they did play a role in buying time
for the diplomats, preparing public opinion for peace and progressively
softening the positions of the warring parties.
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5

Negotiating the legitimacy of
humanitarian action in Iraq

Claudia Rodriguez

This chapter analyses the extent to which humanitarian diplomacy was
useful in resolving the operational constraints faced by non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) in Iraq as a result of limited humanitarian space.
Two cases are analysed as examples of a macro and a micro level of hu-
manitarian diplomacy: negotiating the legitimacy of humanitarian action
vis-à-vis the occupying forces and the Iraqi authorities; negotiating access
to cities under siege by Coalition forces and non-state actors. The chapter
reflects on the experience of the NGO Coordination Committee in Iraq
(NCCI) from its inception in April 2003 to June 2004.
Following an introduction to the context of the Iraq crisis (March 2003–

December 2004), I outline the main operational obstacles faced by NGOs
on the ground. On the basis of the two case studies, I reflect on the differ-
ent approaches taken in negotiating day-to-day, symptomatic problems
compared with wider policy concerns. I highlight the limitations of ad hoc
approaches in resolving problems arising from policy objectives. Finally, I
emphasize the importance of operational and principled unity amongst
actors in an environment where crucial issues such as the legitimacy and
acceptance of the humanitarian community could not be taken for granted.

Context

Four contextual factors determined international NGOs’ efforts at hu-
manitarian diplomacy in Iraq after the second Gulf War: the Coalition
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occupation and rule in Iraq; the resulting insecurity in the country; the
humanitarian impact of the war; and the role of the different humanitar-
ian actors present before and after the war. These factors were pertinent
because they reflected the ambiguous political environment in which
NGOs were operating; the increased insecurity that threatened their
presence; the relevance of their presence to the needs of a distressed
population; and the conflicting roles assigned to a variety of players at-
tempting to respond to these needs. The section concludes with an intro-
duction to the NCCI and its efforts at humanitarian diplomacy.

Occupation and rule in Iraq

After months of threats and a long military build-up, the Coalition forces
(CF), led by the United States and the United Kingdom, launched ‘‘Op-
eration Iraqi Freedom’’, which resulted in the invasion of Iraq on 20
March 2003. Although the United States claimed it was acting in accor-
dance with international law, an overwhelming majority of governments
and world public opinion thought otherwise. Nevertheless, having de-
feated and overthrown Saddam Hussein’s government in March 2003,
the Coalition forces began their rule over Iraq in April 2003, as the Co-
alition Provisional Authority (CPA). They retained political authority in
the country, while giving symbolic powers to a hand-picked Iraqi Gov-
erning Council. In June 2004, the CPA announced that it had ‘‘trans-
ferred sovereignty’’ to a newly formed Interim Government and that
elections in January 2005 would create a fully democratic Iraq.

The occupation, however, led to brutal confrontations between the
occupying forces and those opposing them. The violence had a negative
impact on every effort made by the various parties towards building a vi-
able future for the country and its inhabitants.

The initial post-war phase – from April to roughly August 2003 – was
characterized by chaos, an institutional vacuum, disruption of the system
and the creation of pockets of vulnerability. The situation quickly devel-
oped into widespread insecurity owing to the rapid emergence of a broad
and vigorous opposition to the occupation. Criminality and insurgency
dominated Iraqi streets. Hundreds of Iraqis were kidnapped for ransom
and attacks against the Coalition forces or anyone (including Iraqis)
viewed as collaborators increased day by day. The Coalition forces were
under constant attack and were unable to guarantee protection to es-
sential civilian structures let alone minimal security to the wider Iraqi
population.

When the CPA, hostage to its own security mechanisms in the ‘‘Green
Zone’’, handed symbolic powers to the Iraqi ministries, the Iraqi author-
ities were not provided with the means or the resources to carry out their
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tasks effectively.1 By April 2004, two clear fronts had opened against the
Coalition forces: a Shiite revolt in the south, led by the al-Mahdi army,
and a Sunni insurgency in the so-called ‘‘Sunni triangle’’. As Iraq’s polit-
ical sphere moved towards key dates (the transfer of authority and elec-
tions), the determination of certain factions to destabilize this process
sharpened considerably. Insecurity became widespread and, as the num-
bers of affected Iraqis increased, so did the challenges facing the interna-
tional aid community in maintaining a presence and responding to the
country’s rising needs.

The humanitarian impact of the war

The post-war humanitarian situation in Iraq needs to be understood in
relation to the years of punishing economic sanctions and domestic re-
pression by the government of Saddam Hussein. The impact of the war
and the subsequent destabilization of the country once the occupation
was established compounded the problem.
Even before the war, Iraq was, in humanitarian terms, a country in dis-

tress. The Gulf War of 1990–1991 was followed by 13 years of economic
sanctions, which resulted in extreme poverty among the general popula-
tion, high unemployment levels, worrying malnutrition rates, and decay-
ing essential services, particularly water, sanitation and electricity. The
introduction of the UN Oil-for-Food Programme in 1996, the largest hu-
manitarian programme ever implemented, cushioned the fall. However,
70 per cent of the Iraqi population, mostly urban, remained particularly
vulnerable and completely dependent on state-run services: monthly
food distribution, access to health care and other basic services.
Although the second Gulf War was short-lived and did not result in the

widespread humanitarian emergency that many had feared, the vulnerabil-
ity and dependence of the population on government services that existed
before the conflict only increased further. The institutional vacuum that
followed the fall of the previous government, together with crippling levels
of looting and banditry, led to a widespread breakdown of essential ser-
vices affecting the mass of the population. This situation inevitably wor-
sened once open confrontation between the Iraqi resistance and the occu-
pation forces started in April 2004. Hundreds of families were displaced as
a result and, in the case of Fallujah in November 2004, the city was almost
totally destroyed, thereby aggravating the needs of its inhabitants.

Humanitarian roles before and after the war

Prior to the war, Iraqis had little experience of humanitarian work in the
sense of principled, neutral, impartial and independent assistance. After
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the war, the Coalition assumed control of the humanitarian response and
the reconstruction process. Both these factors meant that traditional hu-
manitarian agencies had great difficulties asserting themselves as legiti-
mate humanitarian actors, and their failure to do so had dramatic conse-
quences in terms of the security of humanitarian personnel.

The humanitarian landscape before the war was characterized by the
role of the Iraqi government, which was responsible for the largest hu-
manitarian operation through its implementation of the Oil-for-Food
Programme (OFFP).2 The United Nations’ role was to oversee the impo-
sition of sanctions as well as to supervise the OFFP. Apart from that,
there were fewer than 20 Iraqi NGOs operating in Iraq (mostly in the
Kurdish areas) and fewer than 10 international NGOs (in governmental
Iraq).3 In other words, the Iraqi population knew little, if anything, about
independent humanitarian work.

The number of actors involved in humanitarian assistance and recon-
struction rose dramatically after the war. UN agencies and over 100 inter-
national NGOs had prepared to respond to what was anticipated would
be a major humanitarian disaster. The traditional pattern of response,
however, had changed from previous contexts. The fact that the UN
Security Council had not supported the war meant that it was given no
role in leading the humanitarian and reconstruction process. Instead, the
Bush administration decided to put the Pentagon in charge of relief ef-
forts and let the US military take the lead in coordinating them. Military
units and for-profit contractors were given major humanitarian and re-
construction roles. UN agencies and international NGOs were marginal-
ized from their traditional function.

It was within this context that the NGO Coordination Committee in
Iraq sought to represent the international NGO community and the in-
terests of its constituency (the Iraqi population), negotiate acceptance as
actors, and create space and legitimacy for their actions.

The NGO Coordination Committee in Iraq

The NGO Coordination Committee in Iraq (NCCI)4 was established in
April 2003 by a small group of NGOs in response to growing concerns
about preserving humanitarian space and safeguarding the neutrality, im-
partiality and operational independence of humanitarian activity within
the framework of the occupation. The UN withdrawal after the attack
on its Baghdad headquarters meant that the NCCI assumed many of the
coordination responsibilities that had been performed by UN agencies.
Its constituency fluctuated around 50 per cent of the 115 international
NGOs present or operational in Iraq. It included all the major US and
European NGOs, although many declined membership either because
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their geographical area was not covered by the committee or because
they could not abide by the code of conduct and charter designed by
NCCI members. Through its main office in Baghdad and sub-offices in
Amman, Basra and Erbil, the NCCI attempted to establish an indepen-
dent forum for humanitarian agencies in which issues of concern would
be identified and discussed. A facilitator and not a representational
body, the NCCI was, nevertheless, often mandated by the NGO commu-
nity to represent its views and concerns vis-à-vis the CPA, the Iraqi au-
thorities and other players.
The main roles of the NCCI – as defined by its Charter and the evo-

lution of needs – were those of gathering information (on beneficiary
requirements, developments, legislation, etc.), representation (of the in-
ternational NGO community), negotiation (with third parties) and com-
munication (addressed to the international NGO community and to third
parties). The humanitarian diplomacy of the NCCI fluctuated between
two levels: seeking concrete, case-by-case solutions to NGOs’ main oper-
ational constraints; pursuing a more process-oriented engagement with
different players for wider, sustainable and more principled objectives.

Operational issues

The three most critical operational constraints faced by NGOs involved
security, access and coordination. Security and access were crucial be-
cause, first and foremost, they affected the Iraqi population in terms of
protection and access to basic services. They also constituted a serious im-
pediment to humanitarian agencies’ ability to respond to the needs of the
population. Coordination, or its lack, also had an impact on the efficiency
and effectiveness of humanitarian actors’ activities and performance.

Security

Security affected operational activities in two ways. On the one hand,
especially in the early stages of post-war Iraq, criminality negatively
affected the capacity of hospitals, primary health care centres and gov-
ernmental warehouses to deliver services to the population because their
equipment, furniture and drugs were constantly stolen by looters. NGOs
nevertheless continued to operate in this environment and to provide
support to these structures, since only their goods and not necessarily
their personnel were targeted. On the other hand, by early 2004, random
criminal acts became a secondary threat following the increase in attacks
by organized groups against the Coalition forces and any organizations or
individuals seen as collaborators.
Aid agencies gradually felt more targeted, which meant that movement
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and, therefore, access to certain groups of the population and/or areas
became increasingly difficult as time went by. Agencies faced difficulties
not only in delivering goods but in performing needs assessments and
monitoring their results, an essential element in determining the rele-
vance and accountability of their interventions.

The threat to NGO operations was aggravated in April 2004 when two
city fronts opened in Fallujah and Najaf and armed confrontations be-
tween the Coalition forces and Sunni and Shiite insurgents affected large
numbers of civilians. The international community’s capacity to respond
to the needs of the displaced was severely challenged when 40 foreigners
from 12 different countries were kidnapped by insurgents. Many NGOs
had temporarily to relocate their international staff to neighbouring areas
and thus had to redefine their response mechanisms. Hostage-taking and
executions of foreigners continued to be a problem and were the main
reason for the gradual decrease in NGO presence, reduced operational
response, and the eventual closure of relief programmes in the country.

Access

The access of civilians to basic services and of humanitarian agencies to
support civilian structures was mainly restricted by security problems as
the physical movement of goods and people became increasingly risky.
Confrontations between insurgents and the Coalition forces in cities (es-
pecially in the case of Fallujah and Najaf in April) exacerbated the diffi-
culties of access as parts of the cities came under the control of one party
or another and ongoing hostilities required the agreement of both parties
for humanitarian agencies to access the population.

Coordination

Given the many actors engaged in humanitarian activities in post-war
Iraq, NGOs soon realized the necessity of coordinating not only between
themselves and their traditional partners (the United Nations, the Inter-
national Committee of the Red Cross and national NGOs) but also with
the other actors involved (military units and contractors were engaged in
activities very similar to those traditionally undertaken by humanitarian
agencies). Within weeks of starting operations in the country, NGOs
were reporting overlapping and duplication of efforts between them and
the ‘‘humanitarian arms’’ of the occupying power, i.e. military units and
contractors. The situation was somewhat ironic given the large financial
resources being made available for the reconstruction of Iraq, the vast-
ness of the country and the huge range of needs, from large infra-
structural rehabilitation to addressing particular vulnerable groups in the
communities.
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The occupying power had maintained the leading role in humanitarian
and reconstruction efforts and thus coordination activities were mainly
organized by the Coalition forces and on their premises, rather than by
civilian structures (such as ministries) in non-militarized locations. This
created a problem for the perceived neutrality of aid agencies and for
their security. Other problems derived from the lack of any organiza-
tional capacity to collect all the information regarding players’ actual
and future activities as well as a reluctance to make this information too
public for security reasons.

Obstacles and opportunities

Adding to the above operational constraints, and undermining NGOs’
ability to negotiate increased security, better access and improved coordi-
nation, was the limited humanitarian space available to NGOs. The lack
of humanitarian space resulted from a series of policies adopted by the
Coalition vis-à-vis humanitarian aid as well as from the international
NGOs’ differing approaches in responding to these policies. Moreover,
owing to the absence of the United Nations and the weakened status of
the Iraqi authorities, there was no credible neutral third party to take the
lead in coordinating humanitarian efforts. The resulting blurring of lines
and confusion amongst the Iraqi public adversely affected the NGOs’
ability to operate in the country.

Limited humanitarian space

By ‘‘humanitarian space’’, the NCCI and the international NGOs under-
stand a conceptual space distinct from the political arena and a frame-
work within which independence, neutrality and impartiality guided and
defined humanitarian action. Also referred to as ‘‘the humanitarian oper-
ating environment’’,5 the notion suggests that adherence to these key
operating principles represents the critical means by which the primary
objective of relieving suffering wherever it is found can be achieved. The
concept implies that maintaining a clear distinction between the role and
function of humanitarian actors and those of the military is the determin-
ing factor in creating an operating environment in which humanitarian
organizations can discharge their responsibilities effectively and safely.

Occupation policies towards humanitarian aid

The policies adopted by the Coalition concerning humanitarian aid were
the most significant cause of the shrinking of humanitarian space in Iraq.
To list a few raised by the NCCI:
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NGOs have seen their operating space diminish as a result of a number of factors
including, the increased use of humanitarian aid as a political tool including label-
ling entire military campaigns as humanitarian missions, the provision of assis-
tance through for profit groups (private contractors), adulteration of the concept
of civil society to become equal to sub-contractor, cooption of the community
approach by certain elements within the armed forces, and so forth. The earlier
highlighted behaviours have created a sense of confusion among the Iraqi pub-
lic who are no longer able to differentiate between independent humanitarian
agencies, private contractors and Coalition Forces. Needless to say that has dra-
matically increased our insecurity in the context of Iraq.6

Military contingents of the Coalition forces would often declare their
mandate to be a humanitarian one and denounce losses of soldiers as
attacks against humanitarian workers. These examples of the misuse of
language and abuse of the term ‘‘humanitarianism’’, although probably
intended to make the military presence and occupation more user-
friendly to the population, did not serve that purpose and negatively af-
fected the profile of genuine humanitarian actors present in the country.
Humanitarian actors, moreover, often felt that their cause had been ap-
propriated by the Coalition to further political aims. In declaring NGOs
to be a ‘‘force multiplier’’ and ‘‘an important part of our combat team’’,
Secretary of State Colin Powell stripped NGOs of their independent and
neutral character and implied that NGO motivations were indistinguish-
able from those of the Coalition.7

The engagement of military forces in direct assistance (i.e. the face-
to-face distribution of goods and services) further contributed to the
blurring of lines. Internationally accepted UN guidelines proclaim the
desirability of humanitarian work being performed by humanitarian or-
ganizations and exclude the military from delivering assistance directly
to the population. This is the only way to retain a clear distinction be-
tween the normal functions and roles of humanitarian and of military
stakeholders.8

The previous Iraqi public distribution system had suffered disruption
as a result of the war, but the structures for the distribution of food ra-
tions and the provision of health care were still in place and functioning.
This meant that direct assistance by military forces was not necessary be-
cause civilian options were available. Yet military forces would regularly
engage in quick-impact relief activities with the aim of ‘‘winning hearts
and minds’’. Their objectives were to gain community goodwill, to guar-
antee positive media coverage and thus to contribute to the overall suc-
cess of the military campaign.

These objectives were problematic for several reasons. First, ‘‘hearts
and minds’’ operations are designed to maximize security and normally
target potentially ‘‘friendly’’ groups rather than those most in need. Sec-
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ond, the engagement of the military in the provision of assistance makes
it difficult for opposing parties and the population to distinguish between
independent humanitarian organizations and occupying military forces.
Finally, to be workable, the provision of assistance by the military re-
quires close two-way coordination with combat units.
The engagement by the Coalition forces of for-profit groups (contrac-

tors) to carry out humanitarian activities also caused problems. Although
these were civilian bodies, they were not accountable to internationally
recognized humanitarian principles and operational standards. They
were not neutral, or independent (they reported to the Coalition forces
and pursued their objectives) or impartial (they acted on pre-established
contractual agreements and not on the basis of need). They were, fur-
thermore, heavily armed or protected by military escorts and thus per-
ceived by the population as a civilian branch of the Coalition forces.
NGOs feared that, by extension, they too would be considered as an in-
strument of the Coalition.
NGOs were also concerned about the types of activities undertaken by

military units and for-profit groups. These bodies took on tasks usually
considered to be humanitarian assistance activities (in particular, health
care, the provision of clean water and involvement in rural areas) as
well as activities normally carried out by international rights-based
groups (such as education and empowering national civil society), rather
than maintaining a focus on large infrastructural rehabilitation projects.
It seemed to NGOs that their terminology, activities and community-
based approaches for engaging the population were being high-jacked
in the pursuit of political objectives. Again, to the population of Iraq,
NGOs could be increasingly perceived as indistinguishable from the
other players – even though the differences remained substantial.
The issue of Iraqi civil society was, perhaps, the most telling. The Iraqi

Assistance Center (a Coalition force unit in charge of liaising with the
aid community) established an NGO support office in the Green Zone
where Iraqi NGOs could seek guidance and financial assistance. This
resulted in military officers coaching and training emerging Iraqi NGOs
on issues ranging from civil society, to how to carry out a needs assess-
ment, how to prepare proposals and how to carry out food distribution.
As far as international NGOs were concerned, these issues were better
left to experienced, non-belligerent, civilian bodies, which would also be
able to contribute to a principled approach to the emerging Iraqi civil
society.

Differing NGO approaches to the Coalition forces and their policies

International NGO approaches to this situation varied considerably,
mostly because of an overarching confusion about how to work with the
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occupying power. This confusion led to varying degrees of adherence by
NGOs to traditional humanitarian principles. The subsequent partial
erosion of humanitarian standards had a further negative influence on
the ability of the NGO community, as a whole, to obtain wider accep-
tance by the population.

NGOs were not sure how to operate and work under the auspices of an
occupying power that many of them regarded as illegitimate. NGOs
sought to hold the occupying power accountable for its responsibility
under international law to the Iraqi population and the security of aid
workers. Ideally, the role of the occupying power should have been lim-
ited to establishing law and order – leaving humanitarians to get on with
humanitarian work. Such a distinction might have allowed the occupying
power to focus on re-establishing national security, which would have
had the double effect of improving the security of aid workers through
disassociation of NGO activity from Coalition forces’ activity. This did
not happen, however, and questions about how NGOs should cooperate
with the occupying power did not find a coherent response. Some NGOs
recalled their experience in Kosovo, where military and humanitarian
agencies worked side-by-side successfully. Other NGOs saw great dan-
gers in this form of collaboration in terms of their perceived neutrality
and independence. This latter group of NGOs attempted to define and
defend a separate humanitarian agenda from that adopted by the occupy-
ing power.

The collaboration of some NGOs with the Coalition forces, manifested
by their agreement to participate in common projects, to accept funds
and to accept military escorts and protection, led to serious divisions
within the aid community. The NGOs embracing collaboration did so
for a variety of reasons. They might have been acting under donor pres-
sure, driven by competition with contractors, protecting their institutional
survival, or considering the purely pragmatic operational purpose of get-
ting the job done. For other NGOs, though, getting the job done that way
(at the cost of compromising their basic humanitarian principles) was too
high a price to pay.

The absence of neutral leadership of humanitarian efforts

The problem of the blurring of lines, the lack of adequate coordination
and the confusion of roles, which led to increased insecurity and prob-
lems of access, could have been partly resolved if humanitarian assistance
had been seen to be led by a credible and neutral third party distinct
from the occupying power. This could have been either the United Na-
tions or the Iraqi authorities. Neither was able to take on this role.

Because the UN Security Council refused to endorse the Coalition in-
vasion and occupation, Washington decided to ignore international calls
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for the United Nations to take over the civil administration after the
war, and retained complete control over relief and reconstruction efforts.
Fearing that this militarization of aid would affect their perceived neu-
trality and independence, NGOs still hoped that the United Nations
would serve as a buffer between them and the occupying power.
Critics had warned against the United Nations being identified with the

‘‘illegal’’ war and occupation. Nevertheless, after Security Council Reso-
lution 1483, a Special Representative for Iraq was appointed and the
United Nations assumed some responsibilities. In August 2003, UN fears
were confirmed by the bombing of UN headquarters in Baghdad, which
killed 15 UN staff, including the Special Representative. The United
Nations then pulled out of Iraq. It maintained a minimum role for the
planning of national elections as well as a restricted operational pres-
ence through the activities of national staff. Under these conditions, the
United Nations could not take a lead role in coordinating humanitarian
action. In the absence of a UN presence, international NGOs had no al-
ternative but to deal directly with the occupying power.
The Iraqi authorities did not have the capacity to assume the role of

leading humanitarian efforts. Offices had been damaged during the war
and looting did the rest. Their upper management was denuded by the
de-Ba’athification process imposed by the occupying power, which ad-
versely affected the availability of skilled resources and institutional
memory. Most importantly, the Iraqi authorities were not given the
means by the occupying power to develop such a coordinating capacity.
Their decision-making powers were unclear and they were not provided
with the financial and material resources that would have enabled them
to carry out such activities successfully. NGOs nevertheless considered
the Iraqi authorities to be the legitimate leadership and, from the initial
post-war stages, sought to work with them for coordination purposes and
operational collaboration.

Confusion amongst the Iraqi public

The mixed and blurred roles between and among the CPA, the Coalition
forces, CF contractors and NGOs, together with the lack of adequate
leadership, meant that outsiders were perceived by Iraqis as upholders
of particular interests rather than of the universal rights of Iraqis. ‘‘Why
are you here?’’ an NGO worker was asked by a representative of an
Islamic group while attempting to explain the role, principles and modus
operandi of NGOs. ‘‘Iraq has money, it was a rich country until the sanc-
tions [i.e. Western intervention]. It has the resources and the capacities:
people are well trained and educated . . . What the people need is for for-
eigners to leave and let Iraqis run our country. We know how to do it.’’
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A further irritant was that many Iraqis believed that NGOs were using
Oil-for-Food (that is, Iraqi) money to fund their operations (as was the
case with the United Nations prior to the war).

NGOs’ normal security strategy depends on the acceptance of their
presence and activities by the population. The confusion of the Iraqi pub-
lic therefore had serious implications for the security of NGOs and their
ability to maintain safe and unrestricted access to local communities.

Negotiations

The rationale behind the humanitarian diplomacy of the NCCI was that
international NGOs ought to be able to operate in Iraq in a secure fash-
ion, with unrestricted access to the population, and do so effectively,
through adequate coordination. To achieve this, the NCCI had to address
the underlying causes of the obstacles to the integrity of humanitarian
action and, at the same time, support the day-to-day work of the agencies
with practical solutions. NGO diplomacy thus had both a macro-level and
a micro-level objective: the first was to reverse the narrowing of the hu-
manitarian space available for NGO action and to protect the legitimacy
of humanitarian activities; the second was to secure access to those in
need of assistance. These objectives employed different negotiating mo-
dalities. This section discusses both levels of negotiation and concludes
with an analysis of the outcomes of negotiations, the most important of
which was the ‘‘crisis of legitimacy’’ of NGOs in Iraq.

Protecting the legitimacy of humanitarian activities

At a macro level, the NCCI concentrated much of its efforts on protect-
ing the integrity of humanitarian action in the highly politicized and mili-
tarized circumstances of the occupation. To do so, the NCCI engaged
with different relevant actors, mainly the Coalition forces, the Iraqi au-
thorities and the United Nations. The approaches used with the different
players were, respectively, bilateral negotiations, operational cooperation
and advocacy. All these options were oriented towards engaging each
party in affecting the various policies that had brought about the narrow-
ing of humanitarian space in the first place.

Negotiations with the Coalition

From its inception, the NCCI met numerous times with representatives of
the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) and the Coalition forces to
discuss the contribution of occupation policies to the lack of a distinctive
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humanitarian space. The NCCI raised NGO concerns and made concrete
demands, namely:
1. the need to improve coordination between military units, contractors

and the NGO community in order to avoid duplication and to avoid
their being perceived as similar entities;

2. the need for these coordination activities to take place within minis-
tries (or directorates in the Governorates), not only to empower them
to perform their responsibilities but also to avoid the security implica-
tions of NGOs’ attending meetings in CF premises and running the
risk of being externally perceived as ‘‘collaborators’’;

3. the need for military units to use clear distinctive military marks on
their vehicles;

4. the need to transfer CF activities for the support of the emerging Iraqi
civil society into the hands of civilian bodies.
Negotiations were usually bilateral, continuous and open. Some had

positive outcomes in terms of intentions: the Iraqi Assistance Center
(IAC) and the Humanitarian Assistance Coordination Center (HACC),
both of which were part of the Coalition forces, were responsive and wel-
comed the NCCI’s positions. More often than not, however, solutions
to these issues were beyond their reach. For example, they did not have
the organizational capacity to obtain feedback from all military units
themselves. Nor did they have the capacity to influence contractors’ be-
haviour. In Basra, for example, the Coalition forces were sensitive to the
fact that it was dangerous for NGOs to enter their compound and they
offered to travel to NGO premises. This solution, however, was accepted
with great reluctance by NGOs because none wanted military escorts
outside their offices. In respect to national NGOs, the IAC finally offered
to transfer its civil society project to civil organizations (both the United
Nations and the NCCI were asked whether they were willing to inherit
it). However, taking over the project was perceived as too compromising
and likely to blur the lines between military and humanitarian objectives
even further.
These were ‘‘lose–lose’’ types of negotiation, not only because the

NCCI usually had nothing to bargain with, but also because the solution
proposed for one problem would often create further, different problems.
The NCCI regularly sat at the negotiating table and, though able to
highlight problems, was often unable to propose ‘‘win–win’’ scenarios or
better alternative solutions to the current dilemmas. Both parties had the
objective of assisting the Iraqi population, yet, whereas the Coalition
forces thought it could be possible to do this collaboratively, NGOs
thought each party should restrict its actions to what it knew best:
NGOs providing assistance and the Coalition forces providing security.
That decision, however, needed to be made at levels far higher than the
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NCCI and its CF interlocutors. The role and engagement of the military
in humanitarian activities were matters of higher policy that could hardly
be affected by negotiations in the field.

Operational cooperation with the Iraqi authorities

Negotiating cooperation with the Iraqi authorities took a different tack.
NGOs had two interests in these negotiations. The first was to liaise with
the authorities so as to avoid having to do so with the CPA. NGOs un-
derstood that this was a symbolic action, because every minister was
backed by a CPA adviser who would actually define policies. The second
interest was that, because the Iraqi authorities would be the inheritors
of power after the occupation, NGOs wanted to take the opportunity
to distinguish themselves, their roles, their guiding principles and their
modus operandi as a first step in their quest for humanitarian space.

The general approach of the NCCI was to engage the Iraqi authorities
– through relevant ministries – as the NGOs’ legitimate counterparts to
which NGOs should report and with which they should coordinate (as
opposed to the CPA). By so doing they hoped to increase the transpar-
ency and accountability of international NGO actions in the country.

In all technical and operational matters, the NCCI maintained regular
communication through the constant reporting and sharing of informa-
tion on NGO activities, needs identified, technical recommendations,
etc. The results were successful. Ministries often reported that NGOs
and UN agencies were the only parties informing them of activities. Al-
though later meetings suggested that the Iraqi authorities did not fully
understand NGO mandates, at least vis-à-vis the Iraqi authorities, the
distinction between NGOs and other actors was made clear through this
constant contact.

Advocating with the United Nations

NGOs sought an active and substantive role for the United Nations in
pushing the issue of ‘‘humanitarian space’’ to the top of the agenda in
Iraq. Although aware that many problems were not within the direct con-
trol of the United Nations, NGOs strongly felt that the United Nations
was most suited to raise them with all concerned parties and hence press
for behavioural and policy change. In particular, the NCCI expected the
United Nations to remind all participants in the UN Drafting Committee
(a significant number of which were members of the Coalition in Iraq) of
the very clear and explicit contents of the March 2003 ‘‘Guidelines on the
Use of Military and Civil Defence Assets to Support United Nations
Humanitarian Activities in Complex Emergencies’’.9

Following Security Council Resolution 1546 (2004), which requested
‘‘member states to contribute assistance to the Multi National Force
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(MNF), including military forces to help meet the needs of the Iraqi
people including humanitarian assistance’’, the Office of the Deputy
Special Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG) of the United
Nations Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) issued a modified version
of earlier ‘‘Guidelines for Humanitarian Organisations on Interacting
with Military and Other Security Actors in Iraq’’ in October 2004.10
This document addressed relevant issues of civil–military relations for
humanitarian action in Iraq, as well as considerations regarding areas in
which humanitarians and military and other security actors might need to
coordinate. Again, although these were positive steps, the guidelines did
not tackle the decisive issue of military engagement in humanitarian
activities.

Securing access to those in need

At the micro level, the humanitarian diplomacy of the NCCI concen-
trated on the day-to-day constraints in the field, in particular the lack of
access to Iraqi communities, largely owing to security considerations.
Once again, the Coalition forces were approached. On this issue, how-
ever, non-state actors such as insurgents or Islamic groups from civil soci-
ety sector were also included in the negotiating effort. Two approaches
were taken. The first was to liaise bilaterally with each group. The second
was to use public information mechanisms to exert pressure on the major
stakeholders. The sieges of Fallujah and Najaf in April 2004 are used
here to illustrate the process of these negotiations.

Negotiations with the Coalition forces

When the Coalition forces blockaded Fallujah and Najaf, access had to
be negotiated with them in advance. Another issue was the occasional at-
tempt to prevent aid convoys from moving without a military escort. The
NCCI made a formal request to the Coalition forces to open a ‘‘humani-
tarian corridor’’ to allow NGOs to enter the cities independently. The
Coalition forces responded by establishing a mechanism for ‘‘convoy
clearance’’ – although this required 48 hours’ notice. This arrangement
did not work very well because NGOs relied on informal contacts in the
cities to let them know when the internal situation was secure, and this
could vary from day to day. Despite expressing this concern, there was
no further room for negotiation. Sending the request, processing convoy
clearance and obtaining a stamped approval with relevant contact infor-
mation for commanders in the field took quite some time. These con-
ditions forced some organizations to seek alternative routes that were
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controlled not by the Coalition forces but by insurgents. Negotiations for
access thus had to be carried out with them as well.

Negotiations with non-state actors

Negotiating access with insurgents in control of areas and roads required
an extensive network of national contacts. Prior contact was not possible
because the NCCI did not know their structure of command and did not
have a central person with whom it could establish contact. Thus, inter-
mediaries in the form of sheikhs had to be used. Obtaining their assis-
tance, however, required establishing some degree of credibility and
legitimacy, which was obtained through the provision of assistance by
NGOs. Mosques within the cities and in villages outside the cities hosted
displaced families that had fled the military confrontations. NGOs pro-
vided support to these mosques in the form of goods and supplies to ad-
dress the needs of internally displaced persons.

Coordinating with sheikhs raised questions about the neutrality of
international NGOs. However, not only was collaboration the most effi-
cient way of providing assistance to families but it also resulted in a net-
work that proved vital for international NGOs to obtain access to the
cities with some guarantee of security. NGOs would pass on information
about their movements to the sheikhs, who would then tell the different
resistance groups that these movements were to take place.

As international NGOs established their credibility as humanitarian
actors, they were issued with letters in Arabic for each international staff
member, stating their humanitarian profile and requesting protection.
These included letters stamped and signed by groups such as al-Sadr’s
Mahdi army, the Office of Grand Ayatollah Sistani, the Iraqi Islamic
Committee and the Olama’ Islamic Council. Nevertheless, even these con-
tacts and negotiations were not always sufficiently reassuring. On one
occasion, three international NGO national staff transporting medical
supplies and an ambulance were kidnapped by insurgents. Their release
was negotiated by the sheikh responsible for an improvised clinic set up
in one of the mosques with which they were working. According to
the sheikh, the reason for the incident was that the Coalition forces had
previously organized ambulances to evacuate urgent medical cases from
the city and had taken wounded insurgents straight to the US Marines,
paying 25,000 Iraqi dinars to Iraqis willing to do the job.11 The insurgents
had thought the NGO was doing the same.

Although negotiating access this way was successful on an ad hoc basis,
it was too unpredictable and subject to too many factors that could seri-
ously threaten the security of NGO personnel. A more consistent and re-
liable approach was needed. Thus, NGOs resorted to the use of public
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statements and communiqués to exert pressure on the warring parties to
deal with this dilemma.

Public communiqués

All relevant information received from the field, in terms of reports on
the situation and response actions, was collated by the NCCI and framed
in daily Situation Reports, which were then sent to all humanitarian
actors, including NGOs, the International Committee of the Red Cross
and UN agencies. They were also sent to donors and the Special Repre-
sentative of the Secretary-General (SRSG) for Iraq. These communica-
tions were designed to inform higher-level decision makers about devel-
opments in the field and to try to obtain support for the resumption of
peaceful negotiations among the parties in conflict.
NGOs initially used discreet, formal means of raising issues of concern

with the Coalition forces and the CPA through letters addressed to Am-
bassador Bremer (the head of the CPA) and informal communications
with the different commanders in the field. Given the lack of success in
bilateral negotiations for the suspension of hostilities, for solutions to
the various reported violations of international law and over issues of hu-
manitarian access, NGOs used public communications to reinforce these
efforts. These included NCCI press releases, representing all NGO mem-
bers, sent to the media and to NGO headquarters. The outcomes of this
approach were also mixed. Agreeing on a statement that would both
denounce the situation diplomatically and state the facts objectively was
no easy task. A consensual document signed by most NGOs was finally
agreed,12 but the attempt to be representational made the document
much too long and too late for it to have any impact.

Different negotiating modalities

These two examples of humanitarian diplomacy reflected two problem-
atic concerns. The first was a deep-rooted crisis of legitimacy and the sec-
ond was a symptomatic constraint – in this case, limited access to the
Iraqi population. Humanitarian diplomacy thus had two different objec-
tives. The first was to create a sustainable safe environment in which to
operate. The second was to obtain day-to-day access to the population.
Each objective involved negotiating with different players and required
different approaches. In the first case, the negotiations were with formal
bodies such as the CPA/Coalition forces and the Iraqi authorities. In the
second case, negotiations were with informal bodies such as the insur-
gents and Islamic civil society groups.
Basic factors such as the degree of formality in correspondence and

the type of information exchanged between NGOs and other actors de-
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pended on whether NGOs were negotiating formally or informally with
the CPA and Coalition forces or informally with other actors. The em-
phasis on the role of the negotiator also differed. Sometimes an expatri-
ate was used as the key negotiator (usually with formal bodies); some-
times a national staff member was the preferred negotiator (especially in
negotiations with non-state actors); sometimes NGOs preferred to use in-
termediaries such as the United Nations and religious groups as ‘‘buffers’’
in their dealings with the Coalition forces and insurgents, respectively.

Approaches also varied in terms of the ‘‘rhetorical tools’’ used for ne-
gotiations. NGOs sometimes alluded to the ‘‘high moral ground’’ obliga-
tions of parties to respect international humanitarian law and interna-
tional human rights law. At other times, NGOs reverted to a ‘‘complicity
approach’’ – suggesting that all parties shared the objective of benefiting
the Iraqi population. Negotiations were most often successful when
small, concrete objectives were outlined and requests were made face-
to-face. Most importantly, negotiations could achieve results only when
interlocutors actually had the power to respond to requests. Petitions
that needed a response at higher levels often remained unanswered. The
challenge therefore became to find the right means to approach the up-
per levels of decision-making hierarchies directly.

Negotiating approaches were the result of trial and error. The NCCI
had no notion that the negotiations it was carrying out amounted to hu-
manitarian diplomacy and certainly had no prior preparation, knowledge
of techniques or training for undertaking these activities. It had, thus, no
specific awareness of the importance of the process or how this process
could have been better informed and better planned.

The Iraq context suggests that many factors, beyond diplomatic tech-
niques, influenced the NGOs’ ability to negotiate. One factor concerned
the originating country of the NGO and the nationality of its staff. French
NGOs, for example, always felt more ‘‘protected’’ than those from Coali-
tion countries, because France had not supported the war. Another fac-
tor was whether or not the NGO had a presence in Iraq before the war,
and also whether or not it had stayed during the war. Some in the inter-
national community believed, for instance, that the evacuation of all UN
staff during the war contributed to sections of the Iraqi population view-
ing the United Nations as biased towards the alliance.

The amount of time spent in the country was also significant in terms of
understanding the context, the culture and the people. The processes of
negotiation and liaison were helped by a knowledge of Arabic, famil-
iarity with ‘‘hospitality’’ procedures and an ability to work through
‘‘informal hierarchies’’. Conversely, NGOs with security personnel from
military backgrounds had better access to information and, in security
matters, were able to gain access to more important contacts within the
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Coalition forces than were civilians. The NCCI’s success was dependent
on the extent to which it was able to offer a united, organized and know-
ledgeable approach to negotiating partners. How far the NCCI was able
to engage its interlocutors on the issue of its legal rights and obligations
and of the actions expected from its interlocutors also reflected the
NCCI’s competence as an actor.

Outcomes: The crisis of NGO legitimacy

It is hard to measure the achievements of NCCI’s humanitarian diplo-
macy. This was because, almost a year and a half after the war, the ma-
jority of humanitarian actors had left the country and were closing their
projects owing to their inability to operate safely. Between April 2003
and June 2004, however, the NCCI may have contributed positively to
increasing the information base (and thus to improving the decision-
making activities) of NGOs present in the country. It was also successful
in creating a spirit of community, dialogue and exchange amongst NGOs.
It maintained open communication lines with relevant parties and
brought pressing needs to the negotiating table. In the wider context,
however, these were small victories. In addressing the ‘‘symptom’’ of
blocked access, often humanitarian agencies were able to negotiate ad
hoc interventions only on a case-by-case basis. Their broader efforts
at protecting the integrity and legitimacy of humanitarian work in Iraq
were less successful.
The NCCI cannot be blamed for being unable to control events well

beyond its purview, including the agenda of insurgent groups. That said,
the NCCI did miss opportunities to address elements clearly within its
sphere, most particularly the ‘‘crisis of legitimacy’’ of humanitarian action
in Iraq. This ‘‘crisis of legitimacy’’ arose because the NGO reliance on
the conventional principles of neutrality, impartiality and independence
and distance from military and political influence was severely challenged
in the post-war context. The Iraqi population did not see a separation
between NGOs and the occupying forces.
The NGOs gave insufficient consideration to Iraqis’ lack of prior ex-

perience of international NGOs or their negative perceptions of the aid
community. This is not to say that all Iraqis were prejudiced against the
relief community, especially beneficiaries and those who worked closely
with NGOs. The central problem was that representative sections of the
population did not know enough about the humanitarian community and
NGOs did not adequately explain their guiding principles or their modus
operandi. Moreover, by adopting a low-profile approach,13 NGOs did
little to help people to distinguish military actors and subcontractors
from independent humanitarian actors.
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The low-profile approach arose from NGOs’ inability to reconcile their
internal divisions. International NGOs’ divergence over very basic hu-
manitarian principles and their attitudes towards the Coalition forces
meant that NGOs could say nothing about their principles, mandates
and modus operandi that could apply to the whole NGO community.
The NCCI could not draw up communiqués, articles or press releases ad-
dressing the population on behalf of the wider NGO community because
there was nothing that could be said about one NGO that would apply to
all. Perhaps NGOs themselves contributed to what the SRSG described
as the ‘‘loss of innocence of the humanitarian community’’.

Wider implications

The NGO experience in Iraq raises fundamental questions about the
practice of humanitarian diplomacy in highly politicized contexts and in
conflict situations, including (i) the use of military assets in humanitarian
action, whether in support of humanitarian efforts or in providing assis-
tance directly; (ii) the implications of military engagement for the future
of principled humanitarian action; (iii) the importance of no longer tak-
ing for granted a population’s acceptance of humanitarian actors per se;
(iv) and the role of coordination mechanisms in encouraging a unified
principled approach to humanitarian action and in developing improved
means of communication with local populations.

Some may argue that the Iraqi experience is too particularist in the
policy-driven obstacles to humanitarian assistance, because political in-
terests do not affect most other contexts to the same degree. At a time,
however, when the ‘‘war against terror’’ has extended political interests
to other areas – an example being the expansion of the security agenda
to failed states – the use of humanitarian action for political ends may in-
crease. Faced with similar patterns of humanitarian leadership by non-
UN or civilian structures and the increased role of military and for-profit
actors in leadership and direct assistance, similar negative consequences
for the creation of humanitarian space can be expected. Humanitarian
agencies therefore need to consider the choice between principles and
pragmatism carefully.

Some contend that a ‘‘back to basics’’ approach is called for in which
principled humanitarianism becomes, once again, the guiding framework.
Others argue that it is ‘‘not the time to invest in yet more interminable
debates to ‘re-define humanitarian action’ from first principles. Nor is it
time to form a square and defend humanitarian values. They are simply
not that threatened. Instead, it is time to get decisive about where we can
and cannot operate and get innovative about how we do things.’’14 In
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either case, the humanitarian agenda needs to identify and respond to
humanitarian objectives in a way that is distinctive and different from
the response to broader security or political objectives.
Nor can one any longer assume that humanitarians will be welcomed

and protected by local populations as unconditional ‘‘good-doers’’. The
humanitarian enterprise has come to be too associated with negative con-
notations of Western, neo-colonialist values. The aims, guiding principles
and modus operandi of humanitarianism will thus need to be better out-
lined and more widely shared with beneficiary populations in order to
gain greater adherence. Through such a regenerated engagement, hu-
manitarian diplomacy could prove useful in altering policies and realities
on the ground that impede safe and unrestricted access to populations in
need. The creation of the NCCI suggested that the NGO community was
willing to engage in such a process in Iraq. Coordination brought about a
certain degree of operational unity, which influenced NGOs’ capacity to
reach the negotiating table and address issues relevant to their work.
More could have been achieved to negotiate a wider acceptance and
legitimacy of the NGO community if the principled divide had been
overcome. Although the likelihood of this happening is somewhat uto-
pian given the heterogeneous nature of NGOs, some improvements
could be made if at least the most important NGOs agreed to take part
in this process.
As humanitarian scenarios become increasingly politicized and inse-

cure, as actors proliferate and as the traditional principles of humanitar-
ian action erode, improved coordination mechanisms may serve as a
means for humanitarian agencies to put their own house in order. NGOs
could perhaps find unity in the common principles that should define
their actions. They should also make a unified stand to pursue an array
of humanitarian issues through diplomatic means. Initiatives such as the
guidelines on civil–military relations produced by the UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs need to be promoted and made
better known.
Humanitarian coordination should, however, be seen as distinct from

the integrated approach that seeks to harmonize the different agendas,
including the political, peacekeeping, humanitarian and development
agendas, of agencies in any one country. Coordination is needed to facil-
itate the definition of individual agendas, and in particular to maintain
the humanitarian agenda as separate and distinct.

Conclusion

Whether consciously or not, humanitarian agencies use certain methods
of traditional diplomacy, such as information-gathering, representation
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and carrying out negotiations, to overcome the wide range of obstacles
they face in the field. This chapter has reflected on the limits of humani-
tarian diplomacy as carried out by the NGO sector in Iraq in the absence
of the United Nations. I have shown that humanitarian diplomatic en-
gagement was useful in achieving small, specific gains, such as ad hoc ac-
cess and improved collaboration. I have also shown, however, that NGO
diplomacy was unable to influence policy and obtain enduring solutions
to recurring problems, in particular the narrowing of humanitarian space.
I have suggested that one of the main reasons for the failure of humanitar-
ian diplomacy in Iraq was the lack of a unified and coherent humanitarian
agenda and the lack of adherence by the humanitarian community to com-
mon humanitarian principles. I would also suggest that better coordina-
tion, built on common and articulated humanitarian agendas, is the pre-
requisite for successful humanitarian diplomacy and action in the future.

Notes

1. The CPA established its offices in a vast area in the centre of Baghdad including one of
Saddam’s palaces as well as a hotel and a conference centre. This area was known as the
Green Zone, suggesting it was the only safe area in the city. Despite being heavily for-
tified and guarded, the Green Zone was constantly under attack. Most CPA officials
lived and worked in the Green Zone and rarely left it.

2. After the first Gulf War, the United Nations imposed sanctions on Iraq that prohibited
imports of military value and banned oil exports in order to deny Saddam Hussein
money to rebuild his army. When it became apparent that Iraq’s civilian population
was suffering great hardship, the sanctions were eased. The Oil-for-Food Programme
(OFFP) allowed Iraq to export oil under UN supervision, with the revenues to be used
for food, medicines and other necessities. By virtually all expert accounts, the sanctions
(backed by UN weapons inspectors) and the Oil-for-Food Programme achieved their
major goals: Iraq’s programmes to make chemical, biological and nuclear weapons dis-
integrated, and the health of the civilian population improved. Right from the start,
however, Iraq found ways to circumvent the sanctions. Analysts estimate that Iraq gen-
erated some US$11 billion in illicit revenues. Responding to allegations of corruption,
the UN Secretary-General appointed an independent investigation on 21 April 2004
into the alleged misuse of OFFP funds. The investigation resulted in the Volker Report,
the first Interim Report being released on 3 February 2005 (Independent Inquiry Com-
mittee into the United Nations Oil-for-Food Programme, Interim Report, at hhttp://
www.iic-offp.org/documents/InterimReportFeb2005.pdfi). The results of the report are
mixed. On the one hand, it suggests that the majority of violations were carried out out-
side of the programme framework. On the other hand, it suggests that the management
and procurement of the fund were not sufficiently transparent and accused certain
people of responsibility for utilizing their position to pursue personal interests. See
hhttp://www.unausa.org/site/pp.asp?c=fvKRI8MPJpF&b=387757i (accessed 2 May 2006).

3. ‘‘Governmental Iraq’’ is an informal term for the 15 provinces that were controlled
by the government, as opposed to the 3 northern Kurdish provinces (Dahuk, Arbil and
Sulaymanihyah), which were given semi-autonomous status through the Oil-for-Food
Programme and had their own governmental structures separate from central govern-
ment (see Security Council Resolution 986 (1995)).
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4. For more information on the NCCI, see hhttp://www.ncciraq.org/sommaire.php3i.
5. United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA),

‘‘Guidelines on the Use of Military and Civil Defence Assets to Support United Na-
tions Humanitarian Activities in Complex Emergencies’’, March 2003, p. 3, hhttp://
ochaonline.un.org/DocView.asp?DocID=426i.

6. ‘‘NCCI Statement HACC Luncheon (08-05-04)’’, hhttp://www.ncciraq.org/article.php3
?id_article=135i.

7. See John S. Burnett, ‘‘In the Line of Fire’’, New York Times, 4 August 2004, hhttp://
www.globalpolicy.org/ngos/credib/2004/0804fire.htmi (accessed 2 May 2006).

8. UNOCHA, ‘‘Guidelines on the Use of Military and Civil Defence Assets to Support
United Nations Humanitarian Activities in Complex Emergencies’’, p. 9.

9. NCCI, ‘‘Bullet Points for Mr Ross Mountain, SRSG a.i. for Iraq – UNAMI: Humanitar-
ian Space in Iraq & Security of Humanitarian Personnel on the Ground’’, May 2004,
available at hhttp://www.ncciraq.org/IMG/doc/NCCI-Bullet_Points_for_Mr._Ross_
Mountain_-_Humanitarian_Space_in_Iraq_05-04_.doci.

10. ‘‘Guidelines for Humanitarian Organisations on Interacting with Military and Other
Security Actors in Iraq’’, 20 October 2004, reproduced at hhttp://www.reliefweb.int/rw/
rwb.nsf/db900SID/HMYT-66BQU7?OpenDocumenti.

11. NCCI, ‘‘Crisis Situation Report’’, 13 April 2004 (SitRep 14.04.04), available at hhttp://
www.ncciraq.org/article.php3?id_article=104i (US$1 ¼ 1,462 dinars).

12. NCCI Statements on the Falujah Crisis – Spring 2004, hhttp://www.ncciraq.org/article.
php3?id_article=135i (accessed 2 May 2006).

13. The NGOs’ low-profile approach was characterized by an intentional effort to minimize
the visibility of their presence and activities. Unlike in most other humanitarian con-
texts, NGOs in Iraq removed all signs of identification in their offices, houses and
vehicles, and avoided making public announcements or statements as well as any action
that might draw attention to themselves.

14. Hugo Slim, ‘‘A Call to Alms: Humanitarian Action and the Art of War’’, Geneva:
Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue, 2004, p. 2.
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Part III

Asia





6

NGOs break the Cold War
impasse in Cambodia

Brian Walker

In 1979, Cambodia faced a major humanitarian crisis. While international
attention was focused on the needs of Cambodians who had fled to refu-
gee camps in Viet Nam and along the Thai border, the situation within
the country was critical. The authorities installed by the government of
Viet Nam allowed virtually no international access to civilians requir-
ing assistance and protection, except by permission and through the cap-
ital city of Phnom Penh. Stepping into the breach, a non-governmental
organization (NGO), Consortium for Cambodia, negotiated access and
mounted humanitarian programmes in an undertaking originally opposed
by United Nations agencies and the International Committee of the Red
Cross on the grounds that the regime refused to allow aid to flow across
the Thai/Cambodia frontier and expected to provide too little indepen-
dent access to agencies to monitor needs and programmes. The former
was standard practice; the latter proved not to be a real problem because
the Consortium’s leaders had considerable skills in national and interna-
tional negotiation and were able rapidly to prove their expertise on the
ground. They thus became acceptable to both the Consortium’s constitu-
ent members and the Phnom Penh government. The Consortium initia-
tive was accepted by most humanitarian agencies and subsequently was
credited with having broken an impasse that reflected the international
aftermath of the recent Viet Nam War.
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Context

The circumstances in Southeast Asia in the latter part of the 1970s were
complex and largely impenetrable. Nonetheless, a response was de-
manded to the genocidal war pursued in secrecy in Cambodia from April
1975 until November 1978, when Vietnamese forces invaded Cambodia
to destroy the Maoist Khmer Rouge. They remained until 1989. The
Khmer Rouge, a centralized, Stalinist-type dictatorship led by Pol Pot,
was supported by an inner core of intellectuals, some of whom had been

Time line of key events
1963–1968 US war in Viet Nam includes the bombing of Cam-

bodia’s Ho Chi Minh Trail
1970 Right-wing coup topples King Sihanouk; the United

States invades Cambodia; puppet ruler Lon Nol in-
stalled

April 1975 Pol Pot and his Khmer Rouge army empty capital
city Phnom Penh at gunpoint, directing its people
to work in the fields

November 1978 Viet Nam invades Cambodia to topple Pol Pot and
stem the flow of Cambodian refugees into Viet Nam

June 1979 A consortium of NGOs decides to deliver basic aid
supplies to Cambodians not under Khmer Rouge
control

October 1979 Consortium agreement authorizes delivery of aid up
the Mekong River to Phnom Penh or into its air-
port, but forbids entry of assistance across the Thai/
Cambodian border. The agreement becomes the
model for arrangements with the United Nations,
the ICRC and other agencies

1989 The Vietnamese army withdraws from Cambodia,
leaving Pol Pot and his depleted army north of
Siem Reap

May 1993 The United Nations High Commissioner for Refu-
gees oversees elections

June 1993 Results of elections endorsed by the UN Security
Council; Hun Sen confirmed as prime minister

15 April 1998 Pol Pot dies of heart failure
October 2004 King Norodom Sihanouk retires from the throne;

his son Samdech Norodom Sihamoni accedes to the
throne peacefully
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educated in the West. They included Ieng Sary, Khieu Samphan and Son
Sen.1

Khmer Rouge soldiers had previously attacked Viet Nam across their
common border, and Viet Nam had responded once before. The Novem-
ber 1978 Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia, however, was in response to
written and verbal requests for armed help from Cambodians led by
Heng Samrin and Hun Sen, who had decided to break ranks and to op-
pose the tyranny of Pol Pot.

Viet Nam’s military response had been influenced by the political and
economic pressure exerted by the 300,000 refugees who had fled from
Cambodia into Viet Nam during this period, coinciding with the outflow
of Vietnamese ‘‘boat people’’. Most of the Cambodian refugees had been
held in re-education camps, where they were guarded, fed, clothed, pro-
vided with medical services and, in some camps and to some degree, in-
doctrinated by Marxist Vietnamese. In the wake of the US war against
Viet Nam (1963–1968), Viet Nam had become an international pariah.
The legacy from the war in Viet Nam was a difficult one, including over
58,000 American deaths2 and as many as 4 million Indo-Chinese deaths.3
Moreover, although victorious in its war with the United States, Viet
Nam was regarded as the arch-enemy of the US-led Western alliance.
That alliance made political and diplomatic capital out of the exodus of
the Vietnamese ‘‘boat people’’, moving quickly to provide succour and
refuge to those fleeing by boat, canoe and raft across the South China
Sea. By the same token, the alliance withheld assistance from those
under Vietnamese occupation within Cambodia and from those within
Viet Nam.

Alarmed by the extent of suffering that remained unaddressed, the
Consortium for Cambodia was formed in 1979 by 33 NGOs drawn from
a variety of countries and traditions, including Western Europe, North
America and Australasia. Leading the initiative was Oxfam.4 The Con-
sortium secured an initial budget of US$40 million, which was more than
Oxfam’s worldwide budget. The Consortium was motivated by a com-
mitment to assist people in Cambodia – the humanitarian imperative –
notwithstanding the policies of the Western alliance.5 The Consortium
faced a daunting series of operational issues, whether logistical, institu-
tional or political in nature, including the consequences of the secret
bombing of Cambodia’s ‘‘Ho Chi Minh trail’’ in the US war with Viet
Nam.6

Operational issues

The Oxford Dictionary of Historic Principles defines ‘‘diplomacy’’ as ‘‘the
management of international relations by negotiation carried out by Am-
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bassadors or Envoys’’. Somewhat more cynically, but not unreasonably,
it then offers Stubbs’ definition of an ambassador as ‘‘[t]he man who was
sent to lie abroad for the good of his country’’.
The problem for Cambodia in 1979 was that diplomacy had ceased to

function as Cambodians tried to shake themselves free from the geno-
cidal excesses of the Pol Pot regime. The Cold War dictated that UN
agencies should not recognize the newly emerging regime of Heng Sam-
rin because it was backed, seemingly, by Viet Nam, which was judged to
be in the Soviet camp. However, being economically poor itself, Viet
Nam was unable to underwrite the economy of Cambodia or the policies
of Heng Samrin’s government.
In 1979, European NGOs did not regard themselves as part of this

equation. Their loyalty was to human need (humanitarianism) and not
to Cold War ideology. Thus, after a period of 10 months when they tried
to persuade their governments and the specialized agencies of the United
Nations to respond to human need in Cambodia, the NGOs decided to
act unilaterally. They needed to convince their publics, who were their
donors, that a relief programme on the ground was feasible, open to reli-
able negotiation and would respond to the needs of suffering Khmers.
Such a programme could proceed quite apart from international politics.
People and their communities could be helped, while the diplomatic log-
jam remained obdurate and immovable – a process that pushed humani-
tarian morality into the background. The dilemma for the UN agencies,
of course, was that their funds were provided largely by the donor gov-
ernments of the Western alliance.
The relief programme demanded constant, negotiated diplomacy from

day one when the first relief aircraft flew into Cambodia’s air space to
land at its principal airport. This had been stripped by Pol Pot’s forces
of all landing technology, including even the passenger steps, as well as
essential equipment such as the generator needed to re-fire any aircraft
engine for take-off. Alternatives had to be painstakingly negotiated.
From that juncture, everything sought by the Consortium on one side,
and by the government on the other side (e.g. handwritten entry visas,
press passes for journalists, hotel accommodation and security therein,
freedom of travel in safe areas, vetting processes for journalist applicants,
the size and nature of the proposed relief programme, how to cope with
foreign evangelical NGOs, the Consortium’s own control mechanisms
consistent with the highest professional codes of conduct, as well as the
government’s own controls and oversight), had to be patiently negotiated
with understanding and cultural sensitivity.
The first question for the Consortium leaders was which areas, starting

with the capital city of Phnom Penh, were relatively safe for mounting a
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humanitarian relief programme. Secondly, what were the priorities within
that programme? Thirdly, how could that programme grow to embrace
major infrastructural priorities such as Phnom Penh’s water supply and
medical facilities – as well as seeds, hoes, water pumps and food aid?
Fourthly, how could the Consortium monitor its own programme safely
and to normal standards of managerial efficiency? Fifthly, what rules
of the game would apply from the outset to the media, where and by
whom? Sixthly, where would supplies be purchased from in a world di-
vided by the Cold War? Finally, what relationships ought/could the Con-
sortium have with Viet Nam and with neighbouring Thailand?

Against this background, each point of which had to be negotiated,
humanitarian organizations in Cambodia faced a number of constraints.
One was the requirement for a critical mass of aid capacity equal to the
need on the ground. Another concerned the resistance of the United
States and its allies to assistance provided to Cambodians under the
authority of a government installed by Viet Nam and recognized by the
Soviet bloc.

Given the unwillingness of the United States and its allies to respond
to human need in Cambodia, one of the major preliminary issues to be
addressed was to find an NGO or consortium of NGOs with sufficient
operational capacity and political influence to mount an initiative. The
core group proved to be a coalition that had been formed during the
mid-1960s with representatives from the League of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies (Licross) and other major voluntary agencies (volags),
including Oxfam, Catholic Relief Services and the Lutheran World Fed-
eration, which also represented the World Council of Churches. The ini-
tiative for this coalition had lain with the League and Oxfam.

Early in 1978, UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim asked the
Licross-Volag Committee on Disasters to receive his Under-Secretary-
General Brian Urquhart to discuss aid to post-war Viet Nam. At its
meeting in Geneva, the group received a shopping list running into hun-
dreds of millions of dollars for capital projects, including roads, bridges,
railways, airports, hydroelectric plants, harbours, reforestation schemes
and huge population resettlement projects, all of which were outside the
scope of NGOs. Nevertheless, the Committee agreed to look at the ex-
tent of human suffering in Viet Nam to see what it might do.

Accordingly, the head of the Consortium visited Saigon and Hanoi in
1978, with extensive field missions around both cities, including the Me-
kong delta, and then to the Chinese border north of Hanoi. Viet Nam’s
Marxist government provided a ‘‘minder’’ from Aidrecept, which was
part of the Vietnamese Foreign Office and supplied a vehicle, inter-
preters, food and accommodation during the mission. Aidrecept would
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serve as focal point for any NGO activity that might ensue. During the
three-week mission, the head of the Consortium drafted a paper at the
request of the authorities defining the key characteristics of NGOs and
how they might operate in Viet Nam. This paper would become the
framework within which NGOs would function in future years.
The head of the Consortium was also invited by Foreign Minister

Nguyen Co Thach to attend a special meeting of the diplomatic corps in
the foreign ministry. In the presence of about 50 international diplomats,
the foreign minister said:

We have noted, Mr. Walker, how at every meeting over the last fortnight, you
have stressed the difficulty you face in responding to our needs in the light of
adverse Western publicity surrounding the ‘‘boat people’’. We understand your
dilemma but are surprised that at no point have you asked a single question about
our own refugees from Cambodia. They number about 300,000 people. Nor have
you asked any questions about the requests for intervention we have had from
those Cambodians who oppose Pol Pot and his clique who have caused immense
suffering in Cambodia, and who are responsible for this mass exodus. It far ex-
ceeds the boat people.

Turning to the diplomatic corps, the foreign minister made three points:
first, that this refugee burden was intolerable; second, that, unless the in-
ternational community decided by October 1978 to intervene in Cambo-
dia to support the anti-Pol Pot forces, then – his third point – ‘‘Viet Nam
will have no option but to invade Cambodia in response to human suffer-
ing and its consequences’’. These grim words were a warning to Western
governments. No mention was made of the cross-border incursions by
the Vietnamese into Cambodia from 1975. In a follow-up visit with Dr
Thach, the head of the Consortium arranged for an NGO visit to the
Cambodian refugee camps in Viet Nam to be undertaken by an Oxfam
staffer who spoke Vietnamese.7
The response of the Licross-Volag Committee was two-fold. First, it

encouraged Oxfam to accept the invitation to become operational in
Viet Nam, re-establishing a field presence in North Viet Nam as had
existed in South Viet Nam throughout the war with the United States.8
Oxfam was the first post-war NGO to do so, and was soon followed by
other NGOs. Second, the Committee explored the allegations about the
outflow of Cambodian refugees flagged up by the Vietnamese foreign
minister. It was known that something uniquely tragic was being enacted
in Cambodia: that 600,000 Khmers had been killed in the 1970–1975 civil
war, and that millions of displaced people were on the move inside
Cambodia and across its national boundaries. Rumours were beginning
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to circulate about ‘‘Year Zero’’ under the bizarre policy pursued by the
Khmer Rouge – in April 1975 its guerrilla troops had emptied Phnom
Penh at gunpoint. In February 1976 Le Monde had published a series of
articles by a French priest living in Cambodia, Father François Ponchaud,
followed in 1977 by a book.9

If the first operational issue was the need for agency capacity to pro-
vide assistance, the second involved the political tangle that would make
it difficult to do so. The tangle had elements of regional policies as well as
international realpolitik.

The secretive and remote Cambodian leader, Pol Pot, held that only
when all foreign influences were purged from society would the natural
Cambodian Phoenix rise from the ashes, liberated to return to the mysti-
cal power and creativity (the ‘‘Angkar’’) that he claimed had inspired the
magnificent fourteenth-century Angkor Wat civilization. The foreign in-
fluences he had in mind ranged across ideas, belief systems and ideology
to their physical manifestation in religion, education, libraries, schools,
universities, forms of marriage and procreation, the economy and the
(non-Khmer) physical artefacts such as the motor car, the television, the
sewing machine, the factory, the bank note and the refrigerator. The
‘‘Angkar’’ became the mystical authority legitimizing the policy of re-
pression and destruction. The essence of this thesis had earned one of
the Khmer Rouge leaders, Khieu Samphan, his doctorate from the Sor-
bonne, conferring the stamp of approval from Western academia. Once
it had been refined in the jungles, this thesis was implemented by the
Khmer Rouge on the ground from 1975 onwards with a relentless fe-
rocity of nightmare proportions. This form of human enslavement is
so grotesque that it seems to remain unrecognized as a category even
today.10

Before 1975 there were 8 million Khmer people. Of these, 1.5 million
were killed in the insane regime of terror after the population of Phnom
Penh had been forced at gunpoint to walk to the countryside to become
the ‘‘new people’’. Henceforth, they would be rural labourers. The city
infrastructure was dismantled, stone by stone, book by book, car by car,
riel by riel. People living in the north and those living in the south were
swapped over by decree and family units were broken up. The concept
and practice of marriage were banned. Love was replaced by party and
country. The ‘‘Organization’’ became responsible for children. Men and
women were selected at random by the state to procreate. All mentally
and most physically disabled civilians were murdered. Of the 450 medi-
cally qualified staff that functioned prior to Pol Pot, only 50 or so man-
aged to survive in the country, mainly disguised as peasants.
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When I first entered Phnom Penh in 1979, a city that had grown to
house an estimated 5 million people now contained at most 15,000
people, made up of soldiers, civil servants and a handful of Vietnamese
advisers. To walk its deserted streets, catching discarded and useless
bank notes blowing through the air like lost leaves in the wind, was a
Kafkaesque experience. Many pavements were lined with banana trees
planted by the regime to provide a source of fruit to city dwellers – but
this imaginative idea paled somewhat when we learned that more often
than not a human corpse was buried beneath each tree as fertilizer. In
Cambodia fact proved to be stranger than fiction.

In November 1978, responding to the destabilizing impact of Cambo-
dian refugees at home and to a plea from middle-ranking Khmer Rouge
cadre leaders such as Heng Samrin, Hun Sen and Kom So Mol, Viet Nam
invaded Cambodia. Another factor was the unambiguous refusal of the
international community to answer Viet Nam’s plea for help. A terrible
war of attrition ensued. The retreating Khmer Rouge army implemented
a ‘‘scorched earth’’ policy that was total in effect – from the systematic
and widespread destruction of villagers’ fishing nets to the dismantling
of Phnom Penh’s Roman Catholic cathedral and many Muslim and Bud-
dhist temples.
In 1979, President Heng Samrin’s government was installed in Phnom

Penh by Viet Nam. Its writ kept pace with the front-line of the Vietnam-
ese forces as they pursued the retreating Khmer Rouge, who gradually
fell back to Pailin in the Cardamon mountains and then north to Siem
Reap province. Their final redoubt did not fall until April 1998 when
Pol Pot died. They had remained a thorn in the flesh for the Heng Samrin
and Hun Sen governments for 19 years. As a result, the questions of
sovereignty and what constitutes a government became points of dispute
between UN agencies, supported by their donor governments, on one
side and the NGO Consortium, supported by its publics, on the other.
The former saw the lack of political legitimacy of the authorities as a
reason to withhold assistance; the latter sought to mount a humanitarian
response to human need regardless of international politics.

Obstacles and opportunities

International political opposition to the Vietnamese-installed communist
regime in Cambodia created formidable obstacles for international hu-
manitarian organizations seeking to act on their mandates. Within a
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month of the takeover by the putative Heng Samrin government, a co-
vert political agenda designed to frustrate work on the ground had
emerged. It led to a host of difficulties for the Consortium. Among
the obstacles were the lack of political acceptability of established aid
agencies to the Cambodian authorities and, conversely, the lack of ac-
ceptability of the putative government itself to the United States and its
allies.

International law requires that relief agencies respect international
boundaries and present themselves in any country requiring humanitar-
ian assistance with the approval of the host government. The stamping
of a passport symbolizes this approval: without it, one is illegal, regard-
less of rank. Reciprocating the US-led refusal to recognize the legality
of the Phnom Penh government, the authorities would not extend that
welcome to the two key agencies of Western donor countries – UNICEF,
designated the ‘‘lead’’ agency by the United Nations, and the Interna-
tional Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). Conversely, the Cambodian
authorities were designated a ‘‘puppet’’ regime of the invading Vietnam-
ese army. As a consequence, the UNICEF and ICRC delegations in
Phnom Penh were in effect held prisoners in their hotel, forbidden to
travel or to implement any aid programme until the political log-jam was
broken.

Bearing in mind the refugees flooding into Viet Nam and Thailand and
the horror stories beginning to trickle out of Cambodia, the Licross-
Volag Committee in Geneva faced a dilemma. Its allegiance was to suf-
fering humanity, not to the governments of the Cold War. For 10 months
(1978–1979) its members had read reports from the Red Cross as well as
by the British academic Malcolm Caldwell (who had gained access to
Cambodia only to be murdered in 1978 in his Phnom Penh hotel) and by
scholars Elizabeth Becker and Richard Dudman. They had lobbied gov-
ernments, the European Economic Community (EEC) and the United
Nations in favour of humanitarian action on the ground. The United
States remained obdurate and was supported by the United Kingdom:
recognition would not be extended to another Marxist puppet govern-
ment whose writ extended just beyond its capital city and could be
extended further only by virtue of the invading army of Viet Nam. This
argument had a compelling political logic, but it did nothing to help the
suffering people of Cambodia.

In May 1979, with the full backing of the members of the Licross-Volag
Committee in Geneva and of the EEC’s powerful and widely representa-
tive NGO Liaison Committee formed in 1975, Oxfam formally took a de-
cision to engage in Cambodia. By August it was ready to hire a jumbo-jet
transport plane in Luxembourg, fill it with aid supplies and fly it into
Phnom Penh under the Oxfam flag. As noted above, Pochentong airport
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had been ravaged by the Khmer Rouge army. All its equipment had been
destroyed and so the pilot and Consortium crew had to over-fly the air-
port to let the heavily armed soldiers on the ground see them plainly as
being unarmed. On landing, without knowing the Khmer language, they
had to explain who they were, what they were carrying, offer some re-
assurance as to their interest in humanitarianism, negotiate how their
supplies could be off-loaded, how their passports might be stamped
giving permission to be there, how they might themselves get from the
aircraft to the ground (15–20 feet without a ladder), how prior to take-
off they might re-fire the aircraft’s engines in the absence of a generator,
give some idea of their potential support for the new government and its
people, and finally emphasize that their independence of government was
axiomatic. The act itself was humanitarian diplomacy with a sledge ham-
mer. In view of the claim by the international community that any aid
sent to Cambodia could not be distributed and would almost certainly
find its way to Viet Nam, Oxfam’s senior field officer was directed to
negotiate with the Heng Samrin government so that Oxfam would be
able to distribute and monitor relief supplies according to its normal
standards of oversight and security. Indeed, further inputs would depend
on the success or failure of that requirement. Those negotiations took
place immediately with the authorities – to the satisfaction of both.
Oxfam spent three weeks assessing the human misery and supervising

the distribution of the initial shipment to camps and villages dotted in
and around Phnom Penh. Oxfam staff met and exchanged intelligence
with the UNICEF and ICRC delegates. Oxfam also liaised with journalist
John Pilger, whose article ‘‘The Killing Fields of Cambodia’’ in Septem-
ber 1979 alerted the world to what had been going on.11 On behalf of
their New York and Geneva headquarters, the UNICEF and ICRC dele-
gates expressed anger at Oxfam’s action, which, they claimed, cut the
ground from under their efforts to negotiate access. Speaking privately
as individuals, however, they approved, lamenting that Cold War politics
were inhibiting them from making the humanitarian response that they
knew ought to be made.
Based on this initial experience, a small Oxfam team was sent to super-

vise aid distribution and assess the scale of the longer-term operation.
Negotiations took place with Hun Sen, elected Cambodia’s foreign minis-
ter in January 1979, and the minister for agriculture, Kom So Mol. A ver-
bal agreement was struck and implemented immediately. More aid was
called for and the plans offered by Kom So Mol in respect of seeds and
food supplies were forwarded to Bangkok and from there to Oxford,
and then distributed to the Consortium members for approval. Another
flight followed within 72 hours.
On arrival, three things were apparent. Massive external media cover-
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age triggered by Pilger’s ‘‘Killing Fields’’ article had alerted European
and North American populations to the disaster and its scale, stimulating
an enormous public response. Second, the refusal of the Phnom Penh
government to allow the UN relief operation to begin its work would in-
evitably cause a reaction, with pressure placed on NGOs by their govern-
ments and the United Nations to fall into line. Third, there was a dispute
among Oxfam staff about the extent to which a large-scale famine might
be under way, for which neither food nor seed grain was available. The
fact that an Oxfam staff member had initially spoken of famine conditions
was later modified to hunger and malnutrition following a mission to
Siem Reap and Battambang escorted by the Vietnamese military, which
failed to find widespread famine. This episode led to some questioning by
the international media of Oxfam’s professionalism. The dispute was a
gift to opponents of humanitarian action in the United States and the
United Kingdom.

Although there was evidence that the US government was working to
frustrate the NGO-led aid response, on occasion the connections were
more subtle. In an effort to cut costs and shipment time, the Consortium
held talks with the government of Singapore seeking permission to pur-
chase relief supplies in Singapore and to hire open barges that a powerful
sea-going tug would tow across the South China Sea and up the Mekong
through Viet Nam, and so to Phnom Penh. Both the Singapore govern-
ment and the Viet Nam government agreed to this plan. A few days into
the operation, however, the stevedores went on strike. In subsequent ne-
gotiations with their leaders, it transpired that ‘‘strange men’’ had asked
to meet them. They had argued that the supplies were not going to Cam-
bodia at all, but to Viet Nam – Singapore’s enemy. ‘‘Strange men’’ meant
non-Singaporean, white men who had not been seen before, or since.
The supply line was eventually re-established, but the three-week delay
proved costly in human terms.

Politics also swirled around the Consortium’s decision to purchase rice
for Cambodia from China as well as from Thailand, Italy, India and Sin-
gapore. The initial year’s relief programme was based on the assumption
that, if the peasant farmers of Cambodia could become self-sufficient in
seed rice from the first harvest, the malnutrition problem would be cap-
able of resolution. China was the only rice exporter with available stocks
of the variety that was most acceptable to the Cambodian palate. But not
only was China Maoist and part of the perceived ‘‘enemy’’ of the interna-
tional community; it was in armed dispute with Viet Nam on its northern
borders. Following negotiations with Oxfam, China agreed to supply rice
provided it was off-loaded in Bangkok and then re-loaded at the pur-
chaser’s cost before onward shipment to Phnom Penh. This way China
felt that most people need not know it was the supplier.
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Almost immediately, two stories appeared in the Asian press. The first
reported that the food grain had been poisoned by the Chinese so as to
embarrass Vietnamese overlords: those who ate it would die. The second
reported that the seed grain had been heated to make it impossible to
germinate. Would history show that the Consortium had been guilty of
distributing poisoned food aid? Would an entire year’s crop be lost
because the seeds were dead? Neither eventuality materialized. How-
ever, aid agencies must beware of being caught in such crossfire when
the humanitarian imperative encounters high-stake political interests.
Another example of the risks to aid agencies involved the alleged

abuse of the Consortium’s fleet of 300 white trucks, purchased from
funds donated by UK children in response to an appeal on BBC child-
ren’s television programme ‘‘Blue Peter’’. Cambodia had only 48 trucks
following the Khmer Rouge retreat and, anticipating charges of mis-use
or corruption if Cambodian trucks were involved in the aid effort, the
Consortium had each of its own vehicles painted white and boldly num-
bered. In 1980, a reporter in Saigon broadcast on BBC radio that he had
just seen proof positive of the redirection of Consortium aid (textile ma-
chinery) from Cambodia to Viet Nam carried by a Blue Peter truck and
seen loading at a factory in Saigon. Upon checking, however, it was
proved that the textile machinery had been mistakenly addressed by the
Japanese donor to Saigon. Its intended destination was a factory in Cam-
bodia that the Khmer Rouge had destroyed but which was the sole pro-
ducer of cotton cloth in traditional Khmer colours and design, which was
needed to replace the black pyjamas imposed on the population by Pol
Pot. Far from abducting the aid, the Vietnamese authorities had advised
Phnom Penh to come and collect it.
The effectiveness and credibility of the relief programme were proved

in several ways. For example, in September 1979, the government ap-
pealed urgently to the Consortium to find a supply of Khmer script type-
writers for official use because all typewriters had been destroyed by Pol
Pot. It seemed an impossible task: who other than Khmers would manu-
facture Khmer script? Yet, without Khmer script, how could the govern-
ment function? Oxfam discovered a small supplier in India who had once
traded in Phnom Penh and who could supply redundant machines to get
the infrastructure going again.
Another example involved the Australian navy. Armed pirates in the

South China Sea had discovered that picking off small groups of Viet-
namese boat people could bring rich returns as refugees exchanged their
life savings for small-volume, portable riches – gold, precious stones and
ivory. Piracy became a refined and established trade. How vulnerable
were aid convoys, with massive barges full of food and medical supplies,
machinery and agricultural inputs? In fact, the Consortium’s barges were
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never attacked or boarded. The Consortium discovered after the fact that
someone had ordered the Australian navy to monitor its sailings from
Singapore and, using tracking radar, to remain over the horizon out of
sight, but then to heave into view if pirates threatened to close in on the
barges.

In short, humanitarian organizations in major emergencies face a vari-
ety of risks, particularly in settings where the political stakes are high.
These demand considerable anticipation, shrewdness and resourcefulness
on the part of aid personnel. But, above all, functional integrity is essen-
tial. Moreover, as the Cambodia experience confirms, what appear to be
obstacles may prove to be opportunities.

Negotiations

The NGO Consortium that sought to mount a major relief effort in Viet
Nam-controlled Cambodia faced a series of difficulties in negotiating ac-
cess for NGO personnel. The fact that it was proceeding in the face of the
active opposition by key governments and without the support of human-
itarian institutions heightened the difficulties encountered.

Foreign Minister Hun Sen took an active role in the 1979 negotiations
and sought to advance a number of objectives. Minister for Agriculture
Kom So Mol likewise drafted and then negotiated the costed plan for
seeds, agricultural implements, water pumps and food aid with Consor-
tium officials. The most difficult issue proved to be the location of village
clinics. These were basic to the country’s healthcare system but the gov-
ernment would have preferred them to be focused on hospitals in Phnom
Penh and other major towns.12

Hun Sen also insisted that the government in Phnom Penh must be rec-
ognized by the Consortium as legitimate and as the government of Cam-
bodia. After all, it performed sovereign functions: its troops held the air-
port, river and seaports; its officials examined all passports and stamped
them, or, more accurately (because Pol Pot had destroyed the official
stamps), wrote in long-hand in Khmer script permission to stay. Second,
and most importantly, no relief supplies were to be delivered across the
so-called ‘‘land bridge’’ – the Thai/Cambodian border. That would make
aid a political act of destabilization because hungry Khmer peasants
would flock to the border for food. Aid should either be flown direct to
Phnom Penh’s Pochentong airport or be sailed up the Mekong River
through Viet Nam to Phnom Penh’s port. To do otherwise risked desta-
bilizing his government by limiting its writ to Phnom Penh. Later, the
Consortium negotiated permission to use the southern seaport of Siha-
noukville. Transport and distribution questions were complicated by
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differences between French colonial maps and traditional Cambodian
maps.13
The Consortium took the position that international law required that

aid should not cross borders willy-nilly but should be agreed with the au-
thority in power. If air flights to Phnom Penh and the Mekong River
route were the negotiated and authorized routes, the Consortium should
stick to them. Later, many organizations – UN and non-governmental,
but not the Consortium – disregarded this convention. Some engaged in
a cynical attempt further to destabilize the population north of Tonle Sap
Lake, thereby hoping to demonstrate that the Phnom Penh government’s
writ did not cover all of Cambodia and hence that it was not the govern-
ment of Cambodia. Illegal food distribution centres were set up on and
across the Thai border, encroaching on Cambodian sovereignty as far in-
land as Battambang. A host of border ‘‘refugee’’ camps were established/
tolerated by the Thai authorities. Many were controlled by armed Khmer
Rouge soldiers. Their purpose was essentially political, acting as a mag-
net to hungry people living in the Cambodian hinterland who were then
indoctrinated inside the camps as part of the food distribution process.
The Thai military controlled all activity on the border for 12 years.14
The arrangements allowed anti-Cambodia politicians to argue that the
government in Phnom Penh had little control outside the city limits and
was not therefore really a government at all. From such a position, covert
operations could also be mounted in favour of the Khmer Rouge and
against the ‘‘puppet’’ regime in Phnom Penh. Although the Consortium’s
officials held talks with the Thai government to stop aid from being
passed illegally across the border, they were wholly unsuccessful in this
respect. In other areas, the Thai government helped the Consortium on
numerous occasions.
After initial discussions with Foreign Minister Hun Sen, the head of

the Consortium drafted an understanding along the lines agreed, which
was signed the following day by them both. The Foreign Office typed
the agreement, unaltered, in Khmer, French and English.15 The interna-
tional relief log-jam had been broken, not by the agreement itself, but by
the subsequent experiential proof that humanitarian aid could be se-
curely sent and distributed inside Cambodia. The terms provided for in-
dependent supervision by NGOs of the distribution of aid, contradicting
the view of UNICEF, the ICRC, Western governments and sections of
the media that aid would be siphoned off to Viet Nam. Each NGO mem-
ber of the Consortium accepted the monitoring and other obligations,
which were carried out in detail first in and around Phnom Penh and
then, as the Vietnamese pushed the Khmer Rouge towards the north
and west, in an ever-widening arc. None of this was easy and there were
daily frustrations. Language was a major problem, so were the war and
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its aftermath – how close ought staff to get to the fighting lines? For years
Khmers had been forbidden to take decisions or to act on their own ini-
tiative. The transition to a more normal society made the Consortium’s
task of monitoring and even agreeing aid flows at once difficult, frustrat-
ing and daunting. But progress was made. On-site monitoring embraced
the crucial rebuilding of the water treatment facility for Phnom Penh and
the city’s textile plant for the manufacture of traditional Khmer cloth.
The rehabilitated railway from Phnom Penh to Kompong Speu was used
immediately to distribute food, tools, water pumps and seeds to peasant
farmers and for setting up village health clinics. Modern, high-capacity
water pumps were installed to repair the complex and historic system of
dykes and dams destroyed by Pol Pot during his retreat.

The integrity of the humanitarian operation depended upon close and
continued scrutiny by the Consortium NGOs. Following the original
agreement with Hun Sen, NGO officials were able to negotiate the right
to assess needs as far as the war would allow and to travel with aid sup-
plies as they were distributed directly to the people – again insofar as the
war and its aftermath allowed. The Cambodian authorities accepted that
the strength of the NGOs lay in their independence and integrity. Their
credibility in the eyes of the British and the broader international public
hinged on their unfettered access to people in need and the regular up-
dating of their constituencies. The process was difficult and time consum-
ing, but little by little it worked. Certainly by early 1980 a measure of
genuine trust had been established between the government and the
Consortium. The Consortium was able to disprove on the ground the ar-
guments advanced publicly and in discussions by the US State Depart-
ment and recycled by the UK Foreign Office justifying their prevailing
policy of non-intervention. Human suffering could be relieved efficiently,
despite the political context within which it took place.

The Consortium also took steps to ensure that its members respected
the apolitical approach that it had negotiated. The Consortium refused
membership to certain evangelical Christian relief operations, mainly
from the United States and Australia, which soon arrived with transport
aircraft and telecommunications equipment that they erected without
permission. However, so huge were their budgets that the Phnom Penh
government chose to ignore their covert operations or judged itself to be
immune to the results.

As the Consortium mounted its operations in the autumn of 1979, an
international black propaganda campaign sought to discredit the Consor-
tium in general and Oxfam in particular. Recurrent articles in the inter-
national press lampooned the NGOs as innocents abroad, manipulated
by the wicked communists, disloyal to the best interests of the Western
democracies, and unable to understand the complexities of international
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aid and the huge political issues said to be at stake. Despite the criticism,
however, public support not only remained rock solid, it increased. The
churches, universities, trades unions and general public rallied behind
the NGOs’ work in packed meetings, in correspondence with news-
papers, and in sacrificial giving. According to one survey, over 80 per
cent of the UK population supported Oxfam’s work.16 People trusted
the members of the Consortium rather than the media or the politicians.
Complicating matters further, in September 1979, Hun Sen made the

agreement with the Consortium the model for the United Nations, the
ICRC and other aid agencies wishing to work in Cambodia. When
the United Nations and the ICRC demurred, Hun Sen castigated the in-
ternational agencies for playing politics when human needs were clear
and announced his intention to expel both UNICEF and the ICRC forth-
with. The head of the Consortium interceded with Hun Sen on grounds
that the minister was making the Consortium’s job impossible. NGOs
could never repair Cambodia’s entire infrastructure alone, or secure the
millions of tons of food aid that would be needed should the first harvest
fail. Should he persist with the expulsions, the Consortium would have to
consider suspending its own work. Hun Sen repeated his threat but there
were no expulsions and that is where the matter ended.
Indeed, in the coming months UN agencies and the ICRC signed their

own agreements with the authorities, modelled on that of the Consor-
tium. Regular UN pledging conferences were held and programmes
were launched that soon dwarfed those of the Consortium.

Wider implications

Members of the Consortium took satisfaction that they were able to
break the political impasse that had stymied humanitarian assistance to
people in Cambodia, while retaining their own integrity and professional-
ism throughout. The Consortium remains, arguably, the most successful
Consortium in the history of NGOs. Indeed, the pivotal role played by
NGOs in 1979 was something of a harbinger of the more prominent role
they would assume in the post–Cold War era. As NGOs ‘‘came of age’’,
they would be consulted increasingly by governments and multilateral
agencies and would play a growing part in the implementation of human-
itarian activities. They would be sought out for membership of humani-
tarian activities and invited to join official delegations and needs assess-
ment missions.
However, their increased prominence was not an unmitigated blessing.

In the decades since the NGO Consortium responded to the genocide in
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Cambodia, the world has witnessed similar atrocities in the Balkans,
Rwanda, the Congo, Afghanistan, the West Bank/Israel, Darfur, Burma
and northern Uganda. During these years the clear distinction between
the role of the NGOs and that of governments and UN agencies has be-
come blurred. Although the higher profile carries advantages to govern-
ments and the United Nations in terms of their public constituencies and
opens extra funding to NGOs, NGOs’ independence has been severely
compromised. NGOs today are, if anything, less likely to be able to re-
spond to new crises as they did in Cambodia. But, surely, the loss of rev-
enues that would accompany a distancing of NGOs from governments is
worthwhile in terms of their capacity to respond positively and ethically
to genuine humanitarian need.

Even the wealthiest of NGOs can deal only in ‘‘penny packets’’ of aid
compared with the United Nations, the World Bank or the bilateral
agencies. But the scale of cash revenues is not of prime importance.
Instead, acting catalytically is: articulating humanitarianism as a kind of
conscience to governments, multinationals and the general public re-
mains the best role for NGOs. NGOs can also experiment with new ideas
in the field. Historically these have included, for example, oral rehydra-
tion therapy, the Oxfam biscuit, mass-produced generic medicines for
the poor, and ‘‘barefoot’’ doctors and nurses. Each is a humanitarian act
whose implementation depended on diplomacy. NGOs can help to edu-
cate their public constituencies in matters of humanitarianism in the
twenty-first century – as the success of the New Internationalist magazine,
used worldwide by teachers today, testifies. Evidence of their ability to
cooperate with competing NGOs is required, therefore, if humanitarian
diplomacy is to be as effective as it could be.

In retrospect, the Consortium’s experience confirms that humanitarian
initiatives that challenge perceived political interests can expect to be
drawn into the political cross-fire. The week before Christmas 1979, in
an effort to counteract the propaganda onslaught, Oxfam convened a ma-
jor press conference in London to update the media on developments
and to answer concerns. The turnout was large. Senior journalists, includ-
ing John Pilger and William Shawcross, were in attendance.17 The ques-
tioning was intense. Afterwards, the senior Financial Times correspon-
dent confided privately that the high turnout and the repetitive nature of
the questions raised were not accidental: ‘‘We were all summoned to the
Foreign Office yesterday to be briefed on Cambodia. What you have told
us is the opposite of what they told us. They told us you cannot freely dis-
tribute aid, that the Vietnamese are in control, that most aid ends up in
Saigon, that you cannot travel outside Phnom Penh, and are not free to
supervise your operation. You have said the opposite. All of us now
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must decide which of you is telling the truth.’’ Most endorsed the Consor-
tium’s version. The Sunday Times published both stories, leaving its read-
ers to choose between the two.
In a not dissimilar episode, the late Alistair Cooke’s Christmas Sunday

broadcast on BBC radio in 1979 included an attack on Oxfam, citing its
alleged naivety and foolishness, despite its good intentions. A long-time
supporter of Oxfam, who on more than one occasion had lent the NGO
his name for fund-raising purposes, Cooke said he had formed his nega-
tive judgement on the advice of a former senior US State Department
official. The UK’s ambassador to the UN Security Council, Sir Anthony
Parsons, would later express his personal satisfaction at the path-finding
work of the Consortium, in effect disassociating himself from the propa-
ganda campaign.18 Clearly, the Consortium’s humanitarian undertaking
was the object of high-level political consternation and active opposition
in some quarters but of appreciation in others.
Also in retrospect, the agreement between the Consortium and the

Cambodian authorities merits review. Was it adequate to ensure effective
access to people in need for international agencies, or did it concede too
much to the authorities? Here the key point involved the Consortium’s
agreement not to use a ‘‘land bridge’’ for bringing aid into Cambodia
from Thailand. Oxfam itself insisted, however, that it was free to help in
refugee camps inside Thailand, provided it did so from Bangkok and with
that government’s permission. It allocated over £250,000 to that pro-
gramme – a massive grant then for an NGO.19 Other NGOs did like-
wise. Although some (UN) face was lost, the humanitarian-driven policy
worked.
Nonetheless, a book published in 1986 by Maggie Black, UNICEF’s

press officer, held that the Consortium ‘‘agreed as a condition of a relief
effort not to feed Kampucheans up on the Thai border under the protec-
tion of the [Khmer Rouge]’’.20 As explained above, members of the Con-
sortium, including Oxfam, provided substantial amounts of aid to refu-
gees in carefully selected camps on the Thai side of the border, although
the Consortium itself respected, impeccably, the agreement not to mount
a cross-border aid operation from Thailand into Cambodia. The issue, in
fact, was never one of ‘‘aid up on the border’’; rather it was one of ‘‘aid
across the border’’. The distinction is crucial. Black’s assertion that the
Consortium’s decision to work in Cambodia undermined the opportuni-
ties for UNICEF and the ICRC to do so was contested by the Consor-
tium, which pointed out that the other aid agencies made their own
judgements about the conditions of their engagement. In 1992, in another
publication, Black would call the Cambodia initiative Oxfam’s ‘‘finest
hour’’.21
In the early 1970s Cambodia was a failed state. Today, states in crisis
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include many hot-spots around the world. Complicit states not only con-
demn their own human populations to immense suffering, they represent,
for one reason or another, a threat to world peace and global security.
Somehow professional humanitarianism has to cope with these chal-
lenges in a special way. Perhaps an élite corps of highly experienced dip-
lomats should be designated to focus on such states and to recommend to
the UN Secretary-General, and through that office to the member states,
how the world community can manage such situations without compro-
mising international humanitarian law or damaging global security. Ade-
quate support budgets would be essential and the best of sustainable de-
velopment techniques would need to be implemented.

Meanwhile, UN agencies have tried to learn some of the lessons of
Cambodia. The Executive Director of UNICEF, James P. Grant, ap-
palled at the sidelining of the United Nations’ lead agency in Cambodia
in 1979, set in train policies designed to ensure that UNICEF would
never again fail the children it was created to protect. Those changes
have, by and large, held up. The notable exceptions are the 5,000 child
soldiers – some under 10 years of age – taken by the Tamil Tigers in Sri
Lanka, and the thousands of boy and girl soldiers abducted over a period
of 18 years in northern Uganda to become part of the notorious Lord’s
Resistance Army.22

For Cambodia itself, 25 years on, there are grounds for hope. UN-
supervised elections in May 1993 introduced a genuine element of de-
mocracy to Cambodia. The economy is beginning to grow – although
Cambodia has not recovered its status as the rice bowl of its region. Mod-
ern Cambodia is an active member of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations – strengthening the whole of Southeast Asia.

In 1998, Pol Pot died, and a process of peace accompanied by a drain-
ing away of violence, albeit besmirched by widespread corruption, offers
grounds for hope. There remains the potential for a trial whereby re-
maining Khmer Rouge leaders such as Khieu Samphan and Duch Kang
Tek will be brought to task. In October 2004, King Norodom Sihanouk
abdicated as Cambodia’s God King (a non-hereditary kingship) but,
with the approval of the Hun Sen government and on the recommenda-
tion of the Throne Council, his son Samdech Norodom Sihamoni acceded
peacefully to the throne. This augers well for the future, building on
those first faltering footsteps taken in 1979.
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7

Negotiating with the Taliban

Antonio Donini

This chapter deals with the United Nations’ efforts to negotiate humani-
tarian access and space with the Taliban, the de facto rulers of most of
Afghanistan from 1996 to September 2001. I examine the constraints
and opportunities encountered by the United Nations and the wider as-
sistance community. The Taliban period coincided with innovative at-
tempts by humanitarian actors, under the leadership of the United
Nations, to operate in a more coherent and principled manner than in
other crisis countries. I show how this more unitary approach initially
strengthened the hand of the United Nations in its negotiations with the
Taliban but led to a stalemate later on. Conversely, ad hoc or uncoordi-
nated negotiations allowed the Taliban to manipulate the relationship
with the aid community to their advantage. Some lessons of wider rele-
vance are identified: the advantages of having a clear negotiating posture
and strategy but also the structural limitations of negotiating with an abu-
sive regime whose ideological and practical frames of reference were at
loggerheads with those of the United Nations and the international com-
munity. The chapter shows the advantages of quiet diplomacy over public
posturing and of ‘‘duck-and-weave’’ approaches over direct confronta-
tion. Finally, I highlight the tension between local and HQ-driven ne-
gotiations and argue that the latter often fail because too much static
– political issues with no direct relevance to the negotiation at hand –
interferes in the communication between the parties.
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Context

The Afghan crisis spans a quarter-century – from the Soviet invasion in
December 1979 to the emergence, since the attacks of 11 September
2001, of an embattled externally supported regime seeking peace amongst
the spoils of war. During this period, humanitarian action remained a
constant, although its ability to provide assistance and protection to those
in need – whose numbers have ranged from 3 million to over 10 million –
has ebbed and flowed according to the vagaries of conflict, external inter-
vention and the international community’s fickle attention span. Human-
itarian action in Afghanistan thus has a long history, which has been
affected by, and has intersected with, the political, military, human rights
and socio-economic dimensions of the crisis. As in other contexts, hu-
manitarian action itself has been more or less principled, politicized or
instrumentalized depending on the interests of superpowers, donors and
local actors as well as the humanitarian agencies’ ability to orchestrate a
coherent and coordinated response.1
The negotiation of humanitarian access was high on the United Na-

tions’ agenda from the moment it appeared on the Afghan scene after
the UN-brokered Geneva Accords of April 1988, which set a timetable
for the Soviet withdrawal and were supposed to usher in period of peace
and reconstruction. The first steps were diplomatic in form but distinctly
non-traditional in substance: in July 1988, the first UN Coordinator for
Afghanistan, Sadruddin Aga Khan, negotiated a ‘‘humanitarian consen-
sus’’ with the Kabul government and the various mujahedin factions.2
Through this formal undertaking to allow the United Nations – and,

Time line of the Afghan crisis
December 1979 Soviet intervention
April 1988 Geneva peace accords
February 1989 Last Soviet troops leave Afghanistan
April 1992 Fall of the Najibullah Soviet-backed regime
1992–1996 Civil war; triumph of warlordism
Autumn 1994 First operations of Taliban in southern Afghanistan
September 1996 Taliban enter Kabul; control two-thirds of the

country
1996–1998 Taliban extend grip on west and north of the

country
October 2001 Collapse of Taliban regime
December 2001 Bonn Agreement; transitional government estab-

lished
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by extension, the non-governmental organizations (NGOs) – to operate
throughout the country on the basis of need, the government gave im-
plicit recognition that the United Nations could work on both sides. This
was a ground-breaking agreement; in previous crises humanitarian assis-
tance had in all but a handful of cases formally been limited to affected
population groups who had crossed into neighbouring countries.

The ‘‘consensus’’ covered arrangements for working cross-border from
neighbouring countries and cross-line from government- to mujahedin-
held territory and vice versa. There were provisions for giving both sides
advance notice when missions entered the country or crossed lines. With
a few basic precautions – never go anywhere unannounced; respect the
‘‘no leap-frogging principle’’3 – the United Nations obtained reasonably
good access by road or air to most parts of the country. Moving staff and
humanitarian goods cross-line – e.g. from warehouses in government-
held cities to mujahedin-controlled rural areas – became routine. It was
not always easy, and of course both sides wanted to manipulate or take
advantage of the assistance, but by and large the rules of the game were
respected. One of the rules, respected by all save a handful of fundamen-
talist commanders (and their non-Afghan minders), was ‘‘do no harm to
foreign aid workers’’.

The ‘‘consensus’’ also established the humanitarian credentials of the
United Nations. These had been tarnished, in the view of the Pakistan-
based international NGOs operating cross-border inside Afghanistan, by
the fact that the United Nations had retained a presence in Kabul, where
it implemented a handful of assistance projects in cooperation with the
government, throughout the Soviet occupation. The United Nations was
seen initially as ‘‘pro-Kabul’’, whereas the NGOs had developed close
links with mujahedin groups (and the Pakistani secret services who con-
trolled access to the border), and were thus seen as affiliated with the
‘‘muj’’ cause. Over time, the NGOs also benefited from the ‘‘consensus’’
as they started to see the advantages of the facilities and the opportunities
for expanded humanitarian action provided by the United Nations: access
by air to remote places, access for humanitarian commodities through the
then USSR to northern Afghanistan, warehousing, office and residential
facilities in the cities – a vast improvement over travel by horse and don-
key from Pakistan, pressures from abusive and manipulative commanders
and insalubrious accommodation in flea-infested mujahedin bases.

One of the paradoxes of humanitarian action in Afghanistan is the di-
minishing ability, over time, of humanitarian agencies to access popula-
tions in need. Things started to deteriorate after the fall of the Najibullah
regime in April 1992. The ideological stakes of the jihad against the
Soviets disappeared and the war became a brutal internecine struggle
for power. Humanitarian work became more difficult because of the con-
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fusion, shifting alliances, growing volatility and insecurity. After their
sudden appearance on the Afghan scene in late 1994, the Taliban, using
terror tactics, brought a modicum of stability in the areas they controlled
but also a change in one of the unwritten rules of Afghan war. Unlike
their various predecessors who did not interfere too much with the move-
ments of humanitarians, the Taliban were much more prone to deny ac-
cess to populations controlled by their enemies. As a result, humanitarian
work became much more difficult and the need for a negotiating frame-
work more urgent.

Operational issues

This section analyses the environment in which negotiations took place
during the period in which the Taliban controlled most of the country,
the different positions within the aid community on how to deal with
the Taliban and the negotiating framework that was eventually put in
place.
During the Taliban years,4 negotiating access to areas or groups in

need was always high on the agenda of the UN Coordinator for Assis-
tance to Afghanistan and a frequent source of frustration for UN
agencies, NGOs and donors alike. Unlike the ‘‘cross-border’’ years, and
the subsequent period of internecine mujahedin fighting, humanitarian
space became tenuous in many areas and deliberately under attack in
others. The Taliban’s predecessors had accepted humanitarian actors as
relatively neutral and impartial players. Assistance was not a factor in
the war or something they should fight over. For the Taliban, however,
the targeting of civilians and the denial of access and humanitarian assis-
tance became integral parts of their war strategy, as we shall see below.
During the gestational period, from the Taliban’s first skirmishes

around Kandahar in late 1994 to the capture of Kabul in September
1996, the nature and significance of the Taliban phenomenon were
poorly understood by the aid community. The Taliban were ‘‘just another
faction’’, albeit one that had bizarre and profoundly discriminatory prac-
tices. Their behaviour was not anything too unusual by Afghan stan-
dards. Dealing with their leaders in Kandahar was difficult – they had
limited knowledge of the workings of the aid community, they were un-
accustomed to dealing with foreigners, they had an oral culture with little
appreciation of written undertakings, their chain of command was con-
fusing, and internal sharing of information between departments or local-
ities was poor or non-existent. But then dealing with faction leaders such
as Dostom, Rabbani and Hekmatyar had never been easy. After the
Taliban entered Kabul, things started to change, if for no other reason
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than their policies became clearer as they established themselves in hos-
tile territory outside their Pashtun homeland. Their practice in dealing
with women, their Islamic rigour and the various restrictions they imposed
were not so different from those of other mujahedin groups (including
the internationally recognized Rabbani government). The difference was
that such practices had now been elevated to policy – the policy of the
Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan – which was proclaimed to the world
through sometimes obscure edicts (firmans) bearing the signature of
Mullah Mohammed Omar.

Moreover, the nature of the conflict changed. Although abuses against
civilians were nothing new in the Afghan context, as the various battles
for control of Kabul in 1992–1994 had shown, there was now a quantum
leap in the level of targeting of civilians by the Taliban. At the same time,
the outside world became more conscious of human rights abuses or at
least more rhetorical that human rights violations were unacceptable.
Many observers were led to conclude that such abuses were a deliberate
ingredient of the Taliban war strategy. This was confirmed by the string
of massacres perpetrated by the Taliban between 1998 and 2001 in their
attempts to force the remaining opposition enclaves into submission. The
forces of the Northern Alliance (NA) were not particularly benevolent
towards civilians – they had shown during the mid-1990s how predatory
and abusive they could be – nor were they less brutish on the battlefield,
where they made indiscriminate use of landmines (whereas the Taliban
had pledged to ban their use and refrained from using them). But it is
fair to say that, partly because it had less territory under its control and
was mostly in a defensive mode, the NA did not resort to the widespread
killings, scorched earth tactics and forced displacement that came to
characterize Taliban military offensives.

When the Taliban controlled only the south and east of the country,
the conventional wisdom in the aid community was that the Taliban
would not last. They were not taken too seriously as interlocutors, partly
because they did not show much interest in the workings of the humani-
tarian agencies, partly because of the huge cultural gap, which made most
conversations with them a dialogue of the deaf. There was also an in-built
imbalance because the Taliban saw themselves as a moral force fighting
against the corrupt rule of the mujahedin factions whereas aid workers,
in the main, saw the Taliban as one faction – a particularly retrograde
one – among others. Such was the strained atmosphere in which negotia-
tions took place between the Taliban and the aid community to secure
access and humanitarian space. Initially, UN agencies and NGOs ap-
proached the Taliban separately and without a clear or coordinated
agenda. Individual agencies obtained protection for their premises and
staff, access to vulnerable groups and relative freedom of movement.
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Most aid workers saw the closure of girls’ schools, the ban on female em-
ployment, and the imposition of beards, burkas and compulsory prayers
as temporary measures dictated by the political economy of the Taliban’s
brand of jihad, that is, as measures to control the population rather than
as a structured political agenda.
This proved not to be the case. When the Taliban took Kabul and

showed that their intention was to reinforce rather than loosen the dis-
criminatory measures that they had imposed in their heartland of south-
ern and eastern Afghanistan, which by and large corresponded to the
local mores of the mostly rural population who lived there, the aid com-
munity found itself wrong-footed. Although the Taliban were some-
times clumsy in articulating their views, it became clear that they had an
agenda – to win the war, to obtain international recognition and to set
the rules for aid agencies – whereas the aid agencies did not. Individual
actors – UN agencies, NGOs, visiting donor delegations – discussed a
variety of operational and policy issues with Taliban officials whose real
power and influence were unknown and with little or no coordination
among themselves. As is often the case, institutional survival trumped
principles: many agencies were all too happy to secure approval for their
own particular projects without any consideration for the wider issues.
There were three main positions in the assistance community (and

among donors) on how to deal with the Taliban: principled, accommoda-
tionist and ‘‘duck-and-weave’’.5 The first openly advocated change in the
Taliban policies inimical to the values of the UN Charter and internation-
ally recognized norms and sometimes threatened withdrawals or condi-
tionalities. The proponents of the second position were ready to engage,
preferably on technical issues and with Taliban technocrats (such as there
were), hoping that pragmatic arrangements would lead to a ‘‘softening’’
of the Taliban over time. The third sought to avoid dealing with the Tali-
ban as far as possible by working directly with communities and counting
on their support (and on the ability of community leaders to extract con-
cessions from the Taliban). Lines were by no means drawn in the sand
and the same agency could experiment with different approaches in
different locations at different times. Generally speaking, during 1996–
1998, the United Nations was split between an accommodationist camp
led by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations
Office for Project Services (UNOPS) and a principled camp led by the
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and the UN Coordinator,
with the technical agencies – the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO), the United Nations Human Settlements Programme
(UN-Habitat), the United Nations International Drug Control Programme
(UNDCP) – trying to weave around the Taliban. Some agencies, such as
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the
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World Food Programme (WFP), were hard to pin down, confrontational
one day and accommodating the next, depending on local arrangements
struck between their staff and the Taliban leaders or on dictates from
their HQs. Most NGOs tried to work directly with communities and es-
chew formal contact with Taliban officials at the central level.

For example, WHO initially had no qualms about working with the
Taliban in the health sector despite the discriminatory environment
that prevailed. The Taliban had heavily compromised women’s access to
health by insisting on separate hospital buildings for male and female pa-
tients and prohibiting male doctors from examining female patients. Nev-
ertheless, WHO’s argument was that, by engaging with them, the Taliban
diktats would soften (they eventually did, but it is hard to tell if this was
the result of engagement or of the more principled approach and open
condemnation of other agencies, including UNICEF, working in the
health sector). Memorable spats occurred at UN inter-agency or donor
meetings, with public indictments of WHO that forced it, somewhat re-
luctantly, to change its tune.6 The WFP, on the other hand, took a very
hard line dictated from HQ – which was seen as impractical and cultur-
ally insensitive, if not counterproductive, by most aid workers on the
ground: if projects could not demonstrate that they benefited men and
women in an equal manner, they would be terminated. Some were.
When it was realized that, regardless of the Taliban restrictions, Afghan
women could not possibly participate in food-for-work projects such as
road repair, more flexible attitudes prevailed. The Taliban were quick to
take advantage of the confusion in the aid community’s ranks and ably
blew hot and cold or played one agency against the other.

The United Nations’ ability to present a more united front vis-à-vis the
Taliban improved significantly with the introduction of the Strategic
Framework (SF) as the key tool for defining the United Nations’ overall
political, humanitarian and human rights objectives in Afghanistan. The
aim of the SF was a more coherent and unitary approach to the UN sys-
tem’s work in Afghanistan. It was both a framework for principled action
as well as a process that involved all UN agencies directly and the NGO
community somewhat more indirectly, through the agreed structures for
coordination and common programming.7 The SF was predicated on the
assumption that better communication between the assistance and politi-
cal wings of the United Nations, on the one hand, and a strategy based on
clear humanitarian and human rights principles to which all parts of the
UN system would formally subscribe, on the other, would yield better re-
sults in dealing with the Taliban than the scattered approaches of the
past.

As such, the SF and its corollary – ‘‘speaking with one voice’’ – became
the template for negotiating with the Taliban. The UN Coordinator’s
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Office (UNCO), to which the responsibility of implementing the SF was
assigned by the UN Secretary-General in September 1998, became the
central hub for principled engagement with the Taliban. The fact that
some of the modalities of the SF were binding for UN agencies, in parti-
cular the requirement that individual agencies not discuss issues of prin-
ciple with the Taliban, greatly strengthened the UN negotiating position.
These coordination arrangements were more robust than in any other
crisis situation. By and large, until September 2001, significant levels of
principled engagement in Afghanistan were achieved, at least on the as-
sistance side, despite the fact that initially many UN agencies were
deeply resentful of the approach, which they saw as an effort to clip their
wings. Donor governments, on the other hand, were very supportive – an
important factor in agency compliance.
Some of the ups and downs of negotiations with the Taliban are dis-

cussed in the following pages. Negotiations were held at a variety of
levels: by the UN Coordinator with the Taliban leadership in Kabul or
Kandahar; by UNCO regional coordinators in their respective areas; by
more junior or local staff at Taliban checkpoints or with village-level offi-
cials. Although negotiations were sometimes cordial, they often rambled
on and success was elusive. Talks with technocrats or on logistical issues
were easier to handle. Discussions with military commanders or ideo-
logues tended to be more difficult. Often, despite efforts to ‘‘keep politics
out of the discussion’’, negotiations would stumble on hot political issues.
In some cases, the UN political wing scuttled delicate negotiations. De-
pending on the opportunities it saw to advance a stalemated peace pro-
cess, the political United Nations would court the Taliban to bring them
to the negotiating table, only to lambaste them publicly when this did not
work, thus complicating the task of those who were dealing with them
every day on assistance, protection and access issues.
For example, when, in January 2001, the UN political mission learned

through UN humanitarian colleagues that there had been a massacre in a
particular district in Hazarajat, the head of the mission, without inform-
ing his humanitarian colleague, took the initiative of raising the matter
directly with the Taliban foreign minister, thereby putting the humanitar-
ian sources at risk and jeopardizing the ongoing negotiations that the UN
regional coordinator was patiently conducting over access for food con-
voys to the area. Access was denied and negotiations had to start again
from scratch. Thus, the clash between different UN cultures can have
serious humanitarian consequences.
For UN agencies on the ground, and to some extent for the NGO com-

munity, the importance of a unitary and principled approach in dealing
with the Taliban became increasingly self-evident: given the circum-
stances, it was the best possible strategy for effective humanitarian
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action. Progress was slow, negotiations were difficult, but not engaging
would have resulted in even more suffering and less access. Confronta-
tion, when it had been tried, had backfired, and threatening the with-
drawal of aid was not an option that aid workers were prepared to con-
sider, both because leaving would have worsened the plight of ordinary
Afghans and because the Taliban leadership did not seem to care about
the well-being of civilians. As one moved away from Afghanistan, how-
ever, perspectives changed. UN headquarters and certain member states,
the United States and Russia in particular, as well as the media, often had
little sympathy for the nuances of the field, whose approach was seen
as unduly ‘‘accommodationist’’. As we shall see below, this HQ–field di-
chotomy tended to make negotiations more difficult.

Obstacles and opportunities

The main obstacles to successful negotiation between the United Na-
tions and the Taliban were of a cultural nature. Cultural fault-lines within
each camp were an additional complicating factor. I discuss these in this
section.

The SF provided a template for principled engagement and therefore
negotiation. The rationale on the UN side was that engagement would
provide a better environment in which humanitarian needs could be
met, that the Taliban would come to understand and respect the prin-
ciples and modus operandi of assistance agencies, and that interaction
with the aid community would bear fruit in terms of an ‘‘opening up’’ of
the regime. By and large in 1999–2000, the consensus within the donor
community supported this approach. Donors and the UN Coordinator
regularly worked together, including through joint démarches with the
Taliban leadership and public statements to ensure that the Taliban re-
ceived the same message. As we shall see, the results were mixed.

Before looking at specific examples of negotiations, it is necessary to
understand where the two sides were coming from and where they
wanted to go. On the UN side, this was relatively straightforward: there
was a body of law – international humanitarian law (IHL) – governing
humanitarian assistance and protection activities, to which agencies could
refer, and a sort of jurisprudence – a tradition built upon years of experi-
ence working in complex emergencies – as well as a specific rulebook for
Taliban Afghanistan – the do’s and don’ts derived from the principles of
the SF.8 Whereas the humanitarian players – the UNCO, the UNHCR,
UNICEF and the WFP – were at least in theory familiar with the law,
the understanding of issues of principle among UN staff varied greatly.
Even greater variations existed among NGO staff. Many staff were
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totally unfamiliar, and sometimes uninterested, in the basics of IHL and,
until 1999, there was no specific training.9 The situation in development-
oriented agencies – WHO, FAO, the United Nations Centre for Human
Settlements – was generally worse. In some agencies, principles were
seen as an obstacle to operationalism – the desire to get things done.
And, of course, there was no training in the complex art of negotiation.
The result was confusion, at least initially. It was difficult enough to reach
common positions among UN heads of agencies meeting in Islamabad on
the objectives and strategy for a particular negotiation, but ensuring that
all agency staff in the seven duty stations inside Afghanistan would toe
the same line or speak in harmonious voices was sometimes near impos-
sible. The SF was a useful tool, but there was no mechanism to enforce it.
Local staff often made local arrangements with the Taliban, which were
not in line with the central policies of the United Nations (or, for that
matter, with those of the Taliban).
In terms of what needed to be negotiated, again the United Nations

was relatively clear. The core purpose of humanitarian action is to ensure
that the rights held by individuals under IHL are promoted and respected
by the authorities controlling populations affected by conflict and crisis.
Typically, humanitarian actors seek to reach this objective by advocacy
with the authorities concerned (and also with the international commu-
nity to provide the resources required) and by substitution, in other
words by acting in lieu of the authorities when they are either unwilling
or unable to provide assistance and protection themselves. Both advo-
cacy and substitution require engagement with the authorities, but substi-
tution often requires sustained negotiation.10 For the United Nations,
therefore, the terms of engagement were self-evident (even if there were
internal differences or specific negotiating positions on different issues).
It assumed that the Taliban had a similar understanding of the purpose
and nature of negotiations. This was a serious mistake: the perspective
of the Taliban was radically different.
To begin with, the political context as seen by the Taliban was at log-

gerheads with the UN view. UN humanitarian agencies do not recognize
belligerents. For them, the Taliban constituted an armed group, among
others, that happened to control most of Afghanistan. The Taliban saw
things very differently: they were the legitimate rulers of the country,
not only because they controlled most of it but more importantly because
they had a ‘‘god given’’ mandate to do so. Mullah Omar was the ‘‘Com-
mander of the Faithful’’, Afghanistan was an Islamic Emirate – what
could have been more legitimate than that? Similarly, whereas to the
United Nations the Taliban seemed ‘‘unprincipled’’ in their apparent
neglect of the welfare of the population they controlled and in the treat-
ment of their enemies, the Taliban’s own view was that whatever they
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did was based on a strict interpretation of religious principle and col-
oured by their duty to wage jihad, an obligation that trumped all others.
As a result, they were often incapable of engaging with or even under-
standing what the humanitarian folk had to offer. Their ‘‘Allah will
provide’’ attitude obviously clashed with the ‘‘welfarist assumptions of
humanitarians’’.11

Culturally, as well, the world views were incompatible. The issue of
gender equality was, and is, central to the identity and rhetoric of the
United Nations (although all too often it does not practise what it
preaches12). For the Taliban, but also for the average rural Afghan
whom they sought to represent, the role of women in society is defined
by tradition and religion in a very conservative way. When in July 2000
Mullah Omar issued Edict No. 8 banning the employment of Afghan
women by aid agencies, except in the health sector, the United Nations
and the NGOs were shocked by the substance of the edict but also by its
offensive language, which accused the aid community of practising immor-
ality or even encouraging prostitution. But for the Taliban, according to
their own frame of reference, accusing the United Nations of ‘‘polluting’’
Afghans made a lot of sense. This was fully in line with their identity,
their world view and what they thought their society should look like.

Moreover, there were other factors that made negotiation not only dif-
ficult but also unpredictable. Decision-making by the Taliban was ob-
scure to the outsider but had its own internal rationality. The Taliban
saw themselves not as a party or a government but as a movement. Deci-
sions, particularly on matters of policy and on how to deal with the for-
eigners, were discussed at many levels, often in a collegial manner as in
the traditional shuras (councils). The United Nations tended to meet
and negotiate with Taliban ‘‘moderates’’, or such they were thought to
be. These in turn had to negotiate with other levels of the leadership, in-
cluding of course religious zealots, military commanders and assorted
‘‘hard-liners’’ in Kabul and Kandahar. Seniority in the government –
having the title of ‘‘minister’’ – was no guarantee that the ‘‘higher levels’’
in Kandahar would support a discussion held in Kabul on a technical
issue. ‘‘Difficult’’ matters would not be sorted out because officials in Ka-
bul were reluctant to raise them with Kandahar for fear of appearing to
be ideologically unsound. There was a regular pattern of Taliban officials
giving ‘‘deniable permission’’13 to agencies for a particular activity, in-
cluding for example the non-objection of a local district chief to the
establishment of a girls’ school, but refusing to agree in writing or in pub-
lic for fear of being pilloried by more senior ideologues or the religious
police.

There were internal cultural tensions in the UN camp as well. The SF
helped to harmonize the humanitarian and human rights perspectives. As
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for the development agencies, they were by nature reluctant to fall into
line, at least initially. Their automatic reflex was to ‘‘think long term’’
and treat the Taliban as a legitimate government. Their tendency to pro-
mote capacity-building activities – explicitly proscribed by the SF because
they would strengthen the Taliban regime – had to be kept in check
by the UN Coordinator. But it was the different world views of the UN
political wing, at HQ and in the field, that interfered most often with
humanitarian negotiations on the ground. Though the political United
Nations had formally subscribed to the SF and its principles, it was insti-
tutionally and culturally averse to working and sharing information with
its humanitarian and human rights counterparts. In particular, the UN
political mission was not mindful of the one-voice policy. This led to ten-
sions and misunderstandings as well as to bad timing of political state-
ments, which impacted negatively on, for example, delicate humanitarian
negotiations for access to non-Taliban enclaves.
On occasion, distance from HQ became an obstacle in itself. High-level

missions from UN HQ would appear with little advance consultation and
engage with the Taliban on sensitive issues – such as gender or human
rights violations. They would then issue ‘‘feel good’’ statements pillorying
Taliban policies, which would achieve little other than irritating the very
officials with whom the UN country team was holding low-key discus-
sions. One example of this was the issuing in 2000 of a statement, grossly
exaggerated, on the presence of child soldiers in the Taliban ranks.
Another example was the ill-fated high-level mission sent by New York
in 1998 to negotiate a comprehensive Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with the Taliban.14 This raised huge expectations for the Tali-
ban, including the prospects of international legitimation, but the starting
points were on such different levels that the discussions were at cross-
purposes. The United Nations learned the hard way that sending a high-
level delegation had made the search for compromise more difficult.
Moreover, the United Nations was unprepared for failure. It had no
‘‘best alternative to a negotiated agreement’’ (BATNA)15 – an important
element, as we shall see below.
In sum, because the Taliban and the United Nations were operating

from such different but, in a sense, equally principled ideological prem-
ises, it is no wonder that they often talked at each other rather than to
each other. Both sides tended to demonize the other and to engage in
negotiational brinkmanship, with the United Nations often threatening
to suspend activities or to leave and the Taliban calling for the expulsion
of the United Nations or the NGOs. In their first engagements with the
Taliban, UN officials assumed, wrongly, that the Taliban ‘‘needed them’’
and that therefore they could exert some ‘‘humanitarian leverage’’, either
negatively (‘‘if you don’t accept our rules, we’ll leave’’) or positively (‘‘if
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you do accept our rules, we’ll increase our assistance’’). The Taliban
reply was predictable and difficult to counter: ‘‘If you don’t accept our
terms, we will do without you. It will take longer, but we don’t need
your polluting influence.’’ Principles on both sides were often equated
with hard-line negotiating positions. Those arguing for flexibility, on
both sides, were accused of collaborating.

Negotiations

Accessing internally stuck persons

The Taliban were more forceful than their disorganized opponents and
predecessors in keeping tabs on the activities of aid agencies and there-
fore in denying or restricting access to particular areas or groups. For ex-
ample, the Hazara minority – Shiite, and therefore seen by the Taliban as
pro-Iranian and even by some hard-liners as apostate – and their central
highlands stronghold were constantly abused and subjected to Taliban
wrath. In 1997–1998, the Taliban imposed an economic blockade around
Hazarajat that was lifted only when they occupied Bamiyan in 1998. In-
ternational protests did little to sway the Taliban, but continuous pres-
sure from the UN Coordinator, the WFP and some NGOs finally resulted
in an agreement to allow some food aid into the region, including an
airlift operation to Bamiyan. The airlift was not without problems and
finally had to be cut short when the Taliban bombed the Bamiyan airfield
while the UN plane was on the ground.

Even as they gained a stronger foothold in Hazarajat, the Taliban were
not keen for the United Nations to establish a presence there, and least
of all in the opposition-controlled (and desperately poor) enclaves such
as Dar-e-Souf. In these enclaves and in other remote areas of the central
highlands – the so-called hunger belt – hundreds of thousands of inter-
nally stuck persons too poor or weak to move, or prevented from doing
so by conflict or by Taliban restrictions, were at exceptionally high risk of
famine. Needs assessment missions, often able to reach these areas only
on foot, reported near-total food shortages, with families surviving on
grasses, roots and other famine foods. Scurvy and other malnutrition-
related diseases were rampant. Nevertheless, access by UN missions
would frequently be denied. Sometimes, after days of uncertainty and
shuttling between the ministry of foreign affairs, the ministry of the inte-
rior and assorted Taliban back-channels, missions would be allowed to
proceed, only to be turned back at Taliban checkpoints before entering
Hazarajat. As the drought hit harder in 2000 and early 2001, the condi-
tions in many remote highland areas became more and more precarious.
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The Taliban strategy was presumably to deny assistance so as to weaken
the Hazara resistance, encourage outward population movement and
make the area safer for the Pashtun nomads, who were keen to return
to their summer pastures in the highlands from which they had been ex-
cluded in previous years by Hazara resistance. The Taliban also repeat-
edly claimed that ‘‘too much’’ assistance was going to Hazarajat com-
pared with Pashtun areas and they proved impervious to any discussion
based on surveys or facts that demonstrated the dramatic levels of need.
The UN Coordinator and his colleagues engaged in almost continuous

efforts to unblock the situation so that food and staff would be allowed
free access. While the UN Regional Coordinator for Hazarajat engaged
the local authorities in Bamiyan in discussions about access both for
UN/NGO assessment missions and for food convoys, visits were made
by the UN Coordinator and his senior agency colleagues to the highest
levels of the Taliban leadership that were accessible to the United Na-
tions, in Kabul and Kandahar, to secure new agreements or the imple-
mentation of old ones. When quiet diplomacy did not bear fruit, all other
possible avenues were tried: démarches by donors, interviews in the
media and, when information about massacres trickled out, statements
by the UN Secretary-General. The results were mixed. Taliban military
commanders did not want the UN aid agencies in Hazarajat, particularly
when military operations were ongoing. They were aware that informa-
tion on violations was reaching the outside world through civilians fleeing
the area and the contacts that aid workers had developed on the ground.
It is also possible that the Taliban leadership were concerned by the neg-
ative publicity they were getting in the international media and they had
to balance the risks of keeping outsiders out against possible exposure by
letting them in.16 In the end, they failed to suppress the information
on massacres and, with stops and starts, had reluctantly to agree that as-
sistance could reach the opposition enclaves. Persistence in negotiation
therefore yielded some positive results. The occasional unsavoury deal
was also struck, as when the United Nations promised to send needs as-
sessments and assistance to areas under Taliban control, which were of a
lesser priority compared with Hazarajat, in order to enlist the support of
key Taliban officials.
In other cases, persistence was brought to naught by external factors.

For example, in November–December 2000 the United Nations and the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) held protracted nego-
tiations in Kabul to gain access to internally displaced persons (IDPs) in
the Shomali plain and Panjshir valley who had been displaced by the Tali-
ban advances in the previous months and were stuck in enclaves behind
the front-line. With winter setting in, the only access route from the north,
over treacherous passes in the Hindu Kush, was becoming impassable. The
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IDPs were in a precarious situation and food stocks were low. Finally, on
20 November, after extended negotiations that involved UNCO staff
securing agreements from field commanders on both sides to hold their
fire, 15 UN and ICRC trucks were allowed to cross into Northern Alliance
territory. This was to be the first of several convoys. It was to be followed
by some 90 trucks crossing the front-line through a ‘‘humanitarian corri-
dor’’. The next day, however, a comment by the UN Secretary-General’s
spokesperson in New York about an aerial bombardment by the Taliban
in the Panjshir valley, close to an UNCO office, angered the Taliban, who
allowed only three trucks to cross. The Northern Alliance was not pleased.
As the trucks were returning through no man’s land they were shelled by
the NA. Although no one was hurt, this in effect scuttled the prospects of
any further cross-line deliveries.17 Again, an intervention from HQ had
thrown a spanner in a process that was being successfully managed locally.

Was the mix of denunciation and formal and informal negotiation to
secure access the right one? Some have argued that keeping a lower pro-
file (read: not raising the issue of human rights violations against Hazaras
and other minority groups) would have been more effective in terms of
saving lives, and that mixing the humanitarian and human rights agendas
actually reduced humanitarian space.18 An important point deserves to
be made here. In the Afghan context, as elsewhere, it is difficult, if not
impossible, to de-link the relief needs of a particular group from the po-
litical circumstances affecting their vulnerability and the protection needs
that such circumstances engender. The facts that access was denied or
that abuses against civilians were committed were integral to the human-
itarian condition that the UN Coordinator and his staff were obliged to
address.

The allegation that the UN approach was deleterious to humanita-
rian access did not have much currency in the field. It was raised by the
HQ of some NGOs (Médecins Sans Frontières in particular) with the
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(UNOCHA) in New York. Some agencies with reputable track records
in Hazarajat initially expressed concern that the United Nations’ activism
would jeopardize their own activities – but this was from an institutional
survival more than from a policy perspective. In the end, the approach
for negotiating access was defined in the Regional Coordinating Body
for Hazarajat by all the concerned UN and NGO agencies as well as in
the UN-led Emergency Task Force, which met in Islamabad where all
the key operational players were present, including donors, and where
policy decisions on assistance were made. There was thus a division of
labour between the humanitarian actors, who focused on fighting for
access, and the Human Rights Advisor and the human rights consultative
group, composed of UN agencies, NGOs and donors, who dealt with the
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issue of what to do with the sensitive information that was coming out of
Hazarajat from a variety of sources, including Afghan aid workers and
witnesses. The UN Coordinator and his office were careful not to con-
demn the Taliban publicly for alleged abuses because they knew that
this might compromise access, but they ensured that the information
would be made public by others.

The Humanitarian Operational Requirements

There were many other examples of concerted interventions by the UN
Coordinator and aid agencies on access and protection issues. Not all
were successful. Not all involved the Taliban. For example, after the Ta-
liban offensive in the Shomali plain north of Kabul in the summer of
1999, access to the IDP concentrations on the Northern Alliance side of
the front-lines was possible only by a perilous journey over high moun-
tain passes into the Panjshir valley. Private truckers were asking extor-
tionate rates to deliver urgently needed relief commodities in conjunction
with NA commanders who were bent on ‘‘maximizing’’, i.e. taking advan-
tage of the transit of humanitarian assistance. Interventions with the
NA leaders, including meetings with President Rabbani, did not bring
the rates down. These leaders also fuelled a ‘‘numbers game’’ where
the numbers of IDPs were deliberately inflated in order to obtain more
assistance.
By the summer of 2000, what had been a process of slow and incre-

mental progress in engagement with the Taliban came to an abrupt halt
when Mullah Omar issued Edict No. 8 banning employment of Afghan
women by aid agencies except in the health sector. From then on, the
relationship went downhill. Given the deteriorating political climate, the
bad publicity the Taliban were getting for their abuses and the destruc-
tion of the Bamiyan buddhas, and the parallel increase in humanitarian
need resulting from the deepening humanitarian crisis that was engulfing
most of the country, the focus of the UN country team shifted nearly
entirely to issues of access and protection. Issues of constructive engage-
ment were no longer on the agenda.
It was in this context that a last attempt to negotiate an agreement on

minimum operational requirements for humanitarian action was under-
taken in the spring of 2001. It was dictated by the need for the United
Nations and NGOs to find a way of circumventing Edict No. 8 – to which
the Taliban themselves showed varying degrees of rigour in its imple-
mentation. The thinking was: ‘‘let’s try to get a clear agreement on basic
issues of principle; if this doesn’t work, we will have to define our collec-
tive conditions for engagement and disengagement.’’ Unlike the MOU,
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this time the United Nations was better prepared and had a BATNA – an
inter-agency agreement on what to do if the negotiations failed.

A draft one-page text – the Humanitarian Operational Requirements
(HOR) – containing basic humanitarian principles and conditions under
which UN agencies would operate in the country was shared with the
Taliban minister of foreign affairs and some of his Kandahar-based senior
colleagues. Informal meetings were held between Afghan staff of the
UN Coordinator’s Office and mid-level Taliban officials where the HOR
were explained and a Pashto version provided. Initial positive comments
were received in the form of a copy of the HOR with handwritten anno-
tations from the minister. These seemed relatively minor and certainly
warranted further discussion, to which both sides agreed.

An inter-agency UN team led by the UN Coordinator travelled to
Kabul in April 2001 for a high-level meeting with a delegation of Taliban
ministers (foreign affairs, interior and even the ministry for vice and vir-
tue). As usual, the Taliban blew hot and cold. The discussions were acri-
monious and further complicated by a simultaneous crisis between the
Taliban and the WFP concerning the employment of women in a planned
house-to-house vulnerability survey.19 Confusion arose over the transla-
tion of the HOR, with the Taliban claiming that they had never seen the
‘‘agreed’’ translation and even less their own annotations. The talks col-
lapsed when the Taliban insisted that all IHL principles in the HOR
should be qualified as acceptable as long as ‘‘they did not contravene
Islamic precepts and Taliban Emirate policies’’.

As in the case of the MOU, high-level discussions proved to be unpro-
ductive. The United Nations was better prepared this time and refrained
from bringing in heavyweights from HQ. It was able to speak with one
voice on all the key issues. Not so the Taliban: they were disorganized
and spent inordinate amounts of time raising political issues that were
not on the agenda or haranguing the United Nations. They became
more intransigent as the days went by. It became clear that, although
some of the Taliban officials might have individually agreed to the text
under discussion, they could not do so as a group, particularly when the
hard-liners from the ministries of interior and vice and virtue were pres-
ent. Any compromise would have been seen as a loss of face on their
part.

In the end, the collapse of the negotiations on the HOR had little prac-
tical impact for two reasons. The first was that the relationship between
the assistance community and the Taliban was steadily deteriorating and
expectations that an agreement on the HOR would allow the continua-
tion of some form of pragmatic engagement were low. Indeed, some in
the United Nations privately welcomed the failure since it gave them
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more leverage for arguing for a more confrontational approach. In accor-
dance with the agreed BATNA, UN agencies minimized formal contacts
with the Taliban by adopting ‘‘duck-and-weave’’ tactics and focusing on
strictly life-saving activities.
The second reason relates to the deepening crisis caused by the deadly

combination of drought, displacement and conflict. By the summer of
2001, some 12 million Afghans were at risk of food insecurity, if not fam-
ine.20 The energies of the assistance agencies were focused on the chal-
lenges of accessing and moving food into the affected areas, caring for
over 1 million IDPs, often living in desperate conditions in makeshift
camps, and trying to address the myriad protection problems that arose
(not to mention the often thankless task of mobilizing donor support).
Nobody had time for the niceties of negotiation with the Taliban at
the central level. The focus shifted to the regions and provinces, where
hard work and sheer persistence by the UNCO’s staff and their agency
colleagues were often successful in unblocking issues of access. Local
Taliban leaders were also genuinely concerned about the gravity of the
situation and welcomed whatever help the United Nations and the
NGOs could provide. It helped that the international media started to
pay attention and that TV crews visited Herat, Mazar and other affected
areas. Interestingly, the Taliban no longer seemed to mind if living beings
including women were being filmed. Occasionally, they even allowed
themselves to appear on camera. Of course, graft, manipulation and in-
competence did not disappear – the Taliban had a keen eye for possibil-
ities to cream off assistance in places such as Herat where the numbers of
IDPs were deliberately inflated – but it is fair to say that, in their final
months, instances of denial of access became the exception rather than
the rule.

Wider implications

What can be learned from negotiating with the Taliban? Strong leader-
ship and coordination seem to be necessary ingredients in successful ne-
gotiation. The robust UN coordination mechanisms on the ground during
Taliban times were effective tools for facilitating assistance and protec-
tion activities. For the Taliban, the fact that there was unity of purpose
in the aid community, and donors, UN agencies and NGOs were giving
out the same message on issues of access and protection, was a reality
that they could not afford to ignore. The Afghanistan experience also
points to the importance of pursuing all avenues – quiet and public, local
and international – to negotiate access to vulnerable populations. Equally
important is ensuring that discussions take place at the appropriate level.
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Bringing in ‘‘high flyers’’ from HQ was often counterproductive because
it resulted in both sides indulging in rhetoric and political posturing that
made the search for practical solutions more difficult. Good communica-
tion between HQ and the field on such issues is essential to ensure that
consistent messages are given to the concerned authorities.

Culture is a crucial factor in negotiation. UN staff are often not
equipped to understand the historical and cultural context that explains
the behaviour of their interlocutors. Unnecessary offence may be given
by arrogant personal behaviour or institutional posturing. Solid anthro-
pological training or, better still, the routine deployment of anthropolo-
gists in UN coordination offices could go a long way to facilitating com-
munication, if not agreement, with abusive authorities. Similarly, more
systematic efforts are required to explain ‘‘what the United Nations
stands for’’. The Taliban were notoriously confused by what the foreign-
ers wanted because even senior leaders had had no previous exposure to
the niceties of humanitarian principles or diplomatic practice. Many were
semi-literate or unaccustomed to co-signing agreements in written form.
Specialized training, including, crucially, training in the art of negotia-
tion, could help to reduce such relatively predictable obstacles to getting
to yes.

Another finding is that the political or cultural battles within the
United Nations and between headquarters and the field can have a dele-
terious effect on the negotiation of access for assistance and protection.
UN political staff are generally averse to working with their humanitarian
and human rights colleagues. There is an unwritten pecking order that
sanctifies the primacy of the political. This results, for example, in the de-
ployment of senior political officers or, worse, special UN representatives
with no knowledge of or sympathy for humanitarian practice. Coherence
and unity of response, in Afghanistan and elsewhere, do not necessarily
mean subordination of humanitarian and human rights concerns to polit-
ical dictates. Yet, in recent crises, this seems to have become the default
approach.21

Ultimately, however, the UN strategy had its limits. The Taliban chose
to put themselves beyond the pale of negotiations, among other reasons
because they increasingly felt isolated and vilified. In the end they toler-
ated the United Nations because of its humanitarian work but became
deeply suspicious about the overall agenda of the aid community. Events
since the attacks of 11 September 2001 – and especially the fact that the
Bonn Agreement was an agreement among victors – have increased the
perception that the United Nations and the assistance community have
‘‘taken sides’’, thereby reducing the acceptability of the presence of aid
agencies in resurgent Taliban areas and by the same token increasing
the threats for aid workers.
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8

Principled humanitarian action
in the East Timor crisis

Toni Pfanner

The East Timor experience has been described as a ‘‘tremendous human-
itarian success’’.1 Within weeks of the beginning of the crisis in 1999, the
deployment of a UN-authorized force enabled a major humanitarian
emergency operation to respond to the massive displacement of popu-
lation and widespread destruction and plundering. After 25 years of
Indonesian rule and within 2 years of an overwhelming vote in favour of
independence in September 1999, a new state was born.
This chapter focuses on four distinct periods during the East Timor

crisis: (i) the period immediately preceding the referendum (July 1998–
April 1999); (ii) the pre-ballot period (May–August 1999); (iii) the out-
break of violence following the referendum (September 1999); and (iv)
the post-ballot period (October–December 1999). Each of these phases
followed its own pattern and had its specific problems. Events in Indone-
sia, which were under way in parallel during one of its most turbulent
times, heavily influenced the rapid developments in East Timor.
Humanitarian diplomacy in a given context involves an entire strategy

to at best prevent or at least resolve humanitarian problems. This strat-
egy includes humanitarian negotiation, but this is only one of the many
means of communication used to influence the actors in a humanitarian
crisis. This chapter demonstrates that a particular feature of the hu-
manitarian diplomacy of the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) is the link to the legal framework governing situations of armed
conflict. The ICRC mostly operates in armed conflict, which prevailed
in East Timor. As one of the main implementing actors of the Geneva
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Conventions for the protection of war victims, the ICRC uses a variety
of means of humanitarian diplomacy on a daily basis to persuade parties
to an armed conflict to abide by the law. The preferred mode of action is
confidential dialogue and persuasion, in particular in the area of visiting
prisoners. Within this framework of a balance between security interests
and humanitarian considerations in the midst of armed conflict, the ICRC
tries to defend the interests of the victims of these situations.

It does this by following the Red Cross’s fundamental principles of im-
partiality and non-discrimination, which are essential elements of every
humanitarian action. In addition, and in contrast to many other govern-
mental and non-governmental organizations (NGOs), the ICRC’s hu-
manitarian action aims to be independent from political actors and to
abstain from taking part in the political and military endeavour that
forms the context of its operations. This principled action influences all
its humanitarian diplomacy and operational modes. The crisis situation
in East Timor towards the end of the twentieth century exemplified the
ICRC’s attempt to maintain its distinctive character.

Context

In the eighteenth century, the island of Timor was divided between the
Netherlands and Portugal. The Netherlands took the western half, which
became part of the Dutch East Indies and then, after World War II, part
of Indonesia. The eastern half became a Portuguese colony. East Timor
remained under Portuguese rule until the mid-1970s. After Portugal’s
‘‘carnation revolution’’ in 1974, the empire disintegrated and the colonial
ruler hastily ditched East Timor.

The strongest political party, Frente Revolutionaria do Timor Leste
Independente (Fretilin), took control of East Timor and declared East
Timor an independent state in November 1975. However, Indonesian
troops invaded East Timor on 7 December 1975, and in July 1976 Presi-
dent Suharto signed a bill integrating East Timor into Indonesia and
making it the twenty-seventh province. During a full-scale war, Indone-
sian forces gradually gained control over the entire territory. Aerial bom-
bardments generated widespread suffering, especially in the countryside,
but urban resistance by ‘‘clandestinos’’ also caused heavy losses among
the Indonesian forces. A massive war-related famine in 1979 affected at
least 300,000 people.

Even though the war was officially over by the beginning of the 1980s,
sporadic large-scale military operations did occasionally occur, often in
response to attacks by the military wing of Fretilin against Indonesian
soldiers, and these operations affected the civilian population. The focus
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of resistance groups, however, shifted from open military attacks to
largely unarmed resistance.
In a stunning reversal of policy, on 27 January 1999 the newly ap-

pointed Indonesian President, B. J. Habibie, raised the possibility of in-
dependence for East Timor. Eventually, on 5 May 1999, the United Na-
tions and the government of Portugal and Indonesia signed an agreement
that provided for the United Nations to conduct a ballot that would de-
termine the future of East Timor. The announcement took everybody
by surprise – the East Timorese, Indonesian politicians and the military,
the international community, as well as the ICRC.
At the outbreak of hostilities in 1975, the ICRC had appealed to the

Indonesian and Portuguese authorities to respect the Geneva Conven-
tions.2 The ICRC was legally entitled to act in East Timor under the
mandate conferred by the Conventions, but it could obviously deploy in
East Timor only with the agreement of the Indonesian authorities. It was
not until March 1979 that the ICRC was allowed into East Timor for the
first time since the Indonesian occupation to undertake a year-long relief
programme launched jointly with the Indonesian Red Cross. No other
international organization was allowed to be present in East Timor and
non-Indonesian NGOs were not allowed to operate either.
Within the framework of visits to political prisoners in Indonesia, the

ICRC also had access to prisoners arrested and sentenced because of
their involvement in the East Timorese conflict. The main category of
prisoners visited comprised the so-called GPK prisoners (disturbance-
related prisoners).3 Sentenced prisoners and those awaiting trial had
been included in an agreement between the ICRC and the Republic of
Indonesia of 1977 (revised in 1987). Many East Timorese were trans-
ferred to prisons outside the island, mainly to Surabaya and Jakarta.
However, some prisoners remained in East Timor and the first visits to
them took place in 1982.
As from 1993, the Indonesian authorities allowed a limited but contin-

uous de facto presence of the ICRC in Dili, the capital of East Timor.
The office that was finally established was dependent on the delegation
in Jakarta. The ICRC had an established presence in the Indonesian cap-
ital based on a ‘‘seat agreement’’, which regulates the immunities and
privileges of the institution and its personnel. However, this bilateral in-
ternational agreement does not regulate the activities of the institution,
apart from emphasizing their humanitarian character.

Operational issues

Until 1999, the ICRC focused primarily on protection-related activities.
These included visits to East Timorese detained within and outside East
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Timor and working on behalf of the local population to improve their
living conditions and protect their basic rights. In addition, health pro-
grammes and water sanitation projects were carried out jointly with the
Indonesian Red Cross.

The period prior to the referendum (July 1998–April 1999)

The ‘‘reformasi ’’ period in Jakarta resulted in a complete change in the
military and police personnel directly involved in the East Timor conflict.
The police increasingly assumed a more prominent role in ensuring secu-
rity. An informal cease-fire was agreed upon by the military and the
resistance, East Timor remained calm, and expectations of the reform
process were extremely high.

When four people linked to the security apparatus were apprehended
and killed by members of the resistance in the small village of Alas at the
beginning of November 1998, the military started a large-scale military
operation. In the middle of the tripartite negotiations in New York be-
tween the United Nations, Indonesia and Portugal, the usually confiden-
tial ICRC reports on this issue to the Indonesian authorities became a
source of public dispute between the parties to the tripartite negotiations,
East Timorese leaders and the ICRC. This indicates the difficulty of
carrying out sensitive and disputed humanitarian activities in the public
limelight.4

These events were followed by the emergence and the arming of pro-
integration groups closely linked to families of influential officials. Each
area had its own militia, and sometimes also paramilitary groups.5 The
first casualties were reported at the beginning of January 1999. The death
toll rose sharply with the announcement of a forthcoming ‘‘consultation’’
of the East Timorese population on belonging to Indonesia. The earlier
distribution of arms facilitated the eruption of violence as military-backed
pro-integration militias terrorized the population with the aim of influ-
encing the outcome of the vote.

The visit of the ICRC president to Indonesia in February 1999, with
the objective of discussing the activities of the institution in several areas
of unrest in Indonesia, was overshadowed by the situation in East Timor.
ICRC staff in the region remained restricted to five expatriates in East
Timor. From mid-March to mid-May, the ICRC delegates were the only
expatriates left in East Timor (apart from some long-standing religious
personnel). They were also threatened, and making direct contact with
hard-core members of the militias in the field was extremely difficult –
and dangerous – because of the militias’ limited understanding of the
role of the ICRC and thus their very biased and negative perception of
the ICRC. Interventions by the ICRC with militia leaders did not prevent
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the occurrence of several serious incidents. Although ICRC delegates re-
mained in Dili, they could no longer leave the capital or even their resi-
dences for safety reasons, and it was only with great difficulty that they
were able to get some limited help to the victims of the fighting.

Pre-ballot period (May–August 1999)

Starting in the second half of May, the progressive arrival of the United
Nations Mission in East Timor (UNAMET),6 accompanied by numerous
journalists, slowly restored calm. Thousands of new Indonesian soldiers
were sent to East Timor to ensure that the referendum could take place.
A high-ranking Indonesian taskforce guaranteed the relationship be-
tween the Indonesian authorities and UNAMET. Because this taskforce
was composed of regular interlocutors of the ICRC delegation in Jakarta,
the office in Dili had easy access to them. Displaced persons who had fled
their homes in fear of attacks were slowly but progressively reached and
assisted in areas far from the capital, and, as a result of the improved se-
curity situation, they were able to return home.
Simultaneously with the arrival of about 800 UNAMET personnel,

several humanitarian agencies also established themselves in East Timor
at this time – namely the Office of the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the World Food Programme (WFP) and
the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) – together with several
non-governmental organizations such as Médecins Sans Frontières. The
ICRC operations benefited from its knowledge of the field, its long-
standing East Timorese employees and its long-established relations
with the Indonesian authorities. On the other hand, the ICRC became
one of many humanitarian agencies operating during this period. Its still
limited staff of accredited expatriates were able to contribute to resolving
humanitarian problems, in particular those concerning detention issues.
Assistance programmes were, however, increasingly carried out by other
humanitarian organizations.
The last phase before the election was political rather than humani-

tarian. The focus of the ICRC’s humanitarian diplomacy remained im-
proved compliance with international humanitarian law and the preser-
vation of its unique status as an impartial, neutral and independent
humanitarian organization. At the same time, it endeavoured to meet
the need for coordination with other humanitarian and political players
and to secure overall support for humanitarian action. The uncertain out-
come pushed the ICRC to prepare for the post-ballot period: one week
before the ballot and with a lack of breaking news, the arrival of a large
ICRC-rented ship full of assistance supplies made headlines and was a
small signal of events to come.
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The outbreak of violence following the referendum
(September 1999)

In the wake of the 30 August 1999 popular consultation, when nearly
the entire population eligible to vote in East Timor turned up at the
UN-administered poll to back the independence option, violence of un-
precedented intensity broke out, leading to deaths, disappearances, mas-
sive displacement of the population and wide-scale destruction of prop-
erty. Every town and village was affected and virtually no family was
spared suffering of some sort.

The attack on the adjacent premises of the ICRC and the Bishop of
Dili, Msgr. Bello, and their destruction and burning on the very first day
of widespread ransacking and plundering were apparently symbolic, in-
tended to demonstrate that there was no safe haven in East Timor, not
even in institutions that had continued to be active throughout more or
less the whole period of Indonesian rule. In the 10 days after the attack,
all expatriates and all UNAMET personnel had to leave East Timor,
sometimes in a dramatic public showdown. An unknown number of
people were killed in the aftermath of the referendum and hundreds of
thousands of people fled or were forced to flee into the mountains in
East Timor or to Indonesian West Timor.

The post-ballot period (end of September–December 1999)

Following a week of intensive negotiations with the Indonesian author-
ities in Jakarta, the ICRC obtained permission to return to the devas-
tated territory and start assessing humanitarian needs. ICRC delegates
returned to East Timor on 14 September, which eventually allowed a
meaningful dialogue with the military authorities in East Timor and the
redeployment of the ICRC eight days after having been forcibly evicted.
With the agreement and help of the newly installed Indonesian military
administrator, the ICRC was able to set up its new headquarters in one
of the few untouched buildings in Dili, the civilian hospital, which be-
came the first new safe haven of the largely destroyed capital. This gave
the ICRC a sound basis to develop its activities not only in the medical
field but also in all other fields – especially getting emergency food relief
first to the towns and then to remoter areas.7

Considering the situation in East Timor to be a threat to international
peace and security and acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, but
with the consent of the Indonesian government, the Security Council au-
thorized the creation of a multinational force (International Force East
Timor – INTERFET) in Resolution 1264 of 15 September 1999. INTER-
FET’s task was to restore peace and security in East Timor, to protect
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and support UNAMET in carrying out its tasks, and to facilitate human-
itarian assistance. The Indonesian authorities on their side established
martial law on the island and appointed a senior military person, well
known to the ICRC, to enforce it.
INTERFET, under the leadership of the Australian Defence Forces,

arrived on 20 September 1999 to ensure security on the island. Because
security was the primary task of these forces, their deployment was given
absolute priority and no humanitarian organizations were allowed to
reach Dili from Australia, which led to considerable tensions between
humanitarian organizations and the Australian authorities. For two
weeks, the ICRC, operating mainly from Indonesia, was the only human-
itarian organization in place and it was progressively able to extend its
activities to other places than the capital.
The arrival of all major humanitarian UN organizations, in particular

the WFP, as well as all major international NGOs, quickly allowed the
emergency needs of the population living in East Timor to be met. The
emphasis was on the need for coordination as literally hundreds of small
humanitarian organizations swamped the island. The United Nations
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) endeav-
oured to coordinate the activities of the numerous international, govern-
mental and non-governmental organizations.8 Rapid progress was made
and, especially in the absence of notable military confrontations, assis-
tance progressively took on the character of development aid rather
than emergency help.
The ICRC quickly phased out emergency relief, although it maintained

its medical activities, and concentrated on its traditional fields of deten-
tion and tracing people who had disappeared during the turmoil. The In-
donesian authorities had withdrawn from East Timor, and INTERFET,
and subsequently UNAMET, took over the administration. Under its
conventional mandate, the ICRC sought now to protect those who were
in the hands of the new rulers of East Timor, especially those arrested by
them.

Obstacles and opportunities

The mandate of the ICRC

The ICRC bases its activities on the 1949 Geneva Conventions on the
protection of the victims of war.9 The Conventions give the ICRC a legal
mandate in all humanitarian affairs and specifically entitle the ICRC to
visit captured combatants (Article 126 of the Third Geneva Convention
relative to the treatment of prisoners of war) and civilian internees (Ar-
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ticle 143 of the Fourth Geneva Convention relative to the treatment of
civilian persons in times of war, which applies also in the case of occu-
pation). Article 5 of the Statutes of the International Red Cross, which
were also approved by all states parties to the Geneva Conventions, rules
that the role of the ICRC is ‘‘to undertake the tasks incumbent upon it
under the Geneva Conventions, to work for the faithful application of in-
ternational humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts and to take
cognizance of any complaints based on alleged breaches of that law’’.10

General approach and activities of the ICRC operations

The Geneva Conventions and international humanitarian law in general
set out the rights and duties of parties to, and victims of, armed conflicts.
The duty of combatants is to spare the civilian population and medical
personnel and to protect prisoners. All victims have a right to humane
treatment – the wounded are entitled to be cared for, prisoners to be de-
tained in good conditions, and the population to enjoy the means essen-
tial to its survival. The purpose of all activities of the ICRC in situations
of armed conflict is to ensure that these rules are applied in practice.

The ICRC does this in two ways. The first is to draw the parties’ atten-
tion to their obligations as regards the treatment of victims and means
and methods of waging war, and to point out any failure to observe these
obligations. This approach consists mainly of making contact with all par-
ties to armed conflict and persuading them to comply with the law. Direct
contact with the parties to an armed conflict is essential to influence their
behaviour. Humanitarian diplomacy, however, includes networking with
all possible actors – governmental and non-governmental, national and
international, the civil society and other actors likely to be able to influ-
ence the parties to a conflict and to have an impact on the humanitarian
situation of the victims on the ground. It may require an overall strategy
and numerous and various means and initiatives to obtain an improve-
ment in respect of humanitarian law and principles.

The second way is to give victims direct assistance to remedy the inevi-
table shortcomings observed by ICRC delegates in such circumstances.
This aspect of direct action, that is, practical assistance to victims, may
involve highly complicated operations and raise problems in terms of
choices and priorities. Humanitarian diplomacy in this regard aims at
being allowed and able to assist victims without discrimination, even if
they are considered ‘‘enemies’’ by a party to an armed conflict. This
again involves a network of contacts in order to gain access to the victims
and assist them if necessary.

Both the monitoring and the assistance functions are conferred on the
ICRC by international humanitarian law, and hence by all the states that
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drew up and adopted that law. International humanitarian law also gives
the ICRC a right to initiate any action it considers appropriate to help
victims of conflict. Differing from many other humanitarian actors, the
ICRC seeks thereby to orient the goals of its activities by the standards
laid down in the Geneva Conventions and refers explicitly or implicitly
to them in its interventions.
Although the ICRC had a sound legal basis for its activities in East

Timor under the Geneva Conventions, it nevertheless had to negotiate
with the Indonesian authorities in Jakarta concerning its presence, its ac-
cess to the victims and its activities. The ‘‘seat agreement’’ allowed for
the establishment of a delegation only in the Indonesian capital. Any
ICRC activities, and even more a permanent presence, outside Jakarta
and especially in East Timor were subject to authorization by the minis-
try of foreign affairs. Prior consultations with the main governmental de-
partments, especially the ministry of defence, and their various services
were necessary to overcome political and security objections. The fact
that ICRC operations usually take place in war situations or internal dis-
turbances explains the sensitive and delicate character of its activities.

Principled action

Every humanitarian action should be inspired only by the desire to help
the victims and such action should treat those victims strictly according to
their needs and vulnerability, with no discrimination.11 The ICRC addi-
tionally insists that its humanitarian actions are carried out independently
from political authorities (the principle of independence) and does not
take sides regarding the issue at the origin of the conflict (the principle
of neutrality). The institution believes that only then will humanitarian
action remain acceptable to all parties to an armed conflict and thus re-
tain its effectiveness. Other humanitarian organizations, in contrast, act
on behalf of governments or link their action with a particular political
goal.
Moreover, multilateral and, in recent years, regional peacekeeping op-

erations and military operations in general have become more numerous,
complex and diverse. They encompass not only military but also political
and humanitarian aspects. Since they are inherently political, these oper-
ations may often undermine the ICRC’s humanitarian action and its un-
derlying principles of impartiality, neutrality and independence and may
call for the ICRC to take a position. Its principled action then becomes
even more important.
In East Timor, while coordinating its activities with the Indonesian au-

thorities in the first period and with the United Nations and the many
governmental and non-governmental humanitarian organizations in the
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second period, the ICRC tried to maintain its independence from the po-
litical players in order to reach the victims. The task of upholding its fun-
damental principles, and more precisely the perception of the impartiality
of humanitarian action, was particularly difficult in a situation such as
East Timor. Humanitarian problems arose in the long years of occupa-
tion mostly among the East Timorese civilians: interventions were car-
ried out on their behalf and assistance was directed to them. The ICRC
often played the role of neutral intermediary between East Timorese
civilians and the Indonesian authorities and very exceptionally between
the Indonesian authorities and the resistance movement Fretilin and its
armed wing Falintil12 – direct contact with Falintil in East Timor was
prohibited. Many of the Indonesian interlocutors and pro-Indonesian
East Timorese (pro-integrasi) therefore questioned the impartiality of
the ICRC (see below).

Coordination

Humanitarian work in some contexts has been characterized by overlap-
ping, insufficient coordination and the ill-defined mandates of the numer-
ous humanitarian agencies involved. Sound consultation mechanisms
are therefore essential and the greater efficiency of humanitarian action
also contributes to the application of international humanitarian law.
The ICRC tries to establish a dialogue with the principal organizations
engaged in emergency humanitarian aid programmes, with a view to har-
monizing and improving the humanitarian responses and defining a com-
mon code of ethics that will make their activities more effective and en-
hance their credibility.

Negotiations

As mentioned above, the overall objective of international humanitarian
law and of the ICRC is for the law to be respected and implemented so
that the victims of armed conflicts can benefit from its protection and the
effects of the conflicts on the victims are minimized as much as possible.

The parameters of humanitarian negotiations

In general, humanitarian negotiations seek to obtain protection and assis-
tance for the victims of conflicts, for the civilian population and for par-
ticularly vulnerable categories of civilians or persons hors de combat,
especially prisoners. More concretely, the goal is to obtain treatment
and conditions for these individuals that would not prevail without such
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‘‘humanitarian negotiations’’. The negotiations are usually linked to the
operational activities of the ICRC, which should contribute to achieving
these goals.
These operational activities of the ICRC are not restricted to assis-

tance. According to international law, assistance activities by humanitar-
ian organizations are only subsidiary for two reasons: first, the parties to
an armed conflict must do their outmost to ensure that non-combatants
are not affected by armed hostilities, and, secondly, the parties to a con-
flict are themselves responsible for assisting the victims under their con-
trol. Accordingly, the ICRC tries first to draw the attention of the author-
ities to their obligations before itself rendering assistance.
The legal framework within which a crisis takes place influences the

rights and duties of states. In international armed conflicts, the parties
are obliged to accept certain monitoring functions of the ICRC, whereas
in non-international armed conflicts and in situations that are not covered
by the Geneva Conventions the ICRC can offer its (humanitarian) ser-
vices but there is no obligation to accept them.
If there is an obligation to let the ICRC act and the authorities accept

this view, the negotiation is obviously easy because the maxim ‘‘pacta
sunt servanda’’ (pacts must be respected) prevails. Mostly, however, the
situation is different. Political and military considerations, reciprocity,
confidence, cultural and religious elements as well as national and in-
ternational public opinion constitute decisive parameters of the nego-
tiations. Most importantly, the timing of an intervention often influences
the success of the negotiations. Each humanitarian organization may
have different approaches, depending on its character, history and goal.
Humanitarian negotiations in East Timor basically involved two sets of

challenges. The first related to cooperation with the political and military
authorities, and the second concerned coordination among humanitarian
actors, which included UN agencies as well as other organizations.

Negotiations with the political and military authorities

The ICRC’s principal operational means everywhere are interventions
directed at the parties to the conflict. These démarches are the key to all
its activities: on the basis of direct access to victims, the ICRC engages in
a bilateral confidential dialogue with the authorities aimed at ending vio-
lations of humanitarian law, at preventing further abuses and at limiting
their effects, possibly through assistance to the victims.
Interventions or démarches are part of a global strategy of action and

were the ICRC’s principal tool of negotiation to achieve its overall hu-
manitarian objectives in East Timor. They addressed a wide range of
issues in order to remind the authorities of their responsibilities and to
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call for their action. They related to the establishment of the ICRC (for
example, the seat agreement on immunities and privileges), visas for the
staff of the delegation (which implied lengthy negotiations), the planning
of training for the military in humanitarian law or the protection of the
civilian population (comprehensive confidential situation reports to the
Indonesian authorities) or individuals deprived of their liberty (inter-
views with prison commanders, reports on detention conditions and the
treatment of prisoners), the conduct of hostilities or behaviour by mili-
tary or security personnel, the protection of humanitarian workers, and
authorization of and information about assistance programmes.

Interventions involved both major and minor acts of communication,
both written (notes verbales, reports, letters) and oral (telephone calls, in-
terviews, meetings). Minor acts may seem trivial when taken alone but
possibly reinforced major initiatives. Such initiatives were ineffective, or
even counterproductive, unless other types of communication (indirect
contacts, seminars, etc.) were organized beforehand to ensure that the
message would be properly understood and followed up afterwards. Seri-
ous and urgent problems demanded rapid and strong responses (e.g. ex-
pressions of regret for the attack on the ICRC by the Indonesian author-
ities, authorization to open a hospital) whereas other problems could be
solved only in the medium or long term, especially when they were of a
structural nature (e.g. structural prison problems).

Interventions took place at local (district of East Timor, Dili), regional
(e.g. the military area in Denpasar, also responsible for East Timor) or
national levels (Djakarta) or possibly at headquarters level of the ICRC
in Geneva. They were carried out variously by a delegate in a village in
East Timor, the head of the ICRC office in Dili, the coordinator for pro-
tection issues or the head of the delegation in Djakarta or the person re-
sponsible for Asia, the ICRC’s director of operations or its president.
They targeted different publics, but obviously particularly the parties to
a conflict directly in charge of the implementation of humanitarian law.
These included the ministries of defence, interior and foreign affairs,
which were often the liaising authorities for all ICRC activities. The
ICRC delegation contacted the authorities at different levels and in dif-
ferent ministries – the executive but possibly also the legislative – and
other actors in civil society that had a bearing on the situation. In civil
wars, the non-state party to the armed conflict and in particular its mili-
tary wing are usually the main interlocutors for inducing respect for inter-
national humanitarian law, but because of Indonesian legislation they
could be contacted only outside East Timor. Similarly, the ICRC estab-
lished contact with the political and military authorities of the multina-
tional forces INTERFET and UNAMET.

The rhythm and intensity of interventions had to take into account the
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changes in the political conflictual environment. The ICRC’s long-term
strategy to improve the situation of the population in East Timor during
the last 20 years of Indonesian rule took different and sometimes difficult
forms during the run-up to the referendum. The situation was especially
hectic during and after the referendum until the emergency phase was
over. Obviously, it was more difficult or temporarily even impossible to
establish contact with the parties to the conflict during active hostilities.
Because of the highly political environment in East Timor and the secu-
rity issues involved, even minor details often required lengthy negotia-
tions, and decisions on ICRC activities and interventions were taken at
very high levels of the Indonesian government.
Bilateral confidential dialogue is clearly the ICRC’s preferred mode of

obtaining improvements for the benefit of victims of armed conflict or
ensuring respect for humanitarian law. The ICRC is thus the only hu-
manitarian organization that systematically bases its actions on persua-
sion and matters of principle. Confidentiality should help to keep the
ICRC’s relationship with the authorities outside political pressure and
manipulation.13 The ICRC’s longstanding relations with the Indonesian
authorities enabled many humanitarian problems to be resolved and
were instrumental in allowing the quick return to East Timor of forcibly
evicted individuals. Other humanitarian problems, however, could not be
resolved despite continuous dialogue at all levels.
The ICRC announces publicly whether it has access to the victims of a

given armed conflict and whether or not it can operate in certain con-
texts. However, public denunciation is used by the ICRC only as a means
of last resort, exceptionally and under restrictive conditions.14 Despite
many difficulties, this applied also in East Timor. Only when the ICRC
president, following interviews with then President Habibie and the min-
isters of foreign affairs and defence, failed to influence the Indonesian po-
sition of creating and supporting the militias reigning with impunity in
East Timor did he publicly warn of an imminent humanitarian tragedy.
In addition to bilateral confidential démarches, the ICRC maintained

close relations with governments not directly concerned in the armed
conflict and with international and regional organizations, especially
with the United Nations and in particular with UNAMET. By sharing
non-confidential information on its operations, raising awareness of hu-
manitarian problems and publicizing its concern, the ICRC aimed at mo-
bilizing support for its activities and the plight of victims.
It is important for humanitarian diplomacy to include more general

aspects as well and for the ICRC also to promote the dissemination of
knowledge of humanitarian law and the importance of respecting it and
to promote its position on issues of humanitarian concern. Operational
difficulties in one context may have a bearing on other situations and
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can be tackled only in a global manner. A narrowly understood ‘‘opera-
tional diplomacy’’ is only a part of a strategic framework. Humanitarian
diplomacy for efficient humanitarian action in armed conflicts also in-
volves general issues such as discussions on principles and may require a
widespread mobilization through all means of communications.

In this environment of diplomacy, multilateral cooperation and world-
wide communication, the ICRC has to continue its efforts to raise aware-
ness of humanitarian issues in international forums. While taking due
account of the respective spheres of competence of political and humani-
tarian players, it has to promote mutual understanding of objectives and
working methods, and thus to develop complementarity.

The example of the hospital

The example of the hospital in Dili is particularly important and illustra-
tive. Although the ICRC had been active in the region for many years,
and in spite of a formal agreement with the relevant authorities at the
highest level in Jakarta, previous attempts to place an ICRC surgical
team in Dili General Hospital had failed. Thus, although there had been
no direct ICRC involvement in the hospital before 1999, the ICRC was
not entirely new to the context and was familiar with the hospital and its
activities prior to the recent events. During 1999, it became clear that, if
violence broke out, there would be a vacuum in terms of medical human
resources. The ICRC would have to intervene and total substitution of all
medical services and hospital management would be the only option in a
situation where the health system completely failed.

Initial assessment after the return of ICRC delegates to Dili on 14 Sep-
tember 1999 revealed that, despite the general destruction in Dili, includ-
ing the ICRC delegation, the hospital was one of the few buildings that
had suffered only from vandalism and looting of equipment and supplies.
A few East Timorese nursing staff and patients remained, and the hospi-
tal compound was sheltering up to 500 civilians who had sought refuge
there. As a first step, the ICRC managed to secure protection of the hos-
pital site, patients and staff by the Indonesian Armed Forces (Tentara
Nasional Indonesia). This was possible because of its longstanding pres-
ence in Indonesia and the relations – including at the highest levels in
Jakarta – it had developed over the years.

The ICRC then sought and obtained approval from the Indonesian
military authorities to use the hospital as a base for all ICRC activities
and as accommodation for the expatriate team. This arrangement gave
the ICRC a viable base to start from in the midst of what was otherwise
still a highly volatile situation in a destroyed town, at a time when the
future evolution of events was anything but certain.

The ICRC’s choice of the hospital as a base for its activities was a cru-
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cial step in creating a space for humanitarian activities. For the popula-
tion, it was important to have a visible presence and clear focus for the
whole range of ICRC activities. Practical considerations of finding an
operational base in Dili, where much of the infrastructure had been
destroyed, posed many problems for the numerous NGOs that arrived
later. Having an established base at the hospital gave the ICRC a head
start. Previous contacts with the Indonesian authorities made negotiation
and decision-making much easier in these early phases.
The ICRC focused on protecting the patients, staff and others already

sheltering in the hospital by providing emergency hospital services and
by preserving the hospital buildings and facilities for the future. The
strategy for achieving these protective measures was to create a space
for humanitarian activities. First, the ICRC maintained its dialogue with
the Indonesian commander to ensure understanding and approval of its
work in the hospital and in the country. Secondly, the ICRC placed expa-
triates in the hospital. Thirdly, the population was informed during field
trips that the hospital was functional and that it was safe to seek treat-
ment there. All of these factors contributed to restoring the population’s
confidence in the hospital. On 29 June 2001, the ICRC handed over the
responsibility for and management of Dili National Hospital (formerly
known as Dili General Hospital) to the United Nations Transitional Ad-
ministration in East Timor.

Difficulty in upholding the perception of independence and impartiality

Although the ICRC was able to act independently from the Indonesian
authorities, it was much more difficult to uphold the perception of its in-
dependence and impartiality in the run-up to the referendum. During the
whole period, the ICRC tried rather unsuccessfully to distance itself from
the political endeavour to organize the ballot. The overwhelming pres-
ence of hundreds of UN personnel, both military and civilian, and the
sudden arrival of several UN humanitarian agencies and some major
NGOs not only overwhelmed the ICRC but led to a situation in which
the institution could not distinguish itself sufficiently from organizations
with a mandate that was basically political in nature.
The first goal of UNAMET was to calm down the situation in East

Timor, gain access to the thousands of East Timorese who had fled from
their villages in order to avoid the terror of the militias and get assistance
to those in need. Access to victims and humanitarian relief were not just
a humanitarian gesture, but a precondition for creating an environment
conducive to the peaceful holding of the referendum. They were willy-
nilly instrumentalized and perceived as partial by pro-integration East
Timorese and in particular the militias.
During this period the ICRC withdrew progressively from the assis-
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tance programmes, emphasized its independence in its communications,
concentrated its efforts on disseminating international humanitarian law
and principles to the military and police forces present in East Timor,
and prepared for the events ahead. As usual, independent from the
organizational, structural and logistical set-up of the United Nations, the
ICRC maintained and developed its own network and logistical infra-
structure and consulted with the United Nations without being coordi-
nated by it. The ICRC feared that the uncertain outcome of the plebiscite
could lead to major fighting and even to the forcible and disputed divi-
sion of East Timor into pro-independence and pro-integration areas,
and possibly even to the involvement of the United Nations and its mili-
tary personnel. Numerous contacts were established with political and
military actors on all sides, including militia leaders, to prepare for all
possibilities. Despite these moves and probably owing to the massive
gathering of people seeking protection, the ICRC was the first major
target of attack following the announcement of the results, nearly a
week before the premises of UNAMET were attacked.

Following the return of the ICRC to East Timor in mid-September
1999, cooperation with INTERFET and UNAMET followed the same
principles. There was indeed a possibility that military confrontation
might take place involving the multinational forces and militias and pos-
sibly even Indonesian military forces. The ICRC had to underline its in-
dependence from all political and military actors in order to fulfil its func-
tion as a neutral intermediary between possible military opponents. This
role soon became relevant as the first militias were arrested by the multi-
national forces and the ICRC asked to visit them according to its custom-
ary practice. It reached an agreement with INTERFET to visit all indi-
viduals arrested by the forces. Inspired by the rules of international
humanitarian law related to a situation of military occupation, but with-
out recognizing their formal application, the rules on detention contained
in the Fourth Geneva Convention served as models for the conditions of
detention and the ICRC’s visits.

Following the departure from East Timor of the Indonesian authorities
in September 1999, the ICRC concluded a similar ‘‘seat agreement’’ with
the UN administrator in East Timor, which was in turn replaced by the
present agreement concluded with the Timor Leste government.

Coordination with other humanitarian actors

Until May 1999, coordination with other humanitarian actors was not a
major issue because the ICRC was the only international humanitarian
organization active in East Timor. The ICRC cooperated with the Indo-
nesian Red Cross and easily coordinated its activities with the few non-
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governmental organizations present in East Timor. With the arrival of
several international humanitarian organizations in the run-up to the ref-
erendum, coordination became an important issue. Many humanitarian
actors – governmental and non-governmental, with different mandates,
objectives, areas of expertise and varying resources – arrived in Dili. It
was therefore only natural that coordination came to form an intrinsic
part of the universal humanitarian effort of the ICRC too, if only to gain
overall effectiveness.
As regards international organizations, the ICRC of course most

readily enters into relations with those whose attitude or actions are clos-
est to its own. For example, the ICRC is in regular contact with the Office
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) for
operational reasons: because the UNHCR’s role with regard to refugee
law is similar to the ICRC’s role with regard to international humani-
tarian law, the two organizations often work side by side in the field. In
the case of the East Timor crisis, under its mandate to protect refugees,
UNHCR was mainly responsible for protecting the East Timorese who
found themselves in West Timor or in other parts of Indonesia. The two
institutions harmonized their activities in Indonesia. The ICRC was
active especially in respect to the tracing of missing East Timorese resid-
ing both in East Timor and in Indonesia and organized the exchange of
messages for those East Timorese separated from their next-of-kin.
In the light of the humanitarian emergency and the invasion of hundreds

of bigger and smaller humanitarian organizations, coordination among the
humanitarian actors on the island became increasingly important. The
ICRC’s approach on coordination was based upon regular contact involv-
ing dialogue and mutual consultation, both at headquarters and in the
field, on operational questions. The basic principle underlying the ICRC’s
participation in coordination mechanisms and efforts was to seek the great-
est possible complementarity with other actors in terms of their respective
mandates, expertise and operating methods and procedures. With regard
to OCHA, the ICRC contributed to the discussions concerning the elabo-
ration of a humanitarian action plan during the emergency phase, and
actively participated in the Geneva launch of the Consolidated Appeals.

Wider implications

In peace-time, the ICRC endeavours in its humanitarian diplomacy to
promote international humanitarian law and its universality, respect and
development. It seeks to preserve independent and impartial humanitar-
ian action and contributes to its coordination and efficiency. It assures
political, operational and financial support for its activities both in situa-
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tions of armed conflict and in performing a whole series of short- and
long-term tasks to prevent abuses and to uphold human dignity.15

In situations of armed conflict and also in East Timor, ICRC’s preven-
tive efforts do not cease entirely but are transformed into a drive to
promote respect for international humanitarian law. Different phases in
the East Timorese crisis allowed for the achievement of limited goals, al-
though political and/or military events often prevented the protection of
or assistance to the victims of the armed conflict. The reformasi period
following the resignation of the longstanding Indonesian ruler Suharto
brought hope to the East Timorese that they might be able to determine
their situation themselves, but also led to a critical humanitarian situa-
tion. The ICRC was on the whole the only international humanitarian
organization operating in East Timor during this period. Despite its best
efforts, it was able to address only a few humanitarian problems because
of its severely limited means and serious security problems.

The period leading up to the referendum was overshadowed by the po-
litical endeavour to organize the consultation, and even humanitarian or-
ganizations were largely instrumentalized to achieve this goal. The ICRC
adhered to its principles of independence and neutrality, but could dis-
tance itself from the political process only with great difficulty. Following
the outbreak of severe violence, the post-ballot period saw the deploy-
ment of numerous humanitarian agencies coping with the aftermath of
the political process, which primarily called for coordination between
the humanitarian actors. Fortunately, armed confrontations between the
new military force INTERFET, the militias and the Indonesian military
occurred only rarely and the ICRC was able to limit its protection activ-
ities to visiting prisoners held under the new administration.

The humanitarian diplomacy used by the ICRC to prevent or at least to
resolve humanitarian problems in the East Timor crisis and to work for the
respect of humanitarian law encompassed the whole spectrum of commu-
nication means, ranging from the usual confidential interventions to nego-
tiations over humanitarian assistance and to exceptional public denuncia-
tions. In the light of the important political consequences of the East
Timor issue, the ICRC also tried to preserve its distinctive humanitarian
and independent character. Whatever the result in political terms, a crisis
such as East Timor can never be described as a humanitarian success.

Notes

1. Ian Smillie and Larry Minear, eds, The Charity of Nations: Humanitarian Action in a
Calculating World, Bloomfield, CT: Kumarian Press, 2004 (in particular the chapter
‘‘East Timor: The Perfect Harmony’’).
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2. The situation in East Timor was classified by the United Nations as an occupation
(UN Security Council Resolution 384 (1975) and General Assembly Resolution 3485
(1975)).

3. ‘‘Geraten Pengacan Keamanan’’ (disturbers of public order). The best-known category
among these prisoners were the G30S/PKI prisoners arrested during the repression of
communist movements following the attempted coup d’état in 1965. The annual rounds
of visits to these detainees started in 1974. Independence movements in East Timor (ex-
GPK/TIM) and in other areas of Indonesia (Aceh, Irian Jaya, Moluccas) were also
classed as GPK.

4. See East Timor and Indonesia Action Network (ETAN), ‘‘Selected Postings from . . .
East-Timor: Red Cross Visits East Timor’s Alas Region amid Massacre Rumours’’, 23
November 1998, hhttp://www.etan.org/et/1998/november/22-30/23redcro.htmi (accessed
24 April 2006); see also the public debate about the disclosure of ICRC reports on the
treatment and conditions of detainees held in Iraq (Abu Ghraib) and at Guantánamo.

5. The most famous militia groups were the Aitarak in Dili, headed by Eurico Guterres,
the BMP (Besih Merah Putih) in Liquiza, headed by Manuel de Souza, and Mahidi
(Mati Hidup Integrasi) in Ainaro/Kovalingo, led by Cancio de Carvalho. The most
famous paramilitary group was Halilintar.

6. To carry out the consultation, the Security Council, through Resolution 1246 (1999), au-
thorized the establishment of UNAMET on 11 June 1999. The 5 May 1999 tripartite
agreements between the United Nations, Indonesia and Portugal stipulated that, after
the vote, UNAMET would oversee a transition period pending implementation of the
decision of the East Timorese people.

7. By January 2000, the ICRC had opened a full delegation with 53 expatriates and 284
locally hired staff. In 2002, the ICRC maintained a much reduced presence in East
Timor, with 3 expatriates and 20 local staff.

8. At the multilateral level, the ICRC closely followed the work of the Inter-Agency
Standing Committee, the mechanism for inter-agency coordination of humanitarian
assistance, which is chaired by OCHA and is made up of agencies with humanitarian
mandates, the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, NGO consortia
and the World Bank. It maintained close relations with the Humanitarian Liaison
Working Group in both Geneva and New York, and continued to make a substantial
contribution to UN efforts towards efficient inter-agency coordination in East Timor.

9. See the full text of the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their Additional Protocols of
1997 at hhttp://www.icrc.org/Web/Eng/siteeng0.nsf/html/genevaconventionsi (accessed
24 April 2006).

10. ‘‘Statutes of the International Committee of the Red Cross’’, International Review of the
Red Cross, No. 324, 30 September 1998, pp. 537–543; see also Marion Harroff-Tavel,
‘‘La Diplomatie humanitaire du Comité Internationale de la Croix-Rouge’’, Relations
internationales, No. 121, 2005, pp. 73–89, and Jean-François Berger, The Humani-
tarian Diplomacy of the ICRC and the Conflict in Croatia (1991–1992), Geneva: ICRC,
1995.

11. See International Court of Justice (ICJ), Judgment of 27 June 1986, Case Concerning

Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States
of America), ICJ Reports 1986, pp. 14 ff., in particular paras 242 ff. The ICJ had to
examine the question of whether (and which) assistance from the US government to
the so-called Contra rebels engaged in a civil war with the government of Nicaragua
was legal under international law and what criteria applied. The ICJ declared that the
fundamental principles of the Red Cross, namely the principles of humanity and inde-
pendence, were essential for every lawful humanitarian action.
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9

Steep learning curves in the DPRK

David Morton

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) is one of the most
closed and isolated countries in the world. A distrust of foreigners goes a
long way back in Korean history; a siege mentality is pervasive and North
Koreans fear that they may be attacked at any moment. When the DPRK
government suddenly appealed to the humanitarian community for aid in
1995, no one really knew what to make of it. The international commu-
nity knew very little about the country or its problems, and there was
very limited representation of the donor community in the capital, Pyong-
yang. For its part, the DPRK knew even less about the operational re-
quirements of aid agencies. The concept of a non-governmental organiza-
tion (NGO), an organization that was not part of a government structure,
was alien to the Koreans, where everything was centralized and there
was no such thing as civil society.
It proved to be the start of a long, steep learning curve for both the

DPRK authorities and the international aid agencies. Humanitarian
workers found themselves using diplomacy to bridge the gaps between
actors with widely divergent priorities, working practices and politics.
This account covers the period from 1998 to 2002, with particular refer-
ence to how humanitarian diplomacy contributed to the efforts of the
World Food Programme (WFP) to provide food aid.
In the DPRK, conventional negotiating strategies did not work. North

Korean officials demonstrated time after time that they were quite willing
to forgo food aid their citizens desperately needed for ‘‘reasons’’ that
were impossible for outsiders to fathom – if reasons were given at all.
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For humanitarian workers involved in the negotiations, officials appeared
to be exercising power in the most arbitrary way. Finding common
ground, not just between North Korean officialdom and the WFP but be-
tween aid agencies and donor countries that often had diverging views on
how to deal with the DPRK, proved to be a major test for humanitarian
diplomacy, and important lessons were learned. First, despite the difficul-
ties of operating in conditions of extreme hardship, isolation and hazard,
with movements curtailed and in an absence of transparency or access to
even rudimentary information, achieving objectives through negotiation
was possible. However, as will be discussed in this chapter’s first case
study – negotiating permission to conduct a nutrition survey – success
could take literally years to achieve. Secondly, external pressures and
criticisms affected the situation of agencies working inside the DPRK
and at times undermined them. Building inter-agency consensus was
necessary in order to engage in successful negotiations with a difficult po-
litical regime and to justify courses of action to external actors. This pro-
cess is discussed in the second case study about building inter-agency
consensus.

Context

The situation in the DPRK was shaped by the closed nature of the state
and the interdependent relationship of its agriculture and industry. The
government’s failure to cope with economic collapse and natural disas-
ters contributed to the crisis the DPRK faced after 1995. Pyongyang’s de-
cision to ask for help was unprecedented and, because it lacked prece-
dents, the international community struggled to respond. In this context,
the United Nations’ Humanitarian Coordinator played a pivotal role in
humanitarian diplomacy.

Politically, North Koreans strongly believe that they live in a small
country surrounded by hostile powers. Although an armistice ended
fighting on the Korean Peninsula in 1953, no peace agreement was ever
concluded between the two Koreas or between the DPRK and South
Korea’s powerful ally, the United States. Thousands of US troops re-
main stationed within a 90-minute drive of Pyongyang, along the Demili-
tarized Zone. Another powerful enemy, Japan, lies to the east.

Geographically, the DPRK is a mountainous country with limited agri-
cultural land. Farming is very intensively managed and requires large
amounts of fertilizers. In addition, it relies on a functioning industrial
economy to provide inputs for the manufacture of fertilizers and energy
for irrigation systems.
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Economic development and collapse

In the 1960s and 1970s the DPRK existed successfully within the Soviet
orbit. It had a heavily industrialized economy that relied greatly on bar-
ter with and aid from the Soviet Union and other Eastern bloc countries.
When, in the 1990s, the Soviet Union broke up and the Eastern bloc
countries adopted the market system, the DPRK was badly affected. It
could no longer barter for the required fuel, inputs and spare parts.
This, combined with a dramatic drop in energy production, led to a sharp
decline in industrial activity. The shortage of fertilizers and energy for ir-
rigation, a depreciating stock of tractors and tyres, and a shortage of fuel
led to falls in agricultural output.
When the severe floods of 1995 hit, the significance was dramatic. Suc-

cessive harvests were at least 1 million tons short of the minimum sur-
vival requirements of the population, over 60 per cent of whom lived in
towns and cities.
The industrial decline also affected the provision of clean drinking

water – there was not enough power for the water pumps, broken pipes
could not be replaced and contaminated water seeped into them, and
there were no chemicals to purify the water. Water-borne diseases were
prevalent. Hospitals were unheated, medical equipment was antiquated,
and international drugs and medical supplies were not available. The re-
sult was a combined food and health crisis.

The DPRK’s response

The first external indication that there was a problem came in 1995 when
the North Korean government appealed for assistance to the humanitar-
ian community, including the World Food Programme (WFP), the Inter-
national Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC)
and Caritas. It seems that the government presumed that it would simply
ask for aid and aid would be provided. There was no understanding of
how international agencies with responsibilities to donor governments
operate. The resulting questions and need for information to assess,
monitor and evaluate the situation, as well as facts and publicity to con-
vince donors to support the programmes, seemed to take them by com-
plete surprise – and to some extent was an affront to their dignity and
integrity.
The government set up the Flood Damage Rehabilitation Commission

(FDRC) to coordinate those international agencies providing humanitar-
ian aid. The FDRC formed part of the ministry of foreign affairs but
included officials from other parts of the government. It was with the
FDRC that all negotiations took place. According to the established dip-
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lomatic corps, the ministry of foreign affairs was weak and did not have
the ear of North Korean leader Kim Jong Il or his advisers.

Hunger hidden away

It was not until 1997, some two years after establishing their offices, that
the international aid agencies began gradually to understand the extent
and seriousness of the food crisis and the large number of children
affected by acute hunger and poor health. Bound by a traditional sense
of honour, the Koreans were secretive about their needs and the extent
of their problems. This was quite unlike the situation that humanitarian
workers usually find themselves in – for example, seeing lines of gaunt
starving Ethiopians by the roadside or queuing up outside feeding
centres looking for assistance.

In the DPRK, hunger was hidden away. When travelling around the
country, all that could be seen were seemingly healthy, albeit stunted,
Koreans. There were no obvious signs of hunger. The sick and malnour-
ished stayed in their homes, unseen.

Assessing the situation

Despite travel and monitoring restrictions, aid agencies did begin to as-
semble a picture of the situation. By 1999, there was no doubt that
people received very little food through the public distribution system
and were forced to find other sources. Their coping mechanisms included
gathering wild foods from the hillsides and fields and ‘‘alternative foods’’,
which were produced by the authorities with a combination of a small
amount of cereal or grain and whatever else was available, such as
ground-up maize stalks, vegetable stalks and roots.

Food shortages were particularly acute in the north-east of the country,
where there were large urban populations who had worked in the now

The Koreans were very sensitive about certain words. They did not
like the term ‘‘monitoring’’, and professed shock that we did not trust
them. Other not-appreciated words were the ‘‘R’’ words ‘‘reform’’
and ‘‘restructuring’’. These words were not acceptable because they
implied that the present system was not perfect. The Juche (self-reli-
ance) philosophy of the Great Leader, Kim Il Sung, was considered
perfect; therefore it could not be reformed or restructured. Another
‘‘R’’ word was ‘‘random’’, as in ‘‘random monitoring’’. This was
not acceptable because its application would contravene national
sovereignty.
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defunct industrial sector and were reliant upon a very limited amount of
suitable agricultural land. Life was a desperate struggle for survival.
Although household visits by the WFP’s field officers were clearly ma-

nipulated, nonetheless there were telling details that indicated how badly
people needed food. There was a predominance of skeletal teenage girls
in north-eastern hospitals (this led to the inclusion of secondary school
pupils in WFP feeding programmes). Field officers reported that some
mothers were keeping pigs in their houses (one pig hidden in a cupboard
made so much noise that it had to be let out). Such animals were so valu-
able during the food crisis that they would be stolen if they were kept
outside. County officials were obviously hungry – the lunches laid on for
visiting field officers were clearly eagerly anticipated by all the officials
because it meant they had an excuse for a meal. The lunches usually con-
sisted of wild foods such as bracken and edible leaves, and sometimes
seaweed if it was a coastal county.

The role of the Humanitarian Coordinator

Although it is obvious in retrospect that the food situation was really
very bad, at the time its seriousness was the subject of controversy. In
1998, many of the donor countries that were providing humanitarian as-
sistance were frustrated by the different messages coming out of the
DPRK. Some NGOs said there was a crisis, others that there was not.
By late 1998 two NGOs had already withdrawn from the country and
another was just about to depart. Those that withdrew were critical of the
agencies that had decided to remain.
There was thus an immediate need to encourage the humanitarian

agencies to reach a consensus so that a credible position could be pre-
sented to the outside world. In the DPRK, the best-placed person to do
this was the UN Humanitarian Coordinator. Humanitarian Coordinators
are appointed by the Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs,
who headed the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(OCHA). Humanitarian Coordinators are appointed in countries with
complex humanitarian crises in order to provide leadership and coordina-
tion on humanitarian issues. In practice, the Humanitarian Coordinator
can easily be ignored or bypassed, but in this context the position was
pivotal in the conduct of humanitarian diplomacy for two reasons: first,
the Humanitarian Coordinator had established better access to higher-
level officials within the FDRC and so could have more influence than
other agencies; and, secondly, from this position it was possible to spear-
head inter-agency consensus-building.
In the DPRK capital Pyongyang, a weekly inter-agency meeting was

chaired by the Humanitarian Coordinator and attended by all UN
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agencies, NGOs, the European Commission and donor representatives,
and served as the main forum for coordination and discussion of all hu-
manitarian issues. On occasion the Humanitarian Coordinator was asked
on behalf of the inter-agency group to take up issues with the govern-
ment and, in general, the government accepted the Humanitarian Coor-
dinator as spokesperson for the community.

Operational issues

The main issues of concern for the small humanitarian community of UN
agencies and NGOs revolved around the very restricted operating con-
ditions that obtained in the DPRK. Some parts of the country were off-
limits; the number of foreign staff permitted by the Koreans was insuffi-
cient; agencies were not able to conduct true random monitoring and
spot checks; and there was a serious lack of reliable data and informa-
tion. Furthermore, ensuring the safety and well-being of humanitarian
workers was a major concern. These constraints map onto the main oper-
ational considerations of humanitarian organizations: access to the popu-
lation; assessing, monitoring and evaluating the effects of programmes;
ensuring compliance with agreed agendas; coordination and implementa-
tion of programmes; and the need to justify decisions, actions and activ-
ities to donors. Such considerations are closely interrelated: restrictions
in one area have a deleterious effect on the others. For example, access
to the population was essential to assess what aid was needed, whether
it arrived and had been given to the intended beneficiaries, and whether
it had the desired result – which was in turn the justification for addi-
tional future aid.

The role of humanitarian diplomacy was to find ways to ease these
restrictions in order to maintain the humanitarian space. As such, it was
these issues that became the chief objects of negotiations with the DPRK
authorities.

Access to the population

One of the greatest hurdles was that aid workers were denied access to
about 25 per cent of the country, representing about 15 per cent of the
population. There was no way of assessing the needs – if any – of the
people in these areas, although the general consensus was that conditions
were unlikely to be any better than those in the accessible areas. The in-
accessible areas were mainly the mountainous counties in the north and
those down the central mountain range. Although there was a general
trend towards gradually increasing access, at the same time some areas
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that were accessible became inaccessible, and vice versa, for no clear
reason.

Access to official information

Equally serious were difficulties in accessing official information and data.
Agencies had to formulate their assistance programmes based on infor-
mation of uncertain quality and reliability provided by the government
and on whatever else they could find out from other sources.
The capabilities of aid agencies to assess, monitor and evaluate their

programmes are fundamental to their ability to carry out their work suc-
cessfully. The paucity and poor quality of the information and data pro-
vided by the Koreans made it very difficult to measure whether the aid
was having any positive impact, and this in turn created difficulties for
agencies that had to deliver viable answers to the donor community
about their programmes. Throughout this period, there was concern
about whether aid was reaching all the intended beneficiaries, predomi-
nantly children and mothers, or whether some people were being ex-
cluded for any reason.
However, agencies were not permitted to conduct random monitoring

of programmes or spot checks, which are the normal means to determine
that aid is properly used. Negotiating permission to carry out nutritional
surveys of children in the accessible areas of the country in order to as-
sess vulnerability and the impact of their programmes was a major prior-
ity of the WFP and the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF).

National security overrides every other consideration in the DPRK.
If there was a choice between external aid and national security, there
was no contest: national security would automatically prevail. This
was why certain parts of the country were off-limits; this was why in-
formation was restricted. Even giving us a list of beneficiary institu-
tions was perceived to have national security implications.

Communications

Establishing communications, both within the country and with the out-
side world, is a priority for aid agencies, for reasons of security and for
basic logistics. In the DPRK, setting up any kind of functional system
proved to be a major challenge. Telephones, the obvious means by which
to communicate with the outside world in real time, were unreliable and
tightly controlled and, although the WFP managed to establish a func-
tioning email system, it was plagued by the poor quality of telephone
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lines and the resulting very slow data transmission speeds. The installa-
tion of satellite facilities that would enable access to the Internet and pro-
vide voice and data communications was not permitted.

It is normal procedure for UN agencies and NGOs to equip their
vehicles and sub-offices with long-distance radio communications (HF)
or, failing that, with satellite phones. However, the DPRK authorities
would permit neither, for reasons of ‘‘national security’’. This became a
major worry because the possibility of a serious road accident outside
Pyongyang was high. Roads in the countryside were very poor, turning
almost entirely to gravel not far outside Pyongyang. There were very
many steep mountain passes with precipitous drops and no safety bar-
riers. Road traffic mainly comprised ancient lorries with poor brakes and
bald tyres. If staff were injured while travelling, there was no way of com-
municating or of bringing the injured person to Pyongyang.

Health and safety issues

Ensuring the health and safety of staff is a priority for any responsible
employer, and agencies and NGOs are no exception. Making provisions
for the treatment of staff in the event of serious illness or injury that can-
not be treated locally is an essential task for all agencies.

As a matter of course, in almost all operating countries throughout the
world UN agencies and NGOs have agreements with international air
ambulance services to provide medical evacuation (medevac) services in
order to quickly fly sick or injured staff to hospitals in major centres. In
the DPRK, health practices were decades out of date and far below inter-
national standards, so setting up a medevac contingency plan was of par-
amount importance. However, the ministry of foreign affairs was not able
to guarantee that an air ambulance aircraft would be permitted to land
at Pyongyang in an emergency. Only the military authorities could give
flight clearances for foreign aircraft, and this could take 48 hours or
more. This was clearly unsatisfactory. A further stumbling block was
that the Koreans considered that their medical facilities could handle
any medical problem, thereby negating the need to take people out of
the country for treatment.

Staff living conditions

The WFP staff posted to the sub-offices led a tough existence. The sub-
offices consisted of a few rooms in a hotel, and the interpreter stayed in
the same hotel. North Korean hotels tended to be dark, gloomy and
almost completely empty. The food was monotonous and sometimes
scarce. In winter, the hotels were very cold – the WFP had to remove its
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staff from Hyesan, in the far north, when temperatures reached �38�C
and the plumbing froze.
But the most serious problem was that staff were not able to leave the

hotel premises without the interpreter, who, at the end of the working
day and at weekends, often left the hotel. Being confined to a cold,
gloomy hotel for a whole weekend did nothing for morale. This issue
was constantly raised, but the Koreans responded that this was ‘‘for the
safety of the staff’’.

All travel outside of the capital was with an obligatory driver, pro-
vided by the army, and an interpreter or ‘‘minder’’. The minder was
responsible night and day – he, or occasionally she, stayed in the
same hotel and interpreted during meetings with officials or benefi-
ciaries. If anything went wrong, for example if you left the hotel on
your own and walked around the town unsupervised, or took photo-
graphs, then your minder would be accountable to ‘‘the authorities’’.
As a result, the minders usually took no chances and played safe by
restricting movement as much as possible.

Obstacles and opportunities

Aid agencies operating in the DPRK in the mid-1990s were confronted
with a novel situation: here was perhaps the most isolated country in the
world, which had very little knowledge or understanding of the outside
world, struck by a crisis that was hidden for reasons of pride, misunder-
standing and/or national security.
There were opportunities for successful negotiation in the DPRK, but

they were few and they emerged from increasing knowledge of the coun-
try itself. And although humanitarian diplomacy, as practised through
continuous negotiation and bargaining, could achieve a great deal, ulti-
mately there were some obstacles that could not be removed because
they arose from contexts and beliefs that were fundamentally incom-
patible and unchangeable.
The humanitarian imperative may have been the chief driver of the aid

agencies, but other actors followed competing, if equally deeply held,
agendas. For the North Koreans, all aid agency requests and demands
were received through a filter of mistrust and suspicion and weighed
against their overarching priority – national security. For some observers
there were deeper political motives expressed as concerns that assistance
would prop up a regime they did not wish to support. Different world
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views led to contradictory opinions about what the DPRK needed to re-
solve its crisis.

Secondly, there were issues that were structural in nature that made
maintaining the humanitarian capacity for action difficult. Government
recalcitrance over permitting access to the countryside, to information,
to visas, was a product of the closed and bureaucratic nature of the North
Korean state itself. The absence of consensus within the NGO commu-
nity also hampered activity, but this is a fact of life when different con-
stituencies come together: inevitably there may be an agreement on
ends but not on means.

Thirdly, there were problems in implementation that flowed from the
problems of competing agendas and structural weaknesses. It was diffi-
cult to design a programme of action in the absence of knowledge and
agreement, and it was difficult to carry it through given the restrictions
involved.

Fourthly, there was the issue of justification. The role played by the hu-
manitarian community in the DPRK was scrutinized, both locally and in-
ternationally, and agencies had to be able to provide evidence that their
actions and decisions were valid and appropriate.

Contradictory views

Aid agencies were caught between a regime in denial, on the one hand,
and an often reluctant donor community on the other.

Officially, the North Koreans said they were experiencing ‘‘temporary
difficulties’’ that had resulted from ‘‘natural disasters’’ such as floods and
droughts. It was clear, however, that, although flooding and drought had
exacerbated the situation, the problems in agriculture were structural.
Yet, to admit structural problems would be to challenge the wisdom of
the Great Leader, Kim Il Sung, who had died in 1994 but who was so re-
vered that to question his legacy of Juche was unimaginable to most
North Koreans. They genuinely believed that what had befallen them
was indeed the result of natural disasters. This made it extremely difficult
to engage in meaningful discussions about the structural changes and de-
velopment assistance they so badly needed if the country was ever going
to emerge from its humanitarian crisis.

On the other hand, international opinion was not positive towards
the DPRK, which had test-launched a multi-stage rocket across Japan in
1998. This move was viewed as unduly aggressive. Donors were unwilling
to provide development assistance because the prerequisites of policy
dialogue, transparency and accountability did not exist. But, without de-
velopment assistance and support from international finance institutions
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(the DPRK is not a member of the World Bank or the Asian Develop-
ment Bank), the country would not be able to extract itself from its dire
situation.

Suspicion and mistrust

Suspicion and mistrust of foreigners was intense. Ordinary Koreans were
forbidden to interact with foreigners and, despite being invited into the
country, the international presence was barely tolerated.
Apart from their diplomats, very few Koreans had travelled abroad

and there was little interaction with the world outside its borders. There
were no foreign newspapers, and radios and televisions were pro-
grammed to receive only local Korean transmissions. Consequently the
vast majority of North Koreans did not have the slightest knowledge or
understanding of the outside world apart from what they were told,
which added to the difficulties of mutual comprehension and negotiation.
The Koreans were very distrustful of the media, which is hardly sur-

prising given that much of it was very critical of the country. In the early
years it was almost impossible for journalists and TV networks to get into
the country. Because agencies rely on the media to draw attention to
crises in order to raise funding, the lack of media coverage of the situa-
tion inside the DPRK was a great drawback.

We tried to persuade the Koreans to allow in more media, arguing
that, if they let the media in, they were more likely to get balanced
reporting. If they kept them out, the reports would be produced any-
way and were more likely to be very negative. The problem was that
the official who took a decision to let in a certain journalist would
subsequently be held responsible by the ‘‘relevant authorities’’ if a
critical news article appeared. So it was better for them to play safe.

Lack of information

Lack of access to information of all kinds – from lists of officials to phone
lines to gaining clearance for medevac procedures – severely hampered
the ability of NGOs to operate.
What would be considered routine information and data in normal

circumstances were treated almost as if they were state secrets by the
North Koreans. For example, some 80,000 nurseries, kindergartens and
schools were believed to receive food aid for children who were WFP’s
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beneficiaries. A list of beneficiary institutions was always promised but
never provided, because, the Koreans said, they were having difficulty
assembling all the names of the institutions and translating them into
English.

Sometimes different agencies were given conflicting information about
the same thing, leading to the suspicion that information was being tail-
ored to the specific recipient. This situation undermined the credibility
of NGOs and agencies externally.

Travel and visa restrictions

Where aid agencies were allowed access to the population, heavy bureau-
cratic controls frequently made reaching them difficult. For example, it
was impossible to conduct ‘‘surprise’’ monitoring visits or spot checks
because travel plans had to be lodged several days in advance. Unless ad-
vance notice of travel was communicated to the army, vehicles could not
pass the numerous army checkpoints. These restrictions also applied to
ordinary Koreans.

Even without the bureaucratic red tape, travel outside Pyongyang was
difficult at the best of times. Until 1997, travel to the provinces had to be
undertaken by train, not car. The most severe hunger was found in the
very large industrial cities along the east coast, where industry had col-
lapsed and there was little other means of support for the population. It
was a long and difficult journey to these areas – driving time just to reach
the WFP sub-offices at Chongjin and Hyesan was three and four days,
respectively, and, as a result, very few foreigners ever saw the extreme
hardship in these areas.

The number of international staff was strictly controlled by tightly ra-
tioning the number of visas issued, and it seemed that visas were issued
in rough proportion to the value of aid that an agency brought in. The
maximum number issued to UN agencies and NGOs was 100 visas.
Added to this was the problem of the length of time it took actually to
issue the visas once they were approved. By simply taking a long time to
issue visas, the Koreans kept the number of foreigners down. This also
meant that aid agencies had to rely upon locally assigned staff, such as
government interpreters, liaison officers and drivers, which sometimes
caused problems. Korean-speaking foreign staff were never granted per-
mission to enter the country.

The Koreans used the visa system to intimidate or punish staff, for ex-
ample by threatening not to renew visas or by keeping them waiting in
Beijing, often at their own expense, for a visa renewal. Apart from the
head of agency, who was normally granted a one-year visa, visas for staff
were issued for two or three months only.
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Every few weeks, international staff travelled to Beijing and beyond
for rest and recuperation, which was eagerly anticipated given the
difficult life in the country. Air tickets were collected by the Korean
staff. Sometimes they would delay producing the air tickets until the
last moment, causing great anguish.

Opportunities

The DPRK’s continued reliance on aid meant that it had to continue to
engage with the aid agencies; and, although all the agencies were ex-
tremely frustrated by the restrictive conditions they had to work under,
the suffering, hardships and pervasive malnutrition of ordinary Koreans
were compelling reasons to persevere. Through negotiation, humani-
tarian agencies were able to learn what worked and what did not. Real
progress was made in terms of achieving aims, earning trust, gaining
knowledge and, through this, becoming more effective, which in turn in-
creased confidence on both sides.
Over time, staff from the agencies and NGOs gained much better

access to the countryside than most diplomats, whose travel was very
restricted unless they were providing bilateral aid. Consequently the hu-
manitarian community had a much greater knowledge and understand-
ing of the situation outside Pyongyang than most of the embassies. The
World Food Programme was able to travel to the 75 per cent of the coun-
try where food aid was being distributed, and had a permanent presence
in the provinces through its five sub-offices, although most NGOs were
restricted to the western side of the country. With this increased know-
ledge, so painstakingly acquired, came a greater understanding of the
problems facing the country and of people’s coping mechanisms, so aid
could be more effectively targeted.

Negotiations

For humanitarian diplomacy to be successful, a number of basic condi-
tions have to be satisfied. First, negotiators must know who to talk to
and how to talk them; secondly, there should be at least some awareness
of what the opposite side is willing to concede, and where it will draw a
red line; finally, when negotiating on behalf of a number of agencies or
groups, those agencies should have a clear consensus on what the limits
and objectives are: internal dissent can weaken the overall position.
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Identifying issues

Key issues were identified that were common to all agencies and NGOs
in the country. These issues included access to all parts of the country;
random monitoring; better access to beneficiaries; access to data and in-
formation; access to farmers’ markets; a second nutrition survey; arrange-
ments for medical evacuation of staff; radio and satellite communications;
prompt granting and processing of visas; more access to the country
for the media to facilitate fundraising; and access to the Internet. These
comprised a relatively constant agenda for negotiations between the
DPRK and the Humanitarian Coordinator. Furthermore, having achieved
inter-agency consensus, these issues were put on the agendas of and
raised by donor missions, senior agency visitors and senior government
officials – including prime ministers and foreign ministers – from donor
countries including the European Union.

Negotiating with the DPRK government

In simple terms, the aid agencies had what the DPRK wanted – food and
health assistance – and so bargaining power should have been on the side
of the agencies, but this was not the case. Instead, the agencies had to ne-
gotiate very hard to open their humanitarian space. Humanitarian diplo-
macy relied on understanding the North Korean negotiating style, identi-
fying when, where and how talks were most productive, and recognizing
what the ‘‘red line’’ issues were. Some improvements came about as a re-
sult of successful negotiations but also through improved understanding
and reduced mistrust.

Negotiating style

In negotiating with the Korean authorities, it did not take long to under-
stand that national security was the top priority and would not be com-
promised in any circumstances. If it was a choice between aid and na-
tional security, then there was no contest. National pride and dignity
would not be compromised, and North Korean officials would not give
way to pressure as a matter of principle.

Decisions, once made and communicated, were never retracted, which
meant that pushing too hard in negotiations carried a high risk. If a con-
frontational approach was taken, the Koreans became confrontational as
well, refusing to budge, and that was the end of the negotiations. On
many occasions it seemed that the Koreans disadvantaged themselves
with their obstinacy, but this was a price they appeared ready to pay
(in fact the price was paid not by government officials but by ordinary
Koreans trying to survive in remote parts of the country).
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Unsurprisingly, carrots proved more effective than sticks. For example,
it might be suggested that, if aid agencies were given more access,
the Koreans would receive more aid in the areas that were opened up,
thereby offering the Koreans a clear incentive for complying with the
request. Using this tactic, gradually some counties became accessible.
However, these were usually counties in areas that were not obviously
strategic, that is, they were not in the Demilitarized Zone or in the
mountainous areas in the centre of the country or bordering China –
in other words, the Koreans could give way without their security being
compromised.

Some critics accused us of being too soft in our negotiations, saying
that we should take a harder line. This charge was directed towards
WFP in particular because they considered that the large size of its
programme ought to give it greater bargaining power. In response
to these critics, it was pointed out that we did not negotiate in public
and they could have no means of knowing what leverage or pressure
we were applying. In fact, a lot of pressure was applied over access
and visa issues, but the Koreans were quite willing to hold their
ground, and tens of millions of dollars’ worth of food aid were
forgone as a result.

Channels of communication

Control over the timing and means of communication was an important
part of the manner in which the Koreans negotiated.
All communication between the government and the agencies was con-

ducted through the Korean-appointed liaison officer, who wielded a great
deal of power. Most meetings had to be arranged by sending a written re-
quest, and agency representatives could never be sure whether such let-
ters were actually delivered – especially if there was any implied criticism
of the liaison officer him/herself. On occasion the Humanitarian Coordi-
nator was able to speak on the telephone with his counterpart at the
Flood Damage Rehabilitation Commission, who spoke excellent English,
but this was very unusual.
There was no question of circumventing the process by, for example,

driving to visit the FDRC without an appointment. All government
offices had armed guards and no one was permitted inside until someone
from the counterpart office came to the door to escort the caller to a spe-
cial meeting room.
Experience proved that negotiations were better undertaken away

from the formal meeting rooms of the ministry of foreign affairs, where
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there were always many note-takers and interpreters in attendance. It
was much better to use the more informal setting of one of the few res-
taurants in Pyongyang. Many of the more important discussions took
place in the informal atmosphere and general hubbub of restaurants
where people could talk more freely, and the Korean officials enjoyed
being taken to these places, some of which they could not afford to go
to themselves. The Korean officials also used this tactic on the aid
agencies, inviting staff to dinners at government guest houses.

Deferring decisions

Once the two sides were together, negotiations could begin, but achiev-
ing results was another matter. Counterparts sometimes stated that they
were not in a position to grant certain requests, which would have to be
referred to ‘‘the relevant authorities’’, usually taken to be national secu-
rity authorities. However, it was never clear who these higher authorities
were, or whether it was an excuse to refuse difficult or unwanted re-
quests, or whether some decisions did in fact have to be referred to a
higher hidden authority. Neither the humanitarian community nor the
diplomatic corps were ever able to access these ‘‘higher’’ officials. In
fact, not even a list of officials belonging to the FDRC ever circulated.

Over time it became clearer how the Koreans dealt with NGO and
UN agency representatives, and even ambassadors, whom they con-
sidered ‘‘awkward’’. This might be because they were asking for too
much, or talking too freely and critically with the press, or not treat-
ing the DPRK and its people with respect. The Koreans simply froze
these people out – they stopped all communication with them. There
were no meetings and letters went unanswered. The unfortunate rep-
resentative found him/herself unable to carry out the agency’s work.
After two or three months of this, the Koreans might feel that enough
punishment had been inflicted and gradually resumed communi-
cations, or sometimes the representative was withdrawn and a new
one sent.

Case study: The nutrition survey

In 1998, UNICEF, the WFP and the European Commission’s Humanitar-
ian Aid department (ECHO), in cooperation with the DPRK government,
carried out a nutrition survey of children in the accessible areas of the
country. Great care was taken in the design of the survey and in the way
it was carried out so that the results would be scientifically valid. This took
many months of negotiation. The survey confirmed that malnutrition
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was extremely serious and provided justification for aid. This was a great
breakthrough because it was the first time that agencies were able to get
hard, statistically valid data on the condition of children in the country.
However, the government would not agree to annual follow-up surveys
to assess progress on reducing malnutrition, and this became a constant
subject for discussion.
The negotiation process was strengthened by UNICEF and WFP main-

taining a united front throughout discussions, and also through pressure
applied at higher levels. The need for a second nutrition survey was put
high on the agenda of issues to be raised by all important visitors, includ-
ing the heads of agencies and donor missions and even a visiting foreign
minister. In New York, the UN Secretary-General raised it with a very
high-level visiting DPRK official.
After fruitless negotiations in 1999 and 2000, in 2001 the FDRC finally

agreed to another survey, but one conducted by the government and un-
der its own terms, and requested international support for this. The WFP
and UNICEF were wary: they concluded that they would have insuffi-
cient control over the process and that any association with the survey
could be portrayed as endorsement of the results. They therefore de-
clined to participate and made it clear to the government that any survey
the DPRK carried out on its own would not have international credibil-
ity. The government survey went ahead and the agencies refused to com-
ment on the results.
Finally, in 2002, it was agreed that a survey with the full participation

of UNICEF and WFP would take place and the agencies were satisfied
that the arrangements would provide valid results. This is a rare example
of eventual success in negotiations, where persistent pressure was applied
with high-level reinforcement. But it took four years to achieve! The
results of the 2002 survey indicated that the nutritional condition of chil-
dren aged under 7 years had greatly improved. The results increased con-
fidence that most of the food aid was widely distributed and reaching the
young children for whom it was intended.

Other successes

Over time, a number of successes were achieved through negotiations. In
2002, the government finally agreed to allow the installation of a satellite
communications system and also sanctioned mobile satellite phones, but
only for the office in Pyongyang – when they were really needed in sub-
offices and vehicles. The government did agree, however, to the installa-
tion of satellite receivers in the sub-offices so that field staff could have
some entertainment in the evenings. Another improvement for field staff
was the granting of permission to leave their hotels without a minder, al-
though they did not have complete freedom.
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There was also progress on the visa issue. It became apparent that the
mechanics of issuing visas without undue delay and the short validity of
visas were problems that the ministry of foreign affairs ought to be able
to resolve without recourse to ‘‘higher officials’’. Visas for staff were ex-
tended from two or three months to six months. The length of time
needed to issue visas for new staff improved somewhat but was never
consistent, and seemed to vary according to the state of the relationship
of the agency and the Flood Damage Rehabilitation Commission. The
total number of visas never got much beyond 100, with the FDRC citing
a shortage of suitable accommodation, but in the end the government
built some new apartments in the diplomatic compound that eased the
problem.

The WFP managed substantially to improve the quality of information
available by establishing a database of each county, combining informa-
tion provided by the government with information collected by the field
officers. The database included information on agriculture and popula-
tion. The technical subgroups of the inter-agency group facilitated the
sharing of information and coordination amongst the agencies. The Ko-
reans had tried to prevent agencies from sharing information amongst
themselves, but eventually relented.

The number of WFP monitoring visits increased from 250 per month in
1998 to over 500 per month by 2002. The quality of the visits improved
somewhat when the Koreans agreed to focus group discussions with bene-
ficiaries, but pre-notification was still required and random spot checks
were not permitted. During monitoring visits to counties, interviews were
conducted with county officials, at nurseries, kindergartens, schools and
hospitals, and in beneficiaries’ homes. Some of the field officers managed
to have some limited flexibility in the choice of institutions visited.

The emergency medical evacuation issue was never resolved satisfac-
torily. However, after 2002, when a medical emergency did occur, the
DPRK permitted an evacuation.

Inter-agency diplomacy

Humanitarian diplomacy played an important role in mediating between
agencies and between agencies and donors. The aid community in the
DPRK faced its own set of crises in 1998. It was under heavy external
pressure, being forced to answer charges that aid was being diverted to
the military or that it was propping up an unwholesome regime, while in-
side the country the operating environment remained difficult. Under
these pressures, some NGOS were withdrawing.

To counter the deteriorating situation, it was decided that the first task
of the UN agencies and NGOs was to identify humanitarian principles
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specific to the DPRK that would provide common guidance in respective
programmes. Agencies and NGOs developed nine humanitarian prin-
ciples, which were incorporated into the Common Humanitarian Action
Plan. This formed part of the UN Consolidated Appeal presented to do-
nors at the end of 1998. The Humanitarian and Development Working
Group drew up a matrix that set baselines and tracked progress towards
meeting the nine humanitarian principles. Benchmarks were identified,
and the matrix was maintained and updated by the Office for the Coordi-
nation of Humanitarian Affairs on behalf of all agencies and published in
successive UN Consolidated Appeals.
To address the question of access, the first step was to get all agencies

to agree to the principle that no agency should provide aid to areas or
places that the agency could not access. It was vital for all the agencies
and NGOs to have a common position on this when going into negotia-
tions with the government. This fundamental principle was reinforced peri-
odically during the inter-agency meetings and all agencies adhered to it.

Case study: Diverting aid to the military

Several very critical articles started to appear in the media in 1998 after
some NGOs left. Those that remained, and particularly the WFP, were
accused of perpetuating an intolerable regime and its human rights
abuses. It was argued that discontinuation of the aid would speed the col-
lapse of the regime. These critics failed to take into account that NGOs
claimed that more than 1 million people had died of starvation in 1996/
1997 but the regime had not collapsed. Because the aid could not be
monitored properly, critics alleged that it was being diverted to the army
and to other favoured groups.
These were extremely serious criticisms and the humanitarian commu-

nity needed to be sure that it was doing the right thing. However, there
was no agreement amongst the remaining agencies and NGOs about the
overall humanitarian situation in the country or about the effectiveness of
aid programmes. More NGOs were talking about withdrawal, partly as a
result of their own headquarters reacting to media criticism.
An inter-agency group, chaired by the Humanitarian Coordinator, ad-

dressed these issues very intensely over a week in late 1998. The most
pressing issue was whether it was better to withdraw from the country,
in view of the unsatisfactory operating restrictions, or to stay and try to
improve the situation. The conclusions were drafted as a Consensus
Statement, together with the names of the agencies and NGOs that sup-
ported the statement.
The consensus was that there was a serious humanitarian situation in

the country; that the aid was having some positive impact; that the oper-
ating restrictions were unsatisfactory but had shown some improvement;
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and that much more improvement was necessary. Having agreed this, the
decision could be taken to remain engaged and to try to make gradual
improvements from within, rather than withdrawing or adopting an
approach that would likely lead to confrontation with the DPRK author-
ities and suspension of programmes. Having a common position was ex-
tremely valuable, and the Consensus Statements, which were for public
circulation, proved to be useful when talking to donors, the media and
the government. The Humanitarian Coordinator remarked at an inter-
agency meeting at this time that ‘‘it is easier to withdraw than to remain’’.

Two more NGOs withdrew at the end of 1999 and 2000. As each one
left, the inter-agency group renegotiated and reviewed its position, exam-
ining where progress had been achieved and where setbacks had oc-
curred and debating whether there was justification for continuing the
aid. On each occasion it was agreed that progress had been made and
that aid was saving lives. Therefore, although serious operational issues
remained, it was better to continue the dialogue with the Korean author-
ities. An updated Consensus Statement was then issued.

Over time, the balance of in-country belief emerged that there was no
major systematic diversion of food aid to the North Korean military. The
army was one of the state’s designated priority groups and therefore bene-
fited from the domestic harvest. Priority groups took the entire year’s
supply of food at the time of the harvest, leaving the remainder to be
distributed through the public distribution system (PDS) throughout the
year. There were other known sources of food, including bilateral aid
from China and other sympathetic countries, that could be used to feed
the army and other priority groups. Conversely, the bulk of international
food aid was maize and wheat, commodities that were not popular with
the Koreans, who preferred home-grown rice. Only people who needed
to supplement their PDS ration – the really poor and hungry (the ones
the agencies wanted to reach) – would eat these foods.

Wider implications

In negotiations between states, diplomats are there to serve the interests
of their government or what could be called ‘‘the national interest’’. This
defines and limits their course of action. For humanitarian diplomacy,
however, the calculation is not ‘‘does this serve my agency’s interests?’’
but, rather, ‘‘what is the price worth paying to save lives?’’

In the DPRK, the answer was that the price demanded, in terms of the
severe restrictions placed on the humanitarian community, was worth
paying because, on balance, the greater interest of saving lives was being
met. A majority of agencies and NGOs took the line that it was better to
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remain engaged and improve the situation in the DPRK than to with-
draw. Furthermore, all negotiations, whether between the agencies them-
selves, with the DPRK or with external donors and governments, were
predicated on this principle of saving lives.
With this principle in mind, humanitarian diplomacy was conducted to

enhance the aid community’s capacity for action. A number of lessons
were learned through the experience that may be applicable to negotiat-
ing with other closed states. These include:
� In a highly politicized and uncertain environment, negotiating a joint
position or consensus is worth while. A degree of coordination improves
bargaining power, mitigates the problems of inadvertently undermining
one’s own ‘‘side’’ through unilateral action, and provides the possibility
of sharing and pooling information and resources.

� Identifying issues that are key, and persisting in applying pressure
about them, over time, across different levels of government and
through different means, signals to the other side that certain issues
are important, not something merely thrown into the bargaining ‘‘pot’’.

� It is important to develop an awareness of the other side’s priorities
and limitations and their preferred negotiating style. Positions that ap-
pear to be illogical or arbitrary may derive from underlying conditions
that are not immediately apparent. On the other hand, some will be ar-
bitrary and can be changed.

� Negotiation is just part of the process. Presenting and carrying out a
consistent programme (preferably with a consensus behind it) can build
confidence and alleviate suspicion and mistrust.

Overall, and very slowly, progress was made in the DPRK, despite the
setbacks. Although it was always a case of two steps forward, one step
back, the negotiations that took place on humanitarian assistance did
nonetheless open the door. This experience can now be built on by gov-
ernments to improve political interaction with the DPRK.
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10

Steering through insurgencies
in Nepal

Erika Joergensen

I had no idea what I was in for when I agreed to come to Nepal in
August 2002. After years of working in emergencies, I thought I was
taking on a quiet development post where I would be able to put in
a good day’s work to make sure that the programmes were running
effectively, but then retire to my home at the end of the day to watch
the sun set, not too worried about what tomorrow might bring.

The major reason for engaging in humanitarian diplomacy is to create
and maintain the humanitarian space in which aid activities can take
place. Although negotiations occur on a political level, sometimes politi-
cal objectives clash with humanitarian ones. When humanitarian opera-
tions take place in a time of great political instability, new tensions and
unanticipated challenges inevitably emerge.

This chapter describes the engagement of the World Food Programme
(WFP) in humanitarian diplomacy in Nepal from mid-2002 to May 2004.
During this period, a Maoist insurgency that had been simmering for
years spread to most of the country. Rebel groups began to tighten con-
trol in areas in which development activities were taking place, and gov-
ernment forces moved to reassert their influence. Meanwhile, in the cap-
ital of Kathmandu, weak central governments lurched from one political
crisis to the next and the entire democratic structure of the country was
threatened.

In this situation, aid agencies faced a major dilemma: deciding if and
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when it was acceptable to bypass government systems and to accept par-
allel structures in order to fulfil humanitarian imperatives. Such actions
ran the risk of weakening the legitimacy of the government while bestow-
ing legitimacy on the parallel – usually insurgent – structures. If badly
handled, this could in the long run compromise the development space.
The alternative, to cease operations in conflict-affected areas, could put
local people at risk and trigger a humanitarian crisis.
In the countryside, the security situation was rapidly deteriorating,

both for the increasingly isolated and vulnerable population and for
aid workers in the field. Humanitarian principles were not respected: the
insurgents stole supplies, demanded registration, extorted ‘‘taxes’’ and
banned some development activities. The security forces were suspicious
of aid workers and their programmes, fearing they might assist the rebels.
Both sides in the conflict violated human rights; even worse, ‘‘extreme
measures’’ were being tacitly accepted as necessary, and neither the gov-
ernment nor the Maoist leadership seemed strong enough to maintain
discipline over their distant troops.
As the security situation worsened during 2002, humanitarian impera-

tives increasingly overlapped with the development programmes that
were already in place. On the programme side, this included using assis-
tance in conflict-affected areas to help the population retain their assets,
sustain their livelihoods and cope with hardships.
Although there was no evidence of a humanitarian crisis, there were

concerns that, as areas became inaccessible and as violence escalated,
food deficits would occur and emergency assistance would be needed;
and there were fears that the provision of such assistance could be made
difficult by a central government in denial about its insurgency, and at the
local level by the presence of Maoist guerrillas who effectively controlled
a growing area of territory. Donors began to question whether it was re-
alistic to continue development work in the context of what was starting
to look like a civil war.
For the WFP, its mandate as a UN agency meant that it had to seek

government approval when trying to alter its existing programmes to
deal with the changing situation, which included seeking some engage-
ment with the insurgents. Therefore, its efforts went far beyond finding
ways in which to implement field objectives; humanitarian diplomacy
was transacted at the highest political levels in order to gain the neces-
sary recognition that humanitarian imperatives transcended political
ones and would be respected by all sides – the government, the Maoists
and the Royal Nepal Army. The only leverage available was the man-
dates of the non-governmental organizations (NGOs) themselves and
the assistance they could provide.
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Context

The central purpose of this section is to provide, first, background to
the political crisis and the insurgency, and its impact on the population;
and, secondly, a brief account of the activities undertaken by interna-
tional agencies in Nepal and the challenges they faced as the insurgency
escalated.

The political background

The Kingdom of Nepal’s feudal structures were replaced relatively re-
cently: in 1990 it became a constitutional monarchy with an elected prime
minister presiding over a Council of Ministers whose members were ap-
pointed from the elected parliament. Although democratic structures
were thus in place, the functioning of the inexperienced elected govern-
ment had not been very successful, leaving a political vacuum at the heart
of the country.

Under the constitution, the king served as head of state and supreme
commander of the Royal Nepal Army (RNA), which in turn had strong
cultural and traditional links to the monarchy. The reigning king, Gya-
nendra, ascended to the throne following a palace massacre in June 2001
in which 10 members of the royal family, including King Birendra, lost
their lives. The mysterious circumstances surrounding the massacre, and
a lack of popular affection for Gyanendra, undermined the popularity of
and respect for the monarchy.

The staunchest opponent of the monarchy was the Communist Party of
Nepal (Maoist). Disillusioned with democracy, it left the political main-
stream in 1996 and began to strengthen its support base in the mid-west
of the country in preparation for a ‘‘people’s war’’. The Maoists were
able to capitalize on years of government neglect, failed development
projects and increasing poverty that had served both to isolate many
communities from government influence and services and to foment re-
sentment among the local population.

The insurgency spreads

The government negotiated a cease-fire with the Maoists in August 2001,
a consequence of the political crisis that gripped the country following
the palace massacre. Four months later, however, the cease-fire broke
down and the government proclaimed a state of emergency. The Maoists
launched several successful attacks, in which they overran army barracks
in a number of district headquarters culminating in a major attack in
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Time line of key events
1991 First democratic elections in Nepal
1996 Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) leaves

political mainstream and launches insurgen-
cies in mid-western district of Rukum

June 2001 10 members of the royal family, including
King Birendra, slain. His brother King Gya-
nendra succeeds him

August 2001 First cease-fire declared
November 2001 Cease-fire breaks down, followed by serious

fighting; the Maoists win influence over a
significant part of Nepal; state of emergency
declared

May–October 2002 Political crisis as party infighting leads prime
minister to dissolve parliament and seek new
elections; prime minister and cabinet forced
to resign; King Gyanendra dismisses elected
governments in all districts and appoints
prime minister himself; elections postponed
indefinitely

January–August 2003 Second cease-fire signed, with occasional vio-
lations as peace talks begin; political crisis
continues

August 2003 Maoists withdraw from negotiations and fight-
ing resumes. Neither the army nor the Maoists
gain full control of the countryside, parlia-
ment remains dissolved, and there is increas-
ing public opposition and protests against the
king

December 2003 A group of international agencies and embas-
sies in Nepal publish basic operating guide-
lines for all development and humanitarian
assistance in Nepal

January 2004 UN Country Team in Nepal issues Basic Op-
erating Guidelines and Guiding Principles

April 2004 King promises to hold parliamentary elections
in 2005

May 2004 Prime minister resigns
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Mangelsen, Acham, in February 2002 that left 107 security personnel
dead.

The elected government was unable to reach consensus on whether to
extend the state of emergency, so in mid-2002 King Gyanendra dismissed
it on grounds of national security and appointed his own people. This fur-
ther undermined the legitimacy of the state in the eyes of its population.

Whereas initially the impact of the Maoist insurgency had been largely
limited to the rural areas of the far west and mid-west, by late 2002 the
fighting between the Maoists and the RNA had intensified, affecting
most of the 75 districts of Nepal and even making itself felt in Kath-
mandu. Its rapid spread forced the government, which had tended to
ignore the conflict since the collapse of the first cease-fire, into action.
Following a series of bombings, which culminated in the assassination of
the Chief of Police, his wife and bodyguard in Kathmandu in January
2003, the king, through his special appointee Minister Pun, negotiated a
second cease-fire with the Maoists. This lasted until August, when peace
talks collapsed and fighting resumed.

By early 2004 the priority was to return to elected civilian governance
and put a process in place to negotiate an end to the conflict between the
Maoists and the RNA. This was no easy task, because the fundamental
demand of the Maoists – to establish a constitutional assembly to draft a
new constitution, which could well result in the end of the monarchy –
ran contrary to the aims of the political mainstream, the RNA and, of
course, the Palace.1 Meanwhile, the rift between the government and
the king (backed by the RNA), on the one side, and the political parties
backed by increasingly enraged student organizations, on the other side,
widened significantly.

The impact on the population

Statistical facts are hard to collect in Nepal, but it is generally accepted
that the conflict had claimed about 9,000 lives by early 2004. There were
also numerous reports of beatings, abductions, amputations and murders,
attributed both to the Maoists and to the RNA. In 2003 alone, 996 cases
of arrest and torture were reported.2

The insurgents had a negative impact on the civilian population in the
areas they operated in. Although they left most civilian infrastructure
untouched, they disabled village headquarters and government buildings,
as well as communications towers and bridges, which they claimed could
serve military as well as civilian purposes. They exacted forced donations
of grain from a population that was already unable to meet its food
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requirements even in a good year, and imposed taxes on the salaries of
teachers, health workers and NGOs in their areas of influence.
The RNA was responsible for at least two high-profile incidents that

involved the loss of civilian life. By early 2004, it became apparent that
the RNA was increasingly acting on its own authority, rather than under
civilian leadership.

The impact on NGOs

In the field, NGOs were confronting problems with both parties to the
conflict. The Maoists expelled many NGOs from their areas of control
and blocked the implementation of hundreds of government-financed
road and water system projects – infrastructure that was critically needed
by the civilian population. Their intimidation of government officials,
combined with the king’s replacement of previously elected local leaders
with government appointees who had little standing within their com-
munities, greatly weakened capacity at the local level to implement de-
velopment projects. Meanwhile, the RNA made some worrying state-
ments accusing assistance agencies of providing tacit support, or worse,
to the Maoists.

Assessing the capacity of the population

As dire as the situation was in the countryside, it did not deteriorate to
the point where it triggered a recognized humanitarian crisis. When the
second cease-fire in January 2003 allowed a relaxation of access restric-
tions to the Maoist-dominated parts of Nepal, the donor community ex-
pected to find a population suffering from major food deficits and in
need of emergency assistance. There was some concern that the govern-
ment would block such assistance, because it had indicated a general re-
luctance to accept emergency aid related to the conflict. However, both
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the WFP
were able to confirm that there had been no substantial increase in acute
malnutrition or displacement and emergency assistance was not needed;
supply lines remained operational and stores were full thanks to an abun-
dant spring harvest. This was an important lesson, indicating that the
population of rural Nepal was capable of coping with a certain level of
hardship without external assistance. However, it was also clear that,
even in normal conditions, the people of Nepal were living on the edge
and could ill afford further shocks to their livelihood systems: in 2003,
Nepal ranked 143rd out of 175 countries on the UN Development Pro-
gramme’s Human Development Index. The line between subsistence
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and disaster was particularly fine in the far western and mid-western re-
gions, where there was a long history of neglect and underdevelopment.

The role of international agencies

The donor and assistance community in Nepal was primarily develop-
ment oriented. Nepal was a major recipient of development aid; more
than half of the government income was derived from foreign donors
supporting major sectors such as education, energy, agriculture, infra-
structure, environment, governance and human rights. Major donor
countries included Denmark, the United Kingdom, India, Japan, the
United States, Norway and Switzerland. Also present were organizations
such as Gesellschaft Technischer Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), the UK De-
partment for International Development (DFID), CARE International
and Save the Children. There was representation from many of the
United Nations’ major development agencies, including the WFP, the
Asia Development Bank, the Food and Agriculture Organization, the In-
ternational Labour Organization, the World Health Organization, the
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the United Nations Devel-
opment Programme and the World Bank. The ICRC maintained a mis-
sion that primarily focused on visits to detainees in prison or army camps
and on education of the armed forces and insurgents in international hu-
manitarian law.

Operational issues

The WFP, working in cooperation with the other resident agencies, had
two objectives to support field operations: first, to support the peace pro-
cess and, secondly, to facilitate the implementation of field projects. In
order to achieve these goals, the WFP has specific operational objectives
for Nepal. These included:
� securing full access to all areas affected by conflict;
� coordinating information-gathering activities through securing cooper-
ation from all parties involved;

� enforcing implementation capacity;
� insisting that respect for humanitarian principles by all participants to
the conflict be maintained;

� maintaining local support for programmes.

Facilitating access

In trying to reach their beneficiaries, aid agencies confronted formidable
geographical and infrastructural challenges in Nepal at the best of times.
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In this period, WFP field staff and their implementing partners faced
added danger and uncertainty as the insurgency began to affect most of
the country’s 75 administrative districts.
Most donor assistance was channelled through district development

committees (DDCs) in the district headquarters and/or through village
development councils (VDCs). As the security situation grew worse, the
king’s decision to dismiss elected bodies in the DDCs and VDCs made
maintaining access via these structures more difficult.
The WFP was less affected by access constraints than were some other

agencies, probably because, when its field presence was established in
2002, the WFP was delivering tangible resources – food and infrastructure
– that benefited the same population from whom the Maoists sought sup-
port. Nevertheless, two national staff members connected to a WFP pro-
ject were killed because of their alleged links with the Royal Nepal Army.
The Maoists prohibited other organizations with ‘‘softer’’ programmes,
such as literacy campaigns and empowerment activities, from working in
their areas of control, and throughout the conflict-affected areas many
staff were harassed by army and insurgents alike.
To facilitate and maintain access to these areas, assistance agencies had

to engage in dialogue with the warring sides. For their part, the Nepal
government, the RNA and the Maoist insurgents all had to acknowledge
that such dialogue with their opponents was necessary and did not indi-
cate an ‘‘allegiance’’ to one cause or the other. But, even when both the
Maoists and the RNA agreed to permit access in theory, in practice it re-
mained problematic because of the terrain itself, the poor or non-existent
infrastructure and obstacles placed in the way by the RNA or the Mao-
ists. In some cases, it took great efforts and resources just to reach the
district headquarters, and to move beyond them into the villages was
sometimes impossible. Many of the district headquarters could be reached
only by helicopter; WFP field monitors routinely walked for more than a
week in order to visit a handful of projects in villages. Food supplies des-
tined for the remote mountainous district of Humla had to be either air-
lifted by helicopter or trucked in from the opposite side, through Tibet.
Other methods included using porters, mules, trucks or tractors – all of
which proved to be very time-consuming and costly.

Information-gathering

Information collection is the foundation of programme activities: in
Nepal, it was difficult to plan appropriate programmes in the absence of
credible and organized data. Therefore, finding ways to gather accurate
and relevant information was an operational issue that plagued WFP in-
terventions and directly exacerbated access problems.
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When I arrived in August 2002, information seemed completely
unsystematic and disorganized. We would hear from one source that
200,000 people were on the move, and the next day we would read in
the newspaper that famine was expected in February. The following
day a third source would announce that there was no problem at all.

Enforcing implementation capacity

Most agencies relied on the government as an implementing partner, a
system that was developed to support local governance and decentraliza-
tion as part of the new democracy’s capacity-building and improved ser-
vice delivery in Nepal. However, the national implementation procedures
that had been put in place to support development – namely, the man-
date to work through district development committees and village devel-
opment councils for all activities – were not particularly well suited to the
situation that was emerging. Restricting aid work to these channels lim-
ited the ability to reach the targeted population and, it was feared, would
preclude an expansion of activities if needed to address an evolving hu-
manitarian crisis. The WFP began to explore alternative means of imple-
mentation. Since the government did not request emergency assistance,
many agencies tried to use their ongoing development frameworks to
address any needs arising from the conflict.

Members of the international community also largely failed to recog-
nize what was happening. This was partially owing to the remoteness of
the affected areas: most agency and donor representatives lived in Kath-
mandu, which was relatively unaffected by the insurgency in the early
period. Furthermore, there was no indication of large-scale popula-
tion displacements or increases in acute malnutrition or crude child mor-
tality rates. On this basis, agencies such as the ICRC reported that,
although the population was living on the edge, there was no humanitar-
ian crisis.

Respecting human rights

The lack of respect for human rights became an increasing problem over
the course of the conflict, with both sides committing abuses. On some
occasions, government officials made statements that in effect condoned
the abrogation of human rights on the basis that extraordinary means
were required in extraordinary circumstances. Such impunity ran the
risk of giving the impression that human rights violations would be
tolerated.
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There were daily reports of civilian casualties and regular reports of
executions at the hands of both the RNA and the Maoists. Although
atrocities were not widespread, they were significant. For example, in an
incident in Ramechhap in August 2003, the RNA was alleged to have
executed 21 suspected insurgents in their custody, a matter that was not
adequately investigated by the government.

The role of local support

Most development agencies were eager to redirect their activities to-
wards addressing and mitigating the root causes of the conflict – thereby
indirectly attempting to help peace-building – but very few managed to
reach the poorest of the poor. In the experience of the WFP, once pro-
grammes began to take off in the most marginalized areas, the local
population protected and supported them against obstruction from the
Maoists. It was therefore critical to develop better targeting and imple-
mentation mechanisms to deliver tangible results and build confidence
and to anchor those programmes in the local communities.
At the same time, the international NGOs were challenged directly or

indirectly to support the Maoist movement by forced payment of taxes,
registration or confiscation/theft of material. It was essential to discuss
and understand what types of activities were helpful and what types ran
the risk of jeopardizing the communities they were intended to help. For
example, although infrastructure projects produced immediate demon-
strable results and helped build confidence, the parties to the conflict
could of course also make use of this infrastructure.

Obstacles and opportunities

The dynamics of the evolving insurgency began to affect development
and aid programmes in ways that presented new obstacles and challenges
to established working practices. Humanitarian diplomacy would play a
central role in overcoming these challenges as assistance agencies refor-
mulated and renegotiated their activities. Among the major obstacles
were bureaucratic constraints, maintaining communications channels, po-
litical interference, the lack of intra-agency cohesion, and the violation of
humanitarian principles.

Bureaucratic constraints

Development work in Nepal was subject to a grinding bureaucracy. It
often took more than six months to agree changes to projects or to clear
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vehicles through customs, and it sometimes took years for an NGO to re-
ceive government approval to operate in Nepal.

It was at times difficult to distinguish between delays that were a result
of the conflict and delays that were owing simply to bad governance. The
Nepalese state was new and still battling with a lack of experience and
competence in public administration. Success was more often determined
by personal networks and there was an informal decision-making hier-
archy that was not transparent to outsiders. Civil servants were unwilling
to make and execute decisions.

We wasted enormous amounts of time knocking on the doors of civil
servants to get letters, exemptions and etceteras. Our frustration was
shared by those government officials who were genuinely trying to
streamline procedures.

In a development context, the need to be patient when dealing with
bureaucratic constraints was frustrating. More important were more fun-
damental concerns that, in the context of an emerging humanitarian cri-
sis, such constraints would hamper the expansion of humanitarian activ-
ities and indeed could begin to cost lives.

Maintaining communications channels

A major obstacle was opening and maintaining channels of communica-
tion between the aid agencies themselves, and also between the agencies
and the warring parties. It was necessary to find ways to work with and
through government officials who had limited legitimacy at both national
and field levels, and also to work with the RNA. On the other hand, con-
tact had to be maintained with the Maoists to ensure that programmes
could go forward, but without becoming complicit in the Maoists’ politi-
cal agenda.

Although the government supported the need to continue develop-
ment work in the areas affected by the conflict, it wanted to see this
work carried out through government channels. These channels had not
been particularly effective in the conflict areas in the past; only in rare
cases were the very poorest represented on government committees,
which were predominantly filled by higher-caste, more affluent members
of the community. However, the committees became virtually useless
when their elected representatives were replaced by government ap-
pointees. These appointees often failed to report to work, either because
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they feared they would become targets for the Maoists or simply because
they lacked engagement.
Another major obstacle in pulling together a coherent effort to address

the evolving crisis was the lack of a structured high-level dialogue with
the Maoists. The United Nations held discussions with the Maoists only
when the government explicitly agreed to them; the last such dialogue
took place within the context of the second peace negotiations before
they broke down in 2003.

Political interference

In Maoist-controlled areas, no rural projects could be implemented with-
out Maoist approval. At the local level, the Maoists made it clear that
they were interested only in projects that delivered tangible results, such
as food aid, road construction, immunization and vitamin A campaigns,
or water/sanitation interventions. For the most part, WFP activities fit
the Maoist criteria; however, the Maoists forced other agencies to leave
their areas of control if they were engaged in projects the Maoists
deemed antithetical to their ideology. These included more politically
oriented activities such as social mobilization, empowerment projects for
women and governance programmes. The insurgents also consistently
tried to tap into project income, by diverting resources, charging a proj-
ect tax and/or taxing local salaries directly.
Assistance agencies were also harassed by the RNA, which sometimes

suspected them of supporting the Maoists. In January 2004, a member of
the Médecins Sans Frontières staff in Jumla was deported following alle-
gations that he consulted openly with local Maoist leaders. These worry-
ing trends not only hindered field work, but also generated concern that
the international community would face major obstacles if it needed to
scale up activities to address a humanitarian crisis.

The lack of intra-agency cohesion

The development community in Nepal was not a coherent group.
Agencies did not routinely pool information and resources. Instead, they
cultivated separate, direct relationships with the government and dealt
with the Maoists as individual organizations. This allowed the Maoists a
certain degree of manipulation of agencies: for example, they would per-
mit only organizations whose objectives were consistent with their own to
operate in their areas of control.
The tendency for local NGOs to work alone was exacerbated by the

culture of fear that existed in the field. Individual NGOs were particu-
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larly worried that other organizations would pass information to the
Maoists or to the RNA that would somehow have negative consequences
for their programmes or their safety.

During a visit to one of our WFP sub-offices, I called a meeting with
all local UN bodies, and another with all NGO representatives in the
area. Whereas the UN meeting proved to be a successful forum for
discussion and became a permanent feature in the area, the NGO
meeting was more problematic. Local NGOs were deeply suspicious
of the purpose of the meeting and questioned the need for sharing
information on a regular basis. One NGO representative said to me:
‘‘Why would I tell him what we are doing and give him information.
He will just report to the police tomorrow.’’ Such an atmosphere of
mistrust would have to be overcome if fuller and more effective coor-
dination between agencies was going to take place.

Violation of international norms

The government, the RNA and the Maoists did not always respect hu-
manitarian principles and sometimes interfered with assistance activities
in violation of international norms and standards. Agencies and NGOs
operating in the Maoist areas had a number of problems with the insur-
gents: they were faced with demands for payment, including of a propor-
tion of project income, as well as illicit taxation of project staff salaries.
Theft of project supplies also occurred. There were problems with the
RNA too. Occasionally, project user groups would report that they had
not received their allocated food, in spite of the fact that the government
had confirmed delivery, and sometimes bags of WFP food aid were found
in the possession of the RNA, who would not release it.

Negotiations

The pursuit of humanitarian principles through the practice of diplomacy
took place at both central and local levels of government. Negotiations
also took place with the Maoist insurgents at the local level to try to se-
cure field objectives and development/humanitarian space. Throughout,
effective communication with donors and tight coordination and cooper-
ation with negotiation partners such as other UN agencies were a crucial
part of the negotiating strategy.
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The following case studies illustrate how and why such negotiations
took place, as well as their outcomes. The first example is a discussion of
the role that high-level humanitarian diplomacy played in the 2003 peace
process; indeed, it appeared that humanitarian issues might become a
cornerstone of any agreement between the state and the insurgents. The
later examples illustrate how the WFP negotiated on various issues con-
cerning field operations, including redressing the lack of credible field
information, changing the focus of existing programmes, establishing a
Code of Conduct, and working with donors and other NGOs to keep
humanitarian goals on the political agenda. Such negotiations, however
risky, helped overcome obstacles such as access issues, intimidation of
field staff and the need to refocus programmes in order to respond to a
changing environment.

Supporting the peace process

A cease-fire was declared in January 2003 and preparations were made to
engage in a peace process that looked to be more substantive and prom-
ising than the earlier attempt in 2001. From the perspective of the aid
agencies operating in Nepal, it appeared that humanitarian concerns
were going to be given a high priority and that humanitarian diplomacy
could be leveraged to achieve some areas of agreement between the war-
ring parties, as well as to help maintain the humanitarian space.
The National Human Rights Commission of Nepal, along with govern-

ment representatives, Maoists and members of civil society, designed a
code of conduct known as the ‘‘22 Peace Stones’’ to set the tone for
the talks. The king’s appointee to the talks, Minister Pun, set the agenda.
He proposed starting with humanitarian issues, moving on to political is-
sues and tackling military issues only when some agreement had been
achieved in the first two areas. The international community stood ready
to play a constructive role.
With humanitarian issues at the top of the agenda, it was hoped that

initial agreement might have been reached and confidence built fairly
quickly. However, it soon became apparent that neither the political par-
ties, nor the Maoist insurgents nor the government actually wanted to
take advantage of a humanitarian agenda for confidence-building mea-
sures and, in the end, the two rounds of negotiations that took place
did not address humanitarian issues. On the margins of the peace talks,
the UN Resident Coordinator, with the government’s agreement, engaged
in some discussions with the Maoist leadership in July 2003. In these brief
exchanges, the Maoists made it clear that they were exclusively focused
on their political agenda and were not prepared to discuss development
issues. They indicated that they would entertain discussion of humanitar-
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ian issues only if or when faced with a humanitarian crisis: development
issues were not a priority. And, although a Nepal Human Rights Accord
had been negotiated and agreed in April 2003, in the end the parties to it
would not sign it.

This stance left no room for humanitarian actors to play a role in the
peace process, either at the centre, as honest brokers, or at the local
level, alleviating the poverty, deprivation and isolation that underpinned
the conflict itself.

The Peace Stones condemned forced collections of donations in kind
or in cash. Although in principle agreeing to this, all parties, includ-
ing the Maoist leadership, were concerned that the large number of
rebels who lived off extortion and robberies would not refrain from
such activities. At one point, the WFP was approached informally to
discuss the possibility of temporarily providing food aid to this par-
ticular group. Our reaction was hesitancy: the project did not appear
to sit well with our basic principle of impartial, purely needs-based
aid. We were also concerned about the prospect of maintaining a seg-
ment of the rebel force intact and ready to resume hostilities. On the
other hand, we did not wish to jeopardize the peace process. In the
end, we proposed to initiate a bilateral ‘‘Food for Arms’’ programme
through which WFP rice would be exchanged for combatant weap-
ons and munitions. Sadly, things did not progress and the cease-fire
broke down. Later, the Maoists did appear to have problems in con-
trolling elements of their cadres; some observers argued that one of
the reasons for the Maoist pull-out from talks was resentment among
cadres over the loss of extortion incomes.

Establishing field monitoring

To help overcome the information deficit, in late 2002 the WFP decided
to set up a field surveillance team to intensify programme monitoring and
gather primary data from the field. DFID agreed to provide bilateral
funding to support this initiative. Upon receipt of the funds, staff recruit-
ment was undertaken in the districts where the WFP had a presence, a
set of templates for data collection was developed, the new recruits were
trained and they formally began their work in November 2002. It was
concluded that it was important to maintain high visibility so that the
WFP’s work would be fully transparent to both the RNA and the Mao-
ists. Therefore, in addition to code of conduct letters, the field monitors
were issued with WFP caps, vests and t-shirts so that their identity was
clear. They started walking around, familiarizing themselves with the vil-
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lages and making contact with both sides through the local community in
order to pass on the message about what they were doing and why. Both
the RNA and the insurgents responded positively, indicating that, as long
as the assistance reached its agreed target beneficiaries and the opera-
tions were transparent, they would not interfere. This early attempt at
negotiating suggested that both sides could be amenable to recognizing
and respecting humanitarian activities.
By early 2003 there were 30 full-time field monitors, who covered 32

districts. They produced bi-monthly reports that were shared with part-
ners and donors. One monitor was posted at border crossing points to
India to observe people movements and check whether this was part of
normal temporary migration for economic reasons or a direct result of
the conflict. Although some of the monitors were stopped and interro-
gated, by and large those involved in assistance programmes were spared
accusations that they were ‘‘spying’’ for the enemy and, unlike some
NGOs, they were not pressed for ‘‘intelligence’’ by either side. However,
it remained a risky occupation and a constant concern and debate having
local colleagues working in an exposed environment.
To determine key trends and to ensure some level of consensus on the

situation in the field, the WFP also set up and chaired a monthly Food
Coordination Meeting open to all relevant players.

The QIP programme

In an evolving and difficult situation, it was important that donor coun-
tries allowed agencies to adapt existing programmes to address changing
circumstances. Most donor assistance was tied up in long-term develop-
ment programmes, but there was an understanding that aid agencies
needed to be flexible. For the WFP, it was crucial and significant that
key donors – including the United Kingdom, Norway and Canada –
continued to demonstrate their trust and support and engage deeply in
trying to support peace-promoting solutions. To maintain donor confi-
dence, the WFP tried to uphold very careful and transparent planning
procedures, effective implementation strategies and a proactive attitude.
When information from the field monitors indicated that people in

more than 70 village development councils in nine districts of mid-
western and far western Nepal were so marginalized that just one more
setback would tip the balance, the WFP decided to adjust the focus of
its ongoing Nepal Country Programme in order to address their needs
directly. Encouraged by the National Planning Commission, which had
urged donors to try to intensify implementation of projects in the Maoist-
controlled areas, in March 2003 the WFP began working with the govern-
ment to reallocate 1,500 tons of rice from the WFP Country Programme
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to what were termed ‘‘Quick Impact Projects’’ (QIPs) in particularly vul-
nerable areas. The WFP worked with UNICEF, two national NGOs and
one international NGO to support simple projects, which were planned
together with community members; DFID agreed to cover the NGO
non-food costs, and its flexible attitude to this new approach was invalu-
able for implementation.

To move forward, the government had to sign an amendment to the
WFP Country Programme to indicate that it agreed to the change. This
process took six months. At the ministerial level, the government
appeared somewhat reluctant to see this programme shift to Maoist-
controlled areas and away from direct government implementation.
After the amendment was finally signed, it took another two months for
the NGOs to get to the target areas to set up activities. Thus implemen-
tation of QIPs only really got under way towards the end of 2003.

Once the QIPs began, however, the need was evident and the local
population received them very enthusiastically. They were grateful not
only to receive some help but also for the fact that their difficult situation
was finally being acknowledged. Some of the severely affected commu-
nities had not been visited by anyone from the government or from de-
velopment organizations for nine years. Preliminary information from an
internal review of the QIPs found that they were timely, well targeted
and helpful to the communities, although it remained an open question
whether development programmes could continue to run in such an un-
stable and insecure context.

Although the process of getting QIPs off the ground was a lengthy one,
the WFP recognized that it was important not to bypass government sys-
tems and create parallel structures. On the contrary, the WFP worked
closely with the government to determine who would receive assistance,
while anchoring ownership in the individual communities. Furthermore,
the cooperation established with the NGO partners proved to be a
good experience on which to build further work in the conflict-affected
districts.

The Code of Conduct

As discussed above, a major obstacle was maintaining access in the field,
owing both to the isolation of some of the communities the WFP was un-
dertaking to assist and also to the difficulties encountered when moving
through conflict-affected areas. In some cases, humanitarian principles
were not respected and programmes and individuals were put at risk.

To try to overcome some of these problems, as it began to expand its
activities in the conflict-affected areas the WFP developed a Code of
Conduct as a confidence-building measure in the field in 2002. The pur-
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pose of the Code was two-fold: first, to explain the purpose of the WFP
presence, and, secondly, to set out clearly what conditions the WFP at-
tached to its provision of aid. By doing so, it was hoped that suspicion
and interference could be somewhat mitigated.
The Code explained the mission and objectives of WFP in Nepal and

clarified that all WFP equipment, supplies and resources would be used
solely for their stated programme objectives. It noted that diversion of
resources would be grounds for cessation of WFP support to the district;
that no armed or uniformed personnel were allowed to travel in WFP
vehicles; and that hiring processes would not to be influenced by political
considerations or by ethnic or religious biases. The Code was published
in English and Nepali, signed, stamped and laminated, and placed in all
official WFP vehicles.

Field staff pointed to the Code of Conduct when stopped by the
RNA, and on several occasions reported that they found it helpful in
lending them some authority and leverage with combatants. I used it
when the driver and I were stopped at an RNA checkpoint in the far
west. We handed the Code to the RNA soldiers as they prepared to
search the vehicle. They read the Code and then let us through with-
out a search.

There were a number of incidents where the WFP was required to put
its Code of Conduct into effect. For example, in December 2003, Maoists
looted 6.5 metric tons of rice from the village development council in
Phuldev Mandau, Bajura district. In tandem with aid partner GTZ, the
WFP immediately issued a press release announcing the suspension of
the project in Bajura. Through the local community, the WFP was in-
formed that the Maoists had not realized that the food belonged to the
WFP – it had been re-bagged by a private transporter who failed to
mark the bags with WFP logos. An investigation found that the responsi-
bility lay with the transporter, who replaced the food. In another incident,
insurgents looted a small quantity of rice and, in response, the WFP sus-
pended its project. To compensate, the Maoists agreed to do community
work in the villages that were supposed to receive the contribution.
In a more serious incident, in November 2003 the WFP and its aid

partners suspended all programmes in Dailekh district after two local
women working with an affiliated NGO were abducted and killed by
Maoists. The insurgents had accused them of spying and of working for
the ‘‘imperialists’’. The local population took action, forcing the Maoists
to provide guarantees that aid activities could be resumed according to
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the Code of Conduct conditions. When the guarantees came, activities in
Dailekh resumed.

There were many other examples to underscore the important role of
the Code of Conduct in the field. When the WFP addressed issues dir-
ectly with the Maoists (either via the media or in dialogue in the field),
it was possible to achieve an informal agreement. It seemed that Maoist
practice regarding development programmes varied from district to dis-
trict and that the outcome of informal negotiations to a large extent de-
pended on the local commanders. In the absence of a dialogue at the cen-
tral level on humanitarian issues, such informal and indirect exchanges at
the local level were helpful in resolving issues that arose around specific
project activities, while the Code of Conduct ensured that conditions
were systematically applied across the country.

Establishing operational guidelines

The development of codes of conduct into guidelines became an essential
basis for donor cooperation. One significant effort was undertaken by
a group of eight donors and bilateral agencies, whose final guidelines
expressed many of the same points as the WFP Code of Conduct and
provided principles for assistance, including the importance of basing as-
sistance on need; ensuring the direct participation of beneficiaries; and
tackling discrimination and social exclusion.

UN agencies in Nepal did not join this initiative because it did not in-
volve consultations with the Nepalese government. Instead, they joined
hands as a country team to develop the United Nations Agencies Guiding
Principles and the United Nations Agencies Basic Operating Guidelines,
which were very similar to the guidelines issued by the bilateral agencies.3
These too drew directly on the WFP Code of Conduct for inspiration.
The Principles affirmed that the United Nations was guided by the prin-
ciples enshrined in international law, and that it conducted its work in
conformity with the principles of humanity, neutrality, impartiality, ac-
countability and transparency in a manner that respected, preserved and
promoted the dignity and humanity of the people it sought to assist. The
Guidelines outlined the purpose and rationale for UN humanitarian and
development assistance, the importance of safe and unhindered access,
and the responsibilities of states to care for victims of emergencies as
well as to facilitate the United Nations’ work in such emergencies. The
Guidelines stipulated clearly that diversion of assistance would not be
tolerated, that the transport of armed groups in UN vehicles was not per-
mitted and that intimidation was unacceptable. The text was based on the
Geneva Conventions and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
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Whenever the signatories of the Guidelines experienced obstruction of
their activities or other violations, they reacted publicly and in solidarity.
A case in point was the insurgents’ continued demands for taxes on de-
velopment activities and workers in early 2004. The group of bilateral
agencies and the United Nations placed newspaper advertisements ur-
ging the Maoists to stop their extortion and warning that, if they failed
to do so, activities could be suspended.
Of course, many problems remained. At the operational level, UNI-

CEF tried to set up schools as ‘‘zones of peace’’ and to implement ‘‘days
of tranquillity’’ together with the UN Country Team to protect children
from violation and abduction by Maoists and to provide urgent supplies
and services.4 For these initiatives to be really successful, both the gov-
ernment and the Maoists needed to agree explicitly to respect the United
Nations’ Guidelines and Principles. However, it remained far from cer-
tain that they would do so, and this reluctance itself constituted a major
impediment to the delivery of assistance.

Applying international pressure

The donor community and humanitarian groups tried to maintain pres-
sure on the highest levels of government in an effort at least to set bench-
marks for measuring the progress of the state’s own development plans
and to identify where performance was falling short.
The donor community was worried not only about the deteriorating

security situation but also about the prospect of seeing decades of devel-
opment efforts and investments undermined by the insurgency. Such con-
cerns were very strongly expressed by a number of key donors that
joined the Nepal Development Forum (NDF) in early May 2004. The
NDF questioned the government’s ability to live up to the ambitions ex-
pressed in the Tenth Plan of Nepal’s Poverty Reduction Strategy.
The UN Country Team issued a statement based on the UN Secretary-

General’s message of 22 March 2004. The objective was to share con-
cerns about meeting development goals by highlighting the impact that
the insurgency was having on the delivery of programmes. This was the
first time the UN Country Team had publicly acknowledged that, be-
cause of the conflict, the government did not have access to many areas
where development service delivery needed to take place. The statement
expressed profound concern about the human rights violations being
committed and outlined the significant changes that had taken place in
the operational environment since the previous NDF in 2002.5 The state-
ment also opposed the government’s suggestion of an ‘‘Integrated Secu-
rity and Development Programme’’, stressing that it was fundamentally
unsound to combine security and development issues. The donor commu-
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nity welcomed the statement; the government did not; and the statement
failed to spark the necessary debate.

Wider implications

Although there were perhaps as many failures as successes in terms of
overcoming the obstacles detailed above, through humanitarian diplo-
macy aid agencies were able to establish parameters within which to con-
tinue their work in an increasingly difficult situation – in effect, to define
humanitarian space that was to some extent respected by both insurgents
and government forces. The fact that a laminated card declaiming a Code
of Conduct was respected by soldiers in the field, or that Maoists made
good on food stores they had appropriated from aid agencies, attested
to the success of moving forward on a negotiated and mutually under-
stood basis. Another, higher-level demonstration of this was the recogni-
tion that the United Nations could be a useful actor in any peace process
and that humanitarian principles could inform the peace agenda.

More generally, the example of Nepal provided some important les-
sons for conducting humanitarian activities in the context of escalating
political violence. They included:
� When operating in a politically unstable environment, it is vital to keep
dialogue possible with all sides while remaining impartial and transpar-
ent. A major achievement in Nepal was to gain some acknowledgement
from all parties that, for aid agencies, humanitarian principles tran-
scended political ones and that aid was provided on this basis.

� Aid agencies must sometimes decide whether to bypass official systems
and work with parallel structures. Such decisions depend on the indi-
vidual mandate of the organization and the situation it confronts. Nev-
ertheless, to choose is to confer or deny legitimacy for such structures,
and this can have long-term consequences that must be balanced against
short-term exigencies.

� Building human capital by strengthening, engaging and making respon-
sible local community organizations can embed humanitarian activities
in the local population. The beneficiaries of programmes can support
and protect them more effectively than can external actors, and they
can play an important role in influencing negotiations.

� Continually monitoring and collating information from the field is im-
portant and helps the aid community determine scenarios for contin-
gency planning and intervention. The view from the centre can be quite
different from the view on the ground. Communities in Nepal demon-
strated great resilience but also showed that, in some cases, the line be-
tween subsistence and crisis was very thin.
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� Establishing and publicizing objectives, principles and conditions of aid
provision can help build confidence in areas where aid agencies are
operating.

� There is a need to be flexible on the part of donors and within aid
agencies themselves so that they can adapt quickly and effectively to
rapidly changing situations.
In the period discussed, Nepal never tipped over into a humanitarian

crisis, although the potential was clearly there. Engaging in careful nego-
tiations across different levels and with different groups at least ensured
that access was maintained and that many humanitarian agencies could
continue operating in the midst of an escalating civil conflict without los-
ing the confidence of donors, beneficiaries, implementing partners or the
parties to the conflict.
It can take many years for a peace process to find a way through to a

durable solution. Meanwhile, those humanitarian diplomats who seek to
assist and often involuntarily assume the role of ‘‘go-between’’ should
continue to support any effort that inspires reconciliation and helps
tackle the root causes of the conflict without harming the structures and
mechanisms by which the population manages to survive and without
undermining the basic principles of humanitarian work.
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Nurturing humanitarian space
in Sudan

Masood Hyder

Context

In the closing years of the twentieth century, the international commu-
nity became familiar with a new term, ‘‘complex emergency’’, used to de-
scribe the combined effects of civil strife, displacement and drought on
countries in turmoil. It discovered that, in those circumstances, reaching
people in need was not a simple matter. It required negotiation, commu-
nication and an unprecedented degree of coordination. In the front-line
of this action were humanitarian workers, not diplomats, though they
were engaged in an activity reminiscent of diplomacy, here termed ‘‘hu-
manitarian diplomacy’’. This chapter focuses on operations in the Repub-
lic of Sudan during 2000–2002, with particular reference to the World
Food Programme’s large-scale interventions and the role of humanitarian
diplomacy in the pursuit of operational humanitarian objectives in that
troubled country.

Sudan’s independence from British and Egyptian rule in 1956 brought
with it neither peace nor prosperity but heralded a turbulent phase
in the country’s history that has lasted to the present day. The post-
independence period was marked by short intervals of ineffective parlia-
mentary government, followed by longer periods of military rule. Worse,
there were repeated instances of large-scale civil conflict, as the Muslim
majority in the north unsuccessfully tried to assert the authority of the
central government on the non-Muslim south. The latter responded with
rebellion from 1963 to 1971, and again from the mid-1980s to the present.
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In such circumstances, economic development could hardly take place,
and Sudan, once the breadbasket of the region, fell prey to repeated
bouts of famine, drought and displacement. By 2000, a succession of dis-
asters had led to 2 million dead and 4 million displaced.
In 2004, just as a peace settlement was being concluded between the

north and the south, war broke out in the western province of Darfur,
when a rebel insurrection, frustrated by what it called the Sudan govern-
ment’s marginalization of Darfur, revived longstanding demands for eco-
nomic and political reforms. The government struck back through Arab
militias. The resulting violence killed tens of thousands and displaced al-
most 2 million people. Thus, even as the civil war appeared to be ending,
the heritage of violence continued to take its toll.
It had become clear for some time that a major crisis was unfolding in

Sudan and that people caught up in the turmoil needed assistance. In
1989, Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS) was created to facilitate humani-
tarian access into southern Sudan. It was an arrangement between the
belligerents (the government of Sudan and the opposition Sudan People’s
Liberation Army/Movement (SPLA/M)) and the international commu-
nity.1 It evolved during subsequent years, but basically comprised a set
of formal agreements, developed over time, that facilitated humanitarian
access into southern Sudan and helped provide assistance (and, to a cer-
tain extent, protection) to millions of people affected by the conflict.2
OLS enshrined the idea of ‘‘unimpeded access’’ for member humanitar-
ian agencies, including many non-governmental organizations (NGOs),
to individuals in need in southern Sudan and parts of government-held
territory affected by war.
Despite the existence of an impressive array of written protocols, how-

ever, access could not be taken for granted on a day-to-day basis. In-
stead, ‘‘humanitarian space’’ – that is, the scope for humanitarian action
– widened or narrowed depending on a number of factors, including po-
litical, military and administrative considerations.3 Nurturing humanitar-
ian space is the essence of humanitarian diplomacy. Its objective is to
save lives, to alleviate suffering and to uphold humanitarian principles.
In order to achieve that, it must deal with operational constraints as
they arise.

Operational issues

Operational constraints refer to the existence of real, immediate and
serious impediments to the delivery or sustainability of humanitarian
assistance. Notable among these are: access – how to reach those in
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need; compliance – how to ensure delivery without the use or threat of
force; coordination – how to function in conditions of uncertain political
support; and explication – how to defend or justify aid, especially in pro-
tracted operations. These and other constraints constitute a sort of re-
sistant medium whose effects humanitarian diplomacy is engaged in
overcoming.

In the case of the World Food Programme (WFP) in Sudan, the main
operational issue concerns access, or reaching the people in need of assis-
tance. WFP’s job is not done when a donor is found, or a vessel engaged
or even when the food arrives in port; that is in fact often the beginning
of the difficulties. Humanitarian intervention begins at the point where it
becomes clear there are urgent needs that are not going to be met unless
outside agencies take action. But such intervention encounters the same
obstacles that deprived the local population of food in the first place. Ac-
cess too is an entitlement issue, as much as the more familiar topics
concerning the political economy of hunger. If anything, it is a reminder
that the contending principles of humanitarian intervention and non-
interference in the internal affairs of sovereign states are not easily
reconciled.4

The second operational issue concerns compliance: how to execute
policy without the use or threat of force. Humanitarian diplomacy as
practised by WFP and its sister UN aid agencies is conducted in the ab-
sence of the ultimate sanction of force. Nor does the promise of assis-
tance delivered free of charge guarantee an unconditional welcome. The
host government, although generally anxious to receive assistance, has
other, justifiable, considerations to weigh in the balance, not least of
which is security (in the sense of exercising control over its territory,
people, administration and policy, as well as ensuring the safety of expa-
triate staff). For these and other reasons, the humanitarian community
often appears more anxious to render assistance than are the national
authorities to receive it. Therefore any moral or diplomatic advantage
that may be assumed to come from being a donor is diluted or lost. Assis-
tance does not provide the leverage that one might imagine, commensu-
rate with the value of the commodities involved or the urgency of need.
The humanitarian community can, of course, resort to withdrawal or sus-
pension of operations but that is, in a sense, self-defeating.

The third operational issue is how to function in the virtual absence of
political support. Humanitarian diplomacy needs, but often does not
obtain, political backing. For the UN Representative in the field, the
Department of Political Affairs, the Secretary-General’s Office in New
York, or the Security Council are very remote institutions. In theory,
there is a two-way channel of communication between New York and
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the field; in practice, the political initiative lies with New York and often
stays there. Although not unaware of what is transpiring in the field, UN
secretariat officials with political portfolios often keep their own counsel.
The fourth operational constraint for the period under review in Sudan

concerns the articulation of the role of food aid in a complex emer-
gency. Welcomed initially, WFP’s role came under critical scrutiny as
time passed. Why could it not achieve unimpeded access? Why was mon-
itoring so poor? Was food being diverted to the rebels? Was food aid
prolonging the conflict? These are donor concerns.5 The host authorities
also develop concerns over time, which have to do with the risks of de-
pendency that external assistance represents, of penetration by foreign
interests, and generally reflecting their ambivalence about food assis-
tance. No one likes accepting food; unlike financial or technical assis-
tance, the receipt of food assistance suggests a level of impoverishment
that no state likes to admit.

Obstacles and opportunities

Given the operational constraints, negotiating for humanitarian space is a
constant, unremitting struggle. It will be argued here that humanitarian
diplomacy may be considered as a type of policy implementation activity,
undertaken in an adverse political and physical environment. The usual
limits to successful implementation apply, but with greater force. Three
points emerge. First, the humanitarian imperative may be paramount in
theory, but the process is subject to competitive and contending political
forces. Second, the process of maintaining humanitarian space is compro-
mised by structural weaknesses both in the government machinery (weak
administration, poor communication) and in the humanitarian commu-
nity (absence of consensus, lack of support from headquarters). Third,
contradictions in the design of humanitarian policy emerge, eventually,
as a major limiting factor. If the policy is designed to save lives but not
to restore livelihoods, then the objective of transiting out of crisis will
not be achieved.
A number of reasons may be offered for the intractability of humani-

tarian affairs as experienced in complex emergencies. The insights come
from policy implementation studies. Nurturing humanitarian space may
legitimately be regarded as a particular type of implementation problem,
concerned with securing compliance in a hostile environment. Although,
traditionally, policy implementation deals with a single bureaucracy, re-
garded as a rational form of human organization,6 the present study rep-
resents a case of implementation across national boundaries,7 or rather
the attempt to carry out a special type of agreement, one that permits
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the United Nations and its NGO partners to operate in the middle of a
civil war. Three approaches originally developed in the policy implemen-
tation literature apply. It can be studied in terms of a political process,
where multiple or ambiguous political objectives ‘‘prevent administrative
success’’;8 or as an inter-organizational process of bargaining, interpreta-
tion and negotiation;9 or in terms of ‘‘administrative limits’’, which re-
minds us that bureaucracies, though rational, are not perfect instruments
of policy.10 The analytical lens of policy implementation studies provides
a focus to our observations.

First, humanitarian diplomacy operates in an environment character-
ized by multiple or ambiguous political objectives. In Sudan, the govern-
ment’s other preoccupations determined the priority accorded to human-
itarian work, and the exigencies of the civil war asserted primacy over
humanitarian concerns. (The same observations apply to the opposition
SPLA/M, which is also political, faction-ridden and operating in the real
world.)11 In the middle of conducting its campaigns, the military (on ei-
ther side) would not have its hands tied, and it clearly resisted having
humanitarian concerns stand in its way. There exists therefore a hier-
archy of intent, and humanitarian concerns are seldom at the top. Indeed,
OLS was often blamed by either side in the war for being the cause of
any reversals that they might have suffered.

The government’s internal structure (and that of the opposition) deter-
mines its responsiveness to humanitarian concerns. The administration
often appeared to consist of a loose coalition of interests and factions,
only some of which conceded any degree of priority to humanitarian
interests, especially if these concerned the welfare of groups alienated
from the ruling élites or not considered sufficiently important by them.
The province of Darfur is a case in point: it has always been regarded as
ethnically distinct from the Arabized north; it was not even part of Sudan
until 1916, and has suffered neglect since, which accounts for the history
of political protest going back to the mid-1960s. For all these reasons
therefore, Darfur’s needs did not receive a sympathetic hearing at the
centre in Khartoum.

Darfur, long subject to drought, also suffered from the tendency to
hide failures and setbacks. The current administration in Sudan was fer-
vent about basic self-sufficiency, especially in terms of food. To admit
therefore that it could not feed itself and to ask for international assis-
tance for this purpose (even following a drought) went against that image
of self-sufficiency. The authorities would rather deny need than ask for
help. There existed a striking similarity to the North Korean ambivalence
to food aid, as described in Chapter 9 by David Morton. In both cases,
the political and administrative culture determined the priority given to
humanitarian concerns.
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The government of Sudan also displayed a sort of fatalistic acceptance
of suffering. The people have always faced drought; they have always
moved when disaster strikes; they cope, somehow; and there is not much
that can be done. This passive attitude towards suffering was very much
at odds with the activist, interventionist approach of the international
community. Indeed, the latter derives its humanitarian imperatives
largely from the post-modern state, but applies them in rather more tra-
ditional settings.12
The second set of issues concerns structural problems. The most funda-

mental of these arose from the fact that Sudan was divided and poorly
administered: the government’s writ ran over only half the country; the
other half was in rebellion. The administrative machinery was weak
and ill-equipped, and basic physical infrastructure was lacking. Notable
amongst the weaknesses was the inability of the periphery to communi-
cate with the centre. This was owing to poor physical lines of communica-
tion, a lack of effective communications between the civil and military au-
thorities, and a failure to assign responsibility at the provincial level for
reporting on humanitarian disasters.
Normally, a robust, independent press and other news media would ex-

pose those weaknesses. But the local news media were weak and unable
to act as an effective, independent force. The international media, on the
other hand, operated from Nairobi, and were therefore in closer touch
with the Sudanese opposition, also based in Nairobi; they had virtually
no impact internally in Sudan.
Commercial interests, on the other hand, had undeniable reach and

impact on the administration. The large farmers, grain merchants, com-
mercial transporters and the like could be very influential. Often their in-
terests seemed to prevail. The government’s attempts to create and oper-
ate a strategic food stock reserve, to make timely purchases of food, to
exert a stabilizing influence on the grain market, to facilitate the trans-
portation of humanitarian assistance were all influenced as much if not
more by commercial as by humanitarian interests.
The weaknesses affecting policy initiatives were not all on the Suda-

nese side. The humanitarian community’s bargaining position was, in
later years, compromised by the unwillingness of OLS to police non-
OLS flights. OLS had struggled to run its operations as correctly as pos-
sible, flying only to agreed destinations, scrupulously limiting itself to
the transportation of humanitarian cargo, and generally abiding by OLS
rules and agreements. However, non-OLS flights (also taking place from
Lokichoggio, or ‘‘Loki,’’ in northern Kenya) had been free from any such
restraint. Thus unauthorized flights entered Sudanese air space without
government clearance. They had nothing to do with the United Nations
or OLS, but shadowed OLS flights in order to escape government of
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Sudan surveillance and to fly to opposition-held destinations. It is impos-
sible to judge how effective these flights were in providing either human-
itarian assistance to denied locations or other forms of assistance to op-
position forces, but this proved to be an enormous irritant to the
government of Sudan, which usually retaliated by imposing restrictions
on OLS.

This was clearly a case where the humanitarian community did not act
as one. Other examples exist. The split between the needs-based and the
rights-based approaches (as described in the Bieh incident below) was
a major factor in weakening the humanitarian community’s negotiating
position.

There is a temptation to interpret the problem of negotiating humani-
tarian space solely in terms of intractable partners on the ground, such as
the government or the opposition, military factions, and so on. The prac-
titioner has in fact to lavish almost equal care and attention to maintain
a consensus at headquarters level, especially in a crisis. Do the UN
agencies support the policy being proposed? Is the United Nations Office
of Security Coordination (UNSECOORD) in New York in agreement?
Are the major donors and NGOs behind the UN Humanitarian Coordi-
nator’s line? The cases presented in the next section of this study make
this point clear. Headquarters-level support and consensus are crucial in
the implementation of policy across national boundaries.

The third set of issues raises concerns about the effectiveness of hu-
manitarian policy itself. In many countries in turmoil, including Sudan,
the donor community is willing to provide emergency humanitarian as-
sistance but it is not willing to move forward into reconstruction and
development. This circumspect approach can have disastrous results.
The drought of 2001 hit Darfur and Kordofan so hard because there had
been no follow-up after the previous emergency. The water sources had
not been maintained; the pumps were not working; the dams had silted
up. More importantly, humanitarian action in previous droughts had
saved lives but not livelihoods. The people had survived but had not
been able to get back on their feet. The failure to build up local capacity,
to maintain water sources or to restore livelihoods was essentially a fail-
ure to do any sort of development work. The humanitarian community
was condemned, as a consequence, repeatedly to address the crises that
ensued. Humanitarian action is, eventually, self-defeating if it is not fol-
lowed up by development at the appropriate time. Thus, even perfect im-
plementation of a purely humanitarian policy achieves only part of what
is required.

I have looked at obstacles – what of opportunities? In negotiating for
humanitarian space, the practitioner is more conscious of obstacles than
of opportunities; there is a fundamental intractability attending humani-
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tarian action. Even those parts of the recipient authority designed to li-
aise with humanitarian agencies and to expedite their work end up con-
trolling rather than facilitating. There is no reason therefore to look for
a dialectical balance here: we need not imagine that, if there are con-
straints, there must be opportunities also. The game of humanitarian dip-
lomacy does not take place on a level playing field.

Negotiations

Negotiations are required at all stages of a humanitarian operation, but
not all negotiations are diplomatic in character. Settling barge rates for
transporting food up-river or haggling over office rents do not consti-
tute humanitarian diplomacy, although they may have implications for
the effectiveness of humanitarian operations. Humanitarian operations
involve transactions of a higher order. A clear humanitarian objective is
involved and the action takes place in a political setting, as in the two
case studies presented here. One involves the challenge of negotiating
minimum access arrangements to the region of Bieh in Western Upper
Nile province in early 2002, an area contested by the government and
the SPLA. The other involves the suspension of operations as an instance
of hard negotiation.

Bieh: Negotiating minimum access requirements

By 2002, the conflict in southern Sudan had been going on for so long
that it was possible to discern a pattern in the violence: every spring, the
conflict would intensify, and then continue through the summer until the
rains arrived, when military operations became more difficult to execute.
It was, generally speaking, a very ‘‘civilianized’’ form of war, in that it had
a direct impact on the civilian population, and was conducted at varying
levels of intensity. There were, of course, army-against-army confronta-
tions between the forces of the government and the opposition. More fre-
quently, however, there were clashes between the militias associated with
either side. Even more commonplace were the actions of the militias
against the civilian population, which were undertaken as a means of re-
taliation and harassment and were intended to demoralize the enemy;
they resulted in the displacement of populations and caused various
forms of distress. Further down the scale of violence, but more frequent
in occurrence, were inter-tribal, inter-ethnic clashes, raids and fights,
down to episodes of cattle-rustling and crop-burning that had more to
do with a traditional way of life than the conduct of politics by other
means.
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Spring 2002 was no different, except that the sequence of events
seemed to start a little early, and included a number of attacks against
civilians at or near food distribution points and the looting of humanitar-
ian facilities. On 2 February, offices of Médicins Sans Frontières (MSF) at
Nimne were looted and its laboratory destroyed. On 9 February, Nimne
was bombed by a government aircraft, which resulted in the death of five
civilians, including one MSF relief worker. On 10 February, two people
died and a dozen more were injured when a military aircraft dropped
bombs at a site in Akuem where the WFP had just finished food distribu-
tion. But the worst incident occurred on 20 February 2002, when a WFP
food distribution site in Bieh, Western Upper Nile, was attacked by a
government helicopter gunship shortly after a food distribution, and 24
civilians were killed.

The United Nations strongly condemned the action. The donor com-
munity also reacted vigorously to the attack. On 23 February, after a re-
ception at the presidential palace in connection with the Muslim New
Year, the president, General Omar Bashir, invited the representatives of
the United States, France, the United Kingdom, Germany and Switzer-
land to stay behind, in order to explain to them the government’s posi-
tion on the incident. He said he hoped that the incident would have no
negative impact on the ongoing peace process, and that what had hap-
pened was a mistake by a local commander who had been misled by in-
formation planted by the SPLA about non-UN aircraft dropping weap-
ons and ammunition at Bieh. Henceforth, areas in which humanitarian
operations had been authorized would be declared no-combat zones,
and any military action there would have to be authorized at the highest
level in Khartoum. Coordination between the military and humanitarian
arms of the government would be reinforced with the appointment of a
brigadier-general in place of the captain who currently headed the coor-
dination unit. Lastly, the president assured his guests, a full investigation
of the incident was under way.

In the days that followed the attack on Bieh, both the humanitarian
community and the government authorities acted in predictable ways.
Humanitarian activities continued, with the adoption of increased secu-
rity precautions. The administrative authorities invited the United Na-
tions to work with them in order to put in place improved procedures,
while themselves clearly operating under pressure from the military and
intelligence services to restrict access.

Thus, the scene was set for what the Secretary-General’s Special En-
voy to Sudan was to later describe as the most serious humanitarian crisis
to befall Sudan since the Bahr el Ghazal famine of 1998. The crisis
concerned access and at its height endangered the lives of well over 1
million people in southern Sudan. In large part, access to most places in
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southern Sudan is achieved by air, because surface transportation either
does not exist or is too dangerous to undertake. In 2001, WFP alone flew
about 40,000 tons of food into southern Sudan; other OLS partners trans-
ported additional quantities of medical and other supplies.
This is the context in which, every month, an elaborate game of wits

was conducted. OLS would request air access to about 200 locations,
while intending to fly to about 100 locations in the course of the month,
thereby giving itself room for manoeuvre. The government would ap-
prove access to over 90 per cent of the locations requested, but a great
hue and cry would be raised both by the United Nations and by the
NGO community about the 17 or so locations normally denied. Most of
the locations denied could in fact be accessed by road (flight denial does
not mean the location cannot be reached by other means); some of the
denied locations might not be in need of humanitarian assistance; and
some might indeed be too dangerous to access. If all this was taken into
account, real denials were much lower than the 17 or so locations refused
by the government.
From March 2002, however, access was seriously curtailed. Growing

prospects for peace seemed only to intensify the conflict, especially in
Western Upper Nile and Bahr el Ghazal. As the conflict intensified, the
government employed several means to interrupt humanitarian assis-
tance. First, denials to specific destinations increased, from the usual 17
locations to about 45. Secondly, the government resorted to blanket de-
nial covering large parts of Western Upper Nile. Thirdly, it issued advi-
sories stating that parts of Bahr el Ghazal and Western Upper Nile were
not safe owing to SPLA activity and that the government advised the hu-
manitarian community not to proceed to those areas. Fourthly, it re-
quested clarification about a large number of requested locations, stating
that they were not known to the government, which therefore found itself
unable to authorize access until precise coordinates were supplied.
By April 2002 it was becoming clear that the government was not

likely to back down on flight clearances. The monthly clearance for April
was forwarded to the United Nations very late and once again denied
clearance for large parts of southern Sudan. This was now becoming truly
worrying. With the return of the dry season, the hunger period begins in
earnest and the need for food aid becomes urgent between April and
September. It was calculated that over 1 million people in need were
being affected by the denials and that their situation would soon become
serious, leading to malnutrition, perhaps thousands of deaths and even
the repetition of the 1998 Bahr el Ghazal famine.
From April 2002, the United Nations in Sudan began advising UN

Headquarters in New York (and the major UN agencies based in Rome
and New York) that the situation required high-level intervention. UN
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Khartoum suggested that, among the donors, the United States could be
most helpful, and that on the UN side two options should be considered:
either to brief the Security Council or to bring in the Secretary-General,
Kofi Annan. After further consultations, New York decided to send the
Secretary-General’s Special Envoy for Humanitarian Affairs for Sudan,
Ambassador Tom Eric Vraalsen of Norway, to Khartoum. After some
delay over dates, he arrived in Khartoum on 25 May 2002 for three days
of hard, even grim negotiations.

At this point the government introduced a new (though not unfamiliar)
issue – the closure of Lokichoggio. For the purpose of supplying human-
itarian assistance in southern Sudan, WFP (the air arm of OLS) was
deploying 19 aircraft from two airfields, Loki in Kenya and El Obeid in
government-held Sudan. These are the two main points of entry into
OLS territory. Both were important not only from a logistical point of
view but also politically: the government would have liked all operations
to take place from El Obeid; the opposition would have liked them to
take place from Loki. At the time, a delicate balance existed, with equal
quantities of supplies transiting from either point of entry. This was the
framework within which WFP and its OLS partners negotiated access.
But some NGOs working outside the context of OLS chose to enter
Sudan without government clearance. They operated from Loki, and
this was one of the primary reasons for the government’s unease about
operations from Loki.

The negotiations with Vraalsen went badly, and it rapidly became clear
that the government was not interested in instituting a humanitarian
cease-fire (in order to resume deliveries of assistance). Nor would it offer
any realistic assurance of easing up on flight denials. At the end of the
negotiations, First Vice President Taha, speaking for the government,
told the Envoy categorically that Loki was to be closed.

This was a major blow. If Loki was to be closed, the SPLA/M would
not allow assistance to come from El Obeid either. The impasse would
have meant the end of UN humanitarian operations and most likely the
end of OLS; famine and death on a large scale would most certainly fol-
low in southern Sudan. Knowing this, Vraalsen spent his last hours in
Khartoum obtaining a deal for which he was later criticized. Under this
agreement, humanitarian assistance would resume right away and Loki
would remain open. But, for the next four or five weeks, all humanitarian
assistance to Unity State would go from El Obeid and not from Loki.

From the UN negotiator’s perspective in Khartoum, there was little
wrong with this arrangement: it allowed humanitarian assistance to con-
tinue; it did not violate the underlying principles of OLS work (under
which points of access cannot be shut down unilaterally) as Loki remained
open. It did give in to government insistence that nothing should come
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from Loki to Unity (Western Upper Nile), but only on a temporary basis.
If Vraalsen had not agreed to that, then Loki would have been closed
down altogether and no assistance would have been possible for any
part of southern Sudan. Although not perfect, it was the best deal pos-
sible. All donors in Khartoum supported the deal, including the US
representative. In practical terms, too, it worked. WFP was capable of
providing food assistance from El Obied to Unity; it already did that to
some extent. There were no practical constraints to the arrangement.
The constraints were political.
The SPLA/M did not like the idea of conceding to the government’s

insistence that aid should go, even on a temporary basis, from a northern
point of entry. The NGOs disliked the idea too, especially the ones that
undertook unauthorized flights from Loki into Western Upper Nile and
elsewhere. If the United Nations did not fly from Loki, these NGOs
would not have ‘‘cover’’ to fly themselves. But depriving the NGOs of ac-
cess for four weeks would not have had any serious consequences. For
the Envoy, reaching the people was the main goal; for others, he had
conceded too much or he had given in to blackmail.
In Sudan, the humanitarian community often has to deal with the real

authorities only at second hand. Behind the hard men negotiating with
the United Nations are harder men pulling the strings. Negotiations take
place at one remove, and the government interlocutors are themselves
caught between the outside world, represented by the United Nations,
and the hard-liners at home. Of course, this handicap can be turned to
the government’s advantage when its negotiators imply that their hands
are tied. So when, on the evening of 28 May 2002, a senior official of the
government called Vraalsen to the ministry of foreign affairs and assured
him that the military wanted to close down Loki, and that the best com-
promise was to fly from El Obeid to Western Upper Nile, was it a bluff or
was it sincerely meant? If the latter, was it acceptable? The critics would
have preferred a breakdown of negotiations rather than a compromise on
principle, but then the crisis would have dragged on. Vraalsen, an experi-
enced negotiator, chose the humanitarian option.
In the end, the Envoy’s compromise was not totally rejected. But it

brought into sharp focus the two competing approaches to humanitarian
assistance that have still to be reconciled in Sudan. From a rights-based
perspective, access to victims of a humanitarian disaster is not an end in
itself. It demands rather that all humanitarian aid be judged on how it
contributes to the protection and promotion of human rights. But, ac-
cording to the needs-based approach, humanitarian assistance must not
be denied to people in need, in pursuit of other objectives. Humanitarian
response is above all about meeting urgent needs; the rights-based ap-
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proach risks missing this point. For the Envoy, reaching the people in
need was the main goal.

This is not a theoretical question in the Sudan context, and it is possible
to cite other examples. Should food assistance be denied to the people
of Nasir because of their association with Commander Gordon Kong,
a militia commander working with the government who in the past has,
on more than one occasion, held humanitarian workers hostage? Should
thousands of people go without assistance, which could otherwise be sup-
plied to them, in order to punish one man? Should assistance be denied
to government-held Nuba if it cannot be supplied to opposition-held
Nuba? Should assistance be held back because, as a consequence of giv-
ing it, there might be a shift of population in that contested region? Might
the government or opposition manipulate humanitarian aid in this way as
a matter of tactics? In providing humanitarian assistance in a highly po-
liticized environment, can practitioners realistically keep this assistance
out of politics? In other words, humanitarian space can come under pres-
sure not only from the combatants but also from the wide-ranging and di-
vergent concerns of the humanitarian community itself. The next case
touches on this point too, in emphasizing the importance of consensus-
building at headquarters level.

Suspension of operations

In early July 2000, in the course of the annual bout of summer fighting,
the SPLA took Gogrial, a government-held town in the Bahr el Ghazal
region of southern Sudan, despite a cease-fire that was then in place.
Soon after Gogrial changed hands, the foreign minister summoned the
diplomatic community in Khartoum to lodge a protest. He specifically
asked the UN Humanitarian Coordinator to convey to New York the
government of Sudan’s expectation that the United Nations would con-
demn the taking of Gogrial.13 The message was duly passed on by the
UN Humanitarian Coordinator, emphasizing the desirability of a more
proactive engagement in Sudan by the political arm of the United Na-
tions. When the United Nations remained silent on Gogrial, Sudanese
frustrations were vented in other ways.

On 23 July 2000, the Khartoum newspapers carried dramatic reports
of the president’s denunciation of OLS in a speech the previous evening.
He was reported to have called it ‘‘Operation Bloodline’’ and to have
implied that OLS was facilitating the supply of arms to the opposition.
The United Nations immediately contacted the foreign ministry, which
assured the UN Humanitarian Coordinator that it was not aware of
any change of policy or approach towards OLS or the United Nations.
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On 24 July, the UN Humanitarian Coordinator met the state minister for
foreign affairs, who said that OLS was not being accused but that there
was dissatisfaction about other non-OLS flights taking place ‘‘in the
shadow of OLS’’ or taking advantage of OLS and hinting that a review
of OLS management might be necessary. The overall tone, however,
was placatory.
But evidently the military interpreted the speech differently, and at-

tacks on humanitarian flights and personnel increased in frequency. On
27 July 2000, a UNICEF vaccination team on the Sobat River near Mala-
kal was shot at by unknown gunmen and a member of the medical team
was injured, though not fatally. Also on 27 July, a Red Cross plane was
bombed in Billing, Lake State. On 28 July, two WFP aircraft carrying
humanitarian staff and supplies on a mission of which the government
had been previously notified were attacked when they landed in Bahr el
Ghazal. The government Antonov flew overhead and dropped bombs.
The bombs fell very close to the aircraft and the blast from the explosion
nearly upturned one UN aircraft as it taxied for emergency take-off. Both
aircraft were able to return to base unharmed. The incident was serious
enough to alert the UN Special Envoy, Ambassador Vraalsen (concur-
rently Norway’s ambassador in Washington), who contacted the foreign
minister of Sudan by telephone from Washington and subsequently in-
structed UN Khartoum to provide the foreign minister with details of
the incident. This was done on 29 July 2000.
At this point, the UN Humanitarian Coordinator came under some

pressure from colleagues to stop all humanitarian flights. But he decided
to continue in view of several considerations. First, a high-level protest
had been lodged by Ambassador Vraalsen. Secondly, flights would be
easy to stop but difficult to resume. Thirdly, stopping would be perceived
as giving in to government/military pressure: the hard-line elements in
the government would be only too pleased if OLS supplies to the south
ceased altogether. Fourthly, stoppage would give the government an ex-
cuse to reject the monthly flight clearance (if OLS was not flying, it would
not need flight clearance).
On the other hand, flying was indeed becoming more dangerous. The

Humanitarian Coordinator therefore gave instructions on 29 July that
airdrops should continue but airlifts should be suspended. That way,
OLS could remain operational but, if its aircraft did not land, they could
not be attacked. At that time, the government’s method of attack was
somewhat basic and consisted in rolling bombs from the rear of Antonov
cargo planes at targets on the ground; they did not have the capacity to
engage in air-to-air attack. As a short-term strategy, confining operations
to airdrops worked well, though it was untenable over a longer period.
Thus, the Humanitarian Coordinator did everything possible to avoid
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bringing the situation to crisis point: humanitarian space had to be
preserved.

On 31 July 2000, clearance was received for OLS flights for the month
of August. On 2 August, the foreign minister wrote to Vraalsen, affirming
that no further attacks would take place. In the meantime, a brief mission
by the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Af-
fairs (OCHA) had stopped over in Khartoum during 29–31 July. Ross
Mountain, a senior official of OCHA, and Nils Kastberg, Head of Emer-
gency Operations, UNICEF, came to Khartoum in an attempt to defuse
the situation. The press, waiting for an opportunity to entrap a UN offi-
cial, systematically misquoted Mr Mountain on various issues, implying
that the United Nations had conceded on all points raised by the govern-
ment of Sudan concerning Gogrial and OLS. Back in Geneva, Mountain
had to engage in a vigorous rearguard action to correct the record. The
feeling therefore persisted that, despite the assurances from the foreign
minister, the crisis was not over and that various parts of the government
still remained highly dissatisfied with the United Nations. In short, the
capture of Gogrial despite the cease-fire was still affecting the political
climate in Khartoum, to the detriment of humanitarian operations. The
possibility remained that, despite the foreign minister’s assurances, at-
tacks on OLS flights might continue.

In the meantime, the Humanitarian Coordinator did everything pos-
sible to ensure that OLS flights continued to follow proper procedure and
that nothing untoward would happen that would worsen an already diffi-
cult situation. Accordingly, steps were taken to tighten flight procedures
in Loki. A senior WFP officer was sent from Nairobi to take charge of
flight operations in Loki. Despite these precautions, a security flight (in-
tended to clear locations in advance of humanitarian operations) took off
on 3 August headed for a location that was on the current ‘‘denied list’’.
The OLS security officers landed in Nialdhu, assuming it was in opposi-
tion hands, and found themselves detained by a militia leader allied to
the government. A potential hostage situation ensued that was resolved
only 24 hours later. The government could have made much of ‘‘unau-
thorized OLS flights’’, but, like the Humanitarian Coordinator, probably
did not wish to further disturb an already delicate situation. Practitioners
engaged in opening up humanitarian space not only have to struggle with
their government counterparts but also have to spend a lot of energy
ensuring that their own side is not undoing their efforts.

This incident was soon overshadowed by news on 7 August 2000 from
Mapel, Bahr el Ghazal, that a WFP/OLS aircraft had been attacked. The
bombs missed the aircraft, but the resumption of attacks was bad news
indeed. Attacks were evidently continuing, despite written assurances
from the foreign minister. And Mapel was such an unexpected target
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that it challenged previous assumptions about areas of vulnerability. Af-
ter Mapel, all of southern Sudan seemed vulnerable. The time had come
seriously to consider suspension of OLS flights. The Humanitarian Coor-
dinator issued instructions that the number of OLS flights be immediately
restricted. But he did not cancel all flights. The office of the UN Security
Coordinator in New York contacted him to assure him that cancella-
tion was ‘‘his call’’, and UNSECOORD would support him whatever he
decided.
Still, the Humanitarian Coordinator refrained from taking the decision.

Although he knew that suspension was ‘‘his call’’, he felt that he must
first ensure that his decision would be supported by the major opera-
tional agencies – UNICEF and WFP. In order to be certain of such sup-
port, he postponed the decision to suspend by 24 hours, until 4 pm the
following day (8 August). And, in order to ensure that no OLS aircraft
came under attack in the meantime, he cut back drastically on OLS
flights for 8 August. In the end, near midnight of 7 August, he was left
with three scheduled OLS flights for the following day, all (he was as-
sured) flying to safe destinations. Technically, OLS was still flying, but
with minimum risk. The following morning, 8 August 2000, he received
the assurances from the UN agencies that he was seeking. At 4 pm Khar-
toum time, just as UN New York opened for business, he formally rec-
ommended suspension of all OLS flights.
This careful consensus-building ensured that the decision was taken

seriously in New York and supported there (and by WFP in Rome). The
Humanitarian Coordinator’s recommendation to suspend was backed
by UNSECOORD and approved without delay by the UN Secretary-
General.
The meticulous preparation paid off. On 8 August itself, the Secretary-

General wrote to the president of Sudan expressing his concern about the
humanitarian situation, explaining the reason why he had suspended op-
erations, and urging the president to take the necessary steps that would
permit their resumption. The president replied promptly, on 10 August,
offering his regrets for the attacks, confirming his support for OLS and
expressing the hope that humanitarian flights could resume at the earliest
possible moment.
The crisis was over. The Humanitarian Coordinator approached the

foreign minister on 12 August and requested him to ascertain how long
it would take the military to issue instructions to its personnel on the
front-lines that would ensure the safety of the OLS flights. The foreign
minister came back suggesting 72 hours. OLS flights resumed on 16 Au-
gust 2000.
The decision to suspend was taken with due care, with importance

given to the manner in which it was taken. The reasons for stopping
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were clearly spelled out: action had been taken for ensuring the security
of staff. The implications were explained: flights had been suspended, but
humanitarian work on the ground could continue. The Humanitarian
Coordinator remained deliberately circumspect about assigning blame;
he left that to the different headquarters. He avoided all vituperation.
As a consequence of his restraint, it was easy subsequently for the United
Nations in Khartoum to resume normal relations with the government as
the crisis blew over. If anything, the stock of the United Nations rose in
Khartoum. Never before in the 11-year history of OLS, despite compar-
able provocation, had the United Nations suspended flights. Humanitarian
space had been closed temporarily in order to preserve it in the long run.
The decision quite probably increased respect for the humanitarian prin-
ciples upon which the programme was based.

It had all begun with the capture of Gogrial during a cease-fire and
with the perceived failure of the political arm of the United Nations to
condemn the action with sufficient vigour, which could have defused
the situation. The balance between too much political intervention in
humanitarian work and too little is hard to maintain. But, in Sudan,
the tendency of the political arm of the United Nations had been to
keep its distance, resulting in some additional strain on humanitarian
work.

Wider implications

The term ‘‘humanitarian diplomacy’’ has been used in this chapter to de-
scribe the process of nurturing or maintaining access to those in need, in
difficult physical and political circumstances. Four points have been high-
lighted: the intractability of humanitarian affairs, the centrality of negoti-
ation to humanitarian diplomacy, the importance of communication, and
the relative neglect in the UN system of a fourth essential component of
humanitarian diplomacy, namely coordination.

The formula for coordination varies according to the type of humani-
tarian crisis confronting the UN system. It is possible to distinguish three
varieties of coordination. The first involves consensus-building at the
country level. One-off emergencies, such as a cyclone or earthquake, are
dealt with by field-based agencies, which might get together to constitute
a Disaster Management Team under the UN Resident Coordinator. The
latter, who is normally the United Nations Development Programme’s
Resident Representative, has to build consensus and provide leadership
to UN funds, programmes and agencies in the field, whose representa-
tives are ultimately answerable to their respective headquarters and not
to the Resident Coordinator.
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In the second case, coordination has to do with the challenge of co-
opting the political side of the United Nations in the humanitarian enter-
prise. Complex emergencies in the 16 or so countries where a Humanitar-
ian Coordinator is already in place involve OCHA and, through OCHA,
the United Nations Department of Political Affairs (DPA). The difficulty
here is that the crucial political dimension has to pass through too many
channels. The links between the DPA and the Humanitarian Coordinator
are tenuous at best and often non-existent. The DPA’s headquarters-
oriented culture makes communication with the field difficult. There are
other constraints. The major operational agencies are relatively inactive
in the Executive Committee on Peace and Security (chaired by the
Under-Secretary-General of the DPA). They report at infrequent inter-
vals to the Security Council. They have no say in the selection or day-to-
day work of the Special Representatives of the Secretary-General or the
variety of Special Envoys employed by the Secretary-General’s office.
These are serious drawbacks. As we have seen in this chapter, humani-
tarian diplomacy cannot reach its potential unless it is better served by
the political side of the United Nations.
In the third case, coordination is a multidimensional enterprise, occur-

ring in post-conflict situations such as those prevailing currently (2004)
in Sierra Leone, Afghanistan, Sudan or Liberia. It involves the Depart-
ment of Peace-Keeping Operations (DPKO), in addition to the usual
headquarters- and field-based offices, funds, programmes and agencies.
It covers a wider range of post-conflict activities, including elements of
the rule of law, human rights, civil administration, governance and recon-
struction. These are areas where the potential for confusion, overlap and
lack of coordination is greatest. The UN funds and programmes have
considerable expertise in these subjects, and their activities are likely to
both precede and continue once the mandate of the peacekeeping mis-
sion expires. Thus coordination in this instance means accommodating
the temporary presence of a resource-rich, well-staffed UN department,
the DPKO, and learning to work with it under the overall guidance
of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General.
The relationship between the funds and programmes and DPKO and

what roles the funds and programmes should play in the civilian compo-
nent of the peacekeeping operations are only now being systematically
addressed by the UN system. Integrated missions may yet show the way
for the coordination of other complex emergencies. The fear has been ex-
pressed, in the case of integrated missions, that they would inadvertently
choke off humanitarian space. This may be a legitimate concern but, in
the cases presented in this chapter, we have seen the opposite: absent
the political dimension, the humanitarian mission can be jeopardized.
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12

‘‘Military humanitarianism’’ in
Liberia

’Funmi Olonisakin

This chapter argues that, in Liberia, humanitarian actors were not always
the traditionally accepted ones. At critical moments, the regional peace
force ECOMOG – the Cease-fire Monitoring Group of the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) – was the only serious hu-
manitarian actor on the ground in Liberia. The experience of ECOMOG
in Liberia demonstrated that, by its very nature and orientation, the mil-
itary is unsuited for humanitarian diplomacy, but it was the only actor on
the scene at crucial stages and it was compelled to respond to humanitar-
ian needs notwithstanding its rough edges. The chapter concludes that,
even though humanitarian actors often have superior knowledge of their
operational environments, they do not always make good diplomats,
given their narrow focus and objectives in conflict areas. The focus of
this chapter is on the period of the first war in Liberia, which lasted
from 1989 to 1997.

Context

The way in which the Liberian war was conducted made it virtually im-
possible for humanitarian actors to operate in the country. This section
provides a brief background on the war and highlights key elements that
made the Liberian operational environment particularly unsuited to tra-
ditional humanitarian actors at critical periods.
The Liberian conflict was among the first to reveal the nature of post–
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Cold War conflicts and the complex environment in which those respond-
ing to conflict and humanitarian crises will have to operate. The conflict
has its roots in the separatist policies of successive regimes since 1847,
when independence was declared under a regime formed by freed slaves
settled in Liberia from 1821. Successive settler regimes suppressed indi-
genous Liberians for a period of 133 years until Samuel Doe’s rise to
power via a military coup in 1980. Doe’s regime did not fare better than
the previous ones because its patrimonial rule served to exclude indigen-
ous Liberians who were not from his Krahn ethnic group or their Man-
dingo allies, further widening the cracks among Liberians. The rebellion
led by Charles Taylor on Christmas Eve in 1989 was one of several at-
tempts to oust Samuel Doe since 1985. Unlike previous attempts, the re-
bellion quickly spread around the countryside and escalated into a full-
scale war between the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) and the National
Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL) led by Charles Taylor. The emergence
in the summer of 1990 of the Independent NPFL (INPFL), a splinter
group of the NPFL led by Prince Yomie Johnson, began the proliferation
of armed groups that became a prominent feature of the war. The armed
groups in Liberia numbered up to eight by August 1996, when the Abuja
II Agreement paved the way for elections in Liberia.

The Liberian conflict spanned a period of 14 years from December
1989 to August 2003 and can be divided into two distinct periods: the first
war, from 1989 to 1997; and the second war, from 1999 until 2003. Sev-
eral factors distinguish the two periods. The period of the first war began
with a rebellion that rapidly escalated and resulted in the complete col-
lapse of the Liberian state; it involved at least eight armed factions and
attracted regional and UN peacekeeping from 1990 to 1997. The second
war was waged with an elected regime led by Charles Taylor, and with-
out an international peacekeeping presence, until the resignation of Pres-
ident Taylor in August 2003. The first war lasted seven years, with four
distinct phases separated by key events. The first phase lasted from De-
cember 1989 until November 1990, when the first cease-fire agreement
was secured. The second phase occurred between then and October
1992, when the NPFL launched an attack on Monrovia in an operation
code-named ‘‘Octopus’’. Phase three lasted from Operation Octopus un-
til the signing of the Cotonou Accord in July 1993, which resulted in the
deployment of a UN Observer Mission alongside the regional force,
ECOMOG, which had been present in Liberia since August 1990. Phase
four began with the Cotonou Accord and lasted until elections in 1997.
The second war, on the other hand, started as a relatively low-key rebel-
lion against the Taylor regime. The rebellion increasingly gained momen-
tum and was assisted by international pressure on Taylor, which led to
his resignation in August 2003.
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The differences between the two periods of war are also marked by the
nature of the Liberian operational environment. There was a total col-
lapse of the Doe regime and of the Liberian state during the first war
and a complete dependence on a regional peace force for the provision
and maintenance of security, upon which humanitarian actors depended
for their security. With Taylor’s landslide victory in the 1997 elections,
there was some semblance of order; the humanitarian community was
largely present in Liberia and there was a general consensus that an
elected (even if illegitimate) government existed in the country. The con-
flicting parties were also clearly identifiable: the Taylor-led government
was pitched against two armed groups – Liberians United for Recon-
struction and Democracy (LURD) and the Movement for Democracy
in Liberia (MODEL) – in contrast to the eight factions struggling to
control the seat of power during the period of the first war. For a large
part of the second war, the violence occurred within one part of the
country – Lofa County – in contrast to the rapid spread from Nimba
County to Monrovia that occurred in 1990. And, for a sustained period,
it was possible to contain the violence within this area. Things deterio-
rated rapidly, however, when the rebel forces arrived within firing range
of Monrovia.
Additionally, humanitarian actors operated within two distinct con-

texts during the two wars. The first war occurred without much precedent
in the sub-region, and indeed the entire continent, for responding to the
level of humanitarian tragedy that unfolded in Liberia. The crises that
had occupied the attention of Africans and the United Nations were
largely wars of an inter-state nature and the liberation wars in southern
Africa, with exceptions being the Congo crisis from 1960 to 1964. With
the ending of the Cold War, and the removal of the restraining danger
of superpower confrontation, came a surge of vicious conflicts that re-
sulted from longstanding, unresolved internal conflicts that had not found
space for expression in a Cold War environment. Liberia was the first of
such conflicts to erupt into a bitter armed struggle.
This chapter focuses largely on the period of the first war in Liberia.

The conflict that was played out in Liberia following the incursion of
Charles Taylor’s NPFL in December 1989 had several elements, which
influenced the operational environment in which those responding to the
crisis had to work. First, the conflicting parties and their methods and
conduct of the war created a humanitarian tragedy that surpassed the ca-
pacity of the humanitarian community in Liberia, such that traditional
humanitarian actors had to be evacuated from the country at the height
of the crisis in 1990. The initial parties to the conflict, the AFL and the
NPFL, were locked in a bitter struggle in which all the rules of war were
abandoned. Innocent civilians paid the price; they were the focus of vio-
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lence and they were pursued by warring parties even into previously rec-
ognized sanctuaries such as churches and places of worship.

Second, humanitarian actors had to adjust to a fluid operational envi-
ronment in which conflicting parties constantly multiplied amid divergent
interests and strategies. This had a corresponding impact on those re-
sponding to the crisis, who had to adopt different approaches in respond-
ing to the situation on the ground. The proliferation of warring factions,
which began in July 1990 with the breakaway of the Johnson-led Inde-
pendent National Patriotic Front of Liberia (INPFL) from the NPFL,
exacerbated the situation in Liberia. It created an unstable environment
in which leading actors and the territories under their control were con-
stantly changing, further complicating the work of peacemakers and hu-
manitarian actors. By July 1996, eight factions signed the second Abuja
Peace Agreement.1 In such an atmosphere, where parties to the conflict
multiplied at regular intervals, it was difficult to negotiate or reach an
agreement that could be successfully monitored.

Under the prevailing conditions, it was difficult, if not impossible, for
traditional humanitarian actors to operate in Liberia. With the indiscrim-
inate killings, Liberians and foreigners alike were fleeing the country. At
critical periods, particularly during enforcement phases, most of the rep-
resentatives of international agencies in charge of humanitarian opera-
tions were evacuated from Liberia. The only actor able to operate under
these conditions was the ECOMOG force. It was left to this force, and
the few traditional humanitarian actors that remained, to address the cri-
sis in Liberia. Focusing largely on the period of the first war, this chapter
discusses the role of ECOMOG as a humanitarian actor and the chal-
lenges that confronted this force as it attempted to combine this role
with the primary military functions that it was mandated to perform in
Liberia.

During this period, the Liberian war presented a number of obstacles
for those responding to the humanitarian crises on the ground. These in-
cluded the method of war that was employed by the warring factions; the
proliferation of actors and factions; the problem of access to communities
in need; the faction leaders’ lack of commitment to the peace agreements
they signed; and the lack of long-term planning for reconstruction. In the
environment of breakdown in law and order that ensued, ECOMOG was
the only serious humanitarian actor able to address the immediate crisis
on the ground.

Instability and a breakdown in law and order

During the first phase of the first war, there was a total breakdown of law
and order as power devolved down into the hands of warlords (the state
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having previously had limited capacity and its undisciplined army having
lost control and contributed to the mayhem that ensued). The state of Li-
beria had collapsed and this was most visibly illustrated by the collapse of
social order and the mass movement of people fleeing the horrors and
misery of the war. Monrovia, the capital city, contained at least half of
the country’s population of more than 3 million, while tens of thousands
sought refuge in neighbouring West African states, particularly Guinea,
Sierra Leone and Côte d’Ivoire. By July 1990, foreigners and thousands
of Liberians were evacuated from the country. By October 1990, refugees
in neighbouring states numbered more than 600,000.2
The second phase was a period of relative stability from November

1990 until October 1992, when the main warring faction, the NPFL,
launched a major attack against ECOMOG and Monrovia (known as
Operation Octopus). But it was also in this phase that another faction,
the United Liberation Movement for Democracy in Liberia (ULIMO),
emerged.
Operation Octopus, which marked the beginning of the third phase,

was characterized by active combat between ECOMOG and the NPFL,
lasting from October 1992 until July 1993. ECOMOG had once again to
embark on enforcement action to subdue the forces of the NPFL. After
resisting the NPFL attacks and successfully driving the force out of Mon-
rovia, it went on the counter-offensive, seizing strategic locations such
as the ports of Greenville, Harper and Buchanan from the NPFL. This
counter-offensive was brought to an end with the negotiation of the
Cotonou Agreement in July 1993. The phase that followed was largely a
period of attempted reintegration and reconstruction, but it was, once
again, interrupted by the 6 April 1996 crisis in Monrovia.

The impossibility of conventional humanitarianism

There were very few humanitarian actors in Liberia during the early
phase of the Taylor war. Humanitarian activities were extremely difficult
to undertake in an environment where conflicting parties completely dis-
regarded the rules of war and preyed on innocent civilians. Thus those
who were engaged in humanitarian activities were themselves forced to
flee that scene. Although the UN involvement during the first two years
of the war was strictly in a humanitarian role, the organization was hardly
present during the first 11 months of the war. The United Nations Dis-
aster Relief Organization (UNDRO)3 led an assessment mission in Feb-
ruary 1990, and this was followed by an effort to distribute food and med-
icine in Liberia from March 1990, in collaboration with Médecins Sans
Frontières (MSF) and Catholic Relief Services (CRS). By May 1990, UN-
DRO and other UN staff were evacuated from Liberia. In July 1990, the
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United Nations Special Coordinating Office for Liberia (UNSCOL) was
established by the UN Secretary-General to coordinate operations of UN
humanitarian agencies, which were at the time operating from Guinea and
Sierra Leone – these included the World Food Programme (WFP), the
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the World Health Organi-
zation and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. Only
MSF Belgium and the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) maintained a continuous presence in Liberia.

During the second phase, a UN security and relief assessment mission
was conducted in October 1990, as a result of which critical humanitarian
needs were highlighted, and it paved the way for UN agencies to re-
turn to Liberia to work side by side with ECOMOG. Following an as-
sessment report by UNSCOL in November 1990, a core team was on the
ground in Monrovia. The United Nations Development Programme was
the hub of UN operations after the agencies returned to Monrovia.
It served as a base for UNSCOL. UNICEF was the largest UN humani-
tarian agency in Liberia, its operation spanning health, social welfare
and water sectors. WFP coordinated all food aid. International non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) were also active in Liberia during
this phase. MSF Belgium was the largest international NGO focusing on
relief services, with input from its French and Dutch counterparts. The
Lutheran World Service (LWS) also operated in Liberia from October
1990, and Save the Children Fund (UK) became active in the country
from 1991. Additionally, a joint Nordic initiative, known as Swede relief,
established a field hospital in Monrovia.

However, ECOMOG remained critical to the work of the traditional
humanitarian agencies, given its central role in providing security. The
greatest obstacle confronting the humanitarian community during this
phase was restricted access to the Liberian hinterland. Their operations
were limited largely to Monrovia and its environs (often referred to as
Greater Monrovia) or, in most cases, humanitarian agencies deployed
in areas where ECOMOG provided security. Charles Taylor and the
NPFL maintained tight control over Greater Liberia, where a rival gov-
ernment, the National Reconstruction Assembly (NIPRAG), operated
from Gbarnga. This problem was, however, more apparent with the
United Nations, which failed to deploy outside of the areas where ECO-
MOG was based. UN agencies operated only in Greater Monrovia,
whereas NGOs such as the CRS, ICRC, LWS and MSF operated outside
of this limited area despite the security risk. Nonetheless, the United Na-
tions achieved a fairly effective coordination of humanitarian activities in
Liberia. UNSCOL held weekly and a few ad hoc coordination meetings
with UN agencies and NGOs, and the Interim Government was some-
times represented.
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The third phase witnessed a more complicated relationship between
the NGO community, the United Nations and ECOMOG. There were
disagreements over access routes across Liberia’s border with Côte
d’Ivoire. Coordination in the humanitarian community was also drasti-
cally reduced.
After the signing of the Cotonou Peace Accord in July 1993, a Special

Representative of the UN Secretary-General was appointed for Liberia,
and this phase saw the departure of the head of UNSCOL and a reduced
role for that office in Liberia. A United Nations Mission in Liberia was
established with a mandate for up to 400 military observers to work
alongside ECOMOG in the implementation of the Cotonou Accord. A
Liberian National Transitional Government was also installed as part of
the provisions of the peace agreement. The humanitarian community did
not benefit much from these developments because major obstacles such
as restrictions on access remained. Indeed, humanitarian access became
more complicated with the presence of multiple political actors and a
proliferation of armed groups and parties to the Liberian conflict.4

The salience of ECOMOG as a humanitarian actor

In the absence of humanitarian actors, ECOMOG, which was deployed
to restore law and order in Liberia, was compelled to take on humanitar-
ian functions. ECOMOG would not only play the role of peacekeeper
and enforcer but also serve as one of the few humanitarian actors on the
ground in the early phase of the conflict. In the vacuum created by the
crisis and the resulting evacuation of civilians, including humanitarian
workers and diplomats, ECOMOG commanders were left to play roles
for which they were ill prepared. They were forced to attend to humani-
tarian issues as well as perform crucial political and diplomatic functions,
including negotiating with various actors, particularly the conflicting par-
ties – the AFL, the NPFL and the INPFL.
The need to take on humanitarian concerns, even if in a limited way,

was obvious upon ECOMOG’s landing in Monrovia. The force con-
fronted the harsh reality of this war environment as troops were mobbed
at the Freeport of Monrovia by thousands of displaced people fleeing
the conflict, full of hope that ECOMOG would not only rescue them but
provide desperately needed relief aid. This was not anticipated by ECO-
MOG’s planners, even though the whole rationale for deploying the
force in Liberia was hinged on humanitarian concerns.5 The force was
ill prepared for its mission, initially conceived as one of peacekeeping
rather than as an enforcement mission, and immediately faced the chal-
lenge of having to provide meagre humanitarian assistance. ECOMOG
soldiers shared their rations with hungry displaced people at the Port of
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Monrovia. Indeed, the ECOMOG High Command had expectations that
the United Nations would deploy a humanitarian taskforce to operate
alongside the ECOMOG mission rather than leave the force to cope with
challenges emanating from the humanitarian situation on the ground.6

In addition to this, ECOMOG commanders were in the unique and
perhaps unfortunate position of having to perform political functions in
addition to their already difficult military tasks. Without any political
office on the ground, ECOMOG commanders had to negotiate directly
with the civilian authorities (which were almost non-existent at the
time), as well as with the warring parties. The ECOMOG mission had
no civilian component and as such no parallel political office to perform
the task of negotiating with critical actors on the ground in Liberia. Al-
though the ECOMOG organizational plan provided for the positions of
Political and Legal Officers, these posts were left unoccupied for several
years owing to a lack of funds. A Special Representative of the Executive
Secretary of ECOWAS was not appointed until 1995, five years after the
deployment of ECOMOG in Liberia. This has been identified as one of
the main weaknesses of the ECOMOG operations because it exposed
commanders to political situations for which they had received no prior
training.

The role of ECOMOG altered with the changing circumstances on the
ground in Liberia. Its role as a humanitarian actor was more prominent
during certain phases of the first war. In the first phase, ECOMOG had
to switch from a peacekeeping role to one of enforcement in order to
restore a measure of order in the Liberian capital. Having prepared for
a peacekeeping role, the force was met by a hostile NPFL force. ECO-
MOG’s mandate was subsequently changed to one of enforcement in
September 1990, enabling it to push the rebels back outside of firing
range of Monrovia.7 The single most important benefit of ECOMOG’s
enforcement action during this phase was that it led to the signing of a
cease-fire agreement in November 1990 and created a relatively stable
environment in Monrovia in which basic humanitarian activities could
take place. And if ECOMOG could lay claim to having performed an ef-
fective humanitarian role in the war, it would be that it managed to re-
duce the carnage and to create a measure of order in Greater Monrovia,
which served as a safe heaven for a significant percentage of the Liberian
population for several years, albeit with interruptions in 1992 and in
April 1996. By protecting key sites and installations, including Roberts-
field airport, it was possible for relief convoys to operate with reduced
threat to personnel.

However, the signing of the cease-fire agreement in November 1990
did not lead to sustained stability in the country. It was to be the end of
the first of several phases in this conflict, which proved to be a mediator’s
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and a negotiator’s nightmare. It was assumed that political actors in
ECOWAS would be able to build on the cease-fire by negotiating a last-
ing settlement to the conflict. This was not possible despite a number of
peace conferences and agreements.8 Between November 1990 and July
1996, 12 agreements were signed by parties to the Liberian conflict. All
of them were reneged upon until the August 1996 Abuja II Agreement,
which led to the staging of elections in Liberia.
ECOMOG played less of a humanitarian role during the second phase

because conventional humanitarian actors were able to return to a rela-
tively stable environment in the capital. Although humanitarian opera-
tions had fully resumed, they were largely restricted to the capital and
the suburbs. The dependence of these agencies on ECOMOG for their
movement and for their security demonstrates the importance of ECO-
MOG’s presence on the ground.

Operational issues

This section provides an overview of the operational issues around which
ECOMOG was compelled to negotiate during the first war in Liberia.
The operational issues that ECOMOG negotiated directly or alongside
other actors in this period included cease-fires with warring factions; ac-
cess to strategic locations, such as ports and other routes; and access to
populations in need. ECOMOG’s experience here revealed the complex-
ities of the military acting as humanitarians. From conducting negotia-
tions for humanitarian purposes during one phase, ECOMOG became
the party with whom other humanitarian actors had to negotiate during
other phases. ECOMOG thus served as both an enabler of humanitarian
work as well an obstacle to humanitarian activities in Liberia.
ECOMOG played a dominant role during the first phase of the first

war, because humanitarian agencies were largely operating outside of Li-
beria. The operational issues negotiated by ECOMOG during the first
war varied according to the situation on the ground during each phase.
The problem of access to affected communities remained a constant
issue. The major negotiating task that confronted the ECOMOG field
commander during the first phase of this war was to bring all conflicting
parties to the table to negotiate a cease-fire and ensure access to the
countryside.
Other operational issues that ECOMOG sought to negotiate during

this phase concerned access to strategic locations such as Robertsfield
airport (in part to ensure the provision of supplies and the movement of
personnel); and access to Monrovia and beyond in order to restore order
throughout the country. But, in order to achieve this, ECOMOG had to
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negotiate a truce with key players – the embattled government of Samuel
Doe; Prince Yomie Johnson of the INPFL; and the NPFL, led by Charles
Taylor. It also meant that ECOMOG commanders needed to facilitate
Doe’s resignation, which was the objective of ECOWAS leaders prior to
ECOMOG’s deployment. The most conciliatory of the warring factions
was the INPFL – it provided much-needed logistical support and local in-
telligence, which later allowed the force to venture beyond Monrovia’s
Freeport. This would later dent ECOMOG’s credibility with other war-
ring factions, as discussed further below. The task of bringing all warring
factions together to negotiate a cease-fire and to clarify ECOMOG’s role
to all concerned was the force’s first real test and it led to the kidnap and
eventual death of President Doe.

The second phase, from November 1990 to October 1992, was one in
which humanitarian organizations were relatively autonomous and were
able to carry out their operations. However, the main issue to be negoti-
ated by humanitarian actors was the lack of access to populations in
Greater Liberia. During this period, negotiations for access to civilian
populations in government-controlled areas and some rebel-held territor-
ies were conducted by UNSCOL on behalf of the humanitarian commu-
nity, the United Nations and NGOs alike.

In the third phase, during and immediately after Operation Octopus, a
number of factors changed the way in which the humanitarian activities
were coordinated and the extent to which actors were successful in nego-
tiating. ECOMOG had switched to enforcement rather than the policing
duties it performed in the preceding phase. The United Nations assumed
greater political involvement with the appointment of a Special Repre-
sentative of the Secretary-General in October, and this served to compli-
cate the role of humanitarian actors in ways that are discussed below.
ECOMOG’s enforcement operations, which were aimed at pushing the
NPFL out of the capital, Monrovia, and its counter-offensive aimed at
seizing control of strategic locations from the rebels had the effect of
creating its own humanitarian crisis. ECOMOG’s air raids against NPFL
targets resulted in what the force described as collateral damage. But the
reality of this damage was that it was civilian and aid installations that
were hit, including medical facilities.9 The ECOMOG action also cre-
ated insecurity for humanitarian personnel, who did not have freedom
of movement. Thus, access to affected populations, security and freedom
of movement for humanitarian personnel were the main issues to be ne-
gotiated by the NGOs in particular.

ECOMOG found itself on the other side of the humanitarian divide
and had become one of the actors with whom the humanitarian commu-
nity had to negotiate. Indeed, humanitarian organizations experienced
a major setback during this phase, as ECOMOG, with the UN Special
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Representative’s acquiescence, prohibited cross-border aid from Côte
d’Ivoire to populations in NPFL-held territory, arguing that some NGOs
were smuggling arms to the NPFL under the pretext of humanitarian re-
lief supplies. The need to reverse this decision was one of the key issues
to be negotiated during this phase.
Although the signing of the Cotonou Agreement marked the end of

Operation Octopus, and increased prospects for peace negotiations,
humanitarian actors still had to operate in an insecure environment, in
addition to the same old problem of access to the civilian community in
need of aid. Issues to be negotiated included their own protection as
well as access to rebel-held areas. As the United Nations was itself a
new actor on the political scene, and with the entry of new factions into
the war, the numbers of actors with whom NGOs had to negotiate access
had increased dramatically. UN agencies also had to negotiate their own
access separately, further indicating a lack of coordination, a role previ-
ously performed by UNSCOL.
Underpinning all of the negotiations for access by humanitarian actors,

including UN agencies, UN observers and NGOs, was that they all de-
pended on ECOMOG for their security and safe passage in some of the
areas where they had to operate, particularly when there was no clarity
over rebel control of those areas.

Obstacles and opportunities

This section focuses on the obstacles confronting ECOMOG as a human-
itarian actor during the first war. These obstacles resulted from five main
issues. The first concerned the multiple roles of ECOMOG and the na-
ture of the force’s interaction with the warring parties. Second was the
proliferation of armed factions, which served to complicate both the hu-
manitarian and the political efforts on the ground. The third concerned
the combat operations launched by armed factions such as in Operation
Octopus and subsequent counter-attacks by ECOMOG. The fourth was
the late political involvement of the United Nations and the lack of
West African political presence on the ground. The last issue was the
negative perception of ECOMOG in terms of its low level of respect for
human rights, particularly during enforcement periods.
For a force that initially had a peacekeeping mandate and was required

to maintain law and order throughout Liberia, the lack of cooperation
from the largest warring faction and resulting attacks presented a major
setback, particularly during the first phase of the war. ECOMOG was ini-
tially unable to move beyond the Freeport of Monrovia, let alone gain
access to the hinterland. In addition, ECOMOG had to deal with a large
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concentration of civilians in an environment in which it had to return fire
if not engage in major combat against one of the parties. The force com-
mander was faced with the task of negotiating with the armed factions, or
at least with the INPFL, for access and of persuading an unpopular and
besieged president, Samuel Doe, to step down from power. It was a diffi-
cult humanitarian and political environment.

In the absence of political and humanitarian offices, ECOMOG en-
countered several obstacles that affected the overall humanitarian and
political situation on the ground. Perhaps the greatest challenge it faced
was that it had to negotiate directly with the warring factions. Its encoun-
ter with the Johnson-led INPFL had some disastrous results. ECOMOG,
particularly the Nigerian contingent, was equipped with inadequate uni-
forms and boots and was compelled to accept gifts of boots and uni-
forms from Prince Yomie Johnson of the INPFL, a situation that served
to compromise the force’s neutrality. The INPFL later lured ECOMOG
commanders into a false sense of confidence when it captured Samuel
Doe in ECOMOG’s headquarters during an attempt to negotiate a
cease-fire and subsequently executed him. This occurrence haunted the
ECOMOG leadership for several years. ECOMOG was criticized by all
parties to the conflict. Whereas the AFL criticized it for allowing the cap-
ture of President Doe, the NPFL accused it of taking sides with the AFL
and the INPFL and of not providing desperately needed humanitarian
aid to Liberians. The INPFL also accused the force of failing to go on
the offensive against the NPFL.

The continuing proliferation of warring parties was a major obstacle
confronting ECOMOG and indeed the political and humanitarian com-
munity in Liberia. ULIMO had entered the conflict in 1991, thus compli-
cating negotiation processes and contributing to a more difficult opera-
tional environment. Further proliferation occurred with ULIMO’s split
into two camps – ULIMO-K, led by Alhaji Koroma, and ULIMO-J, led
by Roosevelt Johnson. The Liberian Peace Council had also emerged, as
well as the Central Revolutionary Council, which broke away from the
NPFL, as well as the Lofa Defence Force and the Liberian National
Council.11

This proliferation was compounded by the fact that the warring parties’
objectives differed significantly from those of the international actors that
were responding to the crisis, whose overriding objective was the restora-
tion of law and order. Apart from the NPFL, whose leader saw the pres-
idency of Liberia as his manifest destiny, many of his men, and indeed all
other factions, sought more immediate objectives, such as seizing control
of territory largely for personal advantage.

The failure of the United Nations to engage politically with Liberia
was another obstacle, making a more productive involvement by the
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United Nations impossible to achieve. Some observers argued that earl-
ier involvement by the United Nations might have brought the NPFL
into an overall peace plan earlier, thus opening up the rest of the country
for humanitarian support.11 Additionally, ECOWAS did not have any
political presence on the ground for much of the period of the first
war, leaving ECOMOG commanders to serve both political and military
functions.
A further major obstacle to the achievement of operational objectives

by ECOMOG as well as other humanitarian actors in Liberia was the
launch of Operation Octopus, which exacerbated the humanitarian crisis
in the country and created thousands of additional refugees and intern-
ally displaced people. It also changed the focus of humanitarian person-
nel, who were advised to evacuate during the attack on Monrovia. ECO-
MOG was thus forced to shift its operational focus as it once again
adopted an enforcement strategy and embarked on counter-insurgency
operations. As a result, there were major disruptions to the work of hu-
manitarian actors, who were themselves not secure from the ECOMOG
bombardments targeted at NPFL locations, which hit humanitarian sites
at times. This was the first time that ECOMOG’s objectives appeared
largely incompatible with the immediate objectives of the humanitarian
actors.
The situation between ECOMOG and humanitarian personnel was

worsened by the stopping of cross-border aid from Côte d’Ivoire, which
further complicated the work of humanitarian personnel. Perhaps most
damaging for the humanitarian community was the resulting split be-
tween the United Nations and the NGOs, which occurred when the
United Nations allowed ECOMOG to close the cross-border aid routes
from Côte d’Ivoire. As a result, the United Nations was no longer acting
on behalf of the entire humanitarian community. NGOs preferred to
enter into negotiations with the various parties on their own, having
fallen out with the UN political side over its apparent support for the
ECOMOG blockage of cross-border access. The United Nations’ sup-
port of this move by ECOMOG created a lack of confidence in its nego-
tiation and coordination efforts. It was also clear that UN political con-
siderations had overshadowed humanitarian considerations, owing in
part to the late political involvement of the United Nations, which was
forced to take its cue from ECOMOG and ECOWAS in many cases.

Negotiations

The negotiations that took place, particularly during periods of active
combat or general insecurity in Liberia, reveal the limited objectives
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and narrow interests of the humanitarian actors. Two main issues took
precedence – the security of humanitarian actors and their access to the
communities to whom they provided assistance. Other issues, such as
the broader governance environment and the conduct of warring parties
and the peace force, did not rise to the fore of their agenda. This is how-
ever understandable, given that they were operating in a dangerous en-
vironment in which their security as well as the security of their target
populations could be compromised in an attempt to pursue broader
objectives.

This section deals with specific negotiations that ECOMOG undertook
during the first war. Two categories of negotiations are highlighted here:
those that ECOMOG undertook as a humanitarian actor for the benefit
of the humanitarian community or on humanitarian grounds; and nego-
tiations in which ECOMOG was regarded as a potential obstacle to hu-
manitarian work.

ECOMOG and the INPFL

Given the circumstances in which ECOMOG landed in Liberia during
the first war and the obstacles that stood in the way of achieving its stated
objectives, its commanders were only too ready to negotiate with the one
seemingly friendly faction, the INPFL. ECOMOG arrived at the Liberia
Freeport to realize that it was ill prepared for the mission. The expecta-
tion of its planners that ECOMOG’s arrival on the scene would put fear
into the rebel camps was not realized. The only reality that confronted
the force was vicious attacks from an NPFL faction that saw ECOMOG’s
presence as an intrusion and a major obstacle to the realization of its
own objective. ECOMOG did not have the logistical capacity to deal
with this immediate challenge. Some of the contingents sent by some
troop-contributing countries were unarmed and from a customs and im-
migration background or, in some cases, were not physically fit enough
to perform enforcement or combat operations.12

Thus, at the earliest opportunity, ECOMOG met with the INPFL to
negotiate access to INPFL-controlled areas and for the provision of in-
formation on local routes by the INPFL, as well as local intelligence,
including the location of other rebel forces, including the NPFL. ECO-
MOG commanders achieved all of this and this enabled the force to
begin to venture beyond the Freeport of Monrovia, where it had been
confined. However, ECOMOG commanders compromised the purported
neutrality of the force by accepting gifts from the INPFL. Troops from
the Nigerian contingent did not all have the necessary logistical support
such as uniforms and boots. As such, in the friendly atmosphere follow-
ing their negotiations with the INPFL, they accepted Prince Yomie John-
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son’s offer of uniforms and boots. As discussed below, this proved costly
for the mission.

Negotiations with warring factions

In September 1990, following the apparent success of the initial meetings
with Prince Yomie Johnson, ECOMOG commanders sought to bring the
warring factions (which numbered only three at the time – AFL, NPFL
and INPFL) together to negotiate a cease-fire, the resignation of Presi-
dent Samuel Doe and a plan for implementation of the cease-fire. This
would lead, among other things, to access to the Liberian hinterland, in
order for ECOMOG to provide security and maintain order throughout
Monrovia. The NPFL, which was fiercely opposed to the ECOMOG
presence in Liberia, declined to participate in the negotiations. Prince
Johnson and President Doe, who favoured the presence of the force and
who seemed assured of its protection during the negotiations, agreed to
be present. The location of the meeting was the ECOMOG base in the
Freeport of Monrovia. The INPFL, under Prince Johnson’s leadership,
took advantage of its superior knowledge of the location and the camara-
derie with ECOMOG to kidnap President Doe, who later died in John-
son’s custody. ECOMOG suffered a serious loss of credibility as a result
of this event, with all sides doubting its claim to neutrality and impar-
tiality. ECOMOG learned difficult lessons from this experience. For a
force seeking to act as an impartial arbiter, its close association with
the INPFL, compounded by ill-preparedness for the mission, reduced its
chances of success from the start.

NGOs and ECOMOG

A key challenge for humanitarian actors during the third phase of the
first war was that, although ECOMOG’s offensive and its bombing raids
on rebel locations were aimed ultimately at creating some stability, they
disrupted humanitarian operations. Thus humanitarian organizations,
particularly NGOs, requested in their negotiations with ECOMOG that
the force inform them in advance of such bombardments so that they
could subsequently avoid those locations. ECOMOG argued that it was
not possible to do this because its commanders felt that this would en-
danger their troops and give away information on planned operations
to the rebels, thus endangering the mission as well as the troops.13
Although ECOMOG did not share information with NGOs on planned
operations, it did agree in exceptional cases to offer protection to con-
voys. However, it did not do this readily until the fourth phase, during
implementation of the Cotonou Agreement.
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One issue on which ECOMOG and NGOs disagreed and to which they
did not find a solution was ECOMOG’s ban on cross-border aid from
Côte d’Ivoire to NPFL-held territory. During several negotiations, NGOs
argued that this was the most effective route, but ECOMOG accused
some NGOs, particularly MSF, of smuggling arms to the NPFL alongside
relief materials.14 In the end, NGOs were not successful in operating in
NPFL areas and their relationships with both the United Nations and
ECOMOG were soured for a long period as a result of disagreements
over the cross-border aid ban.

Wider implications

The Liberia experience illustrates the complications that can arise when
the United Nations fails to take decisive steps to address a crisis at an
early stage. Although the ECOWAS efforts in Liberia received implicit
support from the United Nations, the latter’s political engagement in
that crisis came two years after ECOMOG’s deployment, following Op-
eration Octopus. By this time, ECOMOG had assumed control of the
operational environment and, by implication, political authority over the
mission rested with ECOWAS. Even when a UN Observer Mission was
eventually deployed, its troops, like the humanitarian community on the
ground, depended on the regional body for their security. In the absence
of a secure environment, humanitarian actors could not hope to reach the
communities they were there to serve.

This underscores an important factor – that the humanitarian cannot
be detached from the political. It is indeed more rewarding to give polit-
ical backing to humanitarian processes at an early stage and to ensure
a balance between the humanitarian and the political. Without the much-
needed ‘‘teeth’’ that political authority can offer, humanitarian efforts on
their own have less chance of success. The United Nations has struggled
to deal with the political and humanitarian imbalance, but has none-
theless adopted some strategies to deal with this. For example, Resi-
dent Coordinators and their Deputies serve as overall coordinators of
the UN presence in target countries; and they relate to the Special Rep-
resentative where this role is required, particularly when peacekeeping
missions are present.

The Liberian experience highlights the limits of the effectiveness of hu-
manitarians as diplomats. Humanitarians are not always the best diplo-
mats and often have limited objectives in operational environments. In
Liberia, the agenda of the traditional humanitarian actors was often re-
stricted to the pursuit of their own security and the securing of access
to their target populations. It was unusual for them to pursue broader po-
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litical goals in support of this agenda. But, although humanitarian actors
rarely achieve unity of purpose, Liberia was one of the few cases in which
this occurred at certain critical periods. One unifying factor was the total
lack of security and public safety, which prevented humanitarian actors
from gaining access amid heightened insecurity during certain phases.
This forged a collective negotiation process in which the United Nations
acted on behalf of the entire humanitarian community in dealing with the
warring factions. Even so, this did not last long. Despite this flaw, how-
ever, humanitarian actors are the best on offer because they often possess
excellent knowledge of the local environment, an attribute that is crucial
for the success of negotiations in target locations.
Nonetheless, as the experience in Liberia has indicated, utilizing hu-

manitarian actors for political and diplomatic roles can ultimately com-
promise their role in that environment if the process is not properly man-
aged. This is particularly true for unusual humanitarian actors such
as ECOMOG. Even when ECOMOG commanders sought to respond
spontaneously to the humanitarian crises that they met on the ground in
Liberia – for which they were not prepared – they were severely limited
by their fundamentally military approaches. This was compounded by the
sheer weight of the task at hand. At crucial moments, ECOMOG was re-
sponding to a combination of political, humanitarian and military issues
in Liberia in the absence of political leaders and traditional humanitarian
actors. In the initial stages, given the poor provision of logistics, it was ill
equipped for its own traditional military operations, let alone for the hu-
manitarian and political functions it was compelled to perform. In normal
situations, military actors are not often suited to non-military roles. The
very nature of their mandates and objectives – the use of force or the
threat of the use of force – contradicts the regular role of humanitarians.
Liberia illustrated the conflicting goals and roles that occur when the mil-
itary attempts to take on traditional humanitarian roles.

Notes

1. The war, which was initially between Doe’s government and Taylor’s NPFL, became a
peacemaker’s nightmare with the proliferation of warring factions. In 1995, there were
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rebel group; the Central Revolutionary Council, a splinter group from the NPFL; the
Liberian Peace Council; the Lofa Defence Force; the Liberia National Conference; and
the United Liberation Movement for Democracy in Liberia (ULIMO), which was split
into two camps – ULIMO-K and ULIMO-J.

2. Figures reported by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in Côte
d’Ivoire. See Africa Research Bulletin, 1–31 October 1990, p. 9873.
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3. UNDRO was later collapsed into a new Department of Humanitarian Affairs in April
1992.

4. UNOMIL, for example, insisted on security clearances – this was in addition to existing
arrangements with ECOMOG and the Interim Government of National Unity.

5. An ECOWAS Communiqué on 7 August 1990 indicated that ECOWAS was interven-
ing in the Liberian conflict on humanitarian grounds.

6. Interviews conducted in Nigeria and Liberia in 1993 and 1994. See also Colin Scott
et al., ‘‘Humanitarian Action and Security in Liberia 1989–1994’’, Occasional Paper
No. 20, Thomas J. Watson Institute, Brown University, 1995, p. 15.
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parties had varying military capabilities. For example, the Central Revolutionary Coun-
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13

Negotiating the release and
rehabilitation of child soldiers in
Sierra Leone

Omawale Omawale

The recent war in Sierra Leone raged on for a decade during which the
atrocities committed against non-combatants attracted international at-
tention, as did the efforts to rehabilitate thousands of child soldiers
caught up in the fray. This chapter will give an example of how humani-
tarian workers can engage in significant diplomacy. It will explore how
the earliest negotiation for the release and rehabilitation of Sierra
Leone’s child soldiers, led by the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNI-
CEF) in 1993, overcame challenges such as the difficulty in accessing
information on child soldiers, the lack of mass media, the tendency for
officials to deny or justify the existence of child soldiers, and the attrac-
tiveness to the military of using children for strategic advantage in the
war. This case study will argue that UNICEF was well placed to lead the
negotiation because of its international reputation, its child protection
mission and its previous record of humanitarian assistance in the country.
It will also show that the negotiation was successful and important not
only because it secured the identification and release of child soldiers by
military rulers who were still conducting war, but also because it ener-
gized a largely dormant civil society.

Context

This section sets the context for the analysis. I discuss the antecedent im-
pact of the Liberian civil war, the internal instability in Sierra Leone and
the emergence of an untrained army, which precipitated the 1991 coup.
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Next, I explain the delayed international response to the emergency and
the UN response, focusing particularly on UNICEF’s role and its identi-
fication of the problem of child soldiers.

Impact of the Liberian civil war

An important antecedent of the conflict in Sierra Leone was the Liberian
civil war, which started in December 1989. At this point Sierra Leone was
peaceful by comparison with neighbouring Liberia. The population of
4.25 million was mostly poor, although the country was fortunate (some
now say cursed) to have significant deposits of rutile (a major ore of
titanium), bauxite, iron ore and easily mined diamonds. Sierra Leone
had earlier experienced several military coups and attempted coups,
but there had been civilian government for two decades and, although
there were tribal rivalry and jokes about corruption, crime was petty,
the streets were safe and there was hardly any sense of instability. The
military was small and poorly armed, probably as a deliberate strategy
to limit the possibility of a successful coup. However, the civil war in
Liberia soon sent a flood of refugees across the borders into Sierra
Leone, Guinea and Côte d’Ivoire. UNICEF responded rapidly by estab-
lishing an emergency programme for humanitarian assistance in Sierra
Leone.

Further, in March 1991 the Liberian conflict spilled over into Sierra
Leone, followed by the emergence of the Revolutionary United Force
(RUF), a Sierra Leonean rebel group backed by Charles Taylor of Li-
beria and his National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL).1 Taylor is be-
lieved to have engineered the RUF-led attacks because, in an interview
with the BBC, he threatened to teach Sierra Leone a lesson for allowing
the Cease-Fire Monitoring Group of the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOMOG) to use its facilities to attack NPFL forces
in Liberia.2 By April 1991, Foday Sankoh – a former corporal in the
national army of Sierra Leone who had been jailed for seven years for
his part in a plot to overthrow the government in 1971 – declared that
he was the leader of the RUF. He announced that his objective was to
bring to an end the one-party system presided over by President Joseph
Momoh and his All People’s Congress (APC), which had ruled the coun-
try for 23 years.

Internal instability

Economic and internal ethnic sensitivities in Sierra Leone comprised a
second set of factors that were also significant contributors to the civil
war. These can be conveniently linked to Joseph Momoh’s appointment
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as head of state by the powerful Siaka Stevens, who resigned the posi-
tion in September 1985. Probably sensing the unpopularity of his pa-
tron, President Momoh seemed to distance himself from Stevens’ policies
through what he called his New Order Administration. In November
1986, President Momoh concluded a long-term structural adjustment fa-
cility with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), as part of the new
economic recovery programme. The loan agreement required macro-
economic conditionalities such as devaluation, a reduction in the size of
the public service, removal of subsidies on essential commodities, such
as rice and petroleum, deregulation of rice importation, and deregulation
of internal and external trade and the exchange rate.3
In 1987, President Momoh declared a State of Economic Emergency

under which the government assumed wide powers to crack down on cor-
ruption, gold and diamond smuggling, and the hoarding of essential com-
modities and the local currency, the leone. The aim of these policies was
to counter the thriving parallel market, to which the formal banking sec-
tor had lost millions of leones. The president went further by applying
the conditionalities even after the IMF terminated the agreement in
1990, because the government was unable to pay arrears on the loan. He
initiated his own austerity programme without the IMF funds to cushion
the worst effects. Soon these policies began taking their toll, as prices of
basic commodities soared and inflation consumed savings and wages.
President Momoh’s position in the APC was never as powerful as

Siaka Stevens’ because he was in effect an imposed candidate for the
presidency and leadership of the party in which he did not have any solid
political base. Many considered President Momoh too phlegmatic and
‘‘a very indecisive, weak leader allowing ministers free rein to be cor-
rupt’’.4 Others regarded him as an ethnic upstart (he was from the minor-
ity northern Limba tribe). Among these was his deputy, Francis Minah,
who allegedly seized upon President Momoh’s growing unpopularity to
organize a coup. Minah was executed for high treason and it is important
to note that he had his roots in Pujehun District, one of the areas that
became the civil war front-line. Minah had also been involved in ‘‘a
rural rebellion in the mid-1980s against the APC Government of Siaka
Stevens’’.5
Minah’s execution incensed many people from his native Pujehun Dis-

trict, who felt that it was part of a plot by northerners to deprive them of
power, since Minah was expected to succeed Momoh to the presidency.
Simultaneously, President Momoh alienated two of Sierra Leone’s most
powerful ethnic groups, the Temne from the northern and central areas
and the Mende from the south. Together, these two groups constituted
over 60 per cent of the total population. The president further aggra-
vated the situation by calling for ‘‘ethnic corporatism’’ – essentially the
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formation of ethnic cliques – in a speech in 1990 to the Akutay annual
convention at Binkolo, Bombali District, which was broadcast on Sierra
Leone Broadcasting Service radio. This broadcast confirmed the popular
view that power had shifted from parliament and the cabinet to the Aku-
tay,6 an exclusive group of Limba politicians, businessmen and intelligent-
sia aligned with President Momoh. The Akutay was in effect Momoh’s
kitchen cabinet, which made decisions that constitutionally should have
been the preserve of the official cabinet and parliament.

The consequence of the growing influence of the Akutay in the affairs
of state was the further worsening of ethnic relations and the acceleration
of economic decline. By 1991, the United Nations Development Pro-
gramme’s Human Development Report put Sierra Leone last among the
175 countries analysed.7 President Momoh’s control of state affairs began
to slip and the Eastern Province, Kono District in particular, gained ‘‘no-
toriety as the ‘Wild West of West Africa’, with a semi-permanent lawless-
ness in the diamond mining areas’’.8 By the early 1990s, donors had been
demanding a return to democratic multi-party politics in Africa as a con-
dition for official loans. However, President Momoh resisted demands for
democratic pluralism led by the Sierra Leone Bar Association and the
university community, as well as school children and the unemployed –
all key actors in the subsequent civil war. The president’s response to
demands for multi-party elections was to send the Secretary-General of
the APC, E. T. Kamara, to warn people in the Southern and Eastern
Provinces that talk of multi-party democracy would be met with the full
force of the law, since such discussions were illegal under the one-party
state. The scene was thus set for a revolt.9

Precipitation of the coup

The March 1991 RUF attack caught the national army, the Republic of
Sierra Leone Military Force (RSLMF), unprepared: it was ill equipped,
badly trained and highly politicized. A few months after the first attack,
the RUF controlled one-fifth of the country in the south-east region. In
a counter-offensive, the RSLMF hastily conscripted hundreds of recruits
and its numbers rose from 3,000 to 10,000 in the first two years of the
conflict.10 The new recruits were rushed to the war front, inadequately
trained, poorly equipped and often highly undisciplined.

The economy continued its decline and the war continued to take its
toll on the population. By early 1992, some 10,000 people had been killed,
over 300,000 were displaced, 400,000 were behind rebel lines and another
200,000 crowded refugee camps in Guinea. The ill-equipped army faced
humiliation on the war front. As casualties mounted, a group of young
officers entered Freetown in April 1992 and ousted President Momoh’s
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regime, accusing it of incompetence and promising to bring the war to a
speedy end. The leader of the ruling junta, calling itself the National Pro-
visional Revolutionary Council (NPRC), was a charismatic 27-year-old
army captain, Valentine Strasser.

Delayed international emergency response

At first, most refugees in Freetown were affluent Lebanese who took up
residence with friends and in local hotels. But the situation nearer the Li-
berian border was different. There, the refugees were typically poor
people who were originally welcomed by compassionate local villagers,
many of whom were unrelated to their new guests. However, the refugee
population in many villages soon outnumbered the local population sev-
eral times over. The fact that most refugees were accommodated either
in Freetown or in village homes tended to obscure the extent of the
growing emergency and delayed an appropriate international response.
However, the Sierra Leone village hosts eventually became totally im-
poverished, the environment was rapidly degraded and the waves of
homeless refugees and internally displaced persons increased.

The UN emergency response

Because the international response was delayed, most initial assistance
came from the few UN agencies that had already been doing develop-
ment work in Sierra Leone. However, the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Refugees (UNHCR) soon secured funding and provided shelter
and basic necessities for the refugees. Even though the constraints of
its mandate made it difficult formally to assist the internally displaced
nationals, the UNHCR programme grew rapidly and became a major
provider of humanitarian assistance, some of which inevitably benefited
nationals. The World Food Programme (WFP) also began to make signif-
icant contributions through food aid without which both the refugees and
the internally displaced population would have suffered even more than
they did.
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), which had

long supported development activities in Sierra Leone, now provided
emergency assistance primarily through the specialized agency of the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). The FAO helped both refu-
gees and internally displaced populations establish food production.
UNDP also administered a programme of UN Volunteers – professionals
who worked in the field with other UN agencies, government and civil
society partners. During the first year of the emergency, there were sev-
eral partners in health sector assistance, the biggest contributor being
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UNICEF. Other partners included the United Nations Population Fund,
which supported reproductive education, and the World Health Organi-
zation, which primarily provided technical assistance. In addition, there
were a few healthcare non-governmental organizations (Africare, CARE,
Concern Worldwide and Catholic Relief Services), which also provided
field workers. Shortly after the war commenced, the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross (ICRC) became actively engaged in efforts to
protect the rights of prisoners of war. Unfortunately, its mandate and
customary method of work prevented it from sharing significant informa-
tion on human rights abuses with other agencies.

UNICEF in Sierra Leone

UNICEF, like UNDP, already had a long-established programme of
cooperation in Sierra Leone. The Country Programme of Cooperation
provided US$11 million of assistance in basic health, education, water
and sanitation during the 1991–1995 period. The objectives of that
programme were to ‘‘create a sustainable community structure through
which vulnerable groups could be motivated to participate in social and
economic development; to achieve universal access to maternal and child
health services by 1995; to design services to enable young school-leavers
to attain minimum life skills; and to make rural primary education more
relevant’’.11 The programme was rapidly adapted in 1991 to respond to
the crisis caused by the refugee influx and the emerging civil war.

By the time the emergency had escalated in 1992, UNICEF was prob-
ably the best-known international agency in the country, partly because it
had the largest contingent of field staff, three-quarters of whom were
Sierra Leone nationals. The organization had a close working relation-
ship with the government and successfully advocated for a delegation,
led by President Momoh, to attend the 1990 World Summit for Children
(WSC). UNICEF advocacy also resulted in Sierra Leone being one of the
first countries to ratify the 1990 Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC). The organization had a clearly assigned role to follow up on the
implementation of the WSC and a specially assigned role in relation to
the CRC. Consequently, UNICEF organized a national event in April
1991, attended by President Momoh. This was designed to encourage
follow-up actions in keeping with the Declaration of the WSC, which the
President had signed the previous September in New York.

By 1990, in accordance with the UN Secretary-General’s reform mea-
sures, a UN Country Team, led by the UNDP Resident Representative,
had been established to coordinate cooperation with the Sierra Leone
government. The team, consisting of the local agency heads, held
monthly inter-agency meetings, which became a useful mechanism and
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were held more frequently when the emergency broke out. The UNDP
Resident Representative was also the UN Resident Coordinator and
the designated official for emergency coordination. In his absence, the
UNICEF Representative performed those functions, a reflection of the
size and significance of the organization’s programme. In November
1991, the government established the National Rehabilitation Committee
(NARICOM) to coordinate relief and rehabilitation assistance for inter-
nally displaced persons. Because the UN Country Team felt it impor-
tant to help the government develop the capacity of NARICOM for
emergency coordination, a sub-group consisting of the heads of UNHCR,
UNICEF and WFP was assigned this task. Coordination with the few
non-UN agencies assisting in the country in the early stages of the emer-
gency was done more informally.

Identification of the child soldier problem

From the inception of the insurgency, the UNICEF Freetown office re-
ceived verbal reports that children were engaged in the hostilities on
both the rebel and the government sides. Such activity contravened Ar-
ticle 38 of the CRC (see the boxed text), which the government had
ratified in 1990. However, when the UNICEF Representative brought
these reports to the government’s attention, the government initially de-
nied the use of children and later argued that such use was legitimate.
The government’s position clearly emerged during the April 1991 public
meeting organized by UNICEF. The event included a mock children’s
debate during which a member of one team accused the opposing side
(representing the government) of using child soldiers to fight the rebels.
At that point President Momoh, who was seated next to the UNICEF
Representative, jovially commented in Krio, ‘‘Defence, Bo’’ (‘‘necessary
for defence, my brother’’ – a justification for having children bear arms in
the villages).
In contrast, the National Provisional Revolutionary Council was more

concerned about the country’s international image and seemed interested
in social change. Chairman Strasser and the other leaders of the NPRC
were all young and inexperienced in civilian administration, but they
quickly espoused a populist agenda of anti-corruption, civic pride and
national renewal. One of the activities flowing from this agenda was a
weekly clean-up day. On that day all citizens were expected to follow
the lead of the NPRC in dramatic efforts to clean up the city, which had
become littered with piles of refuse and sewage-filled drains in many
places. The military leaders soon embraced a few civilians who had
more administrative experience and sought international recognition of
their administration, which they claimed to be an interim government.
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The Convention on the Rights of the Child
The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) was adopted by the
General Assembly of the United Nations on 20 November 1989 and
came into force on 2 September 1990 when over 20 countries had rati-
fied it. Only two countries have not yet ratified: the United States and
Somalia, which have signalled their intention to ratify by formally
signing the Convention. The Convention contains 54 articles that
legally bind ratifying States Parties. Significantly, Articles 38 and 39
state:

Article 38
1. States Parties undertake to respect and to ensure respect for rules of inter-

national humanitarian law applicable to them in armed conflicts which are
relevant to the child.

2. States Parties shall take all feasible measures to ensure that persons
who have not attained the age of fifteen years do not take a direct part in
hostilities.

3. States Parties shall refrain from recruiting any person who has not attained
the age of fifteen years into their armed forces. In recruiting among those
persons who have attained the age of fifteen years but who have not at-
tained the age of eighteen years, States Parties shall endeavour to give
priority to those who are oldest.

4. In accordance with their obligations under international humanitarian law
to protect the civilian population in armed conflicts, States Parties shall
take all feasible measures to ensure protection and care of children who
are affected by armed conflict.

Article 39
States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to promote physical and psy-
chological recovery and social reintegration of a child victim of: any form of
neglect, exploitation, or abuse; torture or any other form of cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment or punishment; or armed conflicts. Such recovery and
reintegration shall take place in an environment which fosters the health, self-
respect and dignity of the child.

The World Summit for Children
At the World Summit for Children, held in New York on 29–30
September 1990, 71 heads of state and government and 88 other se-
nior officials, mostly at ministerial level, strongly endorsed the CRC
and adopted a Declaration on the Survival, Protection and Develop-
ment of Children and a Plan of Action for implementing the Declara-
tion in the 1990s. The Plan has 7 major and 26 supporting goals in
health, nutrition, education, water, sanitation, and children in difficult
circumstances.
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UNICEF in Sierra Leone regarded this as an opportunity to raise the
child soldier issue again.
These events were shortly followed by another opportunity for advo-

cacy to end the government’s use of child soldiers. One day in January
1993, while on board a river ferry on its way to Freetown, the UNICEF
Representative observed two young boys wearing military uniform and
carrying weapons. He engaged the boys in conversation and they re-
vealed themselves to be orphans, aged 9 and 13, but proud combatants
heading to the official residence of the chairman of the NPRC, where
they would be fed and accommodated while in town. During this initial
contact the UNICEF Representative persuaded the boys to visit his of-
fice. This they did the following day and on two subsequent occasions
during which they were interviewed. Both boys said that they started
travelling with the government soldiers after their parents were killed by
rebels who had attacked their village. This first-hand information about
the involvement of child soldiers and their association with the new rulers
was used in negotiations to end the practice.

Operational issues

In January 1993, the UN Country Team agreed that the UNICEF Repre-
sentative should pursue four issues for negotiation. These were the Sierra
Leone army’s release of child soldiers into UNICEF’s custody, the mili-
tary’s identification of the children to be so demobilized, government’s
partnership in providing services and facilities for rehabilitation of the
children, and the partnership of civil society in the counselling and man-
agement of the children to be rehabilitated.
One significant omission from the negotiations was any effort to secure

the release of child soldiers under rebel control. This was because the
RUF leadership remained very much in the shadows. Thus, although
Foday Sankoh identified himself as the leader of the RUF in 1991, two
years later he still was not readily accessible to the international media.
It is true that he did have support from Charles Taylor’s NPFL, through
which it might have been theoretically possible to arrange a meeting.
However, at the time of these negotiations, the UN Country Team had
no ready access to the NPFL either and it was decided to concentrate ini-
tial efforts on the NPRC.

The basis for UNICEF’s role and negotiating position

The proposed negotiation was regarded as an important part of the UNI-
CEF Representative’s responsibility, in keeping with the organization’s
role assigned by the WSC and the CRC.12
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UNICEF’s role was deduced from Sections II and III of the 1990 WSC
Declaration. Section II (Specific Actions for Child Survival, Protection
and Development), paragraph 25, states as follows:

Protection of children during armed conflicts
Children need special protection in situations of armed conflict. . . . Resolution of
a conflict need not be a prerequisite for measures explicitly to protect children
and their families to ensure their continuing access to food, medical care and ba-
sic services, to deal with trauma resulting from violence and to exempt them from
other direct consequences of violence and hostilities. To build the foundation for
a peaceful world where violence and war will cease to be acceptable means of
settling disputes and conflicts, children’s education should inculcate the values of
peace, tolerance, understanding and dialogue.

The Declaration, in Section III (Follow-up Actions and Monitoring),
paragraph 35, also states as follows:

Action at the international level
Action at the community and national levels is, of course, of critical importance
in meeting the goals and aspirations for children and development. However,
many developing countries, particularly the least developed and the most in-
debted ones, will need substantial international co-operation to enable them to
participate effectively in the world-wide effort for child survival, protection and
development.

The UNICEF Freetown Country Management Team (CMT) identified
a responsibility to provide the assistance envisaged in the above-cited
paragraphs within the 1991–1995 Sierra Leone Country Programme of
Cooperation (CPC). It also identified responsibility under the provisions
of the CRC, Article 43 of which provides for the establishment of an
international Committee on the Rights of the Child, and Article 44 of
which requires States Parties ‘‘to submit to the Committee, through the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, reports on the measures they
have adopted which give effect to the rights recognized herein and on
the progress made on the enjoyment of those rights’’.

Further, Article 45 states that,

In order to foster the effective implementation of the Convention and to encour-
age international co-operation in the field covered by the Convention:
(a) The specialized agencies, the United Nations Children’s Fund, and other

United Nations organs shall be entitled to be represented at the consideration
of the implementation of such provisions of the present Convention as fall
within the scope of their mandate.

Consequently, the UNICEF Representative recognized that negotiat-
ing the release and rehabilitation of child soldiers did not require author-
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ization by UNICEF headquarters, which however endorsed the initiative
when informed.

Agreement to release the children

The release of the children required an official acknowledgement that
they existed and a clear policy decision to end the practice. For a military
government without diplomatic experience this was a significant hurdle.
However, it was one that had to be negotiated since, without it, UNICEF
could not make the army’s field commanders receptive to protecting chil-
dren from any exposure to combat then and in the future. It should be
noted that, although the CRC permitted recruitment of children under
18 years of age but older than 14 years, it urged that preference be given
to the older children in this age group. Nevertheless, the CMT decided
that UNICEF would negotiate the demobilization of all children, i.e. all
persons under 18 years of age. It should be noted, in passing, that Sierra
Leone subsequently enacted legislation to prohibit military service be-
fore 18 years of age.

Implementing the agreement

As noted above, UNICEF felt that identification of the child soldiers
required full cooperation from all ranks of the army because it presaged
relinquishing what appeared to be a powerful asset in the military ar-
senal. The information from the two interviewed child soldiers was that
girls were mainly cooks and maids for the troops, although some were
engaged in sex with the soldiers. They reported that some boys helped
carry equipment for the troops, but their most effective use was for
reconnoitring. Apparently, because of their youth, they could dress in
civilian clothes and wander unsuspected among the population to gain
information about the activities of the enemy through observation and
discussion. This information would enable their units to stage surprise
raids or avoid enemy ambush.
However, the interviewed informants also said that some boys were

actually trained and employed as armed combatants. Typically they
would first be fed stimulants, including gunpowder mixed into meals,
and made to perform some atrocious, cold-blooded murder to establish
loyalty and worthiness. After this initiation they became regular combat-
ants carrying and using arms on missions alongside adult soldiers. One of
the informants drew attention to a scar on his leg and claimed that it was
a bullet wound he never felt because he was ‘‘high’’ when shot. Both boys
told of having nightmares about killings, including seeing the faces of
people they shot in cold blood. They exhibited a degree of ambivalence
about being child soldiers and UNICEF felt these mixed emotions gave
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credibility to their accounts and would be typical of most of their peers.
On the one hand, they told of feeling powerful and respected by adults
when armed and in uniform, as evidenced, for example, by being given
free passage on the river ferry. On the other hand, they said that they
missed their families and longed to do childhood things, including going
to school.

Negotiating facilities and partners for rehabilitation

As much as the CMT wanted the children to be released immediately
from the army, it was evident that the responsibility of caring for them
would be beyond the existing technical and administrative capacity of
UNICEF on its own. Consequently, it was necessary to identify collabo-
rators and persuade them to become partners. Physical facilities would
be needed to house the estimated hundreds of children, and people
with psychiatric, psychological, social and administrative skills would be
needed to supplement UNICEF’s existing human resources.

The CMT felt that, for the negotiation to succeed, the hurdle of NPRC
acceptance had to be approached by people and/or organizations with
some existing leverage. Apart from its UN mandate to protect and pur-
sue the interests of children, reinforced by the WSC Declaration and the
CRC, UNICEF’s longstanding presence and good reputation in the coun-
try and the substantial cadre of nationals on its staff seemed to place it
in the best position to undertake this task. The negotiations were thus
undertaken by the UNICEF Representative, with the full backing of
UNICEF headquarters and the Sierra Leone UN Country Team.

Obstacles and opportunities

Two major challenges lay in the way of successful negotiations: the diffi-
culty of accessing reliable information to support negotiation and the
paucity of public media through which to communicate. However, the
credibility of UNICEF and national goodwill towards the organization
were countervailing assets that could be seized as opportunities during
negotiations.

The information challenge arose in the context of denial and justifica-
tion by the previous civilian administration. At first the CMT reasoned
that, if a civilian administration with years of diplomatic experience and
international relations could justify the use of children ‘‘in defence’’,
a military junta might hardly consider use of child soldiers a matter to
be debated when the insurgency had escalated and soldiers were being
killed in increasing numbers. UNICEF would have to bring convincing
information about the existence of child soldiers and offer a compelling
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reason for the NPRC to relinquish what it apparently regarded as an
asset. Meanwhile, it had come to the organization’s attention that the
ICRC had access to prisoners of war and might thus be a source of infor-
mation about child soldier prisoners. However, the ICRC delegate ad-
vised the UNICEF Representative that, in accordance with longstanding
policy and operating procedures, information obtained from visits to pris-
oners could not be shared with a third party such as UNICEF, lest this
jeopardized future access to the prisoners. Still, the ICRC did undertake
to visit and seek the protection of any child soldiers who might have been
taken prisoner. Consequently, the only information UNICEF could pre-
sent to the NPRC was based on the interviews with the UNICEF Repre-
sentative’s two child soldier contacts.
The challenge of poor communications arose because of the disrepair

into which the country’s infrastructure had fallen. Telecommunications
were weak and short-wave radio transmission, previously and extensively
used by UNICEF, was severely restricted because of the NPRC’s security
concerns, as well as the fact that some of the equipment had been seized
by rebels. There was no television service and the radio operated only on
a very limited daily schedule because of electricity shortages and lack of
equipment. Daily newspapers did not exist either, so the army and the
population at large could not be readily reached by common mass com-
munication methods.
The major compensatory asset was UNICEF’s longstanding relation

with the population, which had been mobilized in previous years to im-
munize virtually the entire population under the age of 5 years. This mo-
bilization involved faith-based organizations, both Christian and Muslim,
as well as the government, particularly the ministry of health. Because of
its clear humanitarian mandate, UNICEF also began to work with the
new NPRC administration immediately it was established in May 1992.
UNICEF’s flexibility and rapid emergency response capability were par-
ticular advantages that made it attractive to the administration. Further,
the national staff employed by UNICEF provided contacts with a wide
cross-section of the Sierra Leone population. Thus these nationals were
an important source of information and a conduit for pre-negotiation ex-
ploration.

Negotiations

Developing the negotiation strategy

The actual negotiations were based on a strategy developed by the CMT
that bore in mind the challenges and opportunities outlined above. As
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suggested above, there were two main parties with which UNICEF had
to negotiate. The negotiation with the NPRC administration was of the
utmost importance in order to persuade it to acknowledge the existence
of child soldiers, formally indicate its adherence to the CRC, renounce
the practice of using child soldiers, and release existing child soldiers
into UNICEF’s custody. In support of this negotiating issue, UNICEF
would remind the NPRC that the predecessor civilian government was
an enthusiastic signatory of the 1990 WSC Declaration and that Sierra
Leone had the honour to be one of the earliest ratifiers of the CRC. The
second aspect of negotiation was the involvement of partners to deal with
the logistics of receiving, housing and rehabilitating the children. This
appeared no less challenging than the first, given the paucity of local
not-for-profit organizations, the huge decline in civic-mindedness and
the overall degeneration of Sierra Leone society and physical infra-
structure consistent with being last in the world according to the UNDP’s
Human Development Index.13 UNICEF was able to draw on established
contacts to reach psychiatrists, local volunteers and an experienced youth
project manager to help with the children’s rehabilitation.

The negotiating strategy was developed by the CMT in a series of
meetings over a one-week period in January 1993. The team realized
that, because of previous experience with the recently deposed civilian
administration, any negotiator would have to present some hard evidence
to get the NPRC to concede that the army had children engaged in the
war. Then it would be necessary somehow to persuade the junta that
desisting from the use of child soldiers would be in its interest. Since
UNICEF already knew that the children were considered very useful mil-
itary assets, some other interest had to be identified and leveraged. A
win–win scenario needed to be proposed and the style of negotiation
was to be cooperative rather than adversarial.

In the months following its April 1992 takeover, the NPRC engaged in
increasingly strenuous efforts to justify the military coup to the Sierra Le-
one population and to the world at large via the diplomatic community.
The leadership was also presenting itself as being against corruption and
in favour of popular justice in order to obtain national and international
recognition. UNICEF identified this need for recognition as a key inter-
est to which the organization could appeal. The proposition to the NPRC
would be that a policy decision to forswear the use of children in combat
could be made in the context of Sierra Leone’s commitment to the CRC.
This would then permit UNICEF publicly to compliment the government
on its laudable action for children. And, given UNICEF’s stature in the
international community, relations with foreign states could be expected
to be opened and to improve.

The CMT’s first thought in preparing for the negotiation was the im-
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portance of identifying a potentially strategic ally as an entry point to the
NPRC. This would create space for discussion and prevent a reflex and
outright public denial of the existence of child soldiers. It would be diffi-
cult to persuade the junta to retreat from such a denial once it was made
public. In this regard, UNICEF identified the Public Relations Officer of
the NPRC, Captain Karifa Kargbo, as such a potentially strategic ally and
interlocutor. First, he appeared to be more sophisticated than his fellow
officers, which probably explains his appointment to the sensitive post of
Public Relations Officer. For this reason the CMT felt that he would ap-
preciate the significance of adhering to the CRC, and with it the opportu-
nity to advance the quest for diplomatic recognition rather than simply
expecting foreign states to accept the NPRC’s de facto power. Second,
he was a former university acquaintance of a UNICEF national staff
member, who could thus be an informal communication channel. Third,
he happened to be the son of the former minister of health, with whom
UNICEF had worked for several years and with whom the UNICEF
Representative had earlier established a very cordial personal relation-
ship.

Initiation of the negotiations

Time line of negotiation, January–May 1993
January UNICEF Representative first sees and interviews boy sol-

diers and decides to negotiate their release UN partners
endorse UNICEF as lead negotiator; CMT develops nego-
tiation strategy

February Fr Hickey contacts UNICEF about youth workshop; UNI-
CEF initiates negotiations with NPRC

March UNICEF Representative advances negotiation with
NPRC; Sierra Leone First Lady mobilized in support of
children

April NPRC announces intention to release child soldiers
May Civil society mobilized for rehabilitation; facilities and

services established for rehabilitation; Child soldiers re-
leased and rehabilitation initiated

In February 1993, the UNICEF Communications Officer made formal
contact with the Public Relations Officer. As expected, Captain Kargbo
readily seized the significance of the NPRC’s recognizing the CRC and
making a public statement against the use of child soldiers. However,
his challenge was how to ‘‘save face’’ for his administration. This was
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indicated by his initial position denying knowledge of the NPRC’s use of
child soldiers and suggesting that the rebels were the ones using them,
evidenced by the fact that some had been taken prisoner by the military.
He volunteered that those prisoners could possibly be released to UNI-
CEF. Nevertheless, he did agree to arrange for the UNICEF Representa-
tive to make a courtesy call on Chairman Strasser of the NPRC, subse-
quent to which the matter of child soldiers could be discussed. This he
promptly did.

During the first meeting with the UNICEF Representative, the NPRC
chairman appeared to be well briefed and expressed gratitude for UNI-
CEF’s work in Sierra Leone. He also mentioned that he had been told
of the population’s warm feeling towards the UNICEF Representative,
who had been observed to quickly learn Krio, the local working language
in Freetown. The UNICEF Representative exploited this welcome and
referred the chairman to Sierra Leone’s commitment to the WSC Decla-
ration, made by the former government. He stressed the importance of
endorsing both this commitment and the CRC, which Sierra Leone was
one of the first countries to ratify. Without conceding that the army
was using child soldiers, the chairman endorsed the view that children
should not be engaged in combat. The cordiality of the meeting led to
an invitation for further discussions, a week later, at the chairman’s offi-
cial residence.

Meanwhile, UNICEF learned that the chairman’s spouse was expect-
ing a baby and thought this presented an opportunity to open a second
front of negotiation. The idea was to use this personal event to seek the
NPRC leadership’s embrace of exclusive breastfeeding, one of the hall-
marks of UNICEF advocacy for children and women. This was in keep-
ing with the longstanding UNICEF social mobilization strategy of using
leaders to endorse the children’s cause and to set examples for national
emulation. Thus, in early March 1993 the UNICEF Nutrition Officer and
the Representative’s spouse, who was also a graduate nutritionist, were
dispatched to meet the new First Lady and persuade her to endorse ex-
clusive breastfeeding and lead by her personal example. Since this was
her first child, a period of preparation, including follow-up visits, was un-
dertaken over a two-week period. The approach was successful and, with
Mrs Strasser’s agreement, the UNICEF Freetown monthly magazine fea-
tured her in an article on breastfeeding, including a picture of her feeding
her baby.14

The government response

Within a month of their first meeting, the relationship between the UNI-
CEF Representative and the chairman and his family had warmed. At
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this point the UNICEF Representative met the head of state at his offi-
cial residence and shared the information obtained from earlier discus-
sions with the two child soldiers. The chairman conceded that he had
heard about children associated with the military, but he suggested that
they had actually been ‘‘rescued’’ by the army. He contended that these
children had been either orphans of rebel atrocities or separated from
their parents after taking flight in the face of rebel assaults on their vil-
lages. He said that the government soldiers took these children under
their protection out of compassion and this explained why they were in
the company of the military. The meeting ended cordially and a week
later, in April 1993, a public announcement was made that the NPRC
had decided to release the children to UNICEF’s care. However, UNI-
CEF was asked to refer to the children not as soldiers but as Children
Associated with the War. The UNICEF Representative quickly re-
sponded by complimenting the NPRC’s action in radio interviews with
the BBC and other international media.

The army’s response

During the next operational step the UNICEF Representative met with
the head of the army, by arrangement with the NPRC chairman, in order
to work out details of the army’s facilitation. It is instructive that the
military head insisted that, although a few child prisoners might probably
be identified, child combatants with the army were unlikely to exist.
However, he assigned a female officer, Captain Samba, to head a unit
for rehabilitation of the affected children. Her involvement was crucial
to the success of the project because she travelled extensively to the
many military unit locations, making the army aware of the child soldier
issue, identifying affected children and arranging for them to be brought
to Freetown. UNICEF noted that there was only one female in the first
batch of child soldiers brought to Freetown and urged Captain Samba to
ensure that girls not be excluded. As a consequence, more girls were
among the subsequent batches arriving in Freetown.

Mobilization of project partners

Within two weeks of Captain Samba’s assumption of duties, the army re-
ported that it had identified 370 boys and girls who would be delivered to
UNICEF’s care. Based on experience in other countries and the stories
from the two informants, UNICEF expected some of the children to be
suffering from post-traumatic stress disorders. Consequently, UNICEF
needed to identify local professional assistance in addition to the sole
government psychiatrist, Dr Edward Naim, who worked at the govern-
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ment hospital in Freetown. Dr Naim willingly agreed to assist with the as-
sessment and rehabilitation, but it was clear from the start that he could
not carry his current workload and take care of this prospective new
caseload on his own. After a week of enquiries, UNICEF located the
only other trained psychiatrist, Dr Mathurin, who had long retired but
was part of the local Catholic network and now lived in the rural town
of Bo. UNICEF made contact with him and he willingly agreed to parti-
cipate in the anticipated rehabilitation of the children.

This still left the task of locating physical facilities to house the children
and adults to provide other critical services they needed. The UNICEF
Health Officer held discussions with his ministry of health counterpart,
who managed to secure the temporary use of the prison officers’ training
school complex, which was conveniently located opposite the UNICEF
Freetown office. Not only was space made for the first batch of children
to be housed and schooled but an outdoor area was cleared for them to
play soccer. The ministry of health arranged for each child to be given a
health check and any care that was subsequently indicated. A second
temporary facility for the children’s rehabilitation was secured through
the help of a restaurant owner, Joy Samake, who was approached by the
UNICEF Representative. A youth facility provided land, the army sup-
plied tents and Ms Samake persuaded a local architectural and engineer-
ing firm to provide technical support for the design and establishment of
the rehabilitation facilities. Ms Samake was also instrumental in mobiliz-
ing other civil society members to contribute cash, services and food to
help with the children’s housing, education and recreation. Given the
malaise into which the society had fallen up to the time of the 1992
coup, the civil society response led by Ms Samake was admirable.

Fortuitously, in January 1993, Fr Hickey, a Catholic priest, had ap-
proached UNICEF for financial support for a youth workshop he was or-
ganizing, and a good relationship had developed from this initial contact.
Consequently, when the need arose three months later, the organization
was able to persuade him to contribute his services. Fr Hickey had had
ample experience with running facilities for young people and, after
meeting the UNICEF Representative, he agreed to be the administrator
of a project to rehabilitate the children. However, it took several weeks
and many further meetings before the details were settled. Fr Hickey
had two concerns: he wanted total control, including control over funds
earmarked for other implementing partners, if he were to accept overall
responsibility for the rehabilitation activity; he also wanted a direct rela-
tionship with the highest UNICEF authority. Consequently, even after
he assumed responsibility on the basis of a verbal agreement with the
UNICEF Representative, he was reluctant to deal on a day-to-day basis
with less senior UNICEF staff. He even wrote a letter to the UNICEF
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Executive Director at the New York headquarters seeking to report dir-
ectly to her. Fortunately, the UNICEF Representative eventually per-
suaded him to work with the country office in the manner normal for all
UNICEF-supported projects.
Because of UNICEF’s flexible and rapid response to emergencies, the

Representative in Freetown was able to reallocate available resources
from the regular country programme to meet the immediate needs of
the Sierra Leone emergency. This was simply done by agreement with
the government and received UNICEF headquarters endorsement. In
this context, once a preliminary plan for rehabilitation of the 370 children
was drawn up by the UNICEF Freetown office, virtually all of the initial
costs were readily met from already available UNICEF resources, and
approaches to external donors for project support started only after im-
plementation of the project had already commenced and a more detailed
project was developed.

Reasons for success

The success of this set of negotiations can be attributed to measures
taken to overcome the two types of challenges earlier envisaged and to
the immediate seizure of the opportunity identified. UNICEF was able
to overcome the information challenge by presenting incontrovertible ev-
idence of the existence of child soldiers, obtained directly from the testi-
mony of two affected children. The anticipated reluctance of the military
to relinquish use of child soldiers was partly overcome by appealing to
the NPRC chairman’s sense of obligation to adhere to the ratified CRC.
This was reinforced by presenting the leadership with a win–win situation
– almost an offer they could not refuse: releasing the children in the con-
text of meeting CRC obligations raised the prospect of international re-
spectability, and would contribute to the legitimacy of an administration
that was not elected. The NPRC’s Public Relations Officer, given his task
of burnishing the junta’s image, seemed to grasp this readily and was
probably influential in persuading his less aware colleagues, such as the
head of the army, who might otherwise have ignored the international
implications.
UNICEF’s stature in the international and local community made it

possible for the NPRC leadership to have confidence in the negotiation
proposition. This confidence was bolstered by the subsequent series of
one-to-one meetings between Chairman Strasser and the UNICEF Rep-
resentative, the principal negotiators who had no previous knowledge of
each other. Further, the project was presented to the NPRC as a collabo-
rative activity that included civil society partnership, a fact reinforced by
the involvement of respected citizens such as Fr Hickey, Dr Mathurin
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and Ms Samake. It helped that UNICEF not only identified a problem
for the NPRC to address – ending the use of child soldiers – but offered
a solution in the form of a project for the rehabilitation and reintegration
of the children. The negotiation was further supported by UNICEF’s
proposal for NPRC partnership in the project, and the army even estab-
lished a unit for rehabilitation of the affected children. Finally, UNI-
CEF’s promotion of gender awareness during the negotiations resulted
in the release and rehabilitation of several girls who would otherwise
not have been included in the project.

Limitations of the exercise

Although the child soldiers under government control were identified
and released for rehabilitation, other children engaged in the conflict on
the side of the rebels were not covered by this project, for reasons men-
tioned earlier. Further, remobilization of some of the released children
was a danger in the absence of an environment that provided them with
an attractive alternative. A resolution of the civil conflict would be re-
quired to significantly reduce the opportunities for remobilization. More-
over, the children would need supportive family environments as well as
livelihood opportunities and socialization to help them find fulfilment in
peaceful pursuits, replacing the adult-like status and respect they enjoyed
while carrying arms. Unfortunately, the families of some of the children
could not be located and the project on its own could not provide the
enabling environment required for peaceful fulfilment of all of the child-
ren’s ambitions.

Wider implications

This chapter set out to give an example of how humanitarian workers can
engage in significant diplomacy. The case demonstrated how the widely
accepted humanitarian mission of UNICEF to protect children, along
with its track record of service in Sierra Leone, was used to influence
military rulers who were conducting a war that employed children. The
junta’s interest in international recognition was leveraged to secure its
acknowledgement of the existence of child soldiers, its endorsement of
the CRC, which prohibits such use of children, and its cooperation in re-
leasing and rehabilitating the children in exchange for UNICEF’s public
acknowledgement of this action. The mobilization of civil society to col-
laborate in the rehabilitation of the boys and girls was also significant
because of the previous decline in civic social activity.

It must be conceded that the subsequent barbarity of rebel activities
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against the Sierra Leone army and the population at large would have
made a similar negotiation much more difficult. Thus remobilization and
recruitment on a larger scale followed by demobilization of child soldiers
occurred on and off as the conflict raged, even after a 1999 cease-fire and
peace accord. Eventually, persistent advocacy led to the signing in May
2002 of a significant optional protocol to the CRC by all parties. That
protocol forbade recruitment and involvement in armed conflict of chil-
dren under 18 years of age. By 2003, it was estimated that as many as
7,000 child soldiers had been used by all sides in the decade-long conflict
in Sierra Leone.
Nevertheless, although it is true that the negotiations described in this

chapter exploited favourable conditions at a particular juncture in Sierra
Leone, virtually all of the enabling factors are of general relevance. Fur-
ther, identifying favourable conditions and exploiting them are quite im-
portant factors in any negotiation.
This experience suggests that state diplomats might find it useful to

embrace humanitarian diplomacy as a type of third channel for conflict
resolution. The use of third channel diplomacy is well established but
usually involves nationals in close collaboration with their foreign minis-
try, even when their activities are informal or the link is such as to offer
plausible deniability by the state. A well-known example of third channel
diplomacy is former US President Carter’s negotiation with the DPRK’s
Kim Il Sung, undertaken with the full knowledge and backing of the US
administration of the day. In the case of UNICEF and other children’s
organizations, the concept of children as a zone of peace is a potentially
powerful one that might even be a leading edge in many negotiations for
conflict resolution.
The late James P. Grant, a former UNICEF Executive Director, was

probably the first person to advance the idea of ‘‘children as a zone of
peace’’. Under this banner, he negotiated cease-fires in several countries
to permit secure humanitarian activities for children. Notable examples
were immunization during the civil war in El Salvador, food and medical
aid to battle areas in Sudan, and convoys of humanitarian assistance into
war-torn Afghanistan. James Grant further advocated top priority for
children. He persuaded many world leaders of varying political persua-
sions to endorse this ethic of ‘‘Children First’’. He also persuaded politi-
cal opponents to subscribe to this paradigm. In his words, he was making
advocacy for children’s issues ‘‘good politics’’. Thus it is conceivable that,
if warring parties could agree to temporary cease-fires for the sake of
children, in some cases they might be persuaded to agree to full cessa-
tion in order to put ‘‘Children First’’. That might then create the
breathing space for state diplomats to engage in dialogue towards conflict
resolution.
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Conclusion

Humanitarian diplomacy is most likely to succeed if it employs reliable
and incontrovertible information; is based on some established interna-
tional convention to which the negotiating parties subscribe, or on rele-
vant national law; identifies some key interest of the other negotiating
party that can be satisfied by the negotiation – a win–win proposition;
identifies a strategic ally either as an entry point or as a supportive re-
source during negotiation; uses a lead negotiator who brings to the table
some credit or credibility with the other negotiating party; involves other
like-minded entities or individuals as parties to the negotiation wherever
possible; proposes solutions to any problems the other negotiating party
has to acknowledge; and engages in a collaborative negotiation whenever
possible.
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Blurring of mandates in Somalia

Karin von Hippel

Somalia is normally described by pundits as a ‘‘failed state’’ or ‘‘anar-
chic’’, because the country has been without a central government since
January 1991.1 At the close of 2004, Somalia could lay claim to the title
of the most protracted example of state collapse since the end of the Cold
War, if not in the post-colonial period (even taking into account the new
Transitional Federal Government, which at the time of writing had yet to
relocate from Kenya into Somalia). The mere mention of Somalia in-
vokes images of warlords and child soldiers pillaging this East African
version of the ‘‘Wild West’’. The country has allegedly been colonized
by Osama bin Laden’s henchmen, who are supposedly turning vast
swathes of Somalia into a new Afghanistan, complete with training
camps. In humanitarian and development terms, official indicators place
Somalia at the bottom of all development indices – that is, life expec-
tancy, adult literacy, school enrolment, infant mortality, per capita in-
come, malnutrition, and a host of others.2 Although these perceptions
may contain some partial truths, the reality is far more complex.
Indeed, Somalia today is a country of sharp contrasts. On the one hand,

there is an extremely dynamic image few outsiders appreciate. In many
parts of Somalia, electricity lights up the streets at night (a service sadly
lacking in most of neighbouring Kenya), and the mobile telephone net-
work in Somalia is the cheapest in East Africa and possibly the second
cheapest in all of Africa. Somalis from the diaspora remit funds into So-
malia at a lower cost and faster rate than most other money transfer ser-
vices worldwide – both formal and informal. Fatuma’s US$250 sent from
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Minneapolis on Tuesday evening will arrive at the door of her mother’s
house in Galkaayo early morning on Wednesday, 12 hours later, and the
transfer fee will be lower than that charged by Western Union or Citi-
bank. Mogadishu has a number of schools providing elementary, second-
ary and even tertiary education, as well as television stations, hospitals
and medical clinics. Hargeisa has car insurance, internet cafés, hotels
and restaurants, and several Somali airlines operate scheduled services
throughout the country. All are private, Somali-run businesses.

In some regions, such as in Somaliland in the north-west or Puntland in
the north-east, local and regional administrations function with tradi-
tional and religious authorities acting as legislative and constitutional as-
semblies that legitimize their authority. In many respects, therefore, it
could be argued that Somalia without a central government may be bet-
ter off and more accountable than many so-called ‘‘intact’’ states, and
certainly more so than a centralized, non-representative Somali govern-
ment. As for terrorism, there is little evidence that Somalia has been
used as a breeding ground, but it has been used by a limited number of
terrorists seeking sanctuary after attacks elsewhere and for transhipment
activity.3 In other words, the picture is far from straightforward.

There is also a static and more depressing Somalia, one in which large
pockets of the population live in extreme poverty. The United Nations
estimates that far too many Somalis suffer from grave human rights viola-
tions, chronic drought, food insecurity and sporadic violence, all of which
inhibits development and prevents international aid workers from access-
ing many parts of the country. According to the United Nations, 750,000
Somalis are ‘‘chronically vulnerable’’,4 out of an estimated population of
7 million (or 7.5 million or 8 million or 9.6 million, depending on the
source5). It is in fact these unreliable figures that are themselves part of
the problem.

Since the state collapsed, statistics have been difficult to accrue given
the insecurities on the ground and the lack of regular and reliable data
collection, and because up to half of the population is nomadic. In fact,
owing to this problem, Somalia has not been included in the United Na-
tions Development Programme’s (UNDP) global Human Development
Index since 1997, even though, in recent years, data collection in some
sectors has improved.6 Thus rankings for Somalia are mostly estimates.7

Different organizations – both Somali and international – gather data
in different ways, with no agreed methodology or reliable means for ac-
cumulating information over time. Not only do population estimates vary
considerably, but so too do figures for the Somali diaspora, as well as for
how much money is remitted into the country annually. Estimates of the
size of remittances going into Somalia on an annual basis range from
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US$500 million to US$1 billion. How can appropriate needs assessments
be made when family coping mechanisms are so poorly understood?
Even given the lack of reliable statistical information, one assumption I

make, which underpins this chapter, is that Somalia has not fallen into
the abyss since the state collapsed, primarily because of the efforts of So-
malis themselves – both in the diaspora and in Somalia. The tight Somali
social networks, based on close ties of clan and kinship, have been critical
to the survival of Somalis and Somalia. But again, this is really only an
informed opinion, since the data to back this claim are also unreliable.
This is to argue not that the efforts of the international community

have been wasted or well-meaning, but rather that the international com-
munity has yet to develop a consistent response to overcome the com-
plexities caused by the protracted collapse of central authority. It may in
fact be this inconsistent international behaviour that forced Somalis to
rely on their own social networks, even more than they had in the past.
Thus the discussion of humanitarian diplomacy in Somalia, as conducted
by the international community since 1991, needs to be considered in jux-
taposition to this fairly fluid, often opaque picture.
In fact, circumstances in Somalia since 1991 have forced a fundamental

rethink of several basic concepts of humanitarianism – particularly
the core issues of neutrality and impartiality. The lack of effective
governance in Somalia has meant that all international actors in Somalia
– whether humanitarian, development, political or even military –
inevitably act as diplomats and inevitably become embroiled in politics,
even when this falls outside their individual mandates. There has been a
blurring of the lines in Somalia. This chapter will therefore not focus ex-
clusively on humanitarian action; rather, it will also discuss the political
process, development modalities and, during the intervention, the in-
volvement of the military.
I consider ‘‘humanitarian diplomacy’’ in Somalia throughout the

period of state collapse, that is, from 1991 to 2004. This time frame in
turn will be divided into two distinct periods, to reflect the country’s lurch
from one extreme to another. The first period covers 1991–1995, when
Somalia was in the international media spotlight because of state disinte-
gration, famine and the consequent UN peace support operations. The
second period covers Somalia from mid-1995 to 2004, after the soldiers
and journalists had moved on to the next crisis, when Somalia became
yet another forgotten emergency. In the first period, international assis-
tance reached nearly US$1 billion per year at its peak, whereas in the
second the average was US$50 million per year.8 Yet neither the highs
nor the lows were sufficient to help Somalis overcome the centripetal
forces that caused the state to implode.
I analyse humanitarian diplomacy in Somalia in five sections: the first
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provides a historical outline of the crisis, the second examines opera-
tional issues, the third focuses on obstacles encountered throughout, the
fourth discusses the negotiations that attempted to bypass or overcome
the obstacles, and the chapter concludes with an examination of the
wider implications of the crisis. In each of the five sections, the issues
will be considered over the two time periods noted above.

Context

The antecedents of the conflict can be traced back to 1960, when the
United Kingdom and Italy departed from their colonial outposts: the
United Kingdom from the north-west (the British Somaliland Protec-
torate) and Italy from the southern trusteeship territory. The two parts
joined to form the Somali Republic. Although the new country estab-
lished a multi-party democracy, this disintegrated fairly soon owing to
immense political and social fragmentation and administrative and finan-
cial mismanagement. Just nine years after independence, General Mo-
hamed Siad Barre took over the Somali Republic in a military coup.

Siad Barre was to rule this country for over 20 years through shrewd
manipulation of clan politics and rivalries, military coercion and the ex-
ploitation of state resources and foreign assistance. Formally, he pro-
claimed that the clan structure that permeated Somalia would no longer
dominate. In reality, however, for all important public posts he favoured
the Darod clan-family (of six major clan-families), especially his own
Marehan clan, his mother’s clan (Ogaden), and the clan of his son-in-law
(Dulbahante).9

During the Cold War, the Soviet Union supported Somalia and, from
1974, Ethiopia as well. The war between Somalia and Ethiopia (1977–
1978) forced the Soviet Union to choose between its two allies, and it
chose Ethiopia. This exchange, coupled with Somalia’s defeat in that
war, thereafter placed Somalia under the patronage of the United States,
and the country then became dependent on Western foreign aid and re-
mittances from Somalis in the Gulf to sustain its economy. Peace with
Ethiopia was not formalized until 1988, but by then the Somali economy
had all but collapsed as a result of widespread corruption, erratic eco-
nomic policies, a financially draining civil war that pitted the government
in Mogadishu against the majority clan (Isaq) in north-west Somalia, and
the massive influx of ethnic Somali refugees from the Ogaden region of
Ethiopia. A nationwide civil war ensued.

In January 1991, after various rebel groups had parcelled up most of
Somalia, President Siad Barre finally fled Mogadishu. Four months later,
the north-west region of Somalia declared its independence from the
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rump state as the ‘‘Somaliland Republic’’ (it has yet to be recognized by a
single member of the United Nations). The civil war had caused immense
devastation, with enormous numbers of refugees (at least 500,000 going
to neighbouring Kenya, Ethiopia and Djibouti), internally displaced per-
sons (IDPs – another 500,000) and civilian deaths, most of which were
famine related (estimated at 350,000). The grain-growing region between
the Shebelle and Juba rivers in the south was particularly ravaged, and
famine thus spread rapidly throughout the country.
By the early 1990s, foreign food aid could no longer get through to af-

fected Somalis. Instead, warlords plundered relief supplies to feed their
militias and exchange the aid for more weapons. The humanitarian relief
agencies remaining in Somalia were forced to hire thug Somalis to pro-
tect them and their work (usually from the self-proclaimed protectors).
Relief workers watched helplessly while most of their food aid filtered
through this corrupt system, in the vain hope that some of it would trickle
down. The aid only enhanced the role and strength of the militias, and
the population at large continued to starve.
The UN Security Council, indecisive and hesitant in its response to the

looming disaster, passed Resolution 733 on 23 January 1992, which called
for a total arms embargo and the establishment of an immediate cease-
fire. By February, the parties to the conflict agreed to the cease-fire,
mediated through the coordinated efforts of the United Nations, the
League of Arab States, the Organization of African Unity and the Orga-
nization of the Islamic Conference. Yet the situation on the ground re-
mained conflictual.
International intervention soon crystallized as the number of refugees,

IDPs and deaths from hunger ballooned: approximately 23 per cent of
the population were directly affected by the famine, and up to 70 per
cent were reportedly in the queue. Moreover, extensive media coverage
of emaciated Somalis ensured a suitable international outcry (the ‘‘Do
Something’’ response), although some have since argued that the state
of emergency was vastly exaggerated by the media.10 The media were
greatly assisted in this effort by the relief agencies which, together with
interested members of the US Congress, launched one of the more suc-
cessful public relations campaigns with the hope of raising funds for their
work and putting a stop to the famine.11 This alliance left the interna-
tional community with relatively few options.
For US President George Bush (Senior), still heady from his victories

in the Cold War and the Gulf War and hoping to realize a ‘‘New World
Order’’, and UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, eager to test
the potential of an organization that had been in a superpower strangle-
hold since its inception, Somalia provided the perfect opportunity. The
United Nations Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM) was thus conceived
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through Security Council Resolution 751 (24 April 1992) to facilitate the
delivery of humanitarian assistance. The overwhelming endorsement at
the United Nations for the intervention was garnered because the state
imploded and the formal institutions of government disappeared, leaving
the population unprotected from the ravages of the civil war, the resul-
tant man-made (or warlord-inspired) famine and the local warlords
themselves, who were committing human rights violations on a massive
scale.

July witnessed the arrival of the first 50 military observers, who com-
prised the initial security force for UNOSOM, which grew to 500 by mid-
September. It quickly became apparent, however, that the provision of
widespread relief needed a much larger organization than UNOSOM to
secure food delivery. Hence, in December 1992, the United States initi-
ated the Unified Task Force (UNITAF), also known as Operation Re-
store Hope, transporting 37,000 troops to the African continent to do
just that. Because of fears of ‘‘mission creep’’, UNITAF was to last only
five months, with its primary aim the protection of food relief. A hand-
over to a multinational, peace enforcement operation – UNOSOM II –
was therefore arranged for May 1993, with the United States providing
some troops and the new Special Representative of the Secretary-
General (SRSG). Security Council Resolution 814 (March 1993) also
tasked UNOSOM II to assume responsibility for a comprehensive
‘‘nation-building’’ exercise in Somalia, setting a precedent for the United
Nations.

On 5 June 1993, General Mohamed Farah Aideed’s men ambushed a
contingent of Pakistani soldiers, killing 24 and wounding many more.12
From that day forward, the operation veered off course and soon came
to a crashing halt. The next day, the Security Council passed Resolution
837, which explicitly called for the detention and trial of those respon-
sible. What started out as an impartial peacekeeping operation to feed
the starving soon turned into an unsuccessful, all-out man-hunt in pursuit
of Aideed, culminating on the night of 3 October when 18 US Army
Rangers were killed and 77 wounded after an attack on an Aideed meet-
ing place in Mogadishu. The Somali casualty list was even higher: an esti-
mated 300 were killed and another 700 wounded, with up to 30 per cent
of the victims women and children. This was the bloodiest confrontation
of any UN operation.

Americans once again reacted strongly to media coverage on CNN.
This time it was not starving children but rather a dead US soldier
dragged through the streets of Mogadishu by Aideed’s men. The ‘‘Do
Something’’ cries were rapidly replaced by a rousing chorus of ‘‘Get
Out’’, because the US public could not understand why Somalis were kill-
ing their troops – troops who were sent to Somalia purely on a humani-
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tarian mission. President Clinton promised to have all US soldiers out by
March 1994.13
In early January 1994, Boutros-Ghali recommended scaling back the

mission and, the following November, the UN Security Council set
March 1995 as the final date of operation for UNOSOM II. The opera-
tion stumbled on until its termination, on schedule, without accomplish-
ing political reconstruction, disarmament of the factions or a resolution
of the conflict – all of which were stated aims of the intervention. The
human cost was 156 peacekeepers and several thousand Somali civilians.
The three UN operations – which lasted from April 1992 to March 1995 –
did, however, put a stop to the famine: an estimated 100,000 lives were
saved by the intervention.
Immediately after the United Nations terminated the operation, much

of Somalia slipped back into the situation of sporadic lawlessness that
had prevailed before foreign troops arrived, despite the enormous infu-
sion of funds during the three operations (US$2.3 billion spent by the
US government14 and US$1.64 billion by the United Nations15) and the
invasion of untold numbers of aid workers and foreign soldiers (close to
50,000 troops at its peak). The country was no longer in an emergency
‘‘famine’’ situation, but rather had moved into a situation that was very
fluid, marked by occasionally erratic and inconsistent acts of violence
and punctuated by irregular humanitarian crises in different parts of the
country. This was set against a backdrop where all public social welfare
services that had been provided by the state were now gone.

Operational issues

In neither the UN intervention phase nor the post-UN period has operat-
ing in Somalia been a straightforward affair for humanitarian and devel-
opment organizations. Every aspect of working in Somalia has been af-
fected by the absence of government.

The intervention period

If international support for the Somali intervention was garnered because
the state had collapsed, an equally valid point is that many of the prob-
lems encountered by the international community were owing to the in-
ability of a traditional peacekeeping operation to function in a society
with no government.
Technically, UNOSOM was a small, traditional peacekeeping opera-

tion that was intended to separate the warring parties (which had already
agreed to a cease-fire). UNITAF then took over as a US-led, UN-
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endorsed peace enforcement operation to secure urgent humanitarian
assistance. It was not a Blue Helmet operation precisely because of the
flexibility it allowed a member state – in this case, the United States – to
take certain actions to maintain or promote peace and security. The bulk
of the financial costs of UNITAF were borne by the United States (ap-
proximately 75 per cent instead of the normal 27 per cent of peacekeep-
ing) in exchange for a non-UN command and control operation.

The three objectives of UNITAF were: to secure the seaports, airstrips
and food distribution points; to protect relief convoys and ensure the
smooth operation of relief agencies; and to assist UN agencies and non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) in providing relief to the famine-
stricken population. The provision of security also entailed voluntary dis-
armament and cantonment of weapons in exchange for money or food,
and retraining Somalis for civilian employment. International military es-
corts were used so that Somali security guards, riding in ‘‘technicals’’,16
could no longer profit.

What complicated the Somalia operation was the overt emphasis on
‘‘nation-building’’ in a situation of prolonged state collapse, officially
tacked on after the operation began. UNITAF had managed to sidestep
this issue, although the US government had been fully aware from the
start that political reconstruction needed to be addressed in order to pre-
vent a return to the status quo ante, i.e. internecine warfare and possibly
another famine.17 Initially, political reconstruction did not appear to be a
very daunting task, because the very same warlords who had instigated
the civil war had, since the start of the UN operation, signed various
agreements that were to lead to the formation of new political structures.
Yet none of these was successful, as will be discussed below.

Post-interventions

The public failures of the UN operations in Somalia, irrespective of who
was to blame, discredited the United Nations – both inside Somalia and
internationally. In fact, the establishment of rudimentary local and re-
gional authorities in some parts of the country, along with the emergence
of a robust private sector, occurred in areas where UNOSOM had not in-
terfered (especially in the north-east, or Puntland, and in Somaliland).

In December 1993, at the Fourth Coordination Meeting on Humanitar-
ian Assistance for Somalia, several important donors, in particular the
United States, the United Kingdom, Sweden, Italy and the European
Commission (EC), along with representatives of some UN agencies, met
on the fringe to determine how to establish a new, independent mecha-
nism to deliver aid, one that would be distinct from UN military and po-
litical structures because of the negative image UNOSOM then had, both
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in Somali eyes as well as to many others. At that time, the US govern-
ment had already decided to withdraw from the UN operation in Soma-
lia, but it remained committed to supporting the international – and
particularly the humanitarian – efforts in the country. It was also not
clear then if the UN peace support mission was going to be terminated;
UNOSOM II still had a heavy military presence in Mogadishu.
Accordingly, in February 1994, these donors and some of the UN

agencies established the Somalia Aid Coordination Body (SACB) to
serve as a new coordination body for donors, UN agencies, NGOs and
other international organizations. One year later, the SACB adopted a
Code of Conduct for International Rehabilitation and Development As-
sistance to Somalia. This Code provided a framework for international
involvement in Somalia, and was endorsed by Somali authorities in the
different regional administrations (where they existed), which acted as le-
gitimate repositories of Somali sovereignty.
Although the Code of Conduct permitted traditional EC and UN reha-

bilitation and development instruments to adapt to the realities of state
collapse, the degree of acceptance and enforcement of the Code varied
significantly from region to region, owing to the volatile political situa-
tion. Despite the problems encountered, the establishment of working
practices within the SACB paved the way for some major donors to con-
tinue operating through NGO partners in Somalia, albeit at greatly re-
duced levels, while others, such as the World Bank or the International
Monetary Fund, were unable to adapt.18 After UNOSOM II departed,
the SACB – which was located in Nairobi and not in Somalia for security
reasons – became the only international forum where political, security
and humanitarian questions were debated and policy adopted in a series
of committees.
The SACB assumed the coordinating role normally provided by a

UN agency. It was led from the start by the European Commission be-
cause it was then the largest donor in Somalia. The European Commis-
sion subsequently adopted three guiding principles for involvement in
the country: (1) strict neutrality with respect to the fighting factions; (2)
non-recognition of any government that is not broadly representative;
and (3) no direct mediation role but rather encouragement and support
for initiatives by the United Nations and the Organization of African
Unity.19 Whereas in theory the European Commission was to take a
back seat politically (as noted in the third principle) and focus on its
more traditional humanitarian and development roles, in practice the Eu-
ropean Commission would become highly political because of an astute
EC Special Envoy, Sigurd Illing, and an emasculated United Nations. By
early 1996, Illing had succeeded in placing the European Commission
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(and, technically, the European Union) at the forefront of international
involvement in the country.

In many respects, the SACB has proved to be a creative adaptation by
the international community to state collapse, and it was unique in its
composition because it brought together donors with NGOs and UN
agencies. Yet, it also has been criticized for being overly bureaucratic
and less relevant to affairs in Somalia because it is based in Nairobi.
Many argue that the aid community spends far too much time in meet-
ings in Kenya, rather than implementing agreed policies in the field.20

Moreover, despite Somali involvement on the ground in the different
regions of Somalia and Somali involvement in the political process, not
enough Somalis have been involved in the SACB coordinating bodies.
Initially it was felt that it would be impossible to select appropriate and
representative Somalis, and that their inclusion would empower some at
the expense of others. Only at the end of the 1990s were modalities elab-
orated to bring more Somalis into the decision-making process but, even
then, their participation remained marginal.

At the political level, as noted, the European Commission became
active. The UN political office was anyway unable to provide effective
leadership because it had been rendered powerless by UN headquarters
– left with only a skeleton staff, given a restrictive mandate, and its work
divorced from that of the UN humanitarian and development office. The
European Commission was also the largest donor in Somalia, even if its
funds had been drastically reduced because Somalia no longer benefited
from the Lomé Conventions,21 since the country had not ratified the
Lomé IV before it collapsed. Funds left over from previous financial
commitments to Somalia within earlier Lomé Conventions and other
funds from the various autonomous EC budget lines (e.g. food aid, de-
mocratization) therefore had to be mobilized to overcome the legal and
institutional constraints posed by these unique circumstances.

In 1995, the European Commission launched a conflict management
and governance project, based on the conviction that the initiatives spon-
sored by the United Nations and Somali leaders between 1991 and 1995
had failed to reach a settlement of the Somali conflict because they hast-
ily tried to reconstruct a central state without elaborating constitutional
arrangements compatible with traditional ‘‘uncentralized’’ Somali cul-
ture.22 Additionally, they concentrated primarily on the warlords at the
expense of members of civil society.23 Ken Menkhaus commented,
‘‘The ability to destroy had been confused with the ability to govern.
The power to govern, it turned out, had devolved to a much more local-
ized level.’’24 The departure of the EC Special Envoy subsequently led to
the termination of this project at the European Commission by his suc-
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cessor, who had his own ideas about how to resolve the Somali conflict.
The lack of consistent application of policies plagues most conflict zones,
particularly when there is no overall agreement on the political process
(given that the European Commission was pushing this and not the
United Nations).
Internal power struggles between the United Nations and the Euro-

pean Commission hindered development and humanitarian programmes
in Somalia for several years in the late 1990s until UN headquarters be-
came more involved. A new RSG (David Stephen) was appointed, who
had a bigger profile than previous representatives, and soon thereafter a
more competent UN Resident and Humanitarian Coordinator (Ran-
dolph Kent) joined the team in Nairobi. Both made an effort to coordi-
nate the work of the two offices, while also regaining control over coordi-
nation mechanisms from the European Commission, which, in turn,
became less political and reverted to its traditional donor role.

Obstacles and opportunities

Just as operations were confused and mandates blurred at the macro
level because traditional humanitarian actors played an overt political
role, so too did this occur at the micro levels, in both time periods dis-
cussed in this chapter.

The intervention period

Somalis bear the ultimate responsibility for the crisis that has undermined
their society, albeit endeavours of the international community exacer-
bated the situation. Concerning the latter, a number of mistakes were
made throughout the interventions, and even prior to them, when there
was no joint planning between the military and the heads of relief orga-
nizations, even though the military was originally deployed to provide
protection for these organizations.
The United Nations also played a principal role in the unfolding So-

mali tragedy in many ways, including – but not limited to – issues related
to poor coordination (and turf wars) between New York and Mogadishu
staff; over-concentration on Mogadishu at the expense of the rest of the
country; frequent changes of the person acting as SRSG and of the Hu-
manitarian Coordinators (five of each rotated through Somalia within a
three-year time period); and unclear rules of engagement and rules on
the use of force and for civil–military relations. An overview of these fac-
tors could subsume them under the umbrella of management problems,
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which can threaten and impede any peace support operation. Moreover,
each new head of agency or mission inevitably would want to put his or
her stamp on the operation, particularly when there was no overall stra-
tegic framework. Such disparities in leadership and inconsistency in pol-
icy implementation only served to undermine the mission, and, in this
case, did not provide Somalis with any predictable policy direction.

There were further difficulties in regaining control over security in this
heavily armed, faction-ridden society.25 In addition, resource allocation
proved inadequate to accomplish mission mandates. The mandates did
not match the means: UNITAF’s mandate was limited, and its budget
constraints were few; on the other hand, UNOSOM II was supposed to
operate throughout the entire country on restricted funding.

In addition to poor coordination and inadequate funding, which have
plagued other peace support operations, the United Nations and the US
government had been considering political reconstruction of the Somali
state since UNOSOM, and unrealistically assumed that impartiality could
be maintained. Yet the Americans were (understandably) unclear on the
means to accomplish this task, and therefore tried to foist political recon-
struction onto the United Nations, while publicly committing only to un-
dertake the temporary, stop-gap assignment of securing food delivery.
UNITAF became partial and involved in politics anyway by virtue of se-
curing food deliveries and choosing representatives in villages to assist
with the distribution. External involvement in political reconstruction is
by definition controversial and complex.26 Arguably, the United States
and the United Nations erred in pressing solutions on Somalis without
properly involving them at different stages of the process or assisting
them to develop their own revenue-raising capacity to sustain these insti-
tutions.27

UNOSOM II gave Boutros-Ghali his first opportunity to execute his
Agenda for Peace, with the ‘‘largest multinational force ever assembled
under [his] direct control’’.28 Yet experimentation, by definition, is a
trial-and-error process. Political rehabilitation was ill coordinated and
applied patchily in Somalia, without any overall sharing of information
between UN agencies, the military and humanitarian and development
agencies. What was expected of the United Nations, in any case, was
without doubt beyond its reach owing to the lack of resources and expe-
rience in this area. The mad Aideed man-hunt also invalidated any re-
sidual pretensions of neutrality and impartiality, and instead boosted Ai-
deed’s image amongst Somalis.29 Finally, as mentioned, any UN contact
with the warlords inevitably conferred more legitimacy on them, which
only served to wrest control from many of the elders who traditionally
held more influence and potentially also the prestige to assist in recon-
struction.
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Post-interventions

As noted, immediately after the termination of UNOSOM II, the United
Nations in general had lost credibility. Meanwhile, the rise in political in-
fluence of the European Commission (a traditional donor that normally
did not play a political role), along with the European Commission’s
assumption of control over the mechanisms of the SACB, was perhaps
unavoidable given the power vacuum that was created within the inter-
national community. The subsequent turf wars between the European
Commission and the United Nations, which endured until the late 1990s,
resulted in the international community becoming as fragmented as So-
mali society, and the situation was made even more complicated because
the European Commission was one of the United Nations’ major funders.
After UNOSOM, there was a dramatic reduction in funds dedicated to

Somalia. The situation deteriorated even further towards the end of the
1990s. In 2002, Somalia received only US$41 million through the UN
Consolidated Appeals Process, falling short by 50 per cent of the overall
appeal. One year later, the total raised for Somalia was a mere US$37
million.
Not only were funds reduced, but budgets for humanitarian and devel-

opment projects were too short term. Many projects were funded on
three- to six-month cycles, owing to the difficulties donors had funding
projects in Somalia at all. In general these projects carried on at the end
of each cycle, but all too often it was easy to terminate them, again inter-
fering with consistency.
Moreover, after the SACB became operational, most of the major do-

nors lost interest in Somalia, even if they stayed nominally involved.30
This meant that the personnel deployed to Somalia were not always star
performers, and it also meant that a powerful personality could wield un-
due influence because of the lack of interest by major capitals. Country
policy was thus skewed and dependent on the vagaries of a project cycle
or a particular personality working for a particular NGO, donor or
agency.
Somalis learned to wait out the tenure of a head of agency, and the oc-

casional naming of that person as persona non grata became a powerful
tool wielded by Somalis in hastening this process. In addition, new direc-
tors could easily disband projects if they felt like it, as occurred with the
EC governance project mentioned above. Alternatively, the headquar-
ters of the donor agency, multilateral organization or NGO could change
policy in a similar fashion.
Small NGOs working inside Somalia also exercised undue influence,

given that there were so few actors on the ground (the majority remained
in Nairobi and would visit irregularly). Often an NGO would be the only
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international presence, and the only employer, in a village. This meant
that, even if the mandate of the NGO was strictly humanitarian, it be-
came intricately involved in local politics. Only a handful of humanitarian
and development workers had the training and experience for this type
of working environment.

By the very end of the 1990s, the United Nations had finally succeeded
in re-establishing its authority in the coordinating bodies. Further, the
UN political office and the development and humanitarian office had
managed to establish a close working relationship. Even then, there was
no formal linkage between the two. This only ensured that the political
office could make vague promises of aid or expanded UN activity, tied
to the peace process, but such assistance was never guaranteed because
of politics at UN headquarters, and development and humanitarian ac-
tors continued to be involved in politics by the very act of carrying out
their programmes in Somalia.

Negotiations

Since 1991, there have been numerous, often contradictory, attempts by
members of the international community – politicians, diplomats and
humanitarians – to resuscitate the state, and none has been successful.
‘‘Negotiations’’ in this section refer mostly to the macro attempts at polit-
ical reconciliation, which were considered essential for allowing develop-
ment and humanitarian work to expand in-country, rather than the
numerous micro-level negotiations that ensured occasional access or co-
operation in aid delivery in different parts of the country. The latter
were ongoing and, because neither local political actors nor international
staff were in place for very long, the process had to be repeated every
time a new political leader (or warlord) assumed control at the local level
or a new employee of a humanitarian agency arrived in theatre.

Political negotiations: The intervention period

Before the UN operation got under way, attempts at reconciliation had
been made by various groups of Somali intellectuals, by Somali warlords
or ‘‘politicians’’, by foreign governments and by regional states. These
continued throughout the interventions and resulted in numerous peace
agreements. Between 1991 and early 1995, 17 national-level and 20 local-
level ‘‘reconciliation initiatives’’ were attempted in Somalia and in neigh-
bouring states.31 In all the agreements, satisfying the stipulations and the
parties involved proved impossible.32

Despite the plethora of agreements on peace, national unity and the
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formation of a central government, they failed because they focused al-
most exclusively on a rapid revival of a central state – without the prior
elaboration of constitutional arrangements that could have accommo-
dated the centrifugal realities of Somali society and built confidence
amongst the various actors in the peace process. The national-level
agreements also foundered because they included more warlords than
traditional leaders from civil society, and these warlords could not fully
control their claimed constituencies.
Local-level agreements achieved more results, especially in Somali-

land, through the organization of many small meetings. These gradually
transformed, over the course of a year, into a regional conference. The
Boroma ‘‘national’’ conference, held between February and May 1993,
capped this process. Here, elders agreed on a National Peace Charter
for the ‘‘Somaliland Republic’’, which assisted in resolving clan conflicts.
Significantly, this process received very little external financial assistance.

Post-interventions

After UNOSOM, despite the elaboration of a Code of Conduct for aid
delivery, on the political side there was no overall strategy for rebuilding
the state. (Even today, state collapse has not yet been incorporated into
the normative structure of the international system.33) It was thus left to
the creativity, or whim, of individual heads of organizations to develop
and implement their own. First, the European Commission launched its
governance project, based on the belief that a decentralized model would
be most appropriate for Somalia. The European Commission may have
also been experimenting with the emerging concept of a Common For-
eign and Security Policy. After the Special Envoy departed, Brussels de-
cided that his successor should have a lower political ranking and profile
and focus more on the development and humanitarian role. His successor
soon decided to abort the governance project.
The SACB subsequently supported what was alternatively called the

‘‘building block’’ or the ‘‘peace dividend’’ approach, which complied
with its Code of Conduct and with a number of UN resolutions.34 The
idea was to support areas that made ‘‘progress on political reconciliation
and security’’, based on the belief that a national government could be
realized only if it were built on strong, peaceful, regional foundations. Es-
sentially, this meant that any regional authority that could maintain
peace and security would receive aid, whereas the so-called ‘‘poor per-
formers’’ would receive only humanitarian assistance (when security per-
mitted), and even then such assistance was minimal owing to funding
constraints.
By the late 1990s, the building block/peace dividend approach had
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been endorsed by the Inter-Governmental Authority on Development
(IGAD) – the East African regional organization – which was chaired at
the time by Ethiopia.35 Somaliland was already receiving the bulk of in-
ternational assistance, and in 1998 the north-east soon established a re-
gional charter for Puntland. Together these two regions comprise ap-
proximately half of all the territory of the former Somali Republic.
Other regions in southern Somalia were at times declared to be ‘‘building
blocks’’ by inhabitants of at least part of these regions, including Hiraan-
land, Jubaland, Gedo region and the Benadir Administration. Of all these
regional administrations, only Somaliland and Puntland were formed in a
bottom-up fashion; the rest were hastily assembled from the top down,
probably from pressure exerted by the international community, and
consequently have either disintegrated or been far less stable.

The hope was that these regional authorities would eventually come
together and form a loose (probably federal or confederal) state, and
this method of coming together would help ensure that power remained
decentralized. Although in theory this approach made the most sense,
and complied with what many Somalis from civil society had been advo-
cating for years, in practice it was undermined by the relative indifference
of some of the major powers, particularly the United States and UN
headquarters. Their lack of interest and their reluctance to support this
building block approach in a meaningful way allowed regional actors to
interfere with relative ease, to the detriment of the political and security
situation inside the country, while poor performers continued to deterio-
rate. Had the US government and UN headquarters put their full diplo-
matic weight behind this effort and applied greater pressure on Somali
regional authorities, as well as assisted in democratization efforts, poten-
tially this policy might have succeeded in re-establishing an effective gov-
ernment.

Instead, since 1997, a regional Cold War intervened in Somalia. The
competition was first between Kenya and Ethiopia for control of the
peace process, then between Ethiopia and Egypt owing to their long-
standing dispute over the Nile, with each country supporting different,
opposed warlords in both northern and southern Somalia. Ethiopia and
Egypt also had mutually exclusive ambitions for the type of government
they wanted established in Somalia. Remembering its past war with So-
malia, Ethiopia preferred a decentralized state, which would be viewed
as less of a threat to its larger neighbour. Ethiopia thus utilized its lead
position at the time in IGAD to promote the building block approach,
which of course also found resonance amongst Western states. Egypt, on
the other hand, itself a highly centralized state, advocated a model similar
to its own, and probably also because it preferred Ethiopia’s neighbour
to be strong. The Egyptian view was that, if Somalia were encouraged to
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break into ‘‘entities’’, there would be more of a likelihood that each en-
tity would attempt to declare independence, as had already occurred in
Somaliland. If instead a central government were formed first, then it
could be up to the central government to decide on the regions that
would comprise the state. Egypt argued that it was committed to preserv-
ing Somalia’s integrity.
Complicating the equation was the Eritrean–Ethiopian war, which fully

erupted in early 1999 and was responsible for an upsurge in arms flows
into Somalia. Yemen and Libya also entered the picture and were ac-
cused of supplying arms to different actors as well. All these states addi-
tionally continued the earlier damaging policy of negotiating possible set-
tlements only with the warlords (giving them large sums of money to
attend so-called ‘‘peace talks’’ and sign agreements that could not be im-
plemented). Thus, whereas at one level the international community,
through the SACB, was advocating a building block approach and a
focus on civil society, the regional states were pushing a contrary policy
that essentially kept Somalia in a political stalemate and continued to
empower the warlords.
Things only deteriorated further with yet another regional peace initia-

tive, this time sponsored by the Djibouti government. In August 2000, at
the Somalia National Peace Conference in Arta, Djibouti, a Transitional
National Government (TNG) was officially announced. The TNG moved
to the capital, Mogadishu, in October 2000. It received some support
from the United Nations and financial support from several Gulf and
North African states, including Saudi Arabia, which allegedly donated
US$6 million to it. The form of government agreed at Arta was nearer
to the Egyptian preference and it too soon faltered.36
Because the TNG never managed to control more than half of Moga-

dishu, further political discussions took place in Kenya in 2003 and 2004.
At the time of writing, a new Transitional Federal Government, decided
by clans, had been declared, although it had not yet moved from its base
in Kenya into Somalia. Whether or not it will be sustainable is too diffi-
cult to predict at this stage.
At the micro level, humanitarian and development work was often im-

peded by security concerns or incidents such as threats, or even on occa-
sion murder, against local or international staff. When this occurred, the
SACB would declare that all work would cease in that particular area
until those who committed the atrocity were brought to justice by the
local authorities and it was considered safe to resume activities. This pol-
icy rarely succeeded and in many respects it seemed unfair to put so much
pressure on local authorities that exerted only partial control over the
territories they claimed. With no overall rule of law structure in most of
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Somalia (excluding Somaliland), it was very rare that Somalis could not
only locate the accused but then bring that person to justice.

Once all international staff had been evacuated, their return would
have to be agreed by the SACB, then their re-entry re-negotiated, along
with a new modus vivendi. There were often great divisions within the
SACB about when it was deemed safe to return, and decisions were not
always made on security grounds. Some agencies needed an on-the-
ground presence for fund-raising purposes, while others were worried
about the humanitarian situation deteriorating with no assistance being
provided. At one meeting I attended, a representative of an NGO re-
marked, ‘‘If we don’t return to [Somali village], we will have no presence
in Somalia, and that is not acceptable to our headquarters.’’ As the
United Nations gradually took over the leadership of the SACB at the
very end of the 1990s, this policy was altered so that important humani-
tarian and development work could continue except in extreme security
situations.

Thus, throughout both the intervention and the post-intervention
periods, neither the humanitarian, nor the development nor the political
actors were able to implement a coherent plan to rebuild the state and
hence allow for the safe and consistent delivery of international humani-
tarian and development aid. Too many individuals and states succumbed
to hubris or self-serving political purposes, believing themselves to be the
saviour of the Somali nation. There was never a direct linkage between
humanitarian and development aid and the political process, but it was
understood that funding and programmatic activity would increase signif-
icantly if there was a recognized government counterpart on the ground.

Wider implications

In Somalia, because international actors had been operating with no ef-
fective national counterpart for over a decade, politics became integral
to the development/humanitarian offices, and certainly to a greater ex-
tent than the mandates of many agencies dictated. Indeed, in the first
period analysed, politics caused the famine that was to become an interna-
tional humanitarian issue in 1992; thereafter, food plundering sustained
the war economy. As Clarke and Herbst explained, ‘‘Where famine is
man-made, stopping the famine means rebuilding political institutions to
create order’’.37 Not only did international actors exacerbate the famine
and the civil war by sending in food aid (most of which was subsequently
stolen), but they then became involved in clan politics during the inter-
vention, which contributed to further political disintegration. These were
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clear examples of well-intended diplomacy gone awry and of the blurring
of the lines between the humanitarian and the political. It was nearly im-
possible to respect ideals of neutrality and impartiality.
During the first period, Somalia was inundated with high-ranking en-

voys, diplomats and senior UN humanitarian representatives, although
none stayed for very long and therefore policy was inconsistently applied.
Funding for the mission was also generous. Throughout the second
period, in contrast, international representatives were not so senior and
were often inexperienced, and funding was reduced dramatically. Polit-
ical fragmentation and the accompanying security problems on the
ground ensured that humanitarian and development aid could be deliv-
ered only in an ad hoc fashion (except in Somaliland). At this time, the
United Nations separated political efforts from humanitarian and devel-
opment work, and the major donors established a new coordinating
mechanism that was not directed by the United Nations, but led instead
by the European Commission.
These changes have ensured an erratic and inconsistent narrative. The

UN political office has had no carrot or stick to implement peace plans
and has often been marginalized, whereas the development and humani-
tarian side has had some means and therefore often became involved in
politics, sometimes to the detriment of the political process. Only from
the latter half of 1999 did the United Nations regain momentum, but,
even then, it was an informal decision by the two UN representatives
rather than a decree from UN headquarters.
At the same time, as funds for development and humanitarian assis-

tance decreased from the mid-1990s, so the influence of OECD donors
declined accordingly. Regional states began playing a more critical – if
at times obstructive – role, and Somalis from the diaspora have contrib-
uted substantially larger sums to Somalia than has the donor community,
anywhere from 5 to 15 times the amount (depending on which total is
endorsed). Even so, since international troops departed from Somalia,
not enough Somalis have been brought into internationally led humani-
tarian and development activities, whether they be strategy formulation,
coordination mechanisms, implementation or policy reviews. Somalis
have, however, participated in political negotiations. Thus, just as UN po-
litical efforts were disconnected from the humanitarian and development
work, on the Somali side there has been a similar disconnect.
Not only should Somalis be fully incorporated into SACB structures

and programmes, but the diaspora too should be encouraged to work
more closely with the international community. Given the huge disparity
in contributions, the diaspora should be playing a far more significant
role. The contributions of the diaspora – even when they take the form
of collective remittances – are not factored into the UN Consolidated
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Appeals for Somalia, which means that needs assessments are already
distorted, despite recent attempts by some agencies to improve their
understanding of remittances. The same applies to the work of Islamic
NGOs in Somalia: they too should be brought into the SACB struc-
tures. Only a very small number of Islamic NGOs participate in the
SACB and given that many Islamic NGOs are implementing projects
in the country – building mosques, schools, hospitals – their exclusion
(whether by choice or not) from the coordinating bodies does not allow
for a complete picture to emerge.38

Lessons learned: Harmonizing the work of the United Nations

More than any other complex emergency in the 1990s, Somalia taught
humanitarian workers that it is not always possible to remain neutral
and impartial, and the deaths of several aid workers demonstrated that
they were not always viewed as such by beneficiaries. In Somalia, given
that the famine was man-made, it was inevitable that aid workers would
become embroiled in politics. After the UN military interventions, there
was finger-pointing from all sides: the US government blamed the United
Nations, the United Nations blamed the US military, the NGOs blamed
the United Nations and the US government, when, in fact, everyone and
no one was to blame, given the overall lack of experience in dealing with
a collapsed state.

Because the crisis in Somalia was fundamentally political, the formal
separation of the political from the humanitarian work at the United Na-
tions never made any sense either. Although there had been a de facto
reunion of the two offices at the end of the 1990s, this had not been sanc-
tioned at UN headquarters, and therefore they were not given the institu-
tional support that would have been necessary to underpin the peace
process in a meaningful way. This is not to argue that the work of the
two should have been fully integrated, given that humanitarian work is
supposed to be impartial and neutral and so many times in the past in
Somalia it clearly was not. Rather, an enhanced, public degree of formal
coordination and cooperation was necessary, because it would have pre-
vented the humanitarian and development office from interfering in poli-
tics and given the political office some carrot to use for the implementa-
tion of peace plans.

Humanitarian delivery

International actors too have resolved some of the thornier issues imped-
ing their work. For example, although many humanitarian agencies ad-
mitted that, during the famine, 90 per cent of food aid was stolen, by the
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end of the 1990s the World Food Programme (WFP) had developed
a new modus operandi to overcome these delivery problems.39 Other
agencies involved in providing emergency assistance to children also uti-
lize creative methods. For example, in some areas, food security agencies
have stopped conducting nutritional assessments to determine whether
children are malnourished. These assessments had attracted too much at-
tention, raised expectations within communities, and also caught the eye
of bandits. Instead, they use local staff to monitor the prices of certain
local products and wages. If these figures ‘‘indicate a serious deteriora-
tion in food security, international staff carry out a very rapid assess-
ment’’ and alter activity accordingly.40

And continued need

Despite these adaptations, state collapse has still left the majority of So-
malia’s citizens without consistent access to basic goods and services. Be-
yond assistance from family members abroad – for those lucky enough to
have relatives in Germany or the United States or Australia – there is no
social safety net in Somalia.41 The attacks of 11 September 2001 in the
United States have added a sense of urgency regarding ‘‘black holes’’,
given that years of neglect in Afghanistan enabled Osama bin Laden to
consolidate his lethal terror machine. Somalia thus once again reap-
peared on the radar screens of the US government owing to fears that
the country had become a permissive environment for criminal and ter-
rorist activity. New tools are still required to cope with the lack of gov-
ernment, tools that could improve the coordination of international
agencies – both inside and outside the SACB – and, at the same time,
harness the considerable energy of the diaspora and the dynamic Somali
business community.
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Protection through diplomacy
in Colombia

Lizzie Brock

Following an invitation by Colombian human rights workers to establish
a project to protect lives against politically motivated attack, Peace Bri-
gades International (PBI) established its Colombia Project in 1994, an
initiative in which humanitarian diplomacy was integrated at every level.
PBI Colombia’s version of humanitarian diplomacy consists of maintain-
ing an on-the-ground presence of international staff carrying out diplo-
matic activities in various regions of the country as well as internation-
ally; obtaining reliable and detailed information and communicating it
securely to contacts; and sustaining a clarity of mandate and consistency
of message among the various branches of its international network.
PBI Colombia’s experience constitutes an important contribution to the
thinking about humanitarian diplomacy in that, with limited resources
and a relatively grassroots structure, it succeeded in protecting Colom-
bian lives and human rights initiatives.

PBI Colombia’s work offers unique perspectives with regard to the re-
search questions presented in this volume. First, the project’s accomplish-
ments constitute evidence in favour of non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) assuming the role of humanitarian diplomats and indeed their
responsibility to do so. In addition, it shows that the humanitarian’s role
in negotiation differs from that associated with more traditional forms of
diplomacy; in standing for the respect of internationally agreed upon
principles, a human rights NGO may work within a more narrow scope
of negotiation. In PBI’s case, that negotiation occurred indirectly through
third parties. PBI Colombia’s work provides a particular recipe for the
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necessary ingredients for successful humanitarian diplomacy as well as
strategies for how to address the political and logistical questions of con-
ducting multi-level diplomacy with various interlocutors. The experience
also shows how clarity of mission and consistency of action combined with
the development of political support provide the foundation on which
successful diplomatic activity can occur.
The aim of PBI was to protect human rights workers in Colombia. The

methodical implementation of a multi-layered diplomatic strategy was
essential to the success of PBI’s activities. To this extent, the practice of
humanitarian diplomacy constituted the modus operandi of PBI in Co-
lombia. This chapter therefore explains PBI’s methods of humanitarian
diplomacy and shows to what extent they were successful in protecting
human rights workers and resettled communities of internally displaced
persons (IDPs).
In this chapter, I review PBI Colombia’s activities between 1999 and

2003. After explaining the context in which PBI functioned, I show that
PBI fulfilled its main objective of protecting human rights workers
through its interlocution with the state. I then examine short-term emer-
gency situations as concrete illustrations of diplomacy in action, and I an-
alyse the causes of particular successes and failures. Finally, I reflect on
PBI’s experience in Colombia in terms of the larger discussion about hu-
manitarian diplomacy.

Context

The arguments of this chapter are drawn from and reflect on Peace Bri-
gades International’s attempts to influence the grave and complex human
rights crisis in Colombia and the varied but inadequate responses of the
international human rights and humanitarian community. The political
context contributed to shaping the development of the project’s man-
date with its specific methods of operation, which arguably constituted a
unique model of humanitarian diplomacy.

The human rights crisis

During, but not exclusive to, the period in question, Colombia suffered
the worst and longest-running situation of conflict and human rights
abuse in the western hemisphere, with hundreds of political murders and
dozens of massacres annually, and hundreds of thousands of new IDPs
every year.1 The contemporary armed conflict intensified during the
years of a preliminary peace process between the administration of Pres-
ident Andrés Pastrana and the FARC (Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia) guerrillas, which fell apart in February 2002.
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Time line of key events2
1995 Paramilitary groups form a federation led by Carlos

Castaño; violence and displacement of civilian pop-
ulations in the countryside increase sharply

1997 United States enacts Leahy Amendment condition-
ing military aid to Colombia

6 April 1997 UNHCHR opens office in Bogotá
26 October 1997 Over 10 million Colombians vote for peace during

national elections
June 1998 Conservative Andrés Pastrana wins presidential

elections on platform of peace
August 1998 UNHCR establishes office in Bogotá
January 1999 Peace talks with the FARC begin and demilitarized

zone ceded to FARC; United States increases mili-
tary aid

February 1999 AUC kidnaps four human rights workers and de-
clares Colombian human rights advocates military
targets

March 1999 ELN hijacks a commercial airliner
April 1999 FARC kidnaps and kills three US activists; massa-

cres of Peace Community members in Urabá
January 2000 Clinton administration proposes a US$1.6 billion

military aid package
July 2000 Clinton signs into law H.R. 4425, with US$860.3

million for Colombia; Colombian government offi-
cials begin talks in Geneva with ELN

August 2000 Clinton waives all but one of the human rights con-
ditions in the aid package and cash begins to flow

January 2001 AUC takes control of city of Barrancabermeja
February 2002 Peace process breaks down
August 2002 Independent candidate Uribe elected and takes

power; war effort escalates
December 2002 US Special Forces arrive as part of US$98 million

project to protect pipeline
2003 Public negotiations between government and para-

military groups begin

Political and economic exclusion and repression of dissent, which led
to the creation in the 1960s of the FARC and ELN (Army of National
Liberation) guerrilla groups, continued alongside the armed conflict un-
abated into 2003. Reform politicians, union organizers and human rights
and community leaders faced murder, harassment, disappearance and
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exile. However, in the past decade the Colombian state, formerly directly
responsible for the majority of human rights violations, has shifted its
strategy to collaborating with and outsourcing its dirty work to private ar-
mies of paramilitary organizations, in particular the Autodefensas Unidas
de Colombia (AUC).
The paramilitary strategy came to dominate the landscape, but this was

not new. The use of ‘‘irregular’’ or secret forces to carry out dirty-war op-
erations, combined with elaborate political and propaganda schemes
to evade state accountability, was a well-tested and fully documented
counter-insurgency strategy, used by most Latin American militaries and
at times explicitly recommended by United States advisers and trainers
throughout the ‘‘Cold War’’ period of Latin American state terror re-
gimes.
In addition, the strategic use of forced displacement by the right, as

well as the fleeing of civilian populations from areas in dispute, produced
an estimated 2 million internal refugees (in a country of 42 million) by
2002. Members of the élites employed the strategy of land expropriation
and forced displacement in collusion with military and/or irregular forces
and then instituted social control. Poor campesinos were then allowed to
colonize new frontier territory, but, after they had opened the door
and increased the value of the land, élites returned and took over
landholdings – either buying the lands of the peasants under duress or
expelling them by force.
Both domestically and internationally, government success at portray-

ing the paramilitaries as an independent force yielded public debates re-
garding their ‘‘autonomy’’, with the state presenting itself as a victim and
would-be arbiter between the paramilitaries and the guerrillas. Though
the paramilitaries had their own leadership, composed of self-interested
power seekers with their own motivations and ambitions, and a semi-
autonomous command structure, they were nonetheless a strategy of the
Colombian state, its army and the traditional economic élites.
Yet the paramilitaries were more than a strategic military tool of the

army; they were also closely allied with and financed by a range of Co-
lombia’s economic élites. Paramilitaries directly implemented or facili-
tated their strategies and were deeply enmeshed in the drug industry.
They collaborated on local and regional levels with large ranchers and
kingpins of the mining industry as well as nationally with financiers and
speculators. The business élite, facing rapid developments arising from
globalization and international competition, were under increasing pres-
sure to promote international investment and resource extraction, which
increased the urgency of the paramilitary strategy in many areas.
These military demands and economic opportunities produced a para-

military strategy with complex regional nuances. One analysis of their
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direct conflicts with guerrillas in many regions explained paramilitary
activity as the need to control territory to corner more of the drug mar-
ket. Elsewhere, they displaced communities in the name of clearing out
support for guerrillas, but then facilitated the annexation of that land by
allied ranchers. Or, again with an ideological defence, they destroyed
unions that bothered local industrialists. The vigour with which they
sought to eliminate the guerrilla presence in a given area was closely tied
to the extent to which that guerrilla group had been extorting funds from
their business allies or to the perceived profitability of the territory.

The civilian impact was generally worse in territory where paramilita-
ries disputed guerrilla control or supported a major push for economic
exploitation. The paramilitaries used scorched earth tactics (massacres,
assassinations, destruction of crops and houses, mass displacement, etc.),
as well as more subtle tactics of bribery and co-optation. The FARC also
participated in increased abuses against civilians. Both the FARC and
ELN had long been willing to kidnap for profit and to kill suspected
civilian collaborators with the enemy, but in earlier periods most of these
abuses of civilians targeted only ranchers and other élites. In the period
in question, the FARC often killed poor campesinos for collaborating
with the enemy or to pressure a population.

Response of the international human rights and humanitarian
community

From 1999 to 2003, Colombia hosted significant representation of the in-
ternational community. European and North American countries fielded
diplomatic missions to further their economic interests, in particular oil,
minerals and biodiversity, as well as geo-strategic concerns resulting in
large part from Colombia’s proximity to the Amazon and Venezuela (the
most oil-wealthy country in the hemisphere and the United States’ largest
hemispheric provider). The United States increased its military aid to the
Colombian Armed Forces for coca eradication and interdiction as well as
humanitarian aid through the United States Agency for International
Development, much of both being part of the ‘‘Plan Colombia’’ initiative.

Whether because the Colombian government’s propaganda apparatus
met with great success in instilling doubt in the international community
with respect to the nature of the paramilitaries or because North Amer-
ican and European business interests in the country outweighed their
human rights agenda, the potential for political pressure in favour of
human rights protection was largely neutralized. US pressure on Presi-
dent Andrés Pastrana to terminate peace talks with FARC guerrillas in
favour of a military offensive (with large amounts of US aid and now
trained and fortified armed forces) constituted one of the key factors
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leading to the breakdown of talks in February 2002. Colombia’s Presi-
dent Uribe (elected in 2002) escalated the offensive and the militarization
of the countryside with ample political support from both the United
States and Europe – as well as from the majority of the voting middle-
class population of Colombia.
The dramatic humanitarian crises caused by the irregular war on civil-

ians, as well as the strategic importance of the country, facilitated the ar-
rival of primarily European humanitarian agencies. The United Nations
assigned a special delegate to Colombia, participated in the peace pro-
cess with the FARC and fielded missions from the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and High Commissioner for
Human Rights (UNHCHR) as well as from other UN bodies. The Euro-
pean Commission’s Humanitarian Aid department (ECHO) funded a
number of initiatives, and other organizations funded projects or Colom-
bian NGOs and/or fielded personnel in Colombia. By 2003, a number of
international accompaniment groups had established small projects in
particular areas of the country. UNHCHR, UNHCR, major European
agencies (ECHO), the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC), foreign and international humanitarian organizations and, in
some cases, Colombian NGO and church groups formed coordination
groups, organized by topic or region to address particular aspects of the
dynamic and to coordinate, and sometimes to pool, resources and diplo-
matic efforts. It was in this context that PBI operated its project of polit-
ical protection for threatened human rights and community leaders.

Enter the PBI Colombia Project

The PBI Colombia Project, founded in 1994 at the behest of Colombian
human rights leaders, consisted of a small group of foreign human rights
observers split between Bogotá and the north-west regional city of Bar-
rancabermeja. Between 1999 and 2003, the project expanded to a team
of 40 field volunteers from 13 countries, making it the second-largest in-
ternational humanitarian presence in the country (after the ICRC). By
2002, four teams in distinct regions of the country were accompanying at
least 15 organizations and communities. The Bogotá team accompanied
the leadership of seven primarily national organizations at their central
offices and during their journeys to work and travelled with them in
various regions of the country. These organizations included a lawyers’
collective investigating cases of military impunity, organizations of vic-
tims, and groups supporting the work of local communities all over the
country. In Barrancabermeja, a small regional city of 350,000, a team ac-
companied three organizations persecuted by the ongoing takeover of
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the area by right-wing paramilitary forces in both the city itself and the
surrounding rural area. The Urabá team, based in a small coastal town,
split its resources between two rural communities that had resettled in
their original territories after forcible displacement by the military and
its agents. By rotating its volunteers, PBI maintained a permanent pres-
ence in these outlying rural communities and accompanied the local
NGOs that supported them, particularly on their trips by river and road.
The Medellı́n team, based in the regional capital of the powerful Antio-
quia province, accompanied four leading regional human rights groups,
including lawyers and political prisoners’ rights leaders, both in the city
and on their trips to the surrounding rural areas.

The PBI mandate and model: What does ‘‘accompaniment’’ mean?

‘‘International protective accompaniment’’ is the physical accompaniment
by international personnel of activists, organizations or communities who
are threatened with politically motivated attacks. Accompaniment can
take many forms. Some threatened activists receive 24-hour-a-day accom-
paniment. For others the presence is more sporadic. Sometimes team
members spend all day at the premises of an office of a threatened orga-
nization. Sometimes they live in threatened rural villages in conflict
zones. This accompaniment service has three simultaneous and mutually
reinforcing impacts. First, the international presence protects threatened
activists by raising the stakes of any attacks against them. Secondly, it
encourages civil society activism by allowing threatened organizations
more space and confidence to operate and by building links of solidarity
with the international community. And, thirdly, it strengthens the inter-
national movement for peace and human rights by giving accompaniment
volunteers a powerful first-hand experience, which becomes a sustained
source of inspiration to themselves and others upon their return to their
home country.

PBI adhered strictly to its interpretation of the principles of non-
intervention and non-partisanship. It sought to promote respect for
human rights and international humanitarian law, particularly the state’s
responsibility to fulfil its international obligations and protect the civilian
population. It did this by appealing to the legitimate authorities for the
guarantee of these rights. The organization’s mission was to protect
NGOs’ security and the legitimacy of their role as human rights workers
(not necessarily their particular tactics, political positions or analysis, but
certainly their right to have and express them). PBI upheld the legitimacy
of international presence for these ends, without seeking to replace the
state in its primary obligation to guarantee the rights of its populace.
The organization took a non-partisan view with regard to the armed ac-
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tors in the conflict (legal and illegal), but stood firmly for the rights to
protection under the law of the victims and the organizations that sup-
ported them.
PBI pioneered the use of a model to protect threatened human rights

workers, organizations and communities against politically motivated at-
tack. PBI’s Colombia Project built on previous PBI experiences in Cen-
tral America and Sri Lanka. The model is based on the premise that
internationals can prevent attacks against human rights workers by posi-
tioning themselves as potential witnesses at their side. Yet successful pre-
vention depends on the organization’s capacity to alert the international
community and generate a response. Thus, PBI’s model of diplomacy de-
pends on the simultaneous physical presence of its volunteers in many
parts of Colombia and the world. In turn, this presence in the field de-
pends on the use of diplomacy; the two activities are interdependent.

Methods of operation in Colombia

PBI’s diplomatic activity ensured that each party was aware of PBI’s
communication with the other parties and the network served as a web
of accountability. It kept the political costs visible to all. The necessary
ingredients to prevent attack were thus: (1) the physical presence of a vis-
ible international witness with a threatened activist, (2) the witness’s abil-
ity to communicate with a network of international allies, (3) allies with
the will and ability to respond when notified, (4) a potential aggressor
aware of points (1)–(3) and calculating the possible costs of action.
To identify themselves, PBI Colombia volunteers wore uniforms, trav-

elled in clearly marked vehicles when in rural areas, visited only those
zones where the organization had made contact with local authorities,
and notified these authorities of their visits. They depended on constant
email and phone communication, including cellular and satellite phones
for trips and rural visits, with scheduled regular times for establishing
contact.
The next step in increasing the safety of the accompanied human rights

workers and communities was the communication of consistent and accu-
rate information to targeted recipients. PBI published a number of re-
ports on the Colombian situation, either based on information already
made public by NGOs, the press and other international organizations
or directly witnessed by members of PBI. The effect depended on the
perceived reliability and legitimacy of the information published; by
avoiding the role of source for political or legal accusations, PBI facili-
tated its reception as a non-partisan organization and promoted its legiti-
macy and, by extension, its clients’ safety. PBI maintained regular dia-
logue with hundreds of contacts in the Colombian civilian government,
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the military hierarchy, local commanders, embassies, foreign govern-
ments, ministers and elected officials, UN offices and delegates, inter-
national funding agencies, humanitarian organizations and grassroots
groups in countries all over the world. PBI used already scheduled meet-
ings, coordination meetings, conferences, its regular publications, phone
calls and diplomatic events all over Colombia and the world to carry out
this ongoing communication and to keep diplomatic channels open. Hav-
ing a team of 10–14 people in Bogotá, 8–10 in each regional team and
another 8 or so distributed between London, Brussels, Ottawa, Madrid
and Washington made this communication possible. Thus, the two most
important aspects of PBI’s communication strategy were that it derived
from intimate simultaneous access to local and distant information and
that the discourse was simple. PBI’s message was basic: it reflected its
mission and members said virtually the same thing everywhere.

Yet the physical presence of internationals and the provision of timely
information to a network of recipients were systematically useful in pro-
tecting human rights workers only insofar as they could convince poten-
tial aggressors that costs would result from their aggressions. PBI under-
stood costs as the possibility of political scandal, which could jeopardize
funding sources, investment viability and political collaboration and
threaten international legal action. One of the main functions of the pub-
lications and communication was to create and mobilize a virtual network
of co-observation; each party knowing it was (or could be) monitored by
the others and be observed observing. This phenomenon raised the costs
of possible violation of human rights and even, to a certain extent, of the
crime of omission or complicity.

PBI also requested contacts to apply pressure on each other in particu-
lar ways. PBI’s action channelled and mobilized the communication be-
tween these actors as well and then – with its unique advantage of having
so many people on the ground in various regions of Colombia and inter-
nationally, at the same time and in coordination – monitored and re-
ported on the results. PBI ensured that the channels of diplomacy and in-
formation were always open, that a paper trail was always being laid, and
that different actors knew PBI was in contact with their superiors and po-
litical competitors; this, more than the particular issues, was the key to
how its model worked.

Operational issues

PBI’s diplomatic methodology makes use of indirect negotiation. The
Colombia Project participants saw themselves as observers who by their
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very presence promoted the safety of the population and embodied
international concern for the respect of human rights principles. In short,
although PBI was not literally negotiating, it was certainly communi-
cating. PBI communicated in an indirect manner through third parties
and directly through the presence of internationals, both of which com-
municated the issues at hand and the broader objectives (the safety of
those accompanied). Via third parties, PBI made clear the potential
costs of non-compliance. The project then dedicated considerable re-
sources to analysing to what extent the authorities and allies felt pres-
sured or swayed by its efforts. Insofar as PBI effectively developed and
made use of a network of allies, its ‘‘messages’’ were heeded and re-
sponded to.
PBI had a number of issues it addressed through diplomatic activity.

The first of these was the safety of the population, with a focus on those
human rights groups and internally displaced populations whom PBI ac-
companied directly. The primary interlocutor for PBI was the Colombian
state, the body responsible by virtue of its international human rights
agreements and its own constitution for the safety of the population. Yet,
given the complex context of political violence, PBI developed different
sorts of diplomatic strategies towards the illegal armed groups.

Diplomatic objectives

PBI’s principal objectives addressed by its diplomatic activity were to en-
sure the safety of the population, particularly but not exclusively those
organizations and groups with which it had an explicit commitment to
direct accompaniment, to promote the legitimacy of its work and to further
the respect for human rights agreements (of which Colombia had signed
many). To complete these overarching objectives, PBI’s medium-term
diplomatic goals included: the safety and access of its own personnel to
various parts of the country, the respect for and legitimacy of the organi-
zation itself in the eyes of the different actors, and raising the visibility of
particular situations. In the short term, PBI often acted in favour of the
release of someone, for particular actions to be taken in response to
threats for the protection of particular individuals and organizations, to
press for an investigation, and so on.
PBI analysed the different actors’ mandates, motivations and capacities

in order to assign differing objectives, expectations, types of relationships
and forms of interaction to these actors. PBI hoped to contribute to the
formation of an interlocking web of preventative political pressure. PBI
harnesses the various actors’ concern to maintain their reputation as a
major operating principle. The actors, their motivations and the PBI ob-
jectives are displayed in Table 15.1.
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Table 15.1 Actors, motivations and PBI objectives

Actor with which PBI meets Possible motivations PBI’s general objectives

Colombian government and
current presidential
administration

Avoid international scandal, guarantee
international aid arrangements, provide strong
business climate.

Take concrete steps for NGOs’ security, publicly
support and legitimize their work, facilitate access
to influential contacts and decision makers.

Refrain from policies and orders that violate rights of
or endanger NGOs.

Colombian military
hierarchy

Defeat the enemy.
Increase standing and reputation of the

military as effective and respectable within
the country and internationally.

Procure more funding.

Send orders to commanders in the field to respect
human rights and comply with PBI’s requests for
access.

Local military commanders Advance own career by completing military
hierarchy’s goals.

Keep nose sufficiently clean.

Refrain from violations of human rights.

Foreign embassies Advance government’s economic interests, obtain
information about political and economic
situation.

Pressure Colombian government to protect the
human rights of its citizens.

Express support for NGOs and PBI.
Foreign parliamentarians,

elected representatives
Appeal to constituency, weaken political

opponents.
Same as embassies plus pressure embassies (and own

government) to take a stand.
Take on Colombia (or PBI or NGOs) as own cause.

Intergovernmental/United
Nations

That international humanitarian law and
agreements be respected.

That its missions be allowed to continue, be
funded, be protected.

Pressure or influence Colombian and other
governments to fulfil international obligations.

Actively support NGOs.

International non-
governmental organizations

Complete projects, protect personnel and client
organizations.

Actively promote NGOs’ safety and support their
work.

Join PBI in facilitating their safety.
Base groups, member

organizations, churches,
affinity groups (outside of
Colombia)

Protect environment, foster human rights,
promote non-violence, develop international
solidarity.

Take a stand for human rights and protection in own
countries and Colombia.

Develop further networks of personalized support.
Strengthen direct connections with NGOs.

Press Break the story. Reflect an accurate picture of Colombia’s situation,
highlighting the pressure on NGOs.
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The primary interlocutor: The Colombian state

Colombian politics did not allow for symmetry of diplomatic communica-
tion, owing to the fact that one party – the state – controlled PBI’s legal
ability to sustain a presence in the country and also prohibited communi-
cation with the guerrillas. The Bogotá team, however, was responsible
for the bulk of communication with state authorities, including the top
of the military hierarchy, and the majority of representatives of the diplo-
matic corps, the United Nations and international NGOs with personnel
in the country. The regional teams maintained ongoing communication
with local state authorities, regional military commanders and UN field
offices.

Non-diplomacy with right-wing paramilitary groups

The central paradox to PBI Colombia’s diplomacy was that it hoped
to prevent attacks from paramilitary groups without explicitly seeking
communication with them. Purposefully engaging in dialogue with para-
military structures was prohibited by law in Colombia and considered
politically dangerous and unnecessary by PBI Colombia. Dialogue was
therefore avoided, although PBI personnel nevertheless encountered
paramilitary agents regularly. In Table 15.1, paramilitary groups are
therefore absent.
Paramilitary and military collusion and the ability of the state, the élite

and the military to curb, control or, conversely, permit and even organize
paramilitary actions were the central dynamics that both required the
PBI presence and allowed the functioning of diplomatic activity without
direct diplomacy. The relative success of PBI in preventing paramilitary
attacks against human rights workers by right-wing paramilitary groups,
such as the AUC and other less formal death squad conglomerations,
provides suggestive evidence of the already well-documented collabora-
tion between state and paramilitary organizations.
Just as the Colombian state was not monolithic, neither were the

armed forces or the military/paramilitary organizations. Paramilitary or-
ganizations often possessed independent leaderships who sometimes en-
gaged in armed conflict or power struggles with other groups and factions
within the armed forces. PBI therefore needed to analyse these interrela-
tionships. PBI also provided public evidence that there was indeed col-
laboration between death squads, paramilitaries or other private groups
and the state itself. A concern of PBI was that if, despite often over-
whelming evidence to the contrary, the state could assert that it had no
connection to criminal acts, its agents could act with relative impunity.
Another factor was that, after the detention of former Chilean leader
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Pinochet, AUC leader Carlos Castaño, a well-known public figure, be-
came afraid of being captured and tried for violations of international hu-
manitarian law. The result was that the AUC, a group created for the ex-
plicit purpose of doing the dirty work for the military, became concerned
about its international image. On the surface, PBI’s task of dissuading the
AUC from attacking human rights workers seemed easier to carry out.
However, collaboration with the AUC now became less effective because
other, shadowy groups took over the dirty work and, as a consequence,
the military and the AUC could deny responsibility.

Implicit deterrence with guerrilla groups

The great majority of human rights violations, particularly those commit-
ted against human rights workers, were the work of paramilitary groups.
The guerrillas, however, also used repressive tactics against their political
enemies and competitors. Their kidnapping of middle-class and wealthy
Colombians for political and financial reasons is well known, but they
also persecuted and assassinated peasants whom they regarded as civilian
paramilitary or military collaborators. The communities that PBI accom-
panied in the Urabá region were victim to such pressures and, on occa-
sion, attacks. Guerrilla groups also harassed and even killed members of
international relief and humanitarian organizations. This was presumably
when they perceived humanitarian organizations as a threat to their in-
terests or contesting their hegemony and political influence, or humani-
tarian initiatives as serving the interests of foreign governments or the
Colombian state or being manipulated by their political enemies.

PBI did not employ a proactive diplomatic strategy of direct communi-
cation with the FARC or ELN. Nevertheless, by accident and with the
intent of the guerrillas, their fighters crossed paths with PBI volunteers.
In these cases, PBI used a basic discourse about its role as an interna-
tional human rights organization. Similarly, web and text editors made
sure public information was consistent, and volunteers travelled in
marked cars and wore uniforms so as not to surprise anyone. As usual,
training for field volunteers placed emphasis on a strong understanding
of PBI’s role and limits and the ability to state them clearly.

Yet, although PBI did not explicitly pressure the guerrilla groups, it
would be a mistake to think that its presence had no dissuasive effect on
their behaviour. The typical foot soldier might not have had a strategic
analysis about different international actors, but the hierarchy of the
guerrilla organizations certainly had some concern about international
opinion. Perhaps not much, according to some analyses, and certainly of
a different kind from the state and the paramilitaries, but they were not
indifferent to their image.
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Obstacles and opportunities

Peace Brigades International’s Colombia Project exists because of the
country’s human rights situation and political violence and the danger
they create for PBI’s clients – not in spite of them. Thus PBI regards the
many instances of threat, attack or slander against these organizations
not as obstacles but rather as the central reason for the presence of PBI
in Colombia. In fact, obstacles can also represent opportunities. This sec-
tion examines obstacles and opportunities by focusing on two emergency
situations whose resolution depended on years of previous diplomatic
work.
PBI prepares the teams for emergencies that are bound to arise and

helps prevent them actually coming to pass. Emergency situations have
sometimes resulted from PBI’s errors in implementing its own model,
such as failing to establish one of the vital links in the chain of communi-
cation. The system most often ‘‘failed’’, however, when aggressors were
willing to assume the costs of attacks. At the same time, emergencies pre-
sented PBI with the possibility of mobilizing networks and sometimes
had the effect of demonstrating PBI capacity and international support.
On occasion, this show of strength increased PBI’s political operating
‘‘space’’.
Emergencies differ from the ongoing maintenance and use of the net-

work, in that they necessitate a particular series of rapid and finite deci-
sions and actions, which are determined in the moment but nevertheless
obey the same logic of analysis and mobilization of already existing rela-
tionships. There are three stages of emergencies: (a) a threat exists but
nothing has happened yet; (b) an aggression has been committed but
action can still prevent the situation from worsening, such as a disappear-
ance or an armed incursion that is still going on; (c) an attack or assassi-
nation has occurred already.
Between 1999 and 2003, the PBI team lived and worked in a state de-

scribed by situation (a). Many NGOs and communities they accompanied
received constant serious threats. The team responded to this type of
emergency on an ongoing basis. There were a number of weekends in
2000–2002, for instance, when signs pointed to possible paramilitary in-
cursions in the rural communities. (The fact that threatened and actual
attacks tended to occur on weekends when diplomatic contacts were
harder to reach seems testament to the model’s impact.) PBI notified a
number of close contacts of its concerns and made sure it had a way to
reach them over the weekend. PBI ensured that experienced members
of the team were on call, as well as those outside Colombia.
If and when an act of aggression occurred, which happened sometimes

without any clear warning, the entire network responded, based on pre-
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viously determined procedures. The team at the site of the emergency,
frequently one of the rural communities in Urabá, began by calling
Bogotá and London and providing information. A short, factual mes-
sage was usually easily crafted. All teams kept written records of who
had spoken to whom at what time, what information was exchanged,
and who required a follow-up call. Teams carried out exhaustive follow-
up with contacts and recorded explanations, answers received and pledges
of action. Often five languages were being spoken simultaneously in
the Bogotá office as various volunteers called embassies, UN field offices
and other humanitarian agencies on different cell phones and land-lines.
Usually the request was simple: call contacts one–three, who usually
comprised a local military official, a member of the national military com-
mand and a civilian official, and tell them to put a stop to activities. The
local PBI team usually contacted local military commanders directly and
the team in the capital contacted senior military personnel. Prior face-to-
face contact between all of these targeted officials facilitated access.

When more time was available to verify information, the procedure
was to analyse the situation, define objectives, determine messages and
choose the most useful contacts to notify. One such example was the dis-
appearance of a member of the Colombian human rights organization
Justice and Peace on 11 November 1999 from a stretch of rural highway
hotly contested by military and paramilitary groups and the FARC guer-
rillas. On the evening of the disappearance, community leaders notified
Justice and Peace’s head office in Bogotá by phone, which in turn notified
PBI. PBI and Justice and Peace immediately began notifying allies and
close contacts around the world, and Justice and Peace began seeking
more information from its missionaries on the ground. A local radio sta-
tion had broadcast that the missing woman had been detained and the re-
porter identified as his source the local army brigade. The brigade denied
any knowledge of the events. That night Justice and Peace put together
preliminary information, and the next morning PBI volunteers left with
members of Justice and Peace for the site of the disappearance.

Witnesses told Justice and Peace that a truck with a woman in deten-
tion had passed through military checkpoints. Other PBI volunteers in
the capital scheduled emergency meetings with embassies and cited the
conflicting reports and possible military involvement. Later that after-
noon, paramilitary commanders verified that they had her in their cus-
tody and would release her. They did so and she continued working in
Colombia. The woman’s release illustrates the possibility of success facili-
tated by PBI’s ability concurrently to accompany and collaborate with
local activists in outlying rural areas, visit multiple embassies in the capi-
tal, keep in touch with international human rights contacts and keep close
logistical and diplomatic tabs on the local military.
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In another case, PBI used an apparent emergency to its advantage. In
2001, as paramilitaries consolidated their control of the city of Barranca-
bermeja, a paramilitary fighter confiscated a Swedish PBI volunteer’s cell
phone and passport, and told him in front of dozens of witnesses that he
was a ‘‘military objective’’. PBI was able to mobilize international pres-
sure and press coverage, not only about this event but also about the
overall situation of assassinations and persecution of civilians by parami-
litary groups right under the nose of the Colombian military. The next
day, in an interview printed in the regional newspaper, the local parami-
litary leader denied that it had been his soldier who threatened the inter-
national volunteer, which PBI took to mean that the threat in fact had
been recanted. Nevertheless, as a precaution, PBI sent the volunteer in
question to the capital for a few days, met with a number of embassies,
and temporarily doubled the number of its volunteers in Barrancaber-
meja.
The mobilization of international attention drew attention to the hu-

man rights abuses in Barranca and the threats against local human rights
groups struggling to protect the civilians of the city from assassination
and forced displacement. Without the physical presence of an inter-
national staff member to ‘‘provoke’’ such an incident, PBI’s diplomacy
would have lacked a ‘‘hook’’ with which to generate attention. PBI dem-
onstrated its international support and emerged strengthened from the
emergency.

Negotiations

The ultimate ‘‘achievement’’ – for which PBI could never take more than
a tiny fraction of the credit – would be to remove the necessity of a PBI
presence in Colombia. In practice, PBI defined its achievements as small
victories in assisting human rights organizations. PBI’s diplomatic efforts
and those of its allies did not transform the situation of human rights vio-
lations in Colombia but did represent some clear if limited successes,
both in the short term and over the long term.3 PBI failures sometimes
derived from errors in implementing the PBI model of diplomacy, al-
though the vast majority could be ascribed to the inadequacy of the
model in the face of powerful actors.

Achievements

PBI’s achievements were: to mitigate the effect of violent attacks and
harassment on human rights organizations and activists; to facilitate and
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strengthen international information-sharing networks and thus know-
ledge about the human rights situation; and to help legitimize the human
rights struggle. Successful strategies included: strengthening the viability
of PBI as a tool in the protection of human rights defenders; gaining ac-
cess to vulnerable regions; the complete prevention of attacks against
PBI personnel; and supporting specialized support networks for particu-
lar initiatives. PBI did not succeed in protecting the lives of all the indi-
viduals it accompanied, particularly the thousands of internationally dis-
placed persons involved in community protection campaigns. PBI was
not helped by the fact that harassment and slanderous campaigns against
human rights workers and organizations were common.

The continued survival of the rural internally displaced and resettled
community of Cacarica, Chocó, provides an example of how intensive,
multi-layered diplomatic work helped to prevent and diminish attacks
and thus maintain the very existence of the settlement. The community
organization, CAVIDA, was supported by a Mixed Verification Commis-
sion of government agencies and national and international NGOs (in-
cluding PBI, which sat on the commission as an observer), which were
mandated to verify government fulfilment of its agreements to provide
protection, education, housing and health care. The commission met reg-
ularly from 1998. Diplomatic efforts by the commission in relation to its
own military could not prevent paramilitary attacks on the community
nor did it facilitate the implementation of the aid agreements. Yet the
existence of the commission and its tightly knit web of diplomatic ex-
changes (a microcosm of the diplomacy I have described in this chapter)
served as a deterrent. The Colombian government touted the Mixed
Commission as a pilot project and as providing an example of the suc-
cessful resettlement of IDPs.

When PBI and/or other NGOs received information indicating that
paramilitaries seemed to be planning an attack, PBI and other NGOs
contacted the civilian government authorities, which in turn notified the
army. The army as a rule did not act to prevent the entry of paramili-
taries into the community’s territory. However, the NGOs considered
that, because so many international organizations were observing the
actions of both the civilian government and the military, the army did
restrict somewhat the activity of the paramilitaries and attempted to pro-
tect its own image. PBI’s presence in this commission alongside UN
bodies and prestigious funding organizations strengthened PBI’s own
viability and thus the safety of its volunteers in the jungle. Conversely,
the presence of PBI and the other international organizations validated
the importance of the community’s struggle to protect the rights of its
inhabitants.
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Failures

Failures were of three kinds: errors in implementing the model; the inad-
equacy of the model itself; and successful use of the model having oppo-
site effects to those anticipated.
Sometimes, PBI failed to implement its own model of ensuring the

connections between every ‘‘link in the chain’’ of communication. In De-
cember 2001, for example, PBI accompanied a high-profile human rights
activist to an area in military dispute without verifying that the local au-
thorities knew it was involved. A paramilitary incursion occurred in the
town and, because it was not clear whether the paramilitaries or the local
police commander knew who the PBI volunteers were, the client organi-
zation suggested that its and PBI’s personnel leave the area without iden-
tifying themselves to the authorities. PBI was left in an insecure position
in the middle of an armed action, hardly a moment to start scheduling
meetings with the local police chief. The Colombian activist and PBI vol-
unteers emerged unharmed, but the incident reinforced PBI’s resolve to
insist on verifying that faxes are sent, received, read and passed on by
local commanders.
More frequently, the model itself was inadequate to a situation created

by powerful political interests. In this case PBI may fail to protect the
lives of human rights workers because aggressors are intent on carrying
out their crimes. In Medellı́n in November 2001, for instance, two mem-
bers of the Family Members of the Detained and Disappeared (AS-
FADDES) were ‘‘disappeared’’ after leaving their accompanying PBI
volunteers. PBI mobilized a massive and rapid response but the two were
never found. In the ensuing investigation, the authorities discovered that
their own special unit on kidnapping, the GAULA, a joint venture of in-
telligence, police and military forces, had intercepted the phone lines of
ASFADDES and other human rights organizations in Medellı́n. The ob-
vious connection with the disappearance of the two activists created
enough of a scandal to produce the dismissal of one member of the
armed forces and transfer to the Colombian embassy in Chile for an-
other. Although no one was ever prosecuted, the Medellı́n PBI team re-
ported something of a honeymoon after the incident in the treatment it
received from local armed forces. PBI analysis was that the impetus to at-
tack the ASFADDES was so high, and its perceived strength so low, that
the aggressors decided to assume the possible costs. The aggressors may
have later perceived that they had miscalculated, but not until after the
two activists were lost.
The issue that is more difficult to resolve is that successful implementa-

tion can have unforeseen side-effects and costs. PBI maintains that the
safety of its volunteers in the field depends on the division of labour be-
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tween accompaniment (with diplomacy) and direct denunciation and
confrontation. PBI has discussed a future scenario in which staying in Co-
lombia could imply complicity with violations of human rights – in this
context PBI would leave and aim to create as much of an international
scandal as it could. In the meantime, careful ongoing internal documenta-
tion of its work would allow for such future exposure if necessary.

One cost of the successful use of the PBI model is co-option by human
rights violators as proof of their humanitarian behaviour – while they
nevertheless continue to attack communities and activists. For instance,
the Colombian administration used the ‘‘successful’’ initiative of the pro-
tection of the Cacarica community by international organizations as a
‘‘pilot project’’ to demonstrate their commitment to human rights. In ad-
dition, paramilitaries seized the opportunity to make use of the initia-
tive’s international reputation to showcase their even-handedness and
good behaviour.

In 2001, during a high-profile, well-publicized visit by UNHCR, hun-
dreds of paramilitary fighters occupied the area, arguing that they had
given up their previous tactics and were now trying to engage in
‘‘friendly’’ dialogue. The population was terrified and the international
officials wondered whether the benefits of their presence had outweighed
the damage caused by the fact that the paramilitaries had taken the op-
portunity to show their strength and ostensible good intentions.

Another side-effect is that the privileged position of PBI as an interna-
tional organization means that it competes for access with others, includ-
ing local groups. PBI and its cautious discourse, along with that of other
international organizations, can tend to frame the debate and capture
resources, marginalizing other voices. By comparison, other Colombian
and international initiatives may appear radical. Smaller, newer accom-
paniment groups have faced pressure not only from the Colombian state
but from other internationals as well to ‘‘act more like PBI’’, and such
uniformity could prevent the use of innovative tactics necessary to pro-
ducing results.

Aggressors paid attention to the tactics employed by PBI and other or-
ganizations, learned from the experience and changed their own political
tactics. By 2003, the military–paramilitary alliance operated more subtly
than previously. Sometimes it appeared that PBI’s method of response
was taken into account and utilized by the aggressor. One particular para-
military incursion in the community of San Jose de Apartadó in March
2001, for instance, was stopped when PBI alerted the Seventeenth Bri-
gade and a group of soldiers appeared just after the paramilitary fighters
had scattered. The army’s swift action ‘‘saved the day’’ suspiciously easily
and news of the ‘‘rescue’’ was on the desks of Colombian embassies in
Europe the following day. In the short term, this was a success for PBI’s
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protection strategy although, in the longer term, this public relations
coup was used to support the Colombian army’s claim that it was actively
combating paramilitaries and defending human rights and therefore de-
serving of support and assistance.
An implicit trade-off into which PBI enters knowingly is that states that

are violating human rights can use the fact of PBI’s presence to indicate
that they maintain a modicum of respect for human rights and interna-
tional agreements. PBI’s aim is to use the arrangement to the advantage
of local threatened activists more than the state uses it for its own ends of
continuing to use terror with negligible consequences. The danger, how-
ever, is that the balance might tip in the other direction.
Some have argued that the information in detailed reports on human

rights violations prepared by a number of organizations, including PBI,
prior to 2000 bolstered arguments in favour of Plan Colombia, which
strengthened US influence over the Colombian armed forces and orga-
nized the fumigation of coca plants in the south of the country, the strong-
hold of the FARC. The legislation greatly increased the provision of US
military aid, training and intelligence to the Colombian armed forces,
who were responsible for the majority of violations, particularly via col-
laboration with paramilitary groups, with nothing more punitive than
the removal of a few officers from their posts (without prosecution),
some of whom began working more closely with paramilitary groups. In
addition, human rights groups of all kinds reported on the devastating
humanitarian consequences of the fumigation and the increased intensity
of the war, which had always killed civilians at a much greater rate than
combatants, not to mention the US legitimization of illegal tactics by an
atrocity-committing army.

Wider implications

PBI activities in Colombia, a relatively modest operation compared with
the majority of initiatives described in this book, nevertheless offer some
interesting contributions to the discussion of humanitarian diplomacy.
The PBI experience supports the importance of NGOs’ assuming the
role of humanitarian diplomats. PBI Colombia’s work provides a par-
ticular recipe for successful humanitarian diplomacy as well as strategies
for addressing the political and logistical questions of conducting multi-
level diplomacy with various interlocutors.
NGOs will have of necessity to manage political pressures, often from

many sides at once, which could endanger their mission and, more impor-
tantly, the safety of those they serve. NGOs therefore need to plan their
activities. They need to engage in political preparation and analysis and
establish criteria for action and a consistent discourse to all interlocutors.
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The PBI recipe for successful humanitarian diplomacy, as well as strat-
egies for managing multi-level challenges (global and local), incorporated
effective political preparation as well as the logistical necessities of reli-
able information, communication, explicit training for humanitarian dip-
lomats and the employment of a simple and agreed-upon discourse used
at every level.

PBI presents a model in which humanitarian diplomats do not engage
in direct negotiation but indirectly negotiate through third-party interloc-
utors. The idea is to publicize the PBI mandate and criteria for action to
all parties. The physical presence of its international personnel embodies
international attention to human rights abuses. PBI’s range of negotiation
is defined by its narrow role, which has given clarity and functioned as a
strength rather than a deficiency. PBI’s experience shows that a focus on
political communication and the development of clear discourses and a
network of allies can achieve successes even without direct negotiation
with states or direct communication with other armed actors.

PBI is most effective when working in coordination with other initia-
tives and with organizations with other mandates and strategies. For ex-
ample, PBI Colombia chose not to combine public denunciation with its
role of physical accompaniment, considering that, in the particular Co-
lombian context of the moment, denunciation might endanger the safety
of its on-the-ground volunteers. Yet PBI Colombia sought at all times to
facilitate the denunciation of violations by other organizations. The PBI
perspective was that such denunciations furthered a common approach –
of increasing political pressure on human rights violators in order to pro-
tect the population. Meanwhile, PBI’s ability to maintain an international
team in very dangerous areas allowed greater access to information for
those organizations that could publicly denounce the violators.

PBI’s model of diplomacy keeps people alive and organizations intact.
It plays a key role in maintaining the existence of local structures for so-
cial change and human rights protection. The groups PBI accompanied
assessed they would be worse off (exiled, weakened, dead or disbanded)
without the PBI presence and protection.

In many conflict zones, players such as PBI, which operate with a pri-
mary protection mandate, are not present and instead international hu-
manitarian non-governmental actors and church workers routinely find
themselves forced into a ‘‘protection’’ role. This role can be accepted or
avoided, depending on institutional and personal choices. The PBI expe-
rience may therefore be laying the groundwork for helping all kinds of
field enterprises to find disciplined and modest ways to accept their ancil-
lary duty of protection. Perhaps the PBI approach could contribute to
creating discourses that will allow them to merge protection with their
other missions.4

Although the so-called international ‘‘war on terrorism’’ has shrunk
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the operating space for human rights and humanitarian actors, the fear
of the consequences of assuming the ‘‘protection’’ mandate – fear that
protection is ‘‘too political’’ a role, will risk expulsion of the organization,
or get in the way of the primary mission – may in some cases be exagger-
ated (and certainly cannot be of as much concern as the well-being of
those served). We can seek creative ways to minimize risks while still
integrating a protection discourse into humanitarian diplomacy on all
levels. Long-term, sustainable changes in humanitarian and human rights
conditions require tactics consistent with that end.

Notes

The concentration on the period specified in this chapter is a reflection of my own experi-
ence. It does not mean to imply that human rights abuses do not remain of grave concern
in Colombia. PBI remains active in Colombia.
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16

The Balkans: The limits of
humanitarian action

Nicholas Morris

The humanitarian operation in the former Yugoslavia between 1991 and
1995 was one of the largest and most difficult in the history of the United
Nations. The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refu-
gees (UNHCR) was the lead agency. UNHCR has considerable experi-
ence in negotiating with governments and other parties. This involves
sensitive issues: refugees are non-nationals whose presence may be re-
sented and a significant national burden and can affect bilateral relations.
UNHCR’s counterparts are as likely to be in or linked to ministries of in-
terior and the state security apparatus as to ministries of foreign affairs.
The conflicts in the Balkans and the breakup of the former Yugoslavia
posed challenges outside the organization’s experience.1

This chapter examines how these challenges were met.2 It assesses the
extent to which UNHCR was able to influence outcomes in wide-ranging
negotiations. The humanitarian action had a high local and international
profile and increasingly became a factor in the response of the interna-
tional community. The level of both the involvement of UNHCR in dip-
lomatic forums and the political and material support for UNHCR was
unprecedented. In this sense, the operation involved humanitarian diplo-
macy writ large. Yet, as I shall show, the ability of UNHCR to influence
events and ensure respect of humanitarian principles was limited.

The next section provides a brief description of the context: the course
of the conflicts during the breakup of the former Yugoslavia;3 their
human cost; the organization of the humanitarian response; and the
many actors involved. This is followed by reviews of the aim of the hu-
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manitarian operation, of the factors influencing its achievement, and of
some actual negotiations. The reviews show why there was opposition to
the humanitarian operation, and why it could not be overcome. After an
assessment of the achievements during the conflict and a brief description
of what happened next, lessons are drawn. The chapter illustrates why
humanitarian action, however well supported, cannot substitute for polit-
ical action to end a conflict. It concludes that, absent such action, a hu-
manitarian operation is itself likely to face increasingly grave problems.

Context

The wars

The humanitarian operation took place in a complex political context, al-
though it was clear at the time what made it necessary. Ruthless leaders
went to war in the name of one ethnic group in order to extend or con-
solidate their power and control over areas with a significant and often
majority pre-war population that was not of their group. The principal
means to this end was forced population displacement – ethnic cleansing.
Conflict began in late June 1991, when the Federal Yugoslav Army

(JNA) moved into Croatia and Slovenia immediately after they had de-
clared independence. The war in Croatia lasted until January 1992 and
left JNA-backed Croatian Serbs in control of three areas with a signifi-
cant pre-war population of ethnic Serbs, later designated UN Protected
Areas. The European Community (EC)4 recognized the independence
of Croatia and Slovenia on 15 January 1992.
A referendum on independence was held in Bosnia and Herzegovina

(hereafter Bosnia) at the end of February 1992, against a background of
rising violence from those opposed to independence: most ethnic Serbs
boycotted the vote. Of a turnout of 63 per cent, 93 per cent voted for in-
dependence. The European Community recognized Bosnia on 6 April
1992. Violence intensified, spreading to Sarajevo. Many of the non-Serb
inhabitants were driven from eastern Bosnia by local Serbs with support
from Serbian paramilitaries and the JNA. Ethnic cleansing and conflict
extended throughout Bosnia, and the JNA-equipped Bosnian Serb Army
(BSA) besieged Sarajevo. In the spring of 1993, fighting began in central
and western Bosnia between the Bosnian Croats, supported by the new
Croatian army, and Bosnian government forces. This was formally ended
by an agreement signed in Washington on 18 March 1994.
There were few major changes to the confrontation lines until early

May 1995, when the Croatian army expelled local Serb forces from West-
ern Slavonia. The enclave of Srebrenica fell to the BSA on 11 July. In
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Time line of key events
27 June 1991 JNA forces move into Croatia and Slovenia
7 July 1991 War in Slovenia ends; conflict in Croatia con-

tinues to spread and intensify
14 November 1991 UN Secretary-General requests UNHCR to

take the lead in coordinating humanitarian
assistance

3 December 1991 UNHCR issues first appeal for funds, cover-
ing also UNICEF and WHO

11 December 1991 UN Secretary-General announces UNHCR’s
lead role (S/23280)

2 January 1992 Cease-fire in Croatia agreed
21 February 1992 Security Council Resolution 743 authorizes

deployment of UNPROFOR in Croatia
20 March 1992 First large-scale forced displacement in

northern Bosnia
11 April 1992 First distribution of UN relief food in Bosnia;

conflict and ethnic cleansing becoming wide-
spread

30 April 1992 UNHCR appeals to foreign ministers of 27
countries for funds to meet humanitarian
needs

29 June 1992 Security Council Resolution 761 authorizes
additional UNPROFOR elements to ensure
security and functioning of Sarajevo airport;
humanitarian airlift begins

29 July 1992 UNHCR convenes ministerial-level meeting
in Geneva

26–27 August 1992 International Conference on the Former Yu-
goslavia in London

14 September 1992 Security Council Resolution 776 authorizes
enlargement of UNPROFOR’s mandate and
strength in order to facilitate the delivery of
humanitarian assistance in Bosnia

February 1993 Conflict breaks out between Bosnian Croat
and government forces

16 April 1993 Security Council Resolution 819 designates
Srebrenica as a safe area

6 May 1993 Security Council Resolution 824 declares
that Sarajevo, Tuzla, Žepa, Goražde and Bi-
hać should also be treated as safe areas
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early August, the Croatian army took the remainder of Serb-occupied
territory in Croatia, with the exception of a strip in Eastern Slavonia,
bordering Serbia. Air strikes by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) against Bosnian Serb targets began on 30 August. Croatian and
Bosnian government forces made significant advances against the BSA.
The war in Bosnia formally ended in mid-October 1995.

4 June 1993 Security Council Resolution 836 further ex-
pands mandate of UNPROFOR to include
protection of the safe areas

18 November 1993 Political leaders of Bosnia meet with
UNHCR in Geneva and sign commitment to
facilitate delivery of humanitarian assistance

March 1994 Washington agreements end conflict between
Bosnian Croat and government forces

April 1994 BSA offensive on Goražde; first NATO air
action against BSA positions; retaliation
against UNPROFOR; humanitarian convoys
and airlift temporarily suspended

23 November 1994 NATO air strikes against BSA anti-aircraft
sites

24 November 1994 BSA takes several hundred UNPROFOR
troops temporarily hostage; humanitarian
operation also disrupted

1–2 May 1995 Croatian forces reclaim Western Slavonia
11 July 1995 BSA forces take Srebrenica enclave
4–7 August 1995 Croatian forces reclaim remainder of terri-

tory except strip along border in Eastern
Slavonia

30 August 1995 NATO begins large-scale air strikes on BSA
positions

12–19 September 1995 Bosnian government and Croatian forces
make major advances against BSA in north-
west Bosnia

12 October 1995 Military action ceases in Bosnia
1 November 1995 Negotiations begin in Dayton, USA
21 November 1995 Agreement reached
14 December 1995 General Framework Agreement for Peace in

Bosnia signed in Paris
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The cost

These conflicts cost many lives and displaced 4 million people from their
homes in Croatia and Bosnia. The majority remained within their coun-
try, in areas controlled by their ethnic group. Some fled to neighbouring
countries: there were nearly 200,000 refugees from Bosnia in Croatia and
about 650,000 from Bosnia and Croatia in Serbia. Others found refuge
elsewhere in Europe: some 600,000 by the end of the war in Bosnia.
Hundreds of thousands more were unable or unwilling to flee and found
themselves surrounded by hostile forces. There was massive disruption in
public services, the economy and the availability of basic supplies. Over
half the population of Bosnia became largely dependent on outside assis-
tance.

The humanitarian response

In early October 1991, the Federal Yugoslav authorities requested
UNHCR’s assistance in responding to population displacement in Cro-
atia. Separate requests were made by Croatia and Slovenia. The High
Commissioner, Sadako Ogata, consulted UN Secretary-General Pérez
de Cuéllar, who requested her to lend her good offices to bring relief to
internally displaced people and to coordinate humanitarian action in the
region. The High Commissioner then consulted the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the EC Presidency. Following their
assurances of support, an assessment mission was fielded with the United
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF).

The mission’s preliminary conclusion was that UNHCR should not be-
come involved in a massive relief programme but rather should provide
modest assistance to displaced families outside the war zones, to com-
plement the ICRC’s activities within them. The realities of the conflict
and the international community’s response dictated otherwise, but
UNHCR’s subsequent engagement was not simply reactive. Many of the
rising number of displaced persons would become refugees when the Yu-
goslav republics became independent states, and the High Commissioner
felt that early engagement was important if UNHCR was to help meet
what were clearly going to be rapidly escalating humanitarian needs and
have any influence in such a highly charged situation.5

One of the High Commissioner’s earliest decisions was to appoint a
Special Envoy. In part, this was a device that allowed UNHCR to man-
age the operation coherently within the region by sidestepping questions
of the legitimacy of the newly proclaimed republics: new offices ‘‘of the
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Special Envoy’’ were swiftly opened in Zagreb, Sarajevo and Ljubljana
(UNHCR already had an office in Belgrade). More importantly, this ap-
pointment gave the High Commissioner a direct link with the field, in-
cluding with the political leaderships, and someone on the spot in whom
she had confidence, authorized to take decisions on her behalf when
necessary. The combination of this confidence, the qualities of the first
Special Envoy and the High Commissioner’s own commitment to the op-
eration played a major part in the expansion of UNHCR’s role and rein-
forced UNHCR’s standing as a negotiator.
UNHCR’s first relief consignments reached Belgrade and Zagreb in

mid-December 1991. The intended number of beneficiaries was then
500,000, and UNHCR had 19 staff in the former Yugoslavia. On 30 April
1992, the High Commissioner addressed an appeal to 27 foreign minis-
ters, and warned that up to 500,000 more people could be displaced as a
result of the conflict in Bosnia. The intended number of beneficiaries was
already 1 million, and UNHCR had 80 staff in the region. Two months
later, the humanitarian airlift to Sarajevo began. By April 1993 the oper-
ation was planning to reach over 3.8 million people and UNHCR had 550
staff. Food needs alone were assessed at over 2,000 metric tons per day,
with the majority of the beneficiaries in Bosnia and directly affected by
the conflict. UNHCR had access to trucking fleets with a capacity of over
4,000 metric tons. The Sarajevo airlift became the longest-running hu-
manitarian airlift in history. Airdrops by military aircraft delivered relief
at UNHCR’s request to areas to which land access was denied.

The main actors

As the scale of the needs became evident, UNICEF, the World Food
Programme (WFP) and the World Health Organization (WHO) de-
ployed staff and resources to the region, as did the International Organi-
zation for Migration. From early 1993, the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Human Rights had several monitors in the region. From May
1993, a Special Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG) based in
Zagreb coordinated UN activities in the former Yugoslavia. By 1994, the
Food and Agriculture Organization, the United Nations Development
Programme, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, the United Nations Industrial Development Organization,
United Nations Volunteers and the United Nations Department of Hu-
manitarian Assistance were also participating in the United Nations’
Consolidated Appeals for the former Yugoslavia.
The United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR), which reached
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a military strength of some 30,000 in Bosnia, was mandated to support
humanitarian activities, principally by providing escorts, safe routes and
transport. In Bosnia and Croatia, UNPROFOR assisted with the delivery
of relief items, using convoy teams dedicated to the humanitarian opera-
tion.6

The ICRC had a major presence throughout the former Yugoslavia;
like UNHCR, its operation was its largest worldwide. Over 100 interna-
tional non-governmental organizations (NGOs) were active in Bosnia
and Croatia. National NGOs played an important role in the final distri-
bution of assistance. The European Commission, through its Humanitar-
ian Aid department (ECHO) and the European Community Task Force,
implemented programmes throughout the former Yugoslavia. A number
of governments provided convoy teams either directly to UNHCR or
through NGOs and seconded personnel to UNHCR.

Within the region, UNHCR interacted with the combatants at all levels,
from those at road blocks to the overall commanders, and with the au-
thorities from the municipal to the highest levels, as well as with the var-
ious associations of civilians affected by the conflict. The great majority of
the associations of civilians were simply representing the concerns of their
community. Others also had a political agenda, which could include
physically blocking the passage of aid to the other side.

UNHCR’s monthly Information Notes for former Yugoslavia con-
tained a chart of the relationships affecting the operation. In addition to
those already mentioned, this showed the United Nations Security Coun-
cil, NATO (at both headquarters and regional – Allied Forces South in
Naples – levels), the Western European Union, the Conference on Secu-
rity and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE),7 the International Criminal
Tribunal, the Special Rapporteur on Human Rights, the Co-chairmen of
the Steering Committee of the International Conference on the former
Yugoslavia and its working groups, the five-nation Contact Group, the
European Union Administrator of Mostar, the United Nations Special
Coordinator for the restoration of essential public services in and around
Sarajevo, and the International Management Group (IMG) for infra-
structure in Bosnia.8

UNHCR was in close contact with those governments outside the re-
gion most directly concerned by the conflict. These contacts, which in-
cluded meetings between the High Commissioner and the leaders of key
countries, allowed UNHCR to address concerns with regard to asylum
seekers and refugees from the Balkans, an issue that moved up political
agendas as the conflict continued, to mobilize support for the operation,
and to highlight the wider issues of the humanitarian toll of the conflict
and the importance of political action to bring it to an end.
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Operational issues

The aim

UNHCR’s negotiations had different immediate objectives but almost all
could be linked to one aim. The operation sought to meet the vital needs
of all civilians affected by the conflict and, where possible, to help pre-
vent further violations of human rights. However the parties saw this aim
in light of their own interests, its motivation was rarely challenged. It re-
mained the foundation on which negotiations were based and to which
short-term goals could be linked. The clarity of the aim and the belief of
staff at all levels that this was a just cause – though they might differ over
tactics – were important positive factors. For UNHCR’s national col-
leagues, in offices that remained multi-ethnic throughout the war and
whose role in the humanitarian operation was of critical importance, this
was an aim they could share whatever their views on the conflict.
The overriding need was for security. Efforts to prevent ethnic cleans-

ing initially focused on the large-scale displacement that was occurring
as territory was overrun by the Bosnian Serbs and Bosnian Croats.
These involved challenging the aggressor’s local military or paramilitary
commanders and officials, and attempts to find safety for those already
displaced. Such actions were complemented by high-level interventions
and prominent media coverage. As the front-lines stabilized, attention
turned to those who had remained in now hostile territory and were at
immediate risk and desperate to leave. When it became clear that ethnic
cleansing was not going to be halted, the focus shifted to negotiating safe
passage for at least some of those whose lives depended on it. With the
exception of high-profile evacuations, including medical evacuations,
these negotiations were conducted at the local level but required coordi-
nation with UNHCR colleagues on the other side of front-lines or bor-
ders. Securing the admission to Croatia of non-Croat refugees from Bos-
nia remained a major problem.
An immediate objective of negotiations was access for relief convoys:

one early convoy from Zagreb to Sarajevo had to negotiate 90 check-
points. As the new authorities became more organized, clearances had
to be obtained for convoy plans and crossings of active front-lines.9 Ac-
cess often hinged on the nature of the relief consignment and whether it
was seen as contributing to the other side’s war effort. In many cases this
was a pretext for obstruction; sometimes the concern was genuine. At
the highest level, formal assurances were on occasions sought from the
leaders of the warring parties and texts negotiated.
In addition to clearances and access, the routes on which convoys were

authorized to travel had to be agreed. The Bosnian Croat and Bosnian
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Serb authorities required convoys to use some indirect and unsuitable
routes. Other diversions were dictated by the need to avoid active front-
lines and known flash points where possible.

The Sarajevo airlift

An informal coalition of the countries that provided the military aircraft
ran the airlift, seconding military personnel to the air operations cell at
UNHCR headquarters. Decisions on stopping and restarting the airlift
were taken by this coalition, in close consultation with UNHCR. The air-
lift also involved UNHCR in negotiations. Obtaining approval from the
Bosnian Serbs for the onward movement of supplies from Sarajevo air-
port was a constant problem. The question of what was carried on the
airlift and who should have the very limited number of seats gave rise to
many difficulties.10 For example, newsprint for Oslobodjenje, the Sara-
jevo daily newspaper that published throughout the siege, was occasion-
ally given priority over relief. UNHCR’s policy of taking decisions rather
than seeking consensus reflected operational imperatives but was at times
resented by other humanitarian organizations. In deciding priorities,
UNHCR had to take into account the wishes of the countries contribu-
ting aircraft. The air operations cell could solve most problems by refer-
ence to UNHCR’s policy but some needed UNHCR’s intervention, such
as the request from a senior delegation from one country for seats on one
of ‘‘their’’ aircraft that were already allocated to parliamentarians from
another country.

Relations with the ICRC

Humanitarian operations in war zones fall within the competence of the
ICRC. In the initial stages of the conflict in Bosnia, needs far outstripped
capacity and the ICRC and UNHCR developed an understanding at field
level of who would try to do what and where. Both temporarily withdrew
from Bosnia in late May 1992, UNHCR after the hijacking of a convoy
and the ICRC after an attack on a convoy that cost the life of its head of
delegation in Sarajevo. UNHCR resumed operations in mid-June and re-
opened offices in Sarajevo, Mostar and Banja Luka. The ICRC’s resump-
tion was delayed and this contributed to UNHCR’s further engagement.

The ICRC’s responsibilities under international humanitarian law and
the UNHCR’s mandate for refugees were respected. The division of
other responsibilities between UNHCR and the ICRC was never formal-
ized. To an outsider there were marked differences in approach, such as
UNHCR’s high media profile and the distance the ICRC kept from UN-
PROFOR, but there were close informal contacts. UNHCR profited from
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the ICRC’s experience of operating in war zones. Complementary re-
sponses might be agreed to specific challenges affecting both organiza-
tions, for example on the evacuation of threatened minorities. For much
of the period the organizations were headed in the field by staff who al-
ready knew each other and understood both the sensitivities of each or-
ganization and the importance of informal cooperation in the face of such
a daunting task.

The role of the lead agency

Initially, it was foreseen that only displaced persons would need outside
assistance. It soon became clear that the needs were much wider, and the
operation then sought to assist all civilians affected by the conflict. As the
United Nations’ lead agency, UNHCR saw its responsibilities as analo-
gous to those in a refugee emergency: to try to ensure that needs were
met, either directly or through others. In most cases, UNHCR initiated
negotiations, but UNHCR also undertook negotiations with the author-
ities on behalf of others, for example for clearance for relief consign-
ments (of which the delivery of a field hospital donated to besieged East
Mostar by a South African foundation was among the more challenging)
or when NGO staff were detained.
UNHCR’s role as lead agency was consolidated early on. Some of the

highest-profile interventions within the region took place in the first
months, as the Special Envoy met with the leaders in Belgrade, Zagreb
and elsewhere in an effort to obtain a halt to ethnic cleansing and atro-
cities, some of which he witnessed. There was global media coverage of
what was happening and of UNHCR’s efforts. UNHCR remained the
only UN presence in much of Bosnia, because UNPROFOR was unable
to deploy on territory controlled by the Bosnian Serb Army.
The appointment of an SRSG did not alter UNHCR’s role nor did the

SRSG seek to limit UNHCR’s scope for addressing contentious issues or
for negotiating independently, even when so doing might not have helped
other UN negotiations. With the appointment of the SRSG, the UN op-
eration as a whole sought to present a common front. As lead agency,
UNHCR was from the start well supported by UNICEF, WFP and
WHO. The UNHCR Special Envoy was a member of the SRSG’s core
team. Any differences of approach at this level were usually quickly re-
solved. There were more difficulties in the field. Some NGOs rejected
UNPROFOR’s support and advice. Establishing a clear understanding
at all levels of UNPROFOR of UNHCR’s lead role took time. On occa-
sions, UNHCR argued for initiatives that were not taken. On others, UN-
PROFOR staff took initiatives that UNHCR saw as ill advised. In most
cases, these involved ‘‘linkages’’: offering or agreeing to local concessions
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that in effect conditioned assistance to one side on meeting the political
demands of the other.11

Obstacles and opportunities

In these conflicts, suffering was deliberately inflicted on civilians as a
means to achieve political ends. In such circumstances, humanitarian
action to prevent or relieve that suffering will face opposition. This sec-
tion outlines the obstacles faced, with examples of obstruction, reviews
some of the favourable elements, and concludes that UNHCR’s negotiat-
ing position was weaker than the level of support for the operation might
suggest.

Obstacles

In the same way that the humanitarian negotiations had a clear aim, so
the obstacles had a clear cause. In varying degrees, all sides saw the op-
eration as neither neutral nor impartial but as directly helping their
enemy. Until early 1994, Bosnian Croat and Serb forces surrounded Bos-
nian government forces in central Bosnia, as Bosnian Serb forces contin-
ued to do in Sarajevo and elsewhere throughout the war. For them, the
humanitarian operation was undermining their military efforts by break-
ing the sieges and thereby delaying their victory. Similarly, efforts to pre-
vent ethnic cleansing ran directly counter to the objectives of those seek-
ing ethnically based control of territory.

The Bosnian government had its own fundamental objection, seeing
the operation as an evasion by the international community of its respon-
sibilities. Given a choice between humanitarian aid and progress towards
ending aggression, it would choose the latter, even at the price of more
suffering in the short term.12 On occasions, it obstructed the delivery of
aid to its own side in order to pressure the international community to
change its stance and not treat aggressors and victims as equal. The gov-
ernment objected to being labelled as one of the parties to the conflict
and under arms embargo, and resented the fact that, whereas the Secu-
rity Council resolutions establishing the mandate of UNPROFOR at
least identified the aggressor, the humanitarian operation did not. This
deeply felt grievance complicated negotiations with the government,
though, the closer the authorities were to the beneficiaries, the more
likely they were to be understanding of the constraints on UNHCR.

UNHCR became increasingly concerned that the operation would be
compromised by NATO action in support of UNPROFOR. Announcing
its 2 August 1993 decision to draw up ‘‘options for air strikes’’, the North
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Atlantic Council stressed the ‘‘humanitarian purpose of the military mea-
sures foreseen’’. The Bosnian Serbs perceived the intent of the Security
Council, NATO and UNPROFOR as punitive and directed only towards
them. They accused UNHCR of involvement in the use of NATO air
power. Their soldiers saw little distinction between UNHCR – anyone in
a white vehicle – and UNPROFOR. This increased the security risks run
by the humanitarian operation, but it is hard to assess the extent to which
it weakened UNHCR’s negotiating position. Bosnian Serbs could block
access at will, and they developed a better understanding of UNHCR’s
position than was evident from their public statements.
Efforts to run convoys to Goražde, the closest enclave to Sarajevo, in

January 1994 illustrate the problems faced throughout the operation.
Planned convoys and their loads were approved for 13 days of the month.
The failure of the Bosnian Serbs to authorize the UNPROFOR escort for
the last stage into the enclave caused the cancellation of convoys on five
days and delayed a convoy by two days, causing the cancellation of an-
other.13 Twice, convoys had part of their load confiscated at a check-
point. Inspections at a checkpoint delayed a convoy overnight. Two con-
voys with shelter materials were blocked. Two convoys turned back
rather than accept searches of the drivers’ personal belongings. On the
second occasion, UNHCR obtained orders from the Bosnian Serb au-
thorities that such searches should not be conducted. The convoy headed
for Goražde again but was stopped by Bosnian Serb military police, who
denied receiving instructions to let it proceed. One convoy was cancelled
because the drivers’ visas had expired and new ones were not issued in
time.14
The provision of fuel for humanitarian purposes created additional

problems. This fuel met priority humanitarian needs, such as heating hos-
pitals and the collective centres that sheltered the displaced. UNHCR
supervised delivery and monitored use, but this supply indirectly re-
leased other fuel for military use. Thus the Bosnian government accused
UNHCR of fuelling the Serb offensives on Goražde and Bihać, and its
opponents blocked access to government-controlled areas for UNHCR
fuel, maintaining that it would be used against them.
Convoys from Serbia to the three eastern enclaves were organized

by UNHCR’s Belgrade office (which was also assisting 600,000 ethnic
Serb refugees from Bosnia and Croatia). On a number of occasions,
UNHCR’s national staff in Belgrade were able to resolve problems block-
ing convoys to the enclaves through direct intervention with the BSA at
the highest level. The overall intent to obstruct was clear but individual
outcomes were not predictable. A convoy that had been blocked by abu-
sive soldiers at a checkpoint might turn back, wait for those soldiers to go
off duty, try again and be waved through. Sometimes a BSA officer would
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offer to drive ahead of a convoy (as long as UNHCR provided fuel) in
order to prove that a road was clear of mines.

Among more senior UNHCR staff, understanding of policy and strat-
egy was generally clear and consistent, but the rapid expansion of staff
into an environment that was unfamiliar to the organization meant that
inexperienced staff found themselves both literally and figuratively on the
negotiating front-line. At the same time, there was a rapid turnover. The
achievements of new and inexperienced staff were remarkable. Some
proved outstanding negotiators, but there was also a lack of consistency
and continuity. This was a potentially significant weakness: tactics and ar-
guments may be situation specific, but the requirements and reactions of
humanitarian negotiators should be predictable.

Favourable elements

Containment of the consequences of the conflict with a minimum of dir-
ect involvement was arguably the real aim of some European govern-
ments, which focused on the humanitarian response to a political disas-
ter, not its causes.15 Action to help relieve the suffering was demanded
by Western public opinion. The combination of this imperative and the
leadership and initiatives of the High Commissioner ensured strong polit-
ical and financial support for UNHCR in capitals, had an impact in the
field and strengthened the negotiating hand of UNHCR. This allowed
UNHCR to play a role and have a profile that was by no means assured
at the start. UNHCR’s ability to influence events was also strengthened
by the close personal engagement of the High Commissioner and the lat-
itude she allowed her senior staff in the field. This helped UNHCR to
make interventions with speed and authority, increasing the chances of
resolving problems while that was still possible. Although very few of
UNHCR’s international staff spoke Serbo-Croat, the head of UNHCR’s
Belgrade office for the first three years of the conflict did. Her effective-
ness underlined the importance of language skills in sensitive negotia-
tions.16

The views of the international media were of concern to political
leaders within the region, whose envoys and lobbyists tried to influence
decision makers in key countries. All sides were seeking international
recognition. The conflict attracted a high-profile, influential and often
partisan press corps. From the start, UNHCR mobilized the media as al-
lies. Staff were encouraged to speak openly and frankly about what they
had witnessed. There was an expectation that UNHCR would denounce
obstruction and abuses. The first Special Envoy established a particularly
close relationship with the media, which resulted in extensive favourable
coverage. UNHCR came to be seen as a well-informed and credible
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source. Although this had little impact on negotiations at the checkpoints
or with local officials, it strengthened UNHCR’s hand at higher levels.
UNHCR benefited from its position as the UN lead agency and the sig-

nificant degree of control that this gave the organization over the opera-
tion. This was reinforced by the fact that, with the exception of the
ICRC, outside humanitarian organizations wishing to deploy staff to and
operate vehicles within Bosnia required UNHCR identity cards and
number plates. These cards were necessary for travel by air to Sarajevo
and were even issued to the first diplomats posted there. The operation
had greater coordination and coherence than might otherwise have been
the case and was generally felt to have an authoritative voice. This was
not necessarily male: UNHCR assigned significantly more women to the
field than had occurred previously: for much of the period they held a
majority of the key posts. Although this would be unremarkable now, it
was not at the time and was seen as increasing UNHCR’s effectiveness.
A ministerial-level meeting convened by the High Commissioner in

Geneva on 29 July 1992 helped establish UNHCR’s international stand-
ing. The meeting adopted a plan of action proposed by UNHCR. At that
meeting, the United Kingdom, then holding the EC Presidency, an-
nounced its intention to convene an International Conference on the For-
mer Yugoslavia (ICFY) in London. This took place in late August 1992.
At this conference, the High Commissioner agreed to chair the Humani-
tarian Issues Working Group (HIWG), one of several working groups
established by the conference on issues related to the breakup of the for-
mer Yugoslavia. The HIWG allowed humanitarian concerns to be exam-
ined with less political polarization than elsewhere,17 and it provided a
means of highlighting these directly to governments. The fact that
UNHCR convened regular meetings of the HIWG, set the agenda and
prepared documentation, and did so within the framework of the ICFY,
added credibility to UNHCR’s negotiating position in other forums.
On paper, the greatest support for UNHCR’s negotiating position with

the parties came from the UN Security Council. Over 80 resolutions were
adopted on the former Yugoslavia in the period 1991–1995. From 1992,
the majority of these resolutions invoked Chapter VII and many included
demands that all concerned facilitate the unhindered flow of humanitar-
ian assistance, honour their commitments to UNHCR and the ICRC, and
ensure freedom of movement and security for humanitarian workers.
Presidential statements addressed specific UNHCR concerns. In reality,
the Security Council itself lost credibility with the parties as the gulf be-
tween its repeated demands and its ability and commitment to ensure
their respect became clear. Implementation of the sanctions imposed by
the Council created a number of problems for the humanitarian opera-
tion and required frequent negotiation of exemptions.
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The reality

The sum of the favourable elements gave UNHCR and the humanitarian
operation a remarkable level of political, financial and material support.
However, the declared intent of the international community was not
translated into action. The central reality remained that the aim of the
humanitarian operation ran counter to the interests of those who had
the power to obstruct it. This conditioned negotiations but did not doom
all to failure. All sides understood the aim of the operation and, at least
broadly, why UNHCR took the actions it did.

Negotiations

This section gives examples of negotiations during the war in Bosnia and
the difficulties encountered. Humanitarian negotiators constantly faced
attempts to impose conditionality on access and relief – political linkages
– and this problem is described. I assess the overall achievements of the
operation and outline relevant post-war developments.

Sarajevo

UNHCR was not directly involved in the agreement reached in June 1992
among UNPROFOR, the Bosnian government and the Bosnian Serb au-
thorities on reopening Sarajevo airport for humanitarian purposes. Much
of the text covered military aspects, but it provided that aid delivered by
the airlift should also go beyond Sarajevo. As a result, throughout the
war the Bosnian Serbs conditioned operation of the airlift on the delivery
of aid to areas they controlled that had no need of supply by air. The
agreement authorized a Bosnian Serb presence at the airport to ‘‘facili-
tate’’ UNPROFOR’s tasks in controlling all incoming personnel and
cargo. Whatever the text, obstruction was inevitable, and the agreement
in effect gave the Bosnian Serbs control of both the flights and what
they could carry. This precedent had immediate and lasting effect on
UNHCR’s negotiations.

The airlift could not begin until UNHCR and the Bosnian Serb author-
ities agreed what part of the aid airlifted to Sarajevo would go to areas
around Sarajevo that they controlled. Agreement could be reached on
the basis only of the estimated populations, not of needs and the degree
of dependency on international aid.18 The Bosnian Serbs then insisted on
applying this to land convoys to Sarajevo, which had to pass through the
airport. Thenceforth, 23 per cent of all food aid that reached Sarajevo by
air or land went to the Bosnian Serb side. The operation of the airport
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was a cause of understandable resentment on the part of the Bosnian
government.

Geneva

Some of the highest-profile formal negotiations initiated by UNHCR fol-
lowed an attack on 25 October 1993 on an aid convoy as it crossed the
front-lines between Bosnian government and Bosnian Croat forces. One
Danish Refugee Council driver was killed and one injured, as were nine
Dutch soldiers. Convoys in central Bosnia were suspended while new as-
surances were sought at the highest level. The UNHCR Special Envoy
met with the political leaders of the three sides in preparation for a meet-
ing in Geneva on 18 November convened by the High Commissioner.
The framework for the meeting covered both formal statements and ne-
gotiations on the text of a declaration. The ICRC was present at the for-
mal sessions and conducted its own negotiations.
Agreement on the text of the declaration was finally reached, despite

some objections from the Commander of the BSA, present as an adviser
to his delegation. The three leaders signed a solemn commitment to en-
sure the delivery of humanitarian assistance by suspending hostilities and
allowing free and unconditional access by the most effective land routes.
The leaders also committed themselves to allowing UNHCR and the
ICRC to determine, without any conditionality or linkages, the content
of humanitarian assistance. As a result, convoys to central Bosnia re-
sumed.
On the ground, the impact was limited and short lived. The fact that

UNHCR could convene such a meeting and extract these commitments
reflected pressures of international opinion that had little effect on the
local military and civilian leadership and even less on those at the check-
points. The European Union convened a meeting of its foreign ministers
with Bosnia’s three political leaders in Geneva on 29 November 1993 to
try to advance the prospects for peace – an action plan was presented –
and in order to have a humanitarian aid agreement signed by the
three military commanders. The latter objective appears to have been
prompted by a view, espoused by the UNPROFOR Force Commander
when he addressed the EU Foreign Affairs Council on 22 November,
that the key to aid flow was the commitment of the military commanders
with whom UNHCR, or UNPROFOR on UNHCR’s behalf, should deal
more directly. From early November, the Force Commander had been
urging UNHCR to resume convoys in central Bosnia. UNHCR had con-
cerns about this EU initiative, believing that it would make no difference
on the ground and would weaken civilian accountability.
The three military commanders signed a declaration that was a more
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detailed elaboration of the 18 November commitments. Although this
had no more impact than the earlier declaration, it gave UNHCR a set
of EU benchmarks against which to report non-compliance. Addressing
the 29 November meeting, the High Commissioner recalled the commit-
ments made on 18 November and continued:

The reality is that one of the largest humanitarian assistance operations ever un-
dertaken by the international community remains conditional on ever more com-
plicated and arbitrary procedures, imposed at will by the very people who have
created the victims we try to reach. These procedures must be radically simplified
immediately.19

They never were.

Humanitarian assistance?

Negotiating from humanitarian principles in the midst of war could lead
to situations bordering on the surreal. Domestic heating and cooking for
much of Bosnia depended on power stations fed by coal from surface and
deep mines. Mining experts forecast that electricity production might
cease across central Bosnia by the end of 1993 unless spare parts for
long-overdue maintenance, as well as detonators and explosives for the
mines, were delivered.20 By the autumn of 1993 these were available in
UNHCR warehouses. UNPROFOR agreed to transport the detonators
and explosives once clearance was obtained. The delivery routes were
controlled either by the BSA or by Croatian and Bosnian Croat forces,
the latter then being at war with the Bosnian government forces, which
controlled the mines and power stations. Clearance for the convoys was
consistently refused on the grounds that the supplies would be used by
the Bosnian government forces.

Pressure mounted on UNHCR from the increasing threat of a break-
down in power supply and from the UK government, which had made
a major investment in the provision of the spares. Requests for convoy
clearance were resubmitted without items that could conceivably be seen
as having a military use. The UNHCR Special Envoy and the general
manager of the International Management Group met the leader of the
Bosnian Croats but failed to convince him that the pipes could not make
mortars and that the industrial explosives had no military value. In early
December, the Bosnian Croat army finally authorized movement of some
of the spares. In late December, the UNHCR Special Envoy raised the
need for clearance of the remaining spares and the explosives with the
foreign minister of Croatia. Fighting between the Bosnian and the Bos-
nian Croat armies (the latter supported by the Croatian army) was in-
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tense in some locations, with significant Croatian casualties. The Croatian
government was under domestic pressure to intervene more actively. For
the minister, humanitarian logic had been reduced to absurdity. Fortu-
nately, the power stations and mines proved resilient. The problem was
solved only after the Washington agreements of March 1994. The last
convoy, with 250 metric tons of spares, crossed the border in mid-1994.

Linkages

A major concern for UNHCR in all negotiations was to avoid the linkage
of assistance to one side with assistance to or conditions set by another.
Non-food supplies, especially those necessary for the winter, were the
most at risk. As the winter of 1993 approached, access to the eastern en-
claves in Bosnia for such supplies was in effect blocked by Bosnian Serb
demands for reciprocity. UNHCR’s position was set out in a 25 Septem-
ber 1993 letter to the Bosnian Serb leader, Dr Karadžić:

Linking meeting the humanitarian needs of one group of beneficiaries to meeting
those of another clearly cannot be justified, no more than can an arbitrary ‘‘fee’’
for the passage of humanitarian assistance on which lives depend . . . if the dis-
placed and refugees within your communities have need of similar assistance in
advance of the winter, UNHCR and our partners are ready to assess these needs
and meet them on their merits within the limits of our resources.21

Three days later, clearance for six trucks carrying shelter and water sup-
ply equipment was again refused with the explanation: ‘‘we have warned
you several times that you cannot request delivery [of such materials] to
the Muslim enclave without same request submitted, at the same time,
for the needs of the Serb areas.’’
Even once cleared, convoys came under pressure to give up assistance

as a condition for passage. UNHCR convoys had clear instructions to re-
fuse. Despite the policy, which UNHCR urged NGOs to adopt, on occa-
sions assistance was surrendered voluntarily, but this was very rare and
became still rarer with time. Convoys remained at checkpoints until free
passage was allowed or they were ordered back to base fully loaded.
Humanitarian access was denied and obstructed, not purchased or ob-
tained by yielding to linkages.22 Had it started to be obtained in that
way, ever-rising demands would soon have halted the operation. Convoy
drivers did, however, usually travel with cartons of local cigarettes, a
common demand at checkpoints during the war and sometimes a facilita-
tor of passage.
With the exception of the distribution of aid coming to or via Sarajevo,

the aid that was provided to the Bosnian Croats and Serbs was calculated
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on the basis of needs. These were difficult to assess and generally of
lower priority than the needs of others. Most could have been met from
sources outside the humanitarian operation. However, UNHCR’s readi-
ness to consider these needs gave some leverage in negotiating access.23

UNHCR resisted making its own direct linkages, for example by stop-
ping legitimate assistance to the party that was obstructing access to the
other side, something on occasions advocated by UNPROFOR. As well
as being a matter of principle, UNHCR’s policy was based on the assess-
ment that loss of this assistance might be a price the obstructer would
pay, and that UNHCR would generally be able to negotiate the restora-
tion of access and, meanwhile, partially compensate with airdrops. In
practice, there was some indirect linkage by UNHCR. For example, con-
voys to the Bosnian Serbs were generally scheduled late in the week and,
if the earlier deliveries to the enclaves had been obstructed, these con-
voys could be cancelled for ‘‘technical’’ reasons.

In late 1994, after weeks of unsuccessful high-level negotiations with
the Krajina (Croatian) Serbs who were blocking access to the Bosnian
enclave of Bihać, UNHCR decided it would make assistance to them
conditional on access to Bihać. Three factors were felt to justify this ex-
ception: the shortages were becoming life threatening and airdrops had
been suspended because of threats to the aircraft; assistance to areas con-
trolled by the obstructing parties was not vital; and the obstructing par-
ties had further reduced UNHCR’s ability to monitor the use of this as-
sistance. UNHCR presented this change not as a linkage but as treating
assistance as a package when this was more likely to achieve humanitar-
ian objectives than other approaches. The dilemmas inherent in negotiat-
ing from humanitarian principles in the middle of a conflict are evident.
Access to Bihać was re-established and denied again several times before
military action in mid-1995 lifted the siege.

What was achieved?

Despite the obstacles, much vital assistance reached those in need. In
Bosnia alone, almost 1 million tons of relief, the vast majority food pro-
vided through the WFP, benefited some 2.7 million people. Although
their resilience and determination were surely the most important factors
in their survival, the operation helped save many lives. In the circum-
stances, this was the minimum that was expected of it, however difficult
that had proved in practice.

By the measure of the scale of ethnic cleansing and atrocities, the inter-
ventions by UNHCR to prevent further human rights abuses had limited
impact. Actions by UNHCR field staff, often at considerable personal
risk, saved civilians from violent death. Interventions to halt abuses al-
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lowed significant numbers who might have been killed to flee instead.
The international attention focused on these abuses, the detailed report-
ing of them to the political authorities that bore the ultimate responsibil-
ity, and the presence of international staff throughout Bosnia and in the
UN Protected Areas, combined with the actions of the ICRC, moderated
behaviour and methods to some degree but could not prevent ethnic
cleansing.
As the examples have shown, negotiations were generally successful, in

the sense of finally reaching acceptable agreement. In government-
controlled Croatia and in Serbia, UNHCR was operating in a broadly fa-
miliar context, where legal arguments would at least be considered and
where agreements reached centrally might eventually be enforced. This
was not the case in Bosnia and the UN Protected Areas. The commit-
ments obtained from the leaders, although achievements in themselves,
meant little in practice. There was no accepted legal framework and only
a physical presence might have prevented specific abuses (in this sense,
any UNHCR field staff might become a protection officer). Even with
hindsight, it is not clear that there were alternative approaches that might
have had more impact. Rather, the impossibility of humanitarian action
alone prevailing over the logic of war is more starkly clear.

After the war

Pressure mounted on UNHCR to repatriate refugees and the internally
displaced even when this could not be to their original homes, as was pro-
vided for in Annex 7 of the 1995 General Framework Agreement for
Peace, on whose wording UNHCR had been consulted. UNHCR’s nego-
tiating position appeared stronger, but in reality little had changed. The
agreement left those responsible for ethnic cleansing in Bosnia in a posi-
tion to prevent its reversal. Things were somewhat different for the re-
turn of Croatian Serb refugees from Serbia, which the Croatian govern-
ment initially resisted. The international community had more leverage,
given Croatia’s desire to join the European institutions. After a period
when OSCE and UNHCR sometimes appeared to be duplicating efforts,
the two organizations established a joint coordination office in 1998. This
was able to develop common positions and responses to the shifting stand
of the government on return. Negotiations with the government were co-
ordinated among the diplomatic representatives in Croatia of the Euro-
pean Union, the United Kingdom and the United States, with UNHCR
providing the major input where refugees were concerned, and were led
by OSCE.
At the working level, an informal but close-knit team from these five

was in daily contact, enabling UNHCR to ensure that its concerns were
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addressed. The arrangement faltered when the Croatian government
asked for a list of actions on refugee return that would satisfy the interna-
tional community. Consensus on a response could not be reached because
of concern that the government would find UNHCR’s proposed list polit-
ically unacceptable. UNHCR finally submitted its list independently, and
received broad if reluctant agreement from the government. Follow-up
then came back to the team, and a legal group was established with the
government to work towards the elimination of discriminatory legislation.

As the conflict that began in Kosovo in early 1998 spread and intensi-
fied, the humanitarian operation there started to assume familiar form,
with active front-lines to be crossed and clearances to be obtained.
UNHCR eventually resorted to international convoy teams. The negotia-
tions were easier, and obstruction of the operation much less, than during
the war in Bosnia, although both Belgrade and the Kosovo Serbs saw the
operation as partial. By the time the operation was suspended in late
March 1999, on the eve of NATO air action, 250,000 Kosovo Albanians
had been displaced within the province and another 200,000 had fled it.
The response to the expulsions to Albania and Macedonia that followed
was in some ways the mirror image of that during the war in Bosnia.
In Bosnia, humanitarian action had substituted for political will. For
Kosovo, political will had been exercised. A massive new refugee crisis
followed, which governments (and NATO) urgently needed to be seen to
be containing. The humanitarian operation was at times simultaneously a
vehicle for and subordinated to the political concerns of these govern-
ments. As a result, UNHCR’s negotiating position, for example for asy-
lum in Macedonia, was extremely weak.24

Wider implications

This chapter has illustrated why humanitarian action cannot substitute
for political resolve and has highlighted some of the difficulties in achiev-
ing humanitarian objectives during conflict. This was the case notwith-
standing the fact that UNHCR enjoyed high standing and considerable
support. UNHCR was also able to operate across what had become sep-
arate sovereign states largely without diplomatic constraint, moving staff
and material resources as it saw fit. It is unlikely that humanitarians will
often enjoy such advantages.

Conflicts involving large-scale abuse of human rights to which the pri-
mary response of the international community is humanitarian action are
not unique. What was different in the Balkans between 1991 and 1995
was the level of attention demanded of Western governments by public
opinion and the media. For at least the first two years, the reply of po-
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litical leaders when asked what their government was doing concretely
about the unfolding tragedy was likely to be that it was supporting the
humanitarian action. The deep involvement of humanitarian actors in
actions that went well beyond traditional humanitarian concerns and
were conducted in an intensely political context yielded lessons of wider
relevance.
Some general lessons from past emergencies were reinforced. Clear

lines of responsibility and a coherent approach are important foundations
for humanitarian negotiations. High-level support, from both within and
outside the humanitarian organization, and significant delegated author-
ity to experienced field staff increase the chances of success. Surprise and
pragmatism are counterproductive when seeking to ensure respect for
humanitarian principles and basic human rights. Negotiations have a
greater chance of success if it is clear to all parties that there are things
that are not negotiable. Where agreement is possible, it is more likely
when negotiations are left to the humanitarians. Difficulties will be
compounded – and security may be prejudiced – when humanitarian and
political objectives are combined.
The operation highlighted the problems humanitarian action faces in

situations of unresolved conflict, where the causes of the suffering it seeks
to relieve are not being addressed effectively. Without real commitment
by the parties to a peaceful resolution, the gap between the aims of the
humanitarian operation and the interests of those who can obstruct it
will widen. The task of humanitarian negotiators will thus become more
difficult and, perhaps, finally impossible. If the humanitarian operation
nevertheless continues, it risks becoming increasingly compromised.
The question of whether the operation prolonged the war in Bosnia

began to be raised as the conflict continued. Initially, UNHCR saw its in-
volvement as short term, a holding operation while those seeking a polit-
ical resolution of the conflict brought the peace they declared to be at
hand.25 For the Western governments that sought to contain the conflict,
the operation was an important element in their strategy. It became part
of an argument for not taking action that could end the conflict. In that
sense, the discharge of a humanitarian mandate may have contributed to
prolonging the war. But the absence of humanitarian assistance would
not necessarily have forced an earlier political solution and the outcome
of a shorter war would not necessarily have been more just, and could
have been even more disastrous.
Implicit in the criticism that humanitarian action can prolong conflict is

the suggestion that there is a choice between humanitarian action and ro-
bust measures to end the conflict. This is rarely the case, and was not the
case in the Balkans.26 UNHCR sought to ensure that the international
community understood the limitations of the operation. As the High
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Commissioner and the Under-Secretary-General of the United Nations
Department of Humanitarian Affairs, Jan Eliasson, put it in the preface
to the seventh Consolidated Inter-Agency Appeal for the operation,
launched on 8 October 1993:

Humanitarian action is no substitute for peace, but it can mitigate the cruel effects
of war. Until firm steps are taken in the direction of peace, we have no recourse
but to continue all possible efforts to save the lives of children, women and men
now placed at risk by the ongoing conflict.27

Early in the breakup of the former Yugoslavia it would have been pos-
sible to prevent further gross violations of human rights. The assessment
at that time by states with that capacity was that their national interests
were not sufficiently engaged. Three years later, their interests were
deeply engaged but intervention was far more difficult. Had states ap-
preciated earlier what became evident later, the political will might
have been found. Whatever the merits of that argument, it is relevant
to a final conclusion in light of the experiences examined here. Without
effective political action to end a conflict and stop grave abuses, hu-
manitarian action is likely to face mounting and finally insurmountable
problems.
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21. Quoted in UNHCR, ‘‘Information Notes on former Yugoslavia’’, No. 10/93, 3 October
1993, p. iii. UNHCR convoys had earlier been suspended until the Bosnian Serbs with-
drew a demand for payment of a tax for passage.

22. Allegations that access was ‘‘bought’’, or that some 25 per cent of the aid was
‘‘skimmed’’, by the Bosnian Serbs appear to relate to the agreed division of aid coming
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through Sarajevo. The United States General Accounting Office (GAO) examined
allegations – for which it found no evidence – that the United Nations withheld human-
itarian assistance in order to pressure the Bosnian government into an unfavourable
peace settlement. The GAO conducted a thorough review of the convoy operation. Its
Briefing Report to the Honorable Robert S. Dole, U.S. Senate (Humanitarian Interven-

tion: Effectiveness of U.N. Operations in Bosnia, GAO/NSIAD-94-156BR, Washington
DC: United States General Accounting Office, April 1994) makes no mention of access
being bought, but details the obstruction and other problems faced by convoys.

23. Similarly, the Swedish government’s agreement, at UNHCR’s suggestion, to build a
transit camp for displaced Bosnian Serbs helped obtain clearance for the Swedish hous-
ing project in the Srebrenica enclave.

24. UNHCR’s performance was also criticized. For a brief examination of the negotiating
challenges to UNHCR, see Nicholas Morris, ‘‘UNHCR and Kosovo: A Personal View
from inside UNHCR’’, Forced Migration Review, Vol. 5, August 1999.

25. The report of the UN Secretary-General’s High-level Panel on Threats, Challenges and
Change defines the core purpose of humanitarian aid in conflict as ‘‘to protect civilian
victims, minimize their suffering and keep them alive during the conflict so that when
war ends they have the opportunity to rebuild shattered lives’’ (A More Secure World:
Our Shared Responsibility, New York: United Nations, 2004, para. 234).

26. The Report of the International Commission on the Balkans concludes that: ‘‘The pri-
mary cause of the failure of negotiations over Bosnia-Herzegovina, until summer 1995,
was the refusal of the leading international powers to exert a credible threat of force
much earlier in order to impose a settlement’’ (Unfinished Peace, p. 74).

27. Quoted in UNHCR, ‘‘Information Notes on former Yugoslavia’’, No. 11/93, November
1993, p. i.
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